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 k . ! 986, Anchorage, Alaska

Introduction

Lewis Maldorson
University of Alaska, Juneau
Juneau, Alaska

Ehis syapasiuw is one in an annual series, the Lowell k!akefield
Fisheries Syapasia. It is the first in several year s to focus on a
Finfish resource, and it is noteworthy that the sub!ect oF tht prtsent
syaposiua is the rockfi sh species caaplex, which i s coapri sad of
nuaercus species of scorpaenid fishes in tht gentr a Sebastes and
Sebastolobes. Rockfishts are an iaportant part of North Pacific, and
r orth Atlantic, carina resources. In tht Pacific, total landings For
the United States and Canada caabined art tstir!attd at 60,500, 54,800
and 5!,580 aetric tons in the years 1983, 1984 and 1985, respectively.
These catches rank at the top cf doaestic bottoafish landingsl yet,
here in Alaska and tlstrrher t on tht Pacific Coast wt know that
signifirant rockfish resources have been dep'leted and are now at
population levels far below their productive optiua.

In Alaskan ~aters the east abundant rackfish resource, the Paaific
Ocean perch  Sebastes alutus!, was depleted before any  sanages!ent was
conttaplated or feasible, as the pulse-fishing distant water fleets oF
Russia and Japan worked the continental shelf break in the 1960's.
Figure 1 suewarizes estieates of those catches frau tht Gulf of Alaska
<6OA! statistical region <Frau Balsiger et al. !985!. fn tht dtcade
beginning in 1963 the population nurrbtrs for that GOA stock of Pacific
Ocean perch decresaed Frow over 5,400,0M Fish to less than 700,000,
based on cohort analyses  Ito 1982!. Clearly, this 85 percent reduction
in the GOA Pacific Ocean perch populatian was an early exaeple of what
can happen ta a rockfish resource exposed ta high fishing rrortality
rates. Recent estiaates of Naxiaus! Sustainablt Yield  !r!SY! for tht SOA
Pacific Ocean perch rtsourct rangt Fran 16,000 to 47,508 aetric tons
 Salsiger et al. 1985!r which provides ~ reasonable' stature of the
degree of overfishing to which that stack was sub!ected.
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Figure 1. Pacific Ocean perch landings, in setric tons  HT! r in the
gulf oF Alaska statistacal region for the years 1961 through 1978.

Unfcrtunatelyr the Pacific Ocean perch scenario in the gulf' of Alaska
has been re-enactsd in other areas, and with other speci ss of
rockfish. Certainly the recerrt experience with ths widow roakfish  S.
entaselas! fishery is Fawiliar ta aost oF you. Catches of thiS SpeOies
increased drasatically in th» late 1978's, fallowed by reduction in
stack szze and catches  Figure 2! . Other stooks say bs experiencing
sisilsr boos and bust cycles, In Alaska there is concern for a ssaller
fishery on inshore raakfish species off southeast Alaska. This Fishery,
centered at Sitka, has expanded greatly, saving frow less than 28gr888
lbs, in 1988 to over Ir2$$,888 lbs in 1984.

The history of rockfish fisheries suggests that sanaging such resources
is not easy, and that detailed inForsation an stock sizes and
biological characteristics of the species are required. Although ths
Pacific Ocean perch attracted early attention, the basic biologioal
inforsation an the variaus species and assesssents of stock sizes and
candition have historioally been sketchy! at least until the last
decade. Nith passage of the U. S. Fisheries and Conservation
1 anagesent Act in 1976, the picture began to change. Ths isportanoe of

vesaurcer and its Sanagesent needs, instigated ths Coastwide
Rockfish Survey of' 1977, the results of which were reported in a 1978
sysrposius in Seattle, and published in a issue of Marine Fisheries
Review in 1989  vol. 42, No. 3-4!. Those studies provided aaah
previously unavailable biological inforsation and stack asssssssnts.
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Figure 2. Landinge, in oetric tOnS CZTT,! Ot widow rockt'ish in the
period 1974 to 1983.

A perusal of the agenda for the present syaposiua suggests that
interest in rockf i shes, and the level ot inforoation about theo,
continue to be on the r ise. Clearly, since the 197$ syoposiuo ther ~
have been oagor advances in rockfish studies. If any one research area
has riveted the attention of rockfish researchers it has been the aging
studies which have steaoed Frow advances accowplished at the pacific
Siological Station at Nanaiwo. The concept cf individual t'ish living to
agee Over Igg yearS auaZea Fiaheriea biclcgiatSI in taCt, Oany rewain
unrepentant skeptics. In the period wI»n the new aging techniques were
eoerging I was engaged in resource assessoents and liFe history studies
on the nearshcre group oF rockfi shee of southeast Alaska. One ot the
west i aportant Ot' thOSe speci es i s the yell oweye rcckf i Sh IS.
ruberriaus>. Applying the break-and-burn ageing techniques to
yel loweye rockf i sh revealed a population with age structures and a
sequence of life history events that were disconcertingly sioilar to
the huaan species. Much of this new inforoation is changing the way we
view the biology and oanageoent of these species.

It i s appropri ate, there Fore, that another syoposiuo should be
addressing rockFi shes. Frco oy perspective, it appear s that rockfi sh
studies are beginning to receive the support and recognition that they
have long deserved. The fact that a syapcsiuo such as this is being
held in Alaska is indicative of this trend. This is the state whose
Chapter ct the Az»rican Fisheries Society is called Oncorhynchus.
Further south, in California, the Cali for ni a Sea grant prcgr ao has
initiated a wager ewphasis on rockfieh studies. It thus appears that
this syaposiua is tiwely, and has the opportunity tc take a oa3or role
as a vehicl ~ for updating and suaoar izing current inforoation and for
pointing the direction for future studies.



RockFish studies have nat always enJoyed this level of support and
recognition1 although there have always been a Few biologi sts wha
persevered in the study of' these interesting Fishes. This is a good
time to recognise their efforts, as they sometimes had to stoop to-
well - unconventional methodologies in the practice of their trade. I
can think of no better example of this than the nate by Lave and Vucci,
pub'lished in the 1974 California Fish and Game, entitled> Range
extension of the China rockfish  Love and Vucci 1974! . The opening
sentence is sufFicient: "On 24 September 1972 Vucci found a China
rockfi ah, Sebastes nebulosus, 299 mm SL., in a tr ash can of Filleted
rockFish carcasses aboard the party boat China Clipper .". Certainly ~ 11
of the early contributions have been valuablel and none more so than
the work of our keynote speaker. Although Jergen Westrheim may not
have scoured the irashcans around leans iso, hi s work has been
extr acr dinar ily valuable to al 1 of us. Thi s symposium i s appr opr i ately
timed, i f for na other reason than that it marks the offici ~ 1
retirement of Jergen Westrhei ~ from the Pacific Biological Station.
Those wha know him will have no doubt that it does not mar k his
retirement from the study of rockFishes.
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Identification

Is them any more fundamental subject than identification of the species with
which we are dealing? And yet, aAer more than 100 years of study, the
taxonomy of scorpaenids is not complete in the northeast Pacific Ocean, nor,
I discovered, in some other areas of the world.

Within the region extending from the Gulf of California to the Gulf of
Alaska, there are 68 "certified" scorpaenid species, currently classified into
four genera-~r aena �!; Scar enodes �!; Sebastolohus �!; and Sebastes
�4!  Chen 1975; Ro ins 1980; and Esc meyer et al 1983!. Only %6astes
c atinues to p eee t ta* ic problems, and ig be ou a*elusive ttijmt
for the remainder of this presentation. The Bering Sea, where the ranges of
Asiatic and Ih!orth American scorpaenids probably overlap, has been ex-
cluded, because I could find no definitive taxonomic work comparable to that
for the northeast Pacific Ocean.

Taxonomic problems of Sebastes at the species level stemmed originally from
inadept te technology. Itll crits e e o pb logical cha a I I tice,
such as Cramer's �895! cranial criteria, whose variation did not necessarily
rellect genetic separation. The first step toward to genetic basis for classifi-
cation of roekfishes was taken by Tsuyuki, Roberts, and Vanstone �965!,
who employed relatively simple protein electrophoresis on nine species of
rockfishes as well as other marine species,

Subsequent electrophoretic analyses revealed the presence of sibling species,
or variants, of S. eos  Barrett et al 1966!; S. crarneri and S. ruedi
 We trhei and T y hi IIH!yi; d S. aleutian ~ d S, d~ilo roa  T uyue
et al 1968!. More complex and comprehensive electrophoretic analyses by
Sech �985! revealed the presence of the variants B of S. aleutianus and S.
reedi in the Gulf of Alaska, and suggested that S. ciliatus comprised two
sister" species. Tsuyuki, Roberts and Vanstone �965, p, 209! noted in a

footnote that S. ciliatus was actually a "complex of three or four forms."

Sash  tpggl alan demon t atm  the nat I hyb ideation I S. auriculat
and cau ' us in Puget Sound, Washi gto . Th's m y a*pie' the var shit'ty
in nuinbers of coronal spines of S. auriculatus, reported by Hits and DeLacy
�961!.

The variant species of S. rgleutianus and S. reedi are not a serious problem in
British Columbia waters, because variant A predominated there in both
species  Tsuyuki et al 1968!. Variant B of S. aleutianus predominated in
samples coBeeted olf southeastern Alaska, S, reedi electropherograms were
not collected north or south of British Columbia.

Perhaps the most graphic example of underestimating the importance of
rockfish species identification occurred in the northwest Atlantic Ocean.
During 1947-54, extensive and comprehensive trawl surveys were conducted
to assess the redfrsh  Sebastes! resource  Templeman 1959!. Unfortunately,
during the survey only one species, S. rnarinus, was assumed to occupy the
region, As late as 1966 only one species was acknowledged  Leim and Scott
1966!. Barsukov �968! reported that there were three species-S. marinus
 Linnaeus 1758; S. fasciatus  Storer 1856!; irnd S. mentella  Travin 1951!.



While these species are now accepted, identification proMems persist, as in-
dicated by the recent report of Power and Ni �986!.

In the western Pacific Ocean, Sebastes species diversity is similar to that in
the eaeta Pacpic Ocean  Ma~isa ara 3943!. Here tee pmblemt abettatt.
Chen �985! reported that S. inermis, a ubiquitous and commercially impor-
tant species, comprises three meristic types which seem to represent three
separate species. However, "no known features can clearly differentiate
some of the specimens which are mcristicaUy mtermediate"  op. cit. p 23!.
Does this sound familiar?

If Mentification of species is of primary importance, certainly validated age
determination must be the next most important subject, and certainly the
one most frequently treated in a superficial manner enroute to so~led
more iinportant problems. While the resolution of soine of the rockfish iden-
tification problems required new technologies developed in the 1960s, such is
not the case with age determination problems. Van Oosten �929! described
the basic procedures for age determination and Walford and Mosher �943a
and b! enlarged on these. Unfortunately, few studies have foUowed their
precepts.

Beamish and McFarlane �983! surveyed 500 studies published during 1907-
80 which included estiinates of fish age, Of these, only 65 percent inen-
tioned age validation or attempted to validate the ageing technique, and less
than 3 percent of the studies included validation of aU age classes. They also
reviewed 75 additional reports published in primary journals during 1965-80
which dealt with stock dynamics. Only 40 percent of these mentioned or at-
tempted age validation, and none successfully validated all age classes used
in the analysis. Beamish and McFarlane  op. cit.! cite two examples where
use 'of inaccurate ages caused serious problems in management and or under-
standing of fish populations. One of these examples was S. atutus.

One problem not considered by Van Oosten �929! or Walford and Mosher
�943a and b! was a change over time in interpreting annuli criteria,
Kimura �973! documented this devastating phenomenon with respect to the
Pacific sardine  Sardino s~aax!. In a classic study, Walford and Moaher
�943a and b! dcve oped an~vidated criteria for ageing this species, How-
ever, during the next 20 years, scale-reading staff' gradus!ly changed, and so
did the interpretation of criteria for the first annulus. The result was that
growth appeared to increase as the abundance of sardines declined. Density-
dependent growth was duly reported  Marr 1960!.

In summary, validation of age-determination methods must be considered to
be an on-going occupation.

As for rockfishes in the northeast Pacific Ocean, I cou!d not find any species
for which ages have been validated for all age classes, as suggested by
Beamish and McFarlane �985!. However, the earlier methods einploying
scales or surface readings of otoliths have been largely discredited, at hast
for the older age classes, as the result of new techniques described by
Beamish �979!, Bennett et al �982!, and Chilton and Beamish �982!. De-



spite the lack of complete validation, there is little doubt now that we are
dealing with species whose life span is substantially longer than heretofore
considered. More importantly, the slower growth and extended longevity
imply a substantially lower optimum exploitation rate,

Distribution

Distribution may well be the third most important subject, and certainly the
least studied. Accessibility and cost are iinportant inhibitory factors, partic-
ularly for the offshore species.

Distribution of' S, alutus is at least partially delineated, and is indeed com-
plex. These fish form schools which vary in shape from stratus-like to cu-
mulus-like "clouds" which do not always maintain contact with the bottom
 Westrheim 1970!. Based on on-bottom trawl catches, catch rate, size com-
position, age composition, and sex ratio vary bathymetrically, both intra-
and inter-seasonally  Westrheim 1970, 1973, 1975!. Furthermore, age-
length relationship varies bathyrnetrically  op. cit. 1973, 1975!, and propor-
tions of S, alutus in research vessel catches of rockfish vary with type of'bot-
tom  Westrheim 1970, 1974!. Bottom type is ofIen ignored as a parameter
in studying distribution, or conducting biomass surveys using the swept-area
method.

The above-mentioned studies marked a good beginning, but can hardly be
considered complete. Unfortunately, similar studies on other important off-
shore species are minor or non-existent, and may well prove to be more diIFi-
cult than those for S. alutus.

The distribution/behavior of' S. alutus has an obvious efFect on estimating
mortality rates and abundance. Since age composition varies bathymetri-
cally, data collected from commercial landings should be corroborated with
research vessel samples which span the more important depth intervals,
Abundance estimates, either by CPUEs or biomass estimates, are afFected bv
the schooling behavior, Catchahility likely varies inversely with absolute
abundance, and if so, CPUE is too low when abundance is high, and too high
when absolute abundance is Iow. The vertical schoolmg would affect esti-
mates of CPUE and biomass, based on the conventional swept-area method
with on-bottom trawls. Such biomass estimates are also afFected, in some
areas, by the propensity of the fish to prefer certain bottom types, unless
this factor has been incorporated into the survey plan.

i umamr

My theme of this keynote address is the importance of fundamentals in the
practice of fisheries science. The choice of rockfish for examples was only
dictated by the subject of' this symposium. And now, how well are we doing
with respect to rockfish? Currently, I think we are doing as well as possible,
considering the inevitable limitations.

We have correctly identified all or nearly all the important commercial
species in the northeast Pacific, and most of the others as welL Personally, I
hope that electrophoresis will be utilized more extensively here and else-



where in the world, Electrophoresis is not a difFicult procedure, and some
species might benefit by electrophoretic corroboration of their status,

Age determination has turned the corner. Long life-span and lower optiinum
exploitation rates are generally accepted. Firm proof of absolute age deter-
mination will be very diAicuit. For example, tagging juvenile rockfish of
known age, or adult fish of any age, is technically impossible at this time, for
most species including S. alutus.

Distribution/behavior is probably our weakest point. There appears to be lit-
tle interest, or support, except for the inshore species, which adinittedly are
more accessible and less costly to study, Perhaps the research climate will
improve belore all of you must face retirement,
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The redfish resources off
Canada's east coast

D.B. Atkinson
Department of Fisheries and Oceans
St. John' s, Newfoundland

Introduction

The existence of redfish of the Genus Sebastes in the Northwest
Atlantic has been known since at least UKi~w en Storer briefly
described and named Sebastes fasciatus from the Gulf of maine. Since
the, a g e t dead a~nor asses ca sad ant oy canaddan, sears«a
and other scientists on the distribution aod biology of the redfish
SpeCieS in the ~eStern Atlantic and impertant COImaerCial fiSherieS haVe
been developed, first by the United States, but followed by increasing
participation by Canada and other nations.

Today there are 8 different stocks or management units of redfish
recognized off the east coast of North America  excluding Nest
Greenland! and the nominal catch is the second largest of all
groundfish species in this area. Of these units, 7 are located off the
east coast of Canada, These stocks were originally managed by the
]nternati onal Commission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries   ICNAF !
but with extended jurisdiction, are now managed ei ther by Canada alone
or internationally through the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries
Organization  NAFO!. The total allowable catch from these 7 units for
1985, under quota regulation, was about 199,000 mt of which Canada's
allocation was 140,870 art. A total of 72,200 mt were taken with a
landed value of lb.2 million dollars to the Canadian industry.

This paper presents information on the distribution and biology of the
different species of redfish  Sebastes spp. !, the history Of the
diane g, present nansgenent prose~ceo an ongod g research for the area
off the east coast of Canada. The paper is, by no means, nmant to be an
exhaustive review of this topic,
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Distribution and BiOlO

Geographic distribution

Redfish are distributed fair y extensively in the Northwest
Atlantic  Fig. 1!. Their southernmost range limit is in the deep waters
off New Jersey, and they can be found inhabiting water from 75-750 m
north from this area: off the Nova Scotia and Newfoundland Banks, in
the Gulf of St. Lawrence, along the continental slope from the
southwestern Grand Bank to Hamilton Inlet Bank and in the area of
Flemish Cap. The fish are also present, but in fewer numbers, northward
to off the coast of Baffin Island, and off Nest Greenland. This
distribution has been determined over a number of years from larvae
distribution  eg. Murray and Hjort 1912; Dannevi g 1919; Frost 1936!,
exploratory fishing  eg. Templeman and Handrigan MS 1949; Templeman
1957; Templeman 1961! and convuercfal fishing  eq. Savvatimski and
Sidorenko 1966!.

Nithi n this area of distribution, redfish are found over a wide range
of depths. In the Gulf of Maine, although most comaonly found in depths
greater than about 75 m, they have been, on occasion, found in shallo~
enough water to be taken on hook and line  Anon. 1956!. Off the east
coast of Canada, the main concentrations are found between about
200-75D m on the west slope of Flemish Cap, the south and northeast
slopes of Grand Bank, the northeast slopes of Funk Island Bank and
Hamilton Bank, the north slope of Belle Island Bank, off southwest
Newfoundland and in the Gu'lf of St. Lawrence  Ni and McKone 1983!.
ACCOrdi ng tO theSe authOrS, the general patternS Of di Stributi on and
concentration noted between 1978 and 1980 were similar to those
determined during 1947-1954 by Templeman   1959!.

There is no evi dence for any large scale migrations of redfish in the
Northwest Atlantic, although it is known that redfish in the Gulf of
St. La~rence move to the mouth of the Gulf during the winter months
 Atkinson 1984!.

Depth distribution

Numerous studies have shown that the proportion af larger redfish
 ncreases with depth. Templeman and Knapp-Fisher  MS 1951! noted that,
when fishing along the edges of the Grand Bank at greater depths than
previously, larger fish were obtained than had been caught in shallower
waters. Per lmutter �953!, SchrOeder �955!, Tempi eman �955, 1957,
1959! and Hennemuth and Brown  MS 1964! al 1 reported the same
phenemenon fram analySeS Of data fry the Gul f Of Maine tO NAF0
Divi sion 2J of f Labrador. Other authors have al so shown that the
distribution of fish up and down the slopes can change with season
 Sidorenko MS 1966; Chekova 1972; Nikolskaya MS 1973; Atkinson 1984!.
All of these studies indicated that redfish generally move into deeper
waters during the winter months as hypothesized 1961 by Templeman and
Bitt.

Temperature distribution

Templeman �959! indicated that in North American waters, redfish
concentrations were usually associated with water temperatures of
3-6'C. He did, however, note that substantial catches were sometimes
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Figure 1; Map of the Northwest Atlantic showing the distribution of
redfish, NAFO Divisions and locations noted in the text.
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sometimes taken in areas with temperatures af 1-2 C, Atkinson [1984!
found that during the ~inter, the largest concentrations of redfish in
the Gulf of St. Lawrence were located in temperatures close to 7 C. It
would appear that, given a fairly wide range of temperatures, redfish
distribution is more influenced by depth then by temperature.

Diel movements

The movement of Northwest Atlantic redfish up in the water column at
night and down again during daylight   di el movemenc! is well
documented. Steele   1957! noted that catches were greatly reduced when
fishing was done at night. Konstanti nov and Shcherbino �958 ! reviewed
changes in cormaercial catches of redfish on Flemish Cap and slopes of
the Grand Bank and noted that at night the redfish were fallowing
~p~ard migratians of their prey. Sandeman   1969a! also noted that there
were significant differences in research catches at different time
periods on the eastern slopes of the Grand Bank. Parsons and Parsons
  1976 ! attempted to quantify the differences in day-ni ght catches in
NAFO Division 3P. They also found that there was differentia'I dial
variation with size, in that it appeared that there were greater
proportions of intermedi ate si zed fish �2-30 cm! moving off the bottom
at night. They pointed out the importance of these phenomena when
considering the design of, and interpretation of results fr om, trawling
surveys aimed at redfish.

Reproduction

The redfish of the North Atlantic are ovaviviparous but the females are
quite fecund, producing up to about 58,000 eggs  Jones 1969!. Ni and
Sandeman �984! showed that a geographic cline in size at. maturi ty
exists with a decreasing trend from north to south . They also found
that the size at maturity is much greate~ for females than males. FOr
beaked redfi sh, the length at $8 maturi ty of males ranged from about
29 cm in the north  NAFO Subareas 0 and 1! to about 15 cm in the south
  HAFO Division 4X ! while it ~anged from about 45 cm to 25 cm for
females over the same area.

In 1955, Magnusson stated that redfish in Northeast Atlantic waters
mated during October -January but Soroki n   1961! postulated that they
copulated during August-October. Steele   1957! felt that gonad
develOpment in the Gulf Of St. LawrenCe r edfi Sh fit the pattern
described by Magngsson and therefore assigned an October-January
copulation period. Sidor enko   1966! stated that copulation occurred
from August to Noverxber in the Northwest Atlantic while Hikolskaya  MS
1973 ! suggested an August-October peri od. More recently, the latter
authar �977! suggested that irr the region of southern Labrador, the
mating season is mare protracted, runrring from July to December. From
the results of a large number of samples collected off the south coast
of Hewfoundland  HAFO Division 3P!, Hi and Templeman �985! concluded
that copulation most likely occurs durirrg the same period as determined
by Magnusson �955! for Northeast Atlantic redfish
 i.e October-January!, but that fertil ization is delayed until
February-April .

The larvae are released when about 7-9 nm in length  Templeman 1959;
Bainbridge and Cooper 1971!. The extrusion times vary with area. Travin
and Pechenik   1962! found that Iarva1 extrusion peaked in May in NAFO
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Divi s i ons 3K and 3L and f n June of f the Labrador coast. They al so
reported that peak larval extrusion took place fn Aprf1-May on Flemish
Cap. Bainbridge and Cooper �971! state that extrusion takes place in
June off Labrador and the northeast coast of Newfoundland and that
1 arvae are first extruded in April on Fl emi sh Cap. According to
Templeman �976!, extrusion on Flemish Cap extends from March or April
to July or August wfth the earliest spa~ning taking place in deeper
water. Ni and Tempi eman �985! indicated that larval release takes
pl ace from Aprf 1-July  mainly May-June ! af f the south coast of
Newfoundland, while in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, larvae are released
during May-July  Steele 1957!. In the Gulf of Maine, larvae are
extruded from April-September  Kelly and Wolf 1959!.

Ageing and growth rates

After being released at lengthS of 7-9 rrm, sharp-beaked redfish grow
slowly and attafn lengths of between 40-50 cm. The golden redfish grow
much larger and can achieve lengths of 60-70 cm,

The agefng and, therefore, growth rates of Sebastes spp. have been
tu te ts us issues fo n n surer of yes s. seen~un ssun 239322 mnttonee
that thfs fish is slOw-growing and long 1 f ved. During the 1950's a
number of papers  e.g. Bratberg 1955; Sandeman 1957; Kotthaus 1958;
Kelly and Wolf 1959; Rasmussen 1958! described the growth of redffsh in
various parts of the Atl anti c Ocean based on ageing studies usin g
scales or otaliths. Of these authors, Kotthaus alone was of the opinion
that the fish were short lived and fast growing, At a Redfish Symposium
held in Copenhagen, Denmark in 1959, a decision was reached fn favor of
slow growth 'though further work is stf 1 1 required to confirm this
interpretation'  Lundbeck 1961!.

Today it fs generally aceppted that these ffsh are slow gro~ing but the
actual rates are still questioned. Researchers in eastern North America
rely an the use af otol i th fnterpretatf on for the determf nation of
redfish ages while European and Soviet scientists use scales. Thfs has
resulted in differences in the ages obtained for fish from the same
management units in that at present, Canadian readers age redffsh up
ta age 29 then add a 30+ group, while European and eastern readers
assign a maxfmum age of about 20-25 years to the oldest fish caught,
Sandeman   1969b! has aged redfish up to 50 years using otoliths. These
differences in ageing techniques and resultant differences in growth
rates have not been resolved to date.

Usfng otoliths, Sandeman �969b! i'flustrated that differences in growth
rateS eXfSt between maleS and femaleS, with femaleS almOSt alwayS
showing greater total growth than males. On average, females were
larger then males at any of the older ages. This was considered ta be
related ta the faCt that males mature at a muCh smaller SiZe than da
the females . Sandeman ' s Fig. 17   reproduced here as Fig. 2! gf ves a
good representation of the differences in ageing and hence, estfmated
growth rates, that exist to this day between North American  otolith!
readers and those fram Europe and the USSR  scales  Surkova 1962!!.

ReCent work on age validation of North~est Atlantic redfi Sh haS been
carried out by McKone and Legge  MS 1980 ! dealing wi th redfish in the
Gulf of St. Lawrence and by M~o et al, �981! on redfish from
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Figure 2: Growth rates of beaked redfish from Hamf1 ton Inlet 8ank
 left! and Flemish Cap  rfght! showing growth curves derived
by Sandeman �969! and mean lengths at age determfned by
Sekova �962!.  Reproduced from Sandeman 1969b.!

the Gulf of Mafne. McKone and Legge followed the exceptfonally strong
year-classes of 1956 and 1958 using both research frequencfes and
estfmates of numbers at age derived from combining the frequencies wfth
annual age length keys. They were able to follow these year classes
from 1972-1979 and concluded that otoliths were satfsfactory for agei ng
redffsh. Mayo and his co-workers validated the use of otolfths on yOung
fish  up to age 7!. They followed the seasonal formation of hyaline and
opaque edges on oto'tf th sections and compared sean length at age wfth
observed modes of length frequencies of the 1971 year-class for the
period 1971-1978.

Natural aorta 1 ity
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Ho precise estfmates of natural mortalfty rate  M! are avaf'lable for
any redfish stock fn the Northwest Atlantfc. However, it fs known that
the natural mortality rate for a long lived, slow growing fish such as
redffsh must be very low related to faster growfng species such as cod
and herring. For both of these latter fish, a coefficfent of 0.2 has
been assumed. !festrhefm et al.  MS 1972! estfmated M to be 0.12 for
Pacific ocean perch and Sandeman  MS 1973! considered that for
Northwest Atlantic redffsh, M fs between 0.1 and 0.05. Hecause of the
lack of any other evidence, a natural mortality rate of 0. I has been
assumed, for assessment purposes, for a number of years. It is most
probable that M lies below thfs level although a suftable alternative
has not been determined at this time. Mayo et al.  MS 1983! assumed a
level of 0.05 for Gulf of Mafne redfish.



Food and feeding

The food and feeding of rwdfish off Canada's east coast has not been
studied extensively. One of the main problems is that when these fish
are brought to the surface, thei r stomachs are qui te often ei ther
wholly or partially everted making any quantitative analysis difficult.
Lambert �960!, Yanulov �962! and Kashintsev �962! found that redfish
are pelagic and bathypelagic feeders, consuming a variety of fish,
euphausids, amphipods, copepods and shrimp. Their studies showed that
as redfish grow in size, fish such as capelin and myctophids become
more important dietary items. The diet of redfish in various locations
around Newfoundland was found to vary but it was thought that this was
related to prey availability. Both Vanulov and Kashintsev found
differences in feeding rates with season. In spring, during the
pre-hatching and hatching period, almost nothing is eaten hy either
maleS Or femaleS. Feeding rateS Start Off lew during the pOSt-hatohing
period but increase considerably by the end of the sumner and the
maximum rates are reached during the fa'll-winter period. By the second
half of March, feeding has again ceased.

parasites

The best known parasite of redfish is the ectoparasitic copepod
sphyri on lumpi which was first described on a North American rg.dfish by
% ~SOn ~ 1931! frOm the Gulf Of Maine area. Nigrelli and Firth
  1939! described the apparent pathological effects of the parasite on
redfish and described the range of infestation in the Gulf of Maine
area  rateS Of 5-10%!. Templeman and SquireS �960! preSented the
results of an extensi ve survey for i nci dence of infestation by this
parasite in all of the areas off the east coast of Canada. They found
that pockets of infestati on existed off Labrador   rates of 5-15'x ! and
on the southeast edge of the Grand Bank  rate of about 1-10%!. The
parasi te cOuld be attached at any point on the body but tended to
concentrate in the cloacal region on redfi sh from Canadian waters in
contrast to the Gu'lf of Maine redfi sh where the parasite was more
conmronly located near the base of the first spine of the dorsal fin.

Species nr x

It may seem that a discussion of the species of Sebastes present in the
lierth«est Atlantic shael d cane at ch earlser pns nt in a re le«
paper of this type. However, this is a complicated and, up until
recently, a very confused area of research and most of the previously
described investigations did not deal with a specific species, but a
species mix. As was noted earlier, Storer �856!, described a redfish
species in the Gulf of Maine and called it Sebastes fasciatus. This
namencl at re «as largely lg n ed after that acres ~marais the
NOrthWeSt Atlant C were aSSumed tO be S. marinuS, the Same SpeCieS aS
that in the Northeast Atlantic.

Around 1940, Lundbeck  see Kotthaus 1961! noted that besides S.
vivi~arous, there existed, in the Northeast Atlantic, the common
regis~. marinus, and another deep water type, the beaked perch. In
1951, this deans a e va lets vas desc ibad by T avln iTempleman 1959I
and named S. mentella, a new species. In the Northwest Atlantic,
Tmnptaman and gaaeaeeenaen tlsdf } fi st nnted that there en appamntty
two di f ferent types of redfi sh in the waters around Newfoundland,
S. marinus and S. mentella. Templeman �959! indicated that in the
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area from off Baffin Island and WeSt Greenland, South to the Gulf of
Maine the nmntella-type redfish predoninated. He noted that the
marinus-type was found in shallower water, grew larger and became
sexually mature at larger sizes than the raentella-type but occurred in
much fewer numbers. The taxanomic status of these two ' types' was
discussed extensive'ly during the 1959 Redfish Symposium in Copenhagen
 see eg Mead and Sindermann 1961!.

Although Templeman and Sandersan   1959!, Sandeman �961, 1969b! and
Templeman   1967 ! did note that the North American mentell a-type was, or
could be, different from the oceanic eastern Atlantic form, up until
the early 1970's, only two species of redfish were thought to exist in
the NOrthwest AtlantiC  S. marinuS and S. rrmntella! and reSearCh waS
carried out accordingly. However, in P36~ivuet scientists began
publishing information concerning a third species, S. fasciatus
 Ba rsuk ov 1968, 1972; Bars uk ov and Zak a rhov 1972; L 1 tv  nen~oW .
These authors stated that S. rrmntella was irxgre prevalent in the north,
nd less to a d th south. Te~mp a l19161 ackno 1 dged these studies

and used the classification of S. mentella to include the true
S. amntetta s ueT7 as th ~ 'A 1 for~ma e h p-beaked redff ~ h',
'S. Teescta ~ s 1Sto e

Beginning in the late 1970's, detailed studies of the species problem
was initiated in Newfoundland. Ni �981a, 1981b! used the extrinsic gas
bladder musculature and meri sties and morphomet ri cs to separate
S. rrmntel!a and S. fasciatus in the northeastern Grand Bank area. In
T98~ae ~ d ill ~esc a the gas bladde latu e of S. ma f us
and indicated that it could be used to separate this species fromm
beaked species. Ni �982! described the meristic variation in the North
Arserican beaked redfish from Baffin Island and West Greenland to the
Nova Scotia Shelf. Nis findings agreed with the earlier work by the
Soviets that there was a gradual transition from S. mentell a in the
north to S. fasciatus in the south, His findings are summarized in
Fig. 3. Tn ~<~R described the meri stic di f ferences between
S. marinus and the beaked redfish of the Northwest Atlantic, He pointed
ut~ait 1 e sie to sepa t S. marin s f o th beaked wdffsh

tha to sepa at S. mentekka and S~asctat s. t't 1 ko 119791
de c ib d the edfi 8 f~euff oi Ma~ne a . fasciatus.

Robins et al. �980! described S. fasciatus, S. rrmnte!!a and S. Snarinus
~ Ciffe ent spe 1 ~ s. but considerrare sensa'ounr ~ t us~as o

whether these are true species or not  e.g. Payne and Ni 1982;
Kenchington 1983; Ni 1983; Kenchington 1986! . Robins et al. �986!
again treat the three types as separate species. They also address the
problem of cormxon names. S. marinus i s called ' gol den redf i sh',
S. rentella i ed 'deep- ne dfi h' a d S. fasciatus ls
9 si'gga eg Acadian redfish'. The a ttm ote that t~es be
included as separate species in the upcoming �990! fifth edition of "A
List of Common and Scientific Narxes of Fishes from the United States
and Canada". '

The sharp-beaked redfish are flame red in color while the golden
redfi sh are more orange or yellow-red. This latter species has a
relatively smaller eye and the bony protrusion on the lower jaw is
usually blunt or weak. It is usually found in depths of less than
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Figure 3: The distribution of S, mentella and S. fasciatus in
dz ~ isis -d pth blocks. rhe rl s tth pos~ve s ope
represent S. mentella and negative slope represent S.
fasctatos. Zros~sa c t g rep esents a ntstsre of the t a
species  reproduced from Ni 1982!.

about 275 m. The sharp-beaked redfish has a relatively large eye and
the bony protrusion on the lower jaw is long and well developed. It is
very difficult to discern between S. mentella and S. fasciatus based on
no phalogt az characters and i thr pTeedlie tno ~ edge e a y treated
as 'beaked redfish' without further separation.

Oceanic redfish

There is one other group of redfish of Genus Sebastes that has been
faund Off LabradOr, TheSe are pelagiC fiSh that lraVe~en taken On 1Ong
lines over the ocean depths. Templeman �967! described catches of
these fish taken at the mid-mouth of the Labrador Sea. The water depth
i S 3060-3660 m in thiS area, He nOted that theSe f1 Sh were heaVily
infested wi th the parasite gSphvrion ~lum i and were probably part of an
oceanic population that had been pre~v ously shown to exist in a large
eddy SyStem extending frOm ICeland and Greenland tO the LabradOr and
northeast Newfoundland shelves. This stock does not appear to have any
commercial importance in North America, and no recent work has been
carried out in this area.

The FIShery

The fishery for redfish in the North~est Atlantic is primarily based on
catches of the sharp-beaked redfish, S. IImnte114 and S. fasciatus.
g. narinos a e p asset tn only relatt ety s~nn nnnhers aa are at
cons~ere to be important to the fisheries.

Historical catches

In NOrth America, redfiSh CatCheS have been reCOrded from the Gulf Of
Maine  NAFO Subarea 5! from as early as 1916 when 53 mt were taken by
United States fishermen  Templeman 1959!. There was a considerable
increase in this fishery in the mid-1930's when landings jumped from
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519 mt to 23,162 mt between 1934 and 1936. At this time, the ffshery
also expanded somewhat into the area of the Hova Scotia Shelf  NAFO
Subarea 4!. With time, the landings from the area north of the Gulf of
Mafne increased and surpassed those from this area. A fishery began
fn the Gulf of St. La~rence  NAFO Subarea 4! in 1951 but effort was
soon diverted to the Grand Bank area  NAFD Subarea 3! resulting in a
decrease in catches from Subarea 4. Cormrrercf al landings were f f rst
reported from Subarea 2 fn 195B when 77,000 mt were caught  ICNAF
1970!. Within the HAFO Convention Area  former'ly ICNAF!, catches of
redfish peaked in 1959 with a total of 389,000 mt being landed. They
then fluctuated around about 200,000 mt untf1 the mfd-1970's when total
landings began to decrease under various quota regulations. Landings in
the 1980's have been in the vicinity of 125,000 mt annually.

In the earliest years of the redfish fishery off North Arnerfca, the
United States fleet accounted for IDDEN of the landings. But, during the
mid-1940's, they were joined by fishermen from Canada. In the early
1950's European vessels  Iceland and Germany! began fishing for redfish
on this side of the Atlantic and in 1956 the LrSSR began sending vessels
over. Soviet landings quickly grew such that in 1958-1960 they were the
greatest for any single country. In recent years, landfngs by the
United States have dropped drastically under strict management
practices. From the late 1960's to the present, catches by Canada and
the USSR have consistently accounted for greater than 70% of the total
redfish landings from the HAFD Convention Area.

Stocks or management units

Discussions of redfi sh stocks in the Northwest Atlantic have always
been assocfated wfth the management of the fishery. In 1961, Mead and
Sfndermann suggested that, for management purposes, three stocks of
redfish could be identified in the Northwest Atlantic. These were:
Flemish Cap, ICNAF  now NAFO } Subarea 2 + Division 3K and 3L, and
Division 30 + 3P + Subareas 4 and 5. They noted that the latter two
stocks intermingled in Division 3N but suggested that the situation in
this area was not clear. Travfn et al. �962! concluded, on the basis
of parasite and morphometrfc dffferences, that Subarea 3 could be
divided into a northern stock  Division 3K + northern 3L !, a Flemf sh
Cap stock and a south Newfoundland stock   Divisions 3N. 30 and 3P! .
They also concluded that fntermfnglfng occurred in Divisfon 3N.
Bafnbridge and Cooper �971! concluded that three stocks, as defined by
Mead and Sindermann, existed based on the distribution of larvae.

Assessment of redfi sh began in the mid 1970's. Sandeman  MS 1973!
referred to the redfiSh in the Gulf Of St. LawrenCe aS a 'StOCk' when
discussing management options. Parsons and Parsons  MS 1973! separated
redfish from HAFO Df visions 30 and 3P based on dffferences fn growth
rates described by Sandeman   1969b!. They also separated redfish fn
Divisions 3L and 3N from those in Divisions 30 and 3P based on the
conclusions of Mead and Sindermann   1961! and Bainbridge and Cooper
�971!, The data frem DfviSienS 3L and 3H weve COmbfned SinCe there waS
inadequate evidence to indicate separate stocks. Pfnhorn and Parsons
 MS 1974! presented an assessment of another 'stock', that fn NAFO
Subarea 2 + Division 3K and fn the same year, Parsons and Parsons  MS
1974a ! assessed the status of the redfi sh on Flemish Cap. Mayo and
Miller  MS 1975! presented a preliminary assessment of the redffsh fn
HAFD Divisions 4V, 4W and 4X combined. In the same year, Mayo  MS 1975!
presented a prelfmina ry assessment for Gulf of Maine redfish
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 Subarea 5!. Thf s was treated as a sfngle stock because of
juri sdfcti onal consideratfons between Canada and the United States.
Thus, excluding the Bafffn Bay-West Greenland area, a total af 8 stocks
were defined  see Fig. I!: HAFO Subarea 2 + Division 3K
 Labrador-northern Newfoundl and!, Divi sfons 3L + 3H  north and east
Grand Bank!, DiViSian 3M  Flemish Cap!, DiviSian 30  SOuthWeSt Grand
Bank!, Division 3P  south coast of Newfoundland! ~ Divisions 4R, 45 and
4T  Gulf of St. Lawrence!, Df visions 4V, 4W and 4X  Nova Scotia Shelf!
and Subarea 5  Gulf of Maine!.

The separation of the Northwest Atlantic redfish into these stocks, or
perhaps more properly, management unfts, has continued to the present
although some of these separations have been questioned. Koeller and
LeGresely  MS 1981! regarded the redfish on the southern slope of
Laurentian Channel in the Gulf of St. Lawrence as a separate stack.
NikolskAVa  MS 1981! concluded that the redfish in Division 3L differ
from those in Divisions 3N and 30 based on growth rates, maximum age
and daminant sizes and ages but Atkfnsan and Power  MS 1986!, after
reviewing available data, concluded that the situation in Division 3N
is still unclear. They did note that it was unlikely for serfous
problems to arise in the management of Df vision 30 separate from
Divisfans 3L and 3H.

Attempts at stock definition in the early 1960 ' s were confounded
unknowingly by the existence of the twa species of sharp-beaked
redfiSh. Most reCently Hi   1982!, baSed On merfStiC taXa, prapOSed 5
management stocks off the Canadian coast. These were I! the Bafffn
Bay-Labrador stock, 2! Flemish Cap stock, 3! Grand Bank stock and 4!
Gulf of St. Lawrence stock and 5! Nova Scotia Shelf stock. His
separation of the Grand Bank and Scotian Shelf stacks was not based on
any meristic dffferences, but upon dffferent management jurisdictions
within the Canadfan Department af Fisheries and Oceans, It seems
unlikely that the stocks, as they naw exist for management purposes,
will be changed in the forseeable future although no other evfdence fs
avaflable to indicate that the separation fs valid.

Management

As noted earlier, management advice was first provided for the redfi sh
stocks off the east coast of Canada in the early to mid 1970's. This
advice was assessed by ICHAF  established in 1949! whfch was
responsible for the management of all stocks in the Northwest At'!antic
lying outside the waters of the caastal states, with the extension of
jurisdiction to 200 miles by bath Canada and the United States in 1977,
ICNAF was replaced by twa organizations. ICNAF itself was replaced by
NAFO which now has jurisdiction over stocks lying outside coastal
economic zones and also provides advfce, when requested, for those
stacks which overlap the economic zone of the coastal state  Canada!
and the Convention area. The United States is not a Contracting Party
of HAFO- The seCOnd organization established is the Canadian Atlantic
Fisheries Scientific Advisory Committee  CAFSAC! which fs wholly
Canadian and is responsible for providing management advice for those
stocks lying completely within Canada ' s 200 mi . economic zone. Today,
only 2 redfish stocks are managed through NAFO; the Flemish Cap stock
which Ties completely wi thin the NAFO Convention area and the stack in
Divisions 3L and 3N which overlap Canada's economic zone and the
Convention area.
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of uota f!uota  MT!Stock

243K
3LN
3M
30
3P
4vffx
SA 5

1974
1974
1974
1974
1974
1974
1973

30,000
20,000
40,000
15,000
23,000
40 .000
30,000

ASSeSSmentS of redfiSh in the Gulf Of St. LawrenCe were reviewed withfn
ICffAF  e.g. Berthome and Forest MS 1976! but the impositfon of quotas
was the sole responsibflity of the coastal state, Canada. In 1976 an
fnftial TAC  total allowable catch! of 30,000 mt was establfshed for
thi s resource.

As stated prevfously, management was originally based on a combfnation
of MSY, Fmax, historical average catches and 'gut feelings'. Beginning
f n the mi d- to late 1970' s, some nmdf f f cati ons were made to these
concepts. For general production models, the reference level of MSY was
replaced by 'yield at 2/3 MSY effort' as it was thought to be safer
than MSY f n that f t represented a level more to the lef t of the
downside of the equilibrium curve. The reference of Fmax was replaced
by F0.1, that level at which the change fn yield-per-recruit with
respect to changes f n mortal f ty rate is one-tenth of that of the
ffshery begfnnf ng on a vf rgi n stock . These changes were fmpl emented to
promote stock rebuilding and improved catch rates as extensive
over-ffshfng of most of the cossnercial specfes off Canada's east coast
in the early- to mid-1970's had resulted fn depressed stocks. They
remain in effect today  fn most cases! as reference leve'!s when
carryfng out assessments of redff sh off eastern Canada.

Sf nce 1975, assessments of the 7 redfi sh stocks have been carried out
annually usfng general production analyses  e.g. Parsons and Parsons MS
1973. MS 1974a; Pinhorn and Parsons MS 1974; Mayo and Miller MS 1975;
McKone MS 1979; Atkinson MS 1983; Atkinson MS 1985! as »ell as
sequentfal populatfon analyses  cohort, VPA!  e,g. Parsons and Parsons
MS 1975; Atkinson et al. MS 1980; McKone et al. MS 1980; Maguire et al.
MS 1983!. General production analyses have been used most frequently
although the assumption of equi'Ifbrfum fs knowingly violated.
Sequential populatfon analyses have generally not been satisfactory
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The initfal assessments provided were based on general productfon
analyses  e.g. Parsons and Parsons MS 1973; Parsons and Parsons MS
1974a; Pinhorn and Parsons MS 1974; Mayo and Mi'lier MS 1975!, often in
association with yield-per-recruit and catch curve analyses   Parsons
and Parsons MS 1974b!.  }uotas were imposed on these stocks based on
both the results of these early assessments and average historfcal
catches, but often tempered by 'gut feelings' of stock status or
condition. Ouri ng this period, the reference level for ffshfng was MSY
or maxfmum sustai nab'le yield� . For yield-per- recruft ana'lyses, Fmax
 that level of fishing mortality that results in the maximum
yield-per-recruft! was used as the reference point. The year of quota
impositf on and the correspondfng quotas were as follows:



beCauSe Of a laCk Of a SufffCfently lang time SerieS Of COmmerCial
catch-at-age data eau~led with low 'levels of ffshfng mortality. The
most recent �986! TAC s and the basis for them are as follows:

TAC  MT!Stock BASIS

2+3K

3LN

3M

30

4RST

4VWX

Research and the Future

Much of the research on redfish off the east coast of Canada was done
when the existence of the two species, S. mentella and S. fasciatus,

s u k u . much of thus Nl k needs to be ~re ane and studse~sn ETs
di recti on are begf nning. The di f f erences f n growth rates noted by
Sandeman �969b! may be, in part, due to different proportions of the
two species present in his samples from different areas. For example,
examination of the depths from which Sandeman's samples were taken,
and comparison with Nf ' s   1982! findings, would suggest that Parsons
and Parsons'  MS 1973! basis for separation of Division 30 and 3P
redfish  di fferent growth rates! fs merely a reflection of samplfng
differences. It appears that S, fascfatus may have been sampled from
pt rsto sp, smtl ~ a mt tu a nfSs~ p ed from tp This .cede to be
reexamined.

There appears to be a clfne from north to south wfth regard to the
extrusion time of larvae. Mi and Templeman   1985! noted that the
sequence of larval release off the south coast of Newfoundland appeared
to be S. mentella, S. marinus then S. fascfatus. If this is the case,
then tlie rrire ent mt~ac abu dn ce 'onus ~ species mr account ro
some of the previously noted differences in release times.

The age and growth  and hence natural mortality! of these redfisb still
requires a great deal of wo rk. Age date rmf na t i on and val f dati on is
ongoing both through otolith fnterpretatfon and the use of
radfoisotopes. For thfs work to be valid, there must be a separatfon of
the two sharp-beaked species.

The diel movements of these fish are well documented. These movements
have serious implications when conductinq trawling surveys for redffsh.
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yield at MSY.
Retained starting 1980, based on
F0. I catch of 18,000 MT.
Based on FO.I strategy with some
modifications based on ecomonics.
Retained starting 1980, based an
yield at 2/3 effort MSY.



The phenomenon fs being studied through the use of hydroacoustics.
Prelfminary data analyses have not yielded any solutfons, but fnstead,
indicate that a solution to the probfem may be more complicated then a
simple quantfffcation of rmrvement related to time of day fn that there
may be depth, lf ght and fish densf ty relationships involved.

Investigations are also underway into the use of hydroacoustfcs for
estimating biomass of redfish. Besides the technological problems
involved in worki ng in ~ater depths up to 750 m, such things as species
identification and target strength need to be resolved.

The assessment methodoiogy presently in use for the evaluation of the
status of the redfish stocks has many shortcomings. While sequential
population analysis may become more useful as the time series of data
is increased and accumuIated fishf ng mortalities become high enough for
matrix conversion, prob1ems related to ageing may still remain. General
production models usually assume that the stock is in equilibrium
 losses due to mortality, either natural or fishing, are balanced by
rec ruftrrrent!. These assumptions are clearly violated in many of these
redffsh stocks where recruitment is highly variable. Using running
averages of effort  Gulland 1961! is one way of handling this situation
but is in many ways inadequate. Investigations are now underway into
the use of a non-equflfbrium production model  after Rfvard and Bledsoe
1978! in the assessrsent of these redfish.

Anather point that haS been raf Sed in reCent yearS fS that of the
species mf x in the corrm»ref al catches. Suggestions have been made that
the two sharp-beaked species should be separated for management
purpOSes. Whether thf S fS pOSSf ble Or praCtf Cal remaf nS tO be seen. It
fs first necessary to learn and understand a great deal more about the
distribution of the two species with regard to area, depth and season.
An easy, reliable method for species identification fn the ffeld, for
both fisheries personnel and ffshermen, wfll have to be developed. In
the end, ft ~ not be practical to separate quotas or other management
policies based on the distri butions of these species.

Today, the redfish fishery off the east coast of Canada fs fn a healthy
state. Markets have improved steadily in recent years and in 1985 ' the
Canadian catch of 72,200 mt represented a landed value of 15.5 mfllion
dollars and trans'fated into a total product value of 53.9 mfllfon
dollars. There is still room for expansion, as the 1985 landings only
represented about 50Y of Canada's total allocation from the redffsh
quotas. Continued rrxrnftorf ng of these fi sherfes coupled with ongoing
research will ensure the viability of these fish and their fishery on
fnto the future.
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Figure 1. California commercial landings of rockfish, 1916 � 1985,
Source: 1916-'l968  Hcimann and Carlisle 1970!,
1969 � 1970  Hell 1971!,
1971 �!iphan t et al. 1 973!,
1972 � 1974  McAllister 1975, 1976!.
1975  Pinkas 1977!,
1976  Oliphant 1979!,
1977-1980  Frank Henry, personal communication!, and
1 981 -1 985  P ac FIN!.



effective ln capturing rockflsh. Use of the balloon trawl spread
rapidly and tr awl-caught rockfish have dominated the landfngs since
1944. A peak occurred in landings in 1945 baca~as of the demand fram
army camps on the West Coast. Landings declined at the end of the war
when the camps were phased out.

I did not find explanations for fluctuations in landtngs between 1950
and 1970. Dur ing the past 15 years, landings have increased
Conaiderably as the result Oi' better mar ket demand, net design,
acoustics, and navigation. Landings peaked in 1982. In that year,
many boats from Oregon and Washington fished tn northern and central
California. These veSSela made large landingS Of ~ido~ r ockf'iah
 Sebastes entamelas! as well as other species of rockf tsh. In addition
to the expanded trawl effort in the 1980's, gill-net vessels also have
increased effort.

Since 1983, widow r ackffsh landings and, ta same degr ee, landings of
other species have been constrained by Pacific gtsher y Management
Council regulatfona.

The hook-and-line fishery in the early days was fairly primitive. Most
trips lasted less than a day and of'ten the crew size was one. Mast
fishing took place close to port and in water less than 100 fathoms
 Scof teld 1947!, Landings were dominated by black r ockf ish
 f. ~!s!   t! C l f  , !    S. ~   92 !  
chili pepper  S. fLoodei! in central Cal tf'amia, and vermilion rockfish
 S. mintatus! in souther n California, Af ter t.he advent of the balloon
trawl, canary rockflsh  S. pfnn~fr ! r eplaced black rockfish in
northern California and bocaccta and chilipepper replaced vermf lion
rockfiah in parts of souther n California. Catches of widow rockftsh
were minor bef ore 1979 when vessels wIth midwater trawl s began
targeting on them, In very recent years, bank rockfish  S. rufus! have
became more important in landings.

~!!    !

It is nat very meaningful to discuss solely the California trawl fleet,
because many vessels fish in more than one state during the year.
The fleet is ver y dynamic. Of the 600 trawlers that participated in
the California, Oregon, and Washington fishery f' or groundf'ish bet~san
1981 and 1984 ~ only 400 participa'ted in the 1984 fisher y. Of the 200
that didn' t, records are incamplete for abaut half  E. Ueber ~ personal
communication!. We do know that about 50 sank or bur ned, 30 f'lshed ln
other areas or for other groups of 1'ish, and 30 didn't operate because
af bankruptcy or other problems.

Mast trawl-caught rockfish enter the fresh fish market as fillets.
In recent years, widow rockffsh, bocaccfo, chtlipepper, and bank
rockf ish have dominated the trawl landings. The ex-vessel pr l ce of
most trawl-caught rockfish is 40.275/lb. The trawl landings of
rockfish in California are worth about g10,000,000.
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Gill-net fisher

Another' Important gear for rockfish in southern and central California
Is the gill net. This gear is prohibited In northern California.
Landings by this gear are not as dominated by widow rockfish, bocaccio,
and chilipepper as trawl landings are. Yellowtsil rockfish
id. fl td!dhl kf'!hid.utt ! l !ddt t.

ln 1985, almost 900 vessels were licensed to use gill nets  E. Veber,
personal cannnunication!. While I do not have accurate data, probably
several hundred gill-net vessels landed rackf Ish In California.

Our data for California gill-net landings are incrnnplete, but the catch
of rocki'ish was more than 2f700 mt In 1985. Gillnetted fish tend to be
worth more than trawl-caught fish. I estimate that 1985 landings were
worth several million doll ar s to the fishermen. While same gillnetted
rockfish are I'illeted, many enter the market as whole or dressed fish.

A number oi' problems are associated with the gill-net fishery In
Califor nia. Besides the usual gear conflicts, there are majar
incidental kills of seabirds and marine mammals. Because of the
problems, there is considerable public support to either ban the gear
altogether or severely restrict It.

Hook-and-line fisher

Rockf ish are still commercially caught by hook-and-line fishermen in
California. While this fishery captures the same species as the other
gears, there is a greater tendency to fish for specialized mar kets such
as the Chinese restaurant trade. The brown rookf ish  S. auriculatus!
and several closely related species are preferred for this market.
Fishermen receive as much as 43.00/Ib far fish in good condition.
Sometimes the I'Ish are kept alive until just before aooking.

I don't have a firm estimate of the number of hook-and-line vessels
f I shing I' or rockf I sh I n Cal ii'or nia. It Is approximately 300.
1985 landings were about 1,000 mt. I estimate that these landings were
wor th 1 to 2 million dollars. Nost hook-and-line caught rockfish enter
the market as whole or dressed fish,

Recreational I'isher

Rockfish are very Important for recreational fisheries. Besides being
good eating, rockf'ish can be as large as 28 lbs  such as the cowcod,
S. 1 ev Is!, can be ver y color f ul  such as the starr y rackf I sh,
S. constell atua!, and can be ver y attractive when viewed underwater

h th* t * fi h, d, ~i!. !lhll t h ill
dominated by one or two species ~ we have sampled more than 12 species
on a single party-boat trip. The variety is appealing to some anglers.

While the California recreational fishery probably is worth more than
commercial fisheries of most nations, It is not very well documented.
This is because It is difficult to adequately sample recreational
landings. Statistics have been collected fr om the party-boat fishery
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through a logbook system since '1936  Collyer 1949 ~ Young 1969!. Since
1981, the entire fishery has been sampled by a phone interview and
field sampling program  U.S. Depar tment of C m merce 1986!.

The party-boat ffahery is concentrated fn southern California. Prior
to the 1950's, rockfish did not support a major targeted ffshery in
southern California. Anglers preferred the then abundant barracuda
 ~dh ~t!. I! d I ~ d li d d kf1 h h *
very important in the party-boat fishery. The party-boat f'ishery f' or
rockfish is still minor in northern California.

In 1985, recreational anglers landed almost 8,000 ~ 000 r ockf i.sh fn
Calif'ornia  U.S. Department of Ccmmerce 1986!. The fish weighed about
4,000 mt. Rockf ish comprised almost 1/3 of all recreational f ish
landed in the State and are the mOst impOrtant grOup Of SpeCiea.
Porty-six species of rcckf fsh were sampled from recreational catches fn
1984. However, three speci ee--blue rocky i eh, black rockf 1 sh, and
yellOwtail roCkfiah--repreaent about 30$ of the landings. BOat angler S
make more than 90$ of the landings. Landings from party boats and
private boats are about equal.

Economists have yet tc agree on how to determine the value of a
recreational fishery. One method is to appraise all costs associated
with fishing trips. Using this approach, economists estimated that the
California recreational fishery for all species is worth about a
billion dollars  D. Hupper t, personal communication!. This is not
equivalent 'to the caamercfal fisheries values, because there are many
factors included in the reer eational value not included in the ex-
vessel value of ccmmer cially landed fish. Still it appears that the
reer eat ional value sf gnif icantly exceeds the ccmmercf al value.
Agencies r ecognize this when making management decisions.

Status of fisher

Host stocks of traditional rockfish species in Califcr ni a are at or
below the MSY level. Same, such as bocaccio, may be overfished.
Present regulations consist of a quota on widow rockfish, 40,000-1b
trip limits on ccmmercfally caught fish, and a 15-fish bag limit for
reer eational fish. There are also various gear and ar ea restrictions.
The objective of many of the area regulations is to reduce gear
conflicts, par tf cularf y bet~san r ecreational and ccmmer cial fishermen.

While most of the tr aditfonal species are fully utilized, two appear
not to be, Recent analysis indicates there is same room for expansion
in landings in chili pepper. In addition, bank rockffsh landings have
increased in recent years, They occupy a habitat that had only been
lightly fished previously.

There are two other abundant, lightly exploited species, The splitnose
kflh d.~dtl !I hit* hd t. Il,iti yl d

lived species and, while the f ishery probably could be expanded some,
care is needed in such an expansion because the species could easily
become overf ished. It fs a marginal commercial f fsh because it
produces low fillet yields and is fairly small. Shortbelly rockfish
 S, Jordan'! is very abundant and short-lived. The species probably
could support a fishery about the sire of the other species combined.
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However, it is qufte small  maximum size about 30 cm! and must be
processed rapidly.

Species targeted by reer eational fisheries in southern and central
California appear to be fully utilized. Same af the expansion of the
recreational fishery has come at the expense of the commercial fishery.
Several nearshore species--e,g., black, blue, and yellowtaf1 rockffsh--
appear to be lightly fished in norther n California. Recreational
f'ishing in this area is limited because of the distanoe fram population
centers,

Discussion

During historical times the commer cial fishery has passed through
several phases  Figure 1!. Between 1916 and 1947, landings were
generally bet~san 2,000 and 4,000 mt. During the Second World War,
fishing techniques and markets improved and landings increased to
bet~sec 4,000 and 8,000 mt until 1971. Since then, techniques and
marketa have again fmproved and landinge are nOW abOut 20,000 mt,
The status of' exploited species indicates that landings will be between
10,000 and 30,000 mt until other species are har vested. If an incr ease
occurs, it would be a repeat Of hfatory, The preViOua maJOr inareaaee
involved changes fn the r elative Importance of species. A future major
increase also fs likely to involve changes in specfes composition of
landings. Shortbelly and splitnose rockffsh are likely to contribute
to increased landings. As in the past ~ fmproved market conditions are
a prerequisite to increased utilfzatfon of these two species.

History may also be repeated fn the r ecreatf anal f'I sher y. Significant
expansion of' recreational landings of rockfish in souther n and central
Calf for nfa 1S not likely ta OCCur withOut reduction of oammercial
landings.

Management and reaearaherz inVOlVed with California rockfish fisherieS
I'ace several major problems including conf'licts bet~san recreational
and commercial f'isherfes. I have already mentioned the gill-net
problem. There also appears to be same overcapftalizatfan,
The industry, researchers, and managers have been discussing variaus
forms of limited access managements but implementation of such
management appears to be years' if not decades, af'f . Fluctuations in
year-class strength cause the f1shery to be somewhat unpredictable.
Research aimed at this problem is discussed in another paper  Kendall
and Lenarz 1987!. Researchers are also attempting to develop optimal
management strategies that, account for the multispecies aspects of the
fishery. Finally, monitoring the fishery ia quite expensive . We are
wOrking On proeedureS tO make sampling more efffcient.

I gained much of the information contained fn this paper from
conversations with my colleagues. Frank Henry and Tam Jow of the
California Department of Fish and Game, Menlo Park, and Sus Kata and
Ed Ueber of WNFS, Tiburon, are particularly knowledgeable of' California
fisheriee.
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The rockfish fisheries
off western Canada, 1860-1985

5 J. Westrheirn
Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Nanaimo, British Columbia

Abstract

A production history of the rockfish fisheries oif western Canada is reported,
based primarily on published reports of appropriate agencies. Subjects
discussed were. 1! participating nations; 2! production records; 3! principal
species; and 4! new fisheries.

Introduction

This report chronicles the history of the rockfish fisheries ofl' British
Columbia since 1860, based primarily on published reports.

Primary data source was Forrester et al. �978!, which provided the only
published account of the early fishery for rockfishes, as well as available
production records through 1970. Subsequent production records were
obtained from publications of the Canadian Department of Fisheries and
Oceans  DFO!, the International North Pacific Fisheries Commission
 INPFC!, and the Washington State Departinent of Fisheries  WDF!.

The INPFC groundfish statistical areas were used, because they best fit the
various data sets. Catch records by area began in 1956, and are continuous
to date, Two such areas, Vancouver and Charlotte, encompass the coast of
British Columbia  Fig. 1!. Unfortunately the southern third of the
Vancouver area encompasses the northwest coast of Washington State, This
overlap produces some unresolvable problems in segregating national
production, particularly a Ier Canada and the United States promulgated
their individual 200-mile economic zones in 1977, Prior to 1977, Canadian
vessels rarely sought rockfish in that portion of the Vancouver area which
now lies in the U.S. 200-mile economic zone. However, during the same
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period, U,S, vessels regularly sought rockfish throughout the Vancouver
area, as well as the southern portion of the Charlotte area.

Eisherias

Domestic

The first domestic commercial fishery which included rockfish took place off
Victoria  S, Vancouver island! "about 1860"  Lord 1866!, This was a hook
and line fishery, from canoes or other small vessels, to supply the local
Victoria market with flatfish  including halibut!, greenling, and rockfish,

Records of the doinestic commercial fishery began in 1917  Forrester ef al.
1978; Table 29!, and continue to date, in increasingly detailed Form.

Non-doniestic

Non-domestic rockfish fisheries were initiated by U.S. trawlers during the
early 1950s, prior to 1956  Porrester ef of. 1978!, and continued into 1981
 Table I!, Other national fleets which targetted on rockfish were those from
the USSR �965-68!, Japan �966-77!, and Poland �975-76!.

Table i, 1-hstorical record ef national fisheries for rockfishes oll' British Columbia, 1956-85.

T line

+ +
f

March 31, 1981,
April i, i981.

Major restraints were imposed on the non-domestic fisheries in 1971 and
1977.

On March 10, 1981, Canada proclaimed fisheries closing lines on the east
and west coasts which designated exclusive Canadian fishing zones  Anon.
1971!. On the west coast, the closing lines excluded from Queen Charlotte
Sound, Hecate Strait, and Dixon Entrance all non-domestic fish6ries, except
those of the United States.

On January 1, 1977, Canada promulgated its 200-mile economic zone  Anon.
1976!, and thereafter aII of the non-domestic fisheries were gradually phased
out. The U.S, rockfish fishery was the last to be terminated, on March 31,
1981.
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Production

Domestic �917-85!

Historically, the domestic fishery for rockfish has been arbitrarily segregated
into tive eras: 1! paleozoic �917-42!; 2! boom I �943-46!; 3! neo-paleozoic
�947-61!; and boom II �977-85!,  Tab!e 2!.

Table 2. Production eras for the rocklish fishery of British Columbia, 1917-85.

Era Years Mean

19 I 7.70 Poriesier, Bearztsley, ei el. �978!
1971-76 Forrester, Bakkala, el ai. �983!
1977-80 Smith �978, 1979, 1980, 1981!
1981-84 Leaman �982,1983, 1984,1985!
1985 Leaman  personal conimunicatlon!

Sources:

Mean annual landing wss 160 t  range = 49-313 t! during 1917-42; rose
briefly to 1,332 t �,010-1,610 t! during 1943-46; declined to 336 t �89-703
t! during 1946-61; rose to 2,261 t �43-4,289 t! during 1962-76; then rose
more sharply to 11,504 t �,952-17,640 t! during 1977-85,

Principal gear was probably some form of hook and line during 1917-42, and
primarily on-bottom trawl thereafter.

Rockfish landings have never been reported by species on a regular basis.
Sampling programs to estiinate species composition began in 1971  Forrester
arid Smith 1973!. Pacilic ocean perch  SetNtstes alutus! were first reported
in the landmgs of 1953  op. cit.!.

National �956-85!

All-nation. During 1956-85, the all-nation catch of rockfish in the
Vancouver-Charlotte region rose, irregularly, from 5,059 t in 1956 to a peak
of 66,419 t in 1966; declined to 17,041 t in 1971; then more~r less stabilized
at 14,600-31,700 t/y, through 1985  Fig, 2; Table 3!.

The principal species throughout the study period wss Pacific ocean perch, S.
alutus.

Canada. During 1956-76, Canadian landings were generally well below
5,000 t/y, but thereafter rose steadily to 17,140 in 1985  Fig. 2; Table 3!.
Pacific ocean perch landings exhibited a similar pattern. Landings remained
below 4,000 t/y through 1979; rose sharply to 5,290 t in 1980; then levelled
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off at 5,100-6,700 t/y through 1985. The sudden increase in 1980 was due
in part to exploitation, for the first time, of a "new" stock in South Hecate
Strait. This stock was discovered and surveyed in 1973  Westrheim 1974!.
Subsequently biomass surveys were undertaken in 1974, 1978, and 1981,
the results of which were summarized by Leaman and Stanley �985!.

The continued increase in production of other rockfish, reflects in part the
limited supply ol Pacific cod fillets due to a substantial, coastwide decline in
Pacific cod abundance.

United States. During 1956-80, the U.S. fishery for rockfish in the
Vancouver-Charlotte region ranged from 3,600-13,800 t/y, with peaks in
1963 �0,544 t!, 1969 �3,756 t!, and 1972  8710 t!  Fig. 2; Table 3!. Pacific
ocean perch landings followed a similar pattern through 1977, with a range
of 1,300-8,200 t/y, and peaks in 1963 �,151 t! and 1966  8,247 t!.
However, landings dropped sharply froin 1959 t in 1977 to 900 t in 1980;
and 238 t in ! 982.

USSR. The USSR fishery which targetted on riickfish in the study area
began in 1965 and terminated in 1968  Fig. 2; Table 3!. Peak catch was
47,952 t in 1966, and in the other three years, 11,500-17,800 t/y. During
1969-73, annual by-catches ranged from 10 to l 030 t/y, largely from the
Pacific hake  Merluccius produc/us'! fishery. Pacific ocean perch catches
followed a similar pattern-peak catch of' 34,700 t in 1966 and 8,300-12,900
t/y for 1965 and 1967-68. By-catch during 1969-73 was 10-750 t/y.

J~aan, The Japanese fishery which targetted on rockfish in the study region
began in 1966 and terminated in 1977  Fig. 2, Table 3!. Catches ranged
from 3000 to 22,900 t/y, with peaks in 1968 �6,472 t!, 1972 � 1,003 t!, and
1974 �2,883 t!. Therealter, an annual by-catch of 23-110 t, was produced,
largely by the line fishery for sablefish  Anoplopoma fimbri!. Pacific ocean
perch catches followed a siinilar pattern � 2,100-14,700 t/y during 1966-77,
with peaks in 1968  �,772 t!, 1982  ]0,347 t!, and 1974 �0,843 t!. Annual
by-catch during 1978-82 was 0-21 t.

Poland. The Polish fishery targetted on rockflsh only in 1975 �2,873 t! and
1976 �,931 t!  Fig. 2, Table 3!. principal species caught were S. en omekzs
and S. flaoidus  Ketchen 1980b!. Pacific ocean perch catches were
negligible--�8 t in 1967; �7 t in 1968.

Other Rockfish

Canadian and U.S. production records mark the increasing importance of
rockfish other than Pacific ocean perch, particularly after 1970 in the U.S.
fishery, and after 1975 in the Canadian fishery  Fig. 2, Table 3!.
Unfortunately species composition of rockfish catches by other national fleets
are not available on a consistent basis.

There are approximately 34 species of rockfishes off British Coluinbia  Hart
1973!. Estimates of species composition of other-rockfish landings from the
Vancouver-Charlotte region were reported for Canadian and U.S. vessels
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during 1967-76  Fraidenburg cf aL 1977!, and for Canadian vessels during
1978-86  Smith 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981; Leaman 1982, 1983, 1984, 1986,
1986!.

During 1967-76, the top seven species comprised 98,7 percent of the
cumulative Canada-U.S. landings  Table 4!. Principal species were Sehasdss
IIavidus �8.4 percent!, S. pinrriger �4.0 percent!, and S. brevirrpi itis �6.0
percent!.

During 1978-86, the top seven species comprised 93,6 percent of the
cumulative Canadian landings  Table 4!. Principal species were S.
brevispinis �8.4 percent!, S. reedi �8.9 percent!, S. jlavidrra �6.3 pertinent!,
and S. pirtrtiger �6,8 percent!.

New Fisheries

Two new fisheries for rockftshes, with a high doUar value, have developed
recently, and deserve at least a passing comment at this time. The first to
develop, about 1977, was a line llshery in our inside waters  east of
Vancouver Island! which targets primarily on S. malinger to satisfy a girrwing
live-fish market in Vancouver. Dr. Richards will be reporting on this fishery
later in the program. The second began late in 1982, and involves freezjng-
at-sea of trawl-caught rockfishes, mostly red, prhnarily for export to Japan.

Table 4. Species composition  percent! of Canadian and U.S. landings ol'other rcctrlisb
from Vancouver-Charlotte Region, 1967-75 and 1978-85,

1978-85b
 Canada!

S ies

1967-75a
 Canada-U.S.!

8 ies Percent

Total Total100.0 100.0

Praidenburg ei ol. �977!.
Smith �978, 1979, 1980, 1981!;  eamon �982, 1983, 1984, 1985!; Leaman  personal
communication!.
Unspecified.E}15 species of Se Eosres and 2 species of Se5osrolobes.
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S. pinniger
S. breoispinis
S. poncispinis
S. Evedi
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S, enioEnelos
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S. pin niger
S. pine tfer
S. okation as
S. porreispinis
Other

28. 4
18.9
16,3
15.8
6.4
4,6
3.2
6.4
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The history of the rockfish fisheries
in Alaskan waters

Barry Bracken
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Abstract

Rockfis h  Sebastes sp, and Seba stolobus sp. ! catch records were consoli-
dt.df ~see pt u«eg tu 123sp du t tap 4
a comprehensive summary of Alaskan rockfish landings from 1956 to 1985.
Reported landings are presented by fishery, species group, and geographic
area for the period 1956 through 1985. A brief history of earlier fish-
eries is also presented.

Rockfish catches peaked in 1965 with reported foreign landings of Pacific
ocean perch  POP!  Sebastes alutus! in excess of 510 F 000 metric tons
I ~ t!. 11 sts d ~~ u sta t 11y t 11 pattes t p f 4,352
mt in 1985. POP accounted for 77K of all reported rockfish landings
with 65" from the Gulf of Alaska and 34X from the Bering Sea /Aleutian
Islands region. Landings of other rockfish species were evenly divided
Letween the Gulf of Alaska and the Bering Sea!!Aleutian Islands region.
.Foreign landinrys comprised over 99% of the total reported rockfish
landings since 1956 with domestic and joint venture landings comprising
0.3X and 0.2% respectively, Domestic landings increased from only 2X
of the total harvest and 3C of the Gulf of Alaska harvest as recently
as 1983 to 41% of the total ha! vest and 89% of the Gulf of Alaska harvest
in 1985.

Regulations effecting ha! vest levels and fishery allocations are briefly
discussed.

Introduction

Rockfi s h   Seba stes s p. ar!d Seba stolobus sp. ! have been ha rvested from
41 k at s si th ~yte 0 s 4 gaiy 1954!. te se e
reports available that prov!'de good information on various segments
of the rockfish fishery in ~ecent years. These reports include
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Lynde 1986, Berger, et al. 1986, and Rigby 1984. However, there is no
single docianent available which contains comprehensive catch data from
all rockfish fisheries in Alaskan waters.

This report attempts to fill that gap by providing a consolidation of
rockfish catch information from the foreign, joint venture, and domestic
fisheries in Alaskan waters from 1956 through 1985. A brief overview
of earlier fisheries is also presented.

Methods

Data from this report was obtained from available docianentu on Alaskan
groundfish fisheries, including the three reports mentioned above.
Information from these sources was combined with catch data from Pacific
Coast Fisheries Information Network  PACFIN ! reports and in-season catch
simvaaries from the Alaska Department of Fish and Game  ADFSG! and the
National Marine Fisheries Service  NMFS! to produce a consolidated
rockfish catch database for the years 1956 through 1985. A Lotus
Development Corporation 1- 2 -3 spreadsheet, graphics, information
management program was run on a Compaq microcomputer for consolidation
and graphi c presentati on of the data .

The catches were compiled by management area   Figure 1!, fishery, and
species group. Because some of the earlier data tacked area resolution,
only four management areas were used for this report, The three primary
management areas in the Gulf of Alaska, Eastern, Central and Western
Gulf were reported independently while the Bering Sea and Aleutian
Islands areas were combined. The data is separated into three fisheries,
the foreign, joint venture, and domestic fisheries. Species composition
is difficult to determine from the available data, particularly prior
to the late 1970's and so only two species groups, the Pacific ocean
perch  POP! category, which includes Sebastes alutus and four associated
species. e d " ther cki"sh" hich i csee es e~ct spe ies i
Sebastes and two species of Sebastolobus are uti'lized in this report.

60 m

s70 ~
Figure 1. North Pacific Fisheries 'Management Council management areas

within the Gul f of Alaska and Bering Sea,
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Historfc Fisheries

Prior to the 1960's rockffsh landfngs were primarily of ffsh that wereharvested as bycatch in the directed fisheries for halibut and otherspecies, primarily sablefish  Anomo orna fimbria! and salmon  Onchor cus
rk' 's .!. Reported rockfish landings from tt~eear y fisheries average3 mt between 1939 and 1946 and peaked in 1945 with a harvest of 452 mt.One earlier odd year �918! produced 154 mt  Rigby 1984!. Reporteddomestic landings were negligfble between 1946 and 1970. No species
composition data is available from these fisheries, but it assumed thatthe yell oweye rockfish  Sebastes ruberrimus! was the dominant species1 anded.

Recent Fisheries �956-1985!

The more recent fisheries are docLaaented back to 1956 since that was
the first year of data included in Lynde �986!. Although there wereestablished domestic fisheries dating back to earlier years, it was
not until. the foreign trawl fleets entered Alaskan waters in the 1960'sthat the rockfish fishery fully developed. Joint venture fisheries,in which domestic vessels land fish dfrectly to a foreign processorvessel, occurred beginning in the late 1970's after the passage of theMagnuson Fisheries Conservation and Management Act  MFCMA! restrictedforeign fishing activity. However, by 1985 the domestic rockfish fisheryhad large'ly displaced both the forefgn and joint venture fisheries.
Foreign fisheries

The foreign fisheries peaked fn 1965 at over 510,000 mt  Figure 2! anddeclined rapidly thereafter. By 1985 only 131 mt were reported landedby foreign fleets. Reductfons in landings prior to 1976 were likely
the result of stock reductions. The rapid decline in harvest between1976 and 1985 can be attributed to regulations fmposed on the foreignfisheries after the passage of the MFCMA. Foreign removals of allspecies of rockfish fran 1956 through 1985 totalled over 2.6 million mt
and accounted for over 99K of all rockfi sh taken from Alaskan waters
during that period.

Over 77$ of the foreign rockffsh harvest was reported as POP althoughaccurate species composition data is not available prior to the imple-
mentation of the foreign observer program in 1973. Because of inconsis-tancies in the early catch reports, the actual percentage of POP was
possibly even higher. Also, since most of the rockfish harvest vas
from the deep water trawl fishery, it is likely that at least some of
the unspecified rockffsh reported from the fishery between 1967 and1973  Figure 2! were species which are nov included in the five species
POP category.

Most of the POP harvest was reported from the Gulf of Alaska regulatoryareas which accounted for 66% of the landings  Figure 3!. Unspecified
rockfish landings were evenly distributed between the Gulf of Alaska
and the Bering Sea/Aleutian Island regions with 5IX of the harvest
reported from the Bering Sea/Aluetian Island area  Figure 4!.
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Figure 2, Foreign rockfish landings from Alaskan waters, 1956 through
1985 showing reported catches of Pacific ocean Perch  POP!
and unspecified rockfish.
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Fi gure 3. Distribution of forei gn rockflsh landings reported from Alaskan
waters, 1956 through 1985 in three Gulf of Alaska regulatory
areas, the Bering Sea/Aleutian Islands region and unknown Gulf
of Alaska areas.
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Figure 4, Distribution of foreign unspecified rockfish landings from
Alaskan waters, 1956 through 1985 in three Gulf of Alaska
regulatory areas and the Bering Sea/Aleutian Islands region.

Joint venture fisheries

Joint venture harvests of rockfish were first reported from Alaskan
waters in 1978 with one mt of unspecified rockfish reported. Landings
were small until 1983 when 2,420 mt were harvested, peaked in 1984 at
2,657 mt, and then dropped to 772 mt by 1985  Figure 5!. Much of the
harvest, reduction in 1985 was because of nestrictions placed on the
joint venture fisheries as the domestic fisheries developed. Reductions
in allowable harvest as a result of biomass estimates generated from
the 1984 triennial survey data also contributed to the decline.

Between 1978 and 1985 the joint venture fisheries reported total rockfish
landings of 6,008 mt. This accounts for only 0.2% of all rockfish
harvested from Alaskan waters from 1956 through 1985 and 5l of the
landings since the joint venture fisheries began in 1978.

Rockfish in the POP category accounted for 87K of the reported joint
venture harvest, The rersaining 13% were classified in the unspecified
rockfish category and could include species in the POP category as well,

Most of the joint venture rockfish harvest was reported from the Gulf
of Alaska which accounted for 79% of the total landings. Over 77K of
the PDP and 904 of the unspecified rockfish harvests were reported from
the Gul f of Alaska regulatory areas. The Western Gulf was the primary
area of joint venture rockfish harvest with nearly 69K of all joint.
venture landings reported from that area.
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Domestic fisheries

Although domestic catches were reported from earlier years, only 12 mt
of rockfish were reported between 1956 and 1970. A reported harvest of
620 mt of unspecified rockffsh from the Eastern Gulf in 1970 was the
hi ghest on record until I 94. Mfth the exception of the 1970 landings,
the harvest was small until 1975 when slightly over 200 mt was reported.
From 1971 through 1983 harvests were very stab'te averaging 312 mt, but
the catch increased rapfdly to 2,326 mt in 1984. In 1985 the domeatic
harvest increased again to 3,449 mt  Figure 6! and is expected to continue
to increase at the expense of the foreign and joint venture fisheries,

Domestic rockfish harvests between 1956 and 1985 totalled 9,336 mt which
is only 0. 3f of al 1 rockfi sh landed during that time period. The Speci es
groupings were fairly evenly distributed with 33% reported as POP, 26%
as other rockffsh, and 41'% as unspecified rockfish  Figure 6!. However,
most of the unspecified rockfish was reported from the Eastern Gulf and
is assumed to be primarily of species fn the other rockffsh management
category. POP landings were not reported in the dome&le ffshery untf 1
19$1.

Over 75% of the total domestic rockfiah harvest was reported from the
Gulf of Alaska regulatory districts with 60'% from the Eastern Gul f alone.
No domestic rockfish landings were reported from the Mestern Gul f until
1983 and were minimal in all regulatory areas with the exception of the
Eastern Gulf prior to 1984. The Bering Sea/Aleutian Islands region
accounted for over 33% of the total POP landings, but only 7% of the
other rockfish and 2% of' the unspecified rockfish landings.
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Figure 6. Oomestic rockfish landings from Alaskan waters, 1956 through
1985 showing reported catches of Pacific ocean perch  POP!,
other rockf1sh, and unspecified rockfish.

Discussion

It is obvious frmx this review that foreign fleets have dominated the
Alaskan rockfish fishery. As mentioned earlier in this report, fore1gn
fisheries took over 99'% of the rockfish harvested from Alaskan waters
in the past 30 years. Even since 1978, when the Gulf of Alaska Groundfish
Fisheries Ranagement Plan was adopted, the foreign fleets harvested nearly
90% of all reported rockfish landings  Figure 7!.

Ill rockfish spec1es are currently considered depressed in Alaskan waters
and, because of this. harvest has been greatly restricted in recent years.
Nuch of the depressed stock condition can be directly attributed to the
extensive foreign harvests between 1964 and 1976. In fact, the rockfish
fishery was essentially over before the implementation of FCMA in 1976.
The total harvest for all rockfish spec1es reached 4,352 mt from Alaskan
waters in 1985. This 1s only 3% of the estimated maximum sustainable
yield  RSY! which was set at 157,200 mt for all rockf1sh species in Alaskan
waters. The estimated iiSY level has been exceeded only six times in
the past 30 years including the peak harvests of 1964 and 1965  Figure 8!
and the harvest has not reached anywhere near that level since 1971.
This suggests that the RSY estimate is probably too high for these spec1es
and should be reevaluated. Use of newer biological information such
as older ages and slower growth would tend to reduce the yield estimates
substantially for these species. The total harvest has also been sub-
stanially below optimum yield  OY! levels set for these species in recent
years. 1t 1s unclear if thi s indicates that quotas are not attainableat current stock levels or if there are other factors influencing rockfish
harvest.
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Figure 7. Rockfish landings frora Alaskan waters, 1978 through 1985
showing catch by fishery.
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Figure 8. Harvest of all rockfish from Alaskan waters from 1956 through
1985 showing the 1985 MSY and OY estimates in relationship to
actual harvest.
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After the consolidated rockfish landing spreadsheet was completed infor-
mation was received that some of the data in the HAL database  Lynde 1986!
may not be totally accurate  personal communication R. Majors, National
Marine Fisheries Service, Northwest and Alaska Fisheries Center, 7600
Sand Point Way NE, Seattle, WA 98115!, Verification from the Northwest
and Alaska Fisheries Center is suggested for actual catch values for
specific fisheries and species groups between 1956 and 1980. If erroneous
data is found, the discrepancies are expected to be relatively minor
and should not effect the trends indicated in this report.

The consolidated rockfish catch spreadsheet can easily be changed to
make corrections to the existing data or to include additional data.
It will run on any IBM compatible computer with at least 640K of internal
memory using the LOTUS 1-2-3 softwear program. Copies of the spreadsheet
can be made avai'lable on request from the author of this report.
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ABSTRACT

An underwater tagging progrmn was initiated to determine if habitat
influences the movement patterns of copper, qui llback and brown
rockfishes. A total of 222 rockfishes were tagged on three reef
types: high relief rocky reef ~ hfgh rel1ef art1ffcial reef, and low
relief rocky reef. RIIckfishes confined their activfties to smaller
areas  80% within 20 r!r ! on high relief reefs than on the low relief
reef �8% within 400 m !. Most of the copper and quillback rockfishes
left the low relief reef in the fall after residing there during the
spring and surmer and sorse � of 61 tagged fish! moved offshore to the
deeper artificial reef. In translocation experiments  up to 400 m!
frors reef to unstructured  flat-bottomed! areas, all of the 43
d1splaced copper and quillback rockfishes returned to the high relief
reefs but none of the 14 displaced rockfishes returned to the low
re11ef reef. Translocations fran one reef type to another
demonstrated that copper and qu111back rockfishes returned to high
re11ef reefs when displaced to a low re11ef area but did not return to
the low relief reef when displaced to h1gh relief reefs.

INTROOUCT]ON

Rockfishes, genus Sebastes, are an fmportant component of the
recreatto at and c~cnmerc a ftshertes along the mst coast and
therefore it is important to understand their life history
character1stics to facil1tate management. One 1mportant aspect of
rockfish biology, the1r movement patterns, is qu1te varfable among the
100 species of found wor ldwide  Love 1980, Barsukov 1981!. Sedentary
rockffshes could be overexplofted by heavy fishing 1f there 1s no
localized movement  Love 1980!. Existing information regarding the

Contrfbution No. 710. School of Fisheries. Fisheries Research
Institute, University of kfashfngton. Seattle, Ra. 98195.
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movement patterns of nearshore demersal rockfishes presents an unclear
pfcture. Host nearshore dmnersal rockfishes are considered to be
sedentary, some may be perennial residents of reefs and not move more
than 50 m after establishing adult residences  Larson 1980a, Love
1980!. Tagged demersal rockfishes are generally recaptured fn the
same area of the reef where they were originally caught, thus
demonstrating their sedentary nature  Mathews and Barker 1983!. Diver
surveys also indicate that rockffshes are quite sedentary  Moulton
1977, Larson 1980b!. Addftional evidence that adult rockfishes are
sedentary comes from the observation that heavily fished areas can be
rapidly depleted of rockfishes, suggesting that little adult movement
occurs to replenish reefs  Barker 1979!.

It fs important to note that most studies describing demersal
rockfishes as sedentary have been conducted on high relief reefs and
such behavior may not characterfze rockfishes in other habitats.
There is evidence that the same species of rockfishes reported as
sedentary may be mobile. Moulton �977! documented decreasing
densities of copper, Sebastes caurinus, and qui llback, S. maliger,
r ockfishes on reefs in w n er an spring. More drmnatic move~neo of
these sedentary rockfishes is exhibited when adult rockffshes qufckly
colonize artificial reefs  Solonsky 1985!. Movement up to 1.6 km by
black-and-yellow, S. chr somelas, gopher, S. carnatus, and brown, S.
our icu lotus, tock s es as een doc en'Ead yrronu relief roclty
sacs o higher relief att1fic1al reefs and hattha s �986. tgddj

proposed that they have a lower affinity for low relief reefs,
resulting in romning to locate better habitats.

This difference in movement raises the question of whether the
tendency of rockfishes to move depends on habitat type, Therefore, to
learn more about the movements of copper, qui llback, and brown
rockfishes in relation to habitat, an underwater tagging study was
designed to determine: 1! Does home range size vary with habitat
type? and 2! Are rockffshes mor e likely to return to certain habitats
than others after experimental displacement?

HATERIALS 6 METHODS

~tt d s1t ~

Study sites typifying three habitat types: high relief rocky reef,
high relief artificial reef, and low relief rocky reef were selected
wfthfn central Puget Sound  Fig. 1! . The high relief rocky reef,
Orchard Rocks, is located on the southeastern side of Bainbridge
Island approximately 600 m offshore, The entire Orchard Rocks reef
covers an area of approximately 5 ha. The portion of the reef used as
the study site is 15 m deep and consists of large boulders and rocky
ledges that rise up to 5 m off the bottom, The reef has a surface
canopy of Hereoc stfs luetkeana and a dense understory of Agarmn
fink 'at n an e n'og ca ifo ic ~ . The high r ~ lief or~cut
tree it .1n . s oca south of 8einhridge island aff
BlaLe Island. The reef con sf sts of concrete rubbl e, slabs,
rectangular boxes, and tfres forming vertical relief up to 4 m off the
bottom and covers an area of approximately 2500 m  Laufle 1982!. The
low relief rocky reef is 400 m inshore of the Blake Island artificial
reef; the two reef types are separated by a steeply sloping bottom of
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Figure l. Hap of central Puget Sound, showing Orchard Rocks and
Blake Island reef sites. Low relief rocky reef is approximately
4OO m inshore of Blake Island artificial reef.
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sand. The low relief reef is quite extensive  approximately IO ha!
forming the entire inshore region of southwest Blake Island. The low
relief reef is 10-15 m deep, has a dense canopy of Hereocystis and
consists of flat, featureless rock with only a few fsoTa~areas of
vertical relief   I m! off the bottom.

Rockfi shes were tagged, measured and released without ever being
removed from the water, using a technique developed by Debra Murie and
co-workers  University of V1ctoria, Victoria, B.C.!. A fish
anesthetic  methrxnfdate hydrochloride! which was transported in a 10
11ter plastic water bottle at a concentration of 2 gl 1, A I m section
of s urg1cal tubing and a I m clear plastic tube was added to the
shut-off valve of the water container enabling a diver to approach and
administer a small dose �50 rnl! of the drug to an individual
rockfi sh . Once a fish was slowed down by the drug   approximately
10-30 sec!, 1t was captured w1t'h a hand net and tagged with a Dennison
tagging gun and a Floy spagetti tag. A piece of flexible numbered
whfte plastic   10am X 10mm !f Invn thick! mar ked with indelible black
ink was added to each spagetti tag for greater visibility. The white
plastic was attached to the tag by dr1111ng a hole, which was the same
diameter as the Flay tag, through the piece of wh1te plastic and then
burning the end of tag to prevent loss of the white plastic. The
addition of the nwnbered plastic to the spagetti tag enabled divers to
individually identify rockfi shes underwater fr am a distance of I-2 m.
Fish were tagged, measured  TL! on an underwater slate, and
immediately released. Fish were observed after release to ensure that
they had recovered from the anesthetic, generally about 1-2 mfn. The
entire tagging process fron capture to release took approximately 2
min and a maximrmr of 13 individual rockfish have been tagged on a
single dive. For each reef the mean size of tagged fishes was
computed for the three species.

Anal sis of Movements

Divers surveyed the reefs and adjacent areas to locate tagged fish and
their exact posi tion on the reef was recorded . Thus, recapture data
began immed 1ately with subsequent dives after the fish were tagged, 1n
contrast to conventional tagg1ng studies where researchers must wait
for tags to be returned. Dive lights were used to illuminate holes
and crevices. The nenber of observat1ons of tagged rockfishes were
then tallied and home range areas estimated . In addition, adjacent
areas were surveyed to determine if localfzed roaming occurs. Home
range was defined as the area in which the animal normally lives
  Brown and Orfans 1970!, and for rockffshes includes feeding and
resting areas. A series of progressively larger rectangular areas
were marked on three discrete areas on each reef and on subsequent
dives a search was made w1thi n the marked off areas to loc~te tagged
fishes and note their exact location. For example, a 20 m area was
marked off and if on d1ving surveys 100 of 150 observations of tagged
f1sh were made wfthfn the 20 m area, then2the home range estimate
would be 66.6% of observatfons within a 20 m area. This technique fs
different from the convex polygon method employed by many researchers
 Stfckel 1954, Miller and Menzel 1986!. Our relocation informatfon,
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however, provided more precise locations of tagged fish when campared
to trapping results or triangulation location estimates utilized from
telemetry studies. Therefore, it is a useful comparative estimate of
the home ranges utilized by rockfishes on the three reefs.

To determine the affinity of rockfishes for the 3 reef types, a series
of translocation experiments were performed. To establish their
reSidenCy an the reefS, tagged rOCkfiSheS that had been reSighted a
mfnfmrmr of 5 times over a 2 month period were candidates for
translocation experiraents. Fishes were recaught using the anesthetic
technique. A mfnfmrmr amount of anesthetic was used and, whenever
possible, an attempt was made to capture the fish wi thout the drug .
Once caught, the fish was placed in a opaque canvas bag. Fishes were
moved either by divers on the bottom or by boat to release sites . In
either case, fishes were always released on the bottmn by divers and
Were CheCked tO enSure that they generally appeared healthy, with nO
swimbladder problems. The first set of translocatfons involved moving
the fishes 50-400 m from reef to non-reef  sand] sites. In the sec.ond
set of translocations, fishes were moved from one reef type ta
another: low relief rocky reef to high relief artificial reef, high
relief artificial reef to low relief rocky reef, and high relief rocky
reef to low relief rocky reef. The translocation experiments were
carried out with copper and qui llbac k roc kfi shes.

RESULTS

From June through October 1986, a total of 222 copper, quillback, and
brown rockfishes were tagged on the three reefs  Table 1!. On the
high relief reef, 79 rockfishes were tagged; 22 brown, 29 copper, and
28 qu i 1 lback. On the artificial reef 82 rockfi shes wer e tagged: 36
copper and 46 qui 1!back. Sixty-one roc kfishes were tagged on the low
relief rocky reef: 41 copper and 20 qui 92 lback .

On the high relief rocky reef, tagged copper rockfish averaged 25.8 cm
 range - 18-34 cm!, quillback rockfish averaged 25.4 cm  range = 18-32
cm!, and brown rockfish averaged 29.5 cm  range = 24-40 an! . On the
artificial reef copper rockfish were a mean size of 25.0 cm  range
17.5-31 cm! and average size of quillbacks were 19.4 cm  range = 17-25
cm!. On the low relief rocky reef copper rockffsh averaged 23.0 cm
 range ~ 18-31 cm! and quillback rockffsh averaged 18.2 cm  range

14-22 cm!.

The tagged rockfi shes   information on copper and qui 11 back was similar
and therefore pooled] on the high relief rocky confined their
acti~fties to small areas; 98 of 113 observations  87%! were within rI
13 m area while the remaining 15 observatians   13'X! were within 80 m
 Table 2!. Similarly, on the artificial reef, 77 of297 observations
�9.4%! found the tagged rockfishes within a 20 m2 area and the
remaining 20 �0.6%] abservations were within 80 m . On the low
relief rocky reef, larger areas had to be surveyed to Jocate tagged
fishes and 6! �8%! observations were made within 400 m and 30 �2K!
within 1500 m .
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Table 1. Number of rockfishes tagged from 6/86-10/86 on the three
reefs in Puget Sound, Washington .

High relief
rock reef

High relief
artificial reef

Low relief
rock reef

22Brown rockfish

Copper rockfish 29

Ouillback rockfish 28

4136

2046

Total 79 82 61

Grand total 222 roc kf i she s

Table 2, Home range estimates for copper and quillback rockfishes on
three reefs in Puget Sound, Washington. Observations of locations of
tagged rockfishes within marked off areas were surmned for each reef
and perCentageS reported. Number Of ObSerVatiOnS Will tatal mOre than
the number of fishes tagged as fishes were sighted more than once.

High relief
artificial reef

High relief
rock reef

Low relief
rock reef

87% within 13 m

13% within 80 rs

79.4% within 20 m2

20.6% within 80 m

68'% within 400 m

32'% within 1500 m

97 observations
of tagged fishes

113 observations
of tagged fishes

94 observations
of tagged fishes

Of the 24 rockfishes �1 copper and 13 quillback! that were moved up
to 400 m from the high relief ro~ky reef, 22  9 copper and 13
qui llback! returned to within 10 m of the their original home site
and 2  copper! returned to an adjacent ridge an the reef,
approximately 30 m from removal site. Sixteen of nineteen displaced
fishes � ci!pper and 9 quillback! from the artificial reef returned to
within 18 m of the removal site and 3   1 copper and 2 qu i llbac k! have
been sighted on concrete pipe 25 m away fram the original site.
None of the fourteen rockfi shes   10 copper and 4 qu i 1 lback!

6B

No tagged roc kfishes were located away from tagging sit on the high
relief rocky and artificial reefs. However, by the end of September,
the low relief rocky reef was virtually devoid of rackfishes. An
offshore movement of rockfishes occurred as seven � copper and 1
quillback! of the 61 tagged copper and quillback rockfishes from low
relief rocky reef were resighted on the artificial reef, 400
offshore, These tagged rockfishes left the low relief rocky reef and
travelled over sand to the artificial reef where they are currently
residing .



translocated from the low relief rocky reef have been resighted .

Dn the reef-reef displacement experiments, 5 rockfishes displaced �
qu i llback and 2 copper! from the high relief rocky r eef to the !aw
relief rocky reef �00 m! returned to the removal site   withi n 10 m ! .
Five � quillback and 2 copper! of the six � qui llback and 2 copper!
displaced from the high relief artificia! reef to the low relief rocky
reef �00 m! returned to within 15 m of removal site. Of six
rockfishes � copper and 2 quillback! displaced from the low relief
rocky reef to the artificial ~eef, 3 copper rockfish returned to the
law relief area  within 400 m ! and the 2 quillback rockfish stayed
on the artificial reef.

DISCUSSION

Although these data and experiments are preliminary, they indicate
that rockfishes confine their activities to small areas and will
return to home sites an high relief reefs. This information suggests
that demersal rockfishes have a preference for high relief habitat and
may result in less movement. Rockfishes on low relief rocky reefs
have larger home range areas, suggesting that a resource may be in
short supply and the fishes may move over larger areas in order to
lOCate prey Or hiding plaCeS. LarSOn �980b! reparted that the harne
range size of black-and-yellaw and gopher rackfishes increased with
depth, presumably due to a decrease in prey availability requiring
rockfishes to mov e over a larger area to locate prey. In addition,
the rockfishes on the low relief rocky reef occupied that habitat fran
June-October and subsequently vacated the reef, Thus, this site may
be only marginally suitable on a seasonal basis. The mechanisms
utilized by rockfishes to locate new habitat or relocate home sites
are unknown but it is unlikely that. they rely solely on familiarity
with the i!enediate area. Copper and qui llback rockfishes on high
relief reefs were able to relocate their h!xne sites after having been
displaced over 400 m, which is well beyond their observed home range.
Rockfishes may be utilizing same homing mechanism although we can not
exclude the possibity of randan search to relocate their home sites .
Displaced yellowtail rockfish, S. fiavidus, returned to home sites
after het 6 ~ al p tp 22.6 tahar saa a 6 Ha!eat !P�!.
Furthermore, brown rockfishes displaced from fishing piers in San
FranciSCO Bay haVe returned ta hame SiteS after being diSplaCed 25 km,
considerably beyond their familiar area  W. Lenarz, Southwest
Fisheries Center, NpiFS Tiburon, Ca, 94920, pers. coen.!.

The method described of underwater tagging has many advantages over
conventional tagging. As apposed to traditional tagging studies where
the goa'I is to tag as many fish as possible, and rely on the
recreational and camnercial fisheries to supply the tag recoveries,
this tagging program was designed to tag fewer fish but closely follow
their movements through SCUBA surveys. By resighting the fish through
SCUBA surveys, the tag return information begins immediately without
waiting the months or years it often takes for tag recoveries to
filter in from the fisheries. Furthermore, by capturing and returning
fishes to the exact spot where they are encountered, the problems of
returning fish over the side of a boat with uncertainty of whether
they return to the bottan or find their hase site are reduced,
Moreover, traditional tag-recapture studies are often hampered by low
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returns. For example, Mathews and Barker �983] tagged 342 quillback
rockfish in northern Puget Sound but only recovered II tags. By
comparison, at the end of 4 months we have over 300 observations of
the locations of tagged rockfishes .

The adaptive significance of different movement patterns related to
habitat is a stimulating research area. Southwood �962! maintained
that the primary evOlutianary adVantage Of migratOry mevement lies in
enabling species to keep pace with changes in their habitat, One
might thus expect a higher level of migratory movement in those
species associated with a less predictable environment. Demersal
rockfishes may be sedentary on suitable habitat  high relief reefs!
but may be more mobile on less suitable habltats, Viewing movement as
an indicator of habitat suitability may explain the exodus of
rockfishes frcm the low relief rocky reef at the end of the surrner.
This low relief reef may be unsuitable dur ing the fall and winter,
perhaps owing to the reduction in the only structure on the reef, the
so face canopy of ~Person sais.

These prel irsinary observations and experiments provide some
interesting new information on how habitat type may influence rockfish
movement. Movement in rockfishes may be quite small in comparison to
long distance migrations made by other fishes. However, management of
these fishes may necessitate an understanding of how roc kfishes may be
moving in response to quality or seasonality of their habitat. For
example, heavy fishing pressure on high relief reefs could subj ect
roc kfishes to over exploitation, especially when movement from nearby
low relief reefs occurs. Therefore, as a management tool some high
relief reefs could be set aside as rockflsh preserves and closed to
fishing. Future movement work planned to more completely understand
roc kflsh movement includes ultrasonic tracking to closely fol1ow
day-night and seasonal migrations, longer distance translocations to
determine from what distance rockfishes can relocate their hrxrresites,
follOwing tagged fisheS frOm the 1Ow relief roCky reef tO determine if
they return to the reef after their fall and winter exodus,
rep'1 icati ng experiments on additional reefs, and additional reef-reef
displacement experiments to further understand rockfish preference for
habitat type.
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Oct. 19&6, Anchorage, Alaska

Ocean climate influences on
groundfish recruitment in the

California Current

jerrold Norton
NMFS, Southwest Fisheries Center
Monterey, California

1.Introduction

In this study, patterns of rockfish  genus Sebastes!
recruitment variation are shown to be similar to patterns of
variation in physical parameter values which describe the
rockfishes' enviroruaent. The patterns of sirailarity occur
at interannual and longer scales in the 1965 � 1980 period.
Although it is important to obtain detailed knowledge of the
rockfishes' complete reproductive cycle, including
physiological and behavioral adaptations of the
young-of-the-year, the approach used here does not depend on
having this knowledge.

Studies that link groundfish recruitment success to
variation in the physical environment. are not new  Ketchen
1956, Templeman 1972, Cushing 1973, Parrish et al. 1981!. A
number of interesting relationships have been at least
partially illuminated. It is hoped that the present
investigation will augment the ongoing exploration process
that will lead to scientifically based resource management
methods.

The focus of the present study is on the large
amplitude recruitment fluctuations that remain apparent
years and even decades later in the data obtained from
commercial fishery samples. The course of the investigation
was determined by the following considerations and
assumptions.

l. Because of specific adaptations, rockfish
population size and structure reflect physical
environmental events occurring during the life history
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of the population's members  Darwin and Wallace 1858!.
It is unlikely that co-occurring species can react
identically to the range of physical variability
occurring in the California Current environment.

2. Probable recruitment success of discrete cohorts
of a given species of rockfish can be inferred from
catch-age  catch-at-age! composition data derived from
otolith  sagittae! readings for a population subset
 Hightower and Lenarz 1986, Henry 1986! . Imprecision
in determining the calendar year of otolith initiation
 fishes first year! increases- as specimen age
increases  Boehlert and Yoklavich 1984!.

3. Time series of physical environmental measurements
exist that delineate events of diel to decadal time
scales. These may have amplitudes of several standard
deviation units and may extend over tens of degrees of
latitude.  Mooers and Robinson 1984, Morton et al.
1985, chelton et al. 1982!. This study is focused on
events of interannual and longer time scales because
these events are easiest to define and rockfish
recruitment variability at these scaLes is evident in
catch-age composition data.

4. Because of uncertainties in aging and the lack of
knowledge concerning the effects of environmental
change on all stages of rockfish development, the best
chance of showing relationships will be found by
examining physical conditions during the first year of
the fishes' life  Hjort 1914, Hunter 1982!. Extremes
in first year success  as determined from catch-age
composition data! and physical events are important as
possible single factor maxima that stand above "noise"
that obscures underlying relationships. The rockfish
parturition date is taken as January first. So, the
calendar year is taken as the fishes' first year.

5. The effects of variation in any particular
physical parameter on the young-of-the-year is
unknown. So, the approach used in this study is to
describe each year in terms of several physical
parameters. Because of the reduction of quantitative
time series into three bins  "+," "0" and "-"!, short
time series and qualitative nature of some of the data
sets, pattern matching is emphasized.

The major data relationships are seen in Table 1 which
organizes the information into binned data series to
emphasize common patterns. The physical data are binned by
numerical magnitude into three groups relative to the long
term means. 1n general, the bins are labeled "+" for above
average or positive anomaly, "0" for a defined. average range
where random anomaly might be assumed and "-" for below
average or negative anomaly. Extremes are labled "tt" and

Widow  S. entomelas! and chilipepper S. goodei!
rockfish recruitment and zooplankton abundance data~ser es
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are given in Table 1 with the highest values indicated by
"W," "C" and "z" respectively. Asterisks show extremes and
lowercase letters indicate above average values. The "x"
symbol indicates low values of recruitment or abundance.
For all series "n" means that the data for this period is
not available. Relationships between high first year
survival  population recruitment! and various physical
parameters are shown for widow and chilipepper rockfish  RF!
in Table 1. Row 12 of Table 1 gives a summation of the
physical parameters and may be taken as a combined physical
indicator. Nota that widow RF and chilipepper RF have most
successful recruitment under different environmental
conditions. Widow RF recruitment appears enhanced during
"warm" years which have positive values in row 12 and
chilipepper RF have their best recruitment during "cool"
years that have negative values in row 12 of Table l.

Sections two and three of this report are intended to
explain and give additional background on the physical and
biological data series used in Table 1, sections four and
five expand and discuss the results given by Table l.

2. Biolo ical Data Series

A zooplankton abundance data series is presented with
the widow and chilipepper RF recruitment time series to
allow consideration of the young-of-the-year rockfishes'
biological environment. All biological systems are affected
by physical environmental changes. Comparison of the three
series  rows 1,7 and 11 in Table 1! supports this.

id kii h 1 !. Widow RF recruitment data
  ! d from the cohort analysis of
the 1980 - 1985 catch-age composition data from commercial
fishery sampling in Washington, Oregon and California
 Hightower and Lenarz 1986!. These are summarized in Figure
1. Greatest population recruitment was in 1968 and 1970.
The recruitment level shown for 1971 and 1969 may be
overestimated because of imprecision in aging 10 and 12 year
old fish, i.e. peak spreading. Widow RF are a component of
the recreational fishery as far south as Santa Barbara  love
1981 !, but the peak commercial catch has been off oregon
with only occasional commercial catch south of San
Francisco.

since 1978 widow RP have become the object of a
targeted single species fishery. Unlike fishing methods for
other RF species  e.g. chilipepper!, which are by daytime
bottom trawl, the adult widow RF are more vulnerable to
nighttime mid-water trawling. Dense vertically-oriented
schools form at night and disperse at dawn, when widow RF
become incidental in the daytime bottom trawl fishery
 Wilkins 1986!. The dense Single SpeCies aggregations were
discovered in 1978. By 1980 annual harvest increased 20
fold to 21 thousand metric tons, The "boom" years of 1980
through 1983 were sustained by the highly successful 1968
and 1970 year classes. As these cohorts were exhausted in
the absence of succeeding good year classes, the fishery
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Figure 1. Cohort analysis estimates of widow rockfish
recruitment at age 5 for the 1968 � 1980 year classes.
Instantaneous rate of natural mortality was set at 0.15
 broken line! and 0.20  solid line!. The last three year
classes may not be fully recruited to the fishery. Analysis
and table from Hightower and Lenarz �986!.

slumped  Wilkins 1986, Gunderson 1984! . Figure 1 shows poor
widow RF recruitment for five consecutive years from 1972
through 1976. These were cool California Current years with
mild winters  Table 1, rows 4, 5, 8!. The 1976-1977 winter
brought a climatic shift to conditions that were again
favorable to widow RF recruitment.

Chili e er rockfish S. oodei!. Chilipepper rockfish has
CommerC1al importance mainly n Central California. Annual
catch is 2,000 metric tons, all south of the northern
California border. Except for zonal distribution, its
ecology and also its morphology appear similar to Pacific
ocean perch  S. alutus!  Adams 1980!. Catch-age composition
data submitted to the Pacific Fisheries Management Council
by Henry �986! are summarized in Table 2. Table 2 was
abstracted to give row 11 of table 1. Table 2 lists the
eight most important cohorts contributing to the total
California commercial trawl catch between 1978 and 1983.
Each column lists year classes in descending importance to
the total catch. The number in parentheses is the number of
thousands of fish in the most numerous cohort. Relative
abundance of the seven other most important cohorts is
indicated as percent of the most abundant contributor.
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An average or better year class will enter the list of
eight most numerous year classes in its third, fourth or
fifth year. It will be found in the four most abundant year
classes for three or more years  e,g, 1974!. Finally, the
cohort will drop from the list of most numerous year classes
as its numbers are depleted by fishing  e.g. 1972!.
Relative year class strength can be estimated from the time
dependent ranking of cohorts and the persistence of its
residence among the top catch contributors  Table 2! . The
results of guantitative catch-at-age analyses  Deriso et al.
1985! are comparable to the results developed below  Henry
1987!.

For the entire series, the major contributing cohorts
in descending order are: 1975, 1973, 1974, 1971, 1976, 1970,
1969, 1968  column 7, Table 2! . The 1975 year class became
the second most important cohort in its fourth year and
remained a top contributor for the entire period. This was
an unusually successful recruitment year and was the most
abundant year class in the record high landings of 1980.
The 1973 cohort was not sampled until its sixth year, but
its place as second overall suggests that it also was an
unusually abundant cohort. The 1974 year class was
cptimally sampled by the 1978 through 1983 period and there
is probably some spreading of the 1973 and 1975 modes into
1974 because of aging imprecision. There is insufficient
information to conclude that the 1974 period was much better
than a high average year in terms of recruitment. The 1971
cohort appears strong in that it was a major contributor to
the fishery throughout the period even though it was not
sampled until its eighth year. The increase in importance
of the 1971 cohort from sixth in 1981 to first in 1983 may
be the result of deeper trawling necessitated by the 1982
-83 El Nino conditions. The 1976 cohort became important in
its third year, but its ranking in the catch has always been
lower than fourth. Aging imprecision probably lead to the
overestimation of this year class because of its proximity
to the very strong 1975 year class. There may have been a
moderately good year class in the 1968 - 1970 period,
Possibly 1969. The cohorts of 1972, 1977 and 1978 are weak,
in this order of decreasing abundance. The 1979 cohort is
unusually numerous compared to the two predecessors  Henry
1986!. It was seventh in importance in its third year and
fourth the following year  Table 2!.

Results of fishery-independent trawl surveys by the
Northwest and Alaska Fishery CenterjNMFS suggest that the
1965, 1969, 1974 and 1975 chilipepper RF year classes have
been more successful than average  Coleman 1986 !, This is
in general agreement with the results presented by Henry
�986! and has been used to complete the 1965-70 section of
the chilipepper recruitment time series.

Zoo lankton abundance. continental shelf rockfish are
known to feed on zooplankton  Brodeur and Pearcy 1984!.
Overall zooplankton abundance in the California Current
south of san Francisco as given by Chelton et al. �982! is
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summarized in row 7 oi' Table 1. The years thought to ba
most successful for both widow and chilipepper RF ware
average zooplankton years. This may represent a balance in
caloric competition at the planktonic level. That. is, a
balance between having low enough planktonic predation to
suzvive and having high enough planktonic food to grow may
be important in rockfish planktonic stages. The
zooplankton index is not included in the combined physical
parameter  Table 1, row 12!.

3. Ph sical Parameters

The physical parameters used in this study were chosen
for completeness in the 1965 - 1980 period, for possible
generality in reflecting physical conditions in areas of
greatest chilipepper and widow RF abundance, and for
general availability. The following subsections will give
additional detail on tha abstracting and binning of the
physical data eats used in Table 1. Table 1 row headings
are included with the subsection headings,

California Current Warmin Events EN AL . Although the
Sebastes env ronment n the Cal fornia Current region is
over the continental shelf and slope, the forces that
affect this environment may originate thousands of
kilometers distant in the tropical and north Pacific  Quinn
1978, Uda 1962, Morton at al. 1985, Mysak 1986!. Row 2 in
Table 1 indicates the occurrence of two warming event types
 EN El Nino, AL Aleutian Low Intensification! . The
observed coastal impacts of the El Wino and Aleutian Low
warming occur in fall and winter thus extending over two
calendar years  Breaker and Mooers 1987!, e.g. 1972-73 or
1976-77. In Table 1 the notation for these events are
placed in the second year, 1973 and 1977 respectively.

The California Cuz'rent System  CC! is a broad eastern
boundary system of weak but persistent ~orth to south
surface flow off the west coast of the United States
 liickay 1979!. The CC inner boundary is the coast and the
outer boundary is a broad transition zone 3-400 km offshore
The origins of two California current warming event types
are diagramed in Figure 2. El Nino effects are carried
into the CC region from the tropics by poleward traveling
coastally trapped downwelling wave packets which depress
the thermoclina and cause coastal warming.  Huyer and
Smith 1985, Chelton and Davis 1982, Enfield and Allen 1980,
picaut 1985, Myeak 1986!. These El NinO perturbations that
originate as ecpxatorially trapped Kelvin waves  Cane 1983!
are denoted by the solid arrows in Figure 2, Coastal
bathymetric and bathythermal irregularities cause the
eastern boundary trapped waves to leak energy to the west
as downwelling baroclinic Rossby waves.  Rianecker and
Mooers 1986, Mysak 1986!

The second warming event type is associated with an
intensification of the Aleutian Low Pressure System and its
counterclockwise circulation  around "L" in Figure 2! .
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Figure 2, origins of two California Current  cc! warm event
types. The outer boundry of the CC transition zone is
indicated by the dotted line. El Nino effects are brought
to the CC region by poleward traveling coastally trapped
waves originating as equatorially trapped Kelvin waves
 small solid arrows!. Intensification of the Aleutian Low
atmospheric pressure system  block L! affects the CC
throughout its range by intensification of winds that
oppose its normal flow to the south  open arrows!. As the
low expands, the eastern limb of the cyclonic circulation
brings anomalous south to north winds to the coast which
enhance winter downwelling. The atmospheric pressure
pattern shown in this diagram is representative of the
early Harch mean.

Intensification of the Aleutian Low pressure system is a
deepening or increasing magnitude of negative pressure
anomalies in the lover atmosphere  Wallace and Gutzler
1981!. This has effects throughout the north Pacific. The
california Current is affected throughout its range by
anomalous winds that oppose its normal flov to the south.
As the Lov expands, the eastern limb of the cyclonic
circulation brings south to north vinds along the coast.
Then local and remote wind forcing combine to augment
processes that depress the thermoclins in the california
Current and warm the coastal ocean, but this effect is
usually limited to the upper 150m  Norton et al. 1985,
1987!.
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There is a tendency for deep Aleutian lowe to develop
during El Nino years when there is extensive equatorial
warming as in the winters Of 1969-1970 and 1976-1977
 Wallace and Gutsier 1981!, but sometimes the low does not
intensify evan when there is extensive equatorial warming
as in 1965 and 1972  Douglas et al. 1982!. The Aleutian
Low may also intensify without apparent tropical warming as
in 1967-1968 and 1979-1980  Norton at al. 1985!.

Patterns of de endence amon h sical arameters. Patterns
of dependence among phys cal parameters are shown in Table
3. This table shows the association tendency among the
physical parameters discussed in this study. The three
interannual event types distinguished in this paper are
show~. During an El Nino year  Table 3, col. 1!, the
warming effect on the California Current  CC! may be called
the "california El Nino." During the California El Nino tha
sea level height and northward transport anomalies increase
 Huyer and Smith 1985!. Along parts of tha coast there is
northward surface flow as a persistent year-round feature
 Bird et al. 1984, Hickey 1979.!

The Aleutian Low Index  AL Index in Table 1! may be
above or below average during a California El Nino and
coastal downwelling may be above or below average Tables 1
and 3!. Since the California El Nino brings warm water
into the coastal zone, the north to south flow tendency of
the CC is decreased, During Aleutian Low warming  Table 3,
col. 2!, the Aleutian Low index will increase indicating
intensification of the north Pacific Low pressure system.
Unusually strong coastal downwelling is common during an
Aleutian Low warming. Other effects will be similar to
those oi the california El Nino. One of the several
definite relationships shown in Table 3, is the connection
between winter downwelling  row 3!, onshore transport of
surface water and increased transport to the north. Xf
coastal wind stress is from south ta north along the coast,
surface water will be transported onshore  row 6! and
downwalling will occur. As an adjustment to redistribution
of water, northward flow will be increased  row 5!.
Increased northward flow is the result of onshore flow,
which may result from California El Nino, Aleutian Low or
local forcing, Onshore ilow may be important in producing
conditions leading to increased widow RF first year
survival. During the CC cool event  Table 3, col. 3!, all
the parameters will tend to reverse  become "-"! in value
except transport to the south, which will increase,
Onshore transport usually brings warmer water to the coast.
Consequently, SST  row 1! and saa level  row 4! will be
increased. Table 3 represents an idealized view of the
relationships among physical parameters presented in Table
l.

The relationships among the physical parameters
involve the change from one point to another on a
functional surface which results in increased or decreased
variable value. Many combinations of binned variable
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Table 3. Idealized representatiOn Of three California
Current Interannual Events  columns! in terms of common
parameter anomalies  measurements!. The rows are: sea
Temperature, row 1; Aleutian Low index, row 2 l winter
downwelling, rcw 3; sea Level height anomaly, row 4;
Northward Transport tendency, row 5; Onshore Transport, row
6 and cc southward flow. The warming events will have
positive anomaly measurements except for California Current
transport to the south which will be reduced. Anomalies
will have reverse tendency during cool events  col. 3!,
The "+/-v entries reflect opposite possibilities. The
California El Nino may occur with or without Aleutian Low
induced warming  row 2! and enhaced winter downwelling may
or may not occur during Aleutian Low warming events  row
3!.

Cal fornia
El Nino
warmin

cal forn a
Current

cool event

Aleut an
Low

warmin

Event

Measurement
Sea Tem . 1 +
AL Index 2 + +
Downwellin 3 +�
Sea Level 4 + +
N. Trans ort 5 + north +
Onshore Trans. 6 +

+ southCal. Cur.

values are possible in a given event type, even when scaled
to long term means  Table 1} . observed combinations will
depend on the event intensity and the state of the CC and
north Pacific atmosphere when the signals arrive. For
instance, the 1972-73 El Nino Was intense in the tropiCS,
but an intensified Aleutian Low did not develop, and
nOrthward flOW tendenCy increased during the 1972-1973
winter. Then flow shifted strongly to the south in late
1973  CheltOn et al. 1982, Huyer et al. 1978!.

First difference 25 meter tern erature 1st dif. 25m T!. The
first d fference of the standardized temperature anomaly at
25 meters depth for a 200 km wide coastal strip extending
from 30 to 50 degrees north latitude is shown in row 3 of
Table 1. Data in this area were also averaged for a period
from October through March  Norton et al. 1987!. The year
designation is the same as for the associated January.
First differences are the average standardized temperature
anomaly for a given year minus the value from the preceding
year. This procedure emphasizes interannual change. A "+"
entry means the current year is warmer than the preceding
year and "tt" "="} means that the warming was maximum
 minimum! or within 10% of the maximum  minimum} value.
Note that the first difference coastwide standardized
anomaly is positive for every warming event in the 1965-80
series  Table 1! . That is, each of the "EN" and "AL" years
produced a signal in the coastwide anomaly that indicates
warming over the preceding year Table 1, rows 2 and 3!.



Aleutian Low AL Index!. Aleutian Low Intensification
 Table 1, row 4! was measured directly by the negative mean
monthly anomaly of the 500 millibar atmospheric height at
45 degrees north latitude by 165 west longitude  »L» in
figure 2!. The sign of the anomaly is reversed and bins
assigned according to the conventions of Wallace and
Gutzler �981!. A "+» notation in row 4 indicates
intensification of the Aleutian Low Pressure system over
the mean. The »++" notation indicates a particularly
intense Aleutian Low. The "0» means average Aleutian Low
development. An Aleutian Low that is more intense than
average will also be larger than average. As it expands,
the Eastern Pacific High is shifted southward and winds
from the south beCOme more COmmon over the CC System
 Figure 2!. The deepest Aleutian Lowe were coincident with
the best years for widow RF recruitment.

British Columbia Sea Surface Tem erature B. C. SST
Br t sh columb a SST  row 5 n Table 1! was dsr ved from
monthly mean temperature anomalies  from a 3o year monthly
mean! at Race ROCks on the sauthern tip of VanCCuver Island
 Tabata l985!. Symbols were assigned to divide the data
into three bins as follows: »+,» anomaly greater than +.25
degree Celsius; »0" for anomalies of absolute  unsigned!
value less than .25a »+t» and "=" indicate extreme values.
In some cases it was not possible to unambiguously state
that the entire year was above oz below average. So, »t/-»
means that the first part of the year  at least three
months! was above average temperature and the last part of
the year  at least three months! was below average
temperature. Note that "-" values typical of the 1971-
1976 period correspond to the best recruitment years for
chilipepper RP.

Northward California Current Trans ort N. Trans ort . An
ntegrated ndex of northward CC flow  row 6, Table 1! in

an area 200-400 kilometere frOm shore eXtending fram 26 to
38 degrees north is extracted from Chelton et al. �982!.
The symbols »+» and »n» mean northward transport and no
data respectively. Fortunately, this unique time series is
nearly complete in the 1965 to 1980 interval of interest.
Although its exact meaning might be subject to considerable
interpretation, agreement in independent measurements over
the continental shelf and slope  Huyer et al. 1978, Mclain
and Thomas 1983, McLain et al. 1985! suggest that this
transport tendency index has some applicability in
assessing the rockfishes' environment. Zn general it
appears that, northward transport has favored widow RF
recruitment and southward transport has favored chilipepper
RF recruitment.

Winter Season Downwellin Index I3ownwellin . An annual
ndex of coastal downwell ng  row 8, Table 1! during the

winter season at 42 degrees north was derived by Norton et
al. �985! by accumulating the monthly mean upwelling
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index values of Bakun �973! and reversing the sign. The
convention of plus and minus symbols is similar to the
parameters already discussed. ln terms of percent of the
highest value, the bins were assigned as follows: 0-25%,

508 w .s 50-808 «0;s 80-95$ "+ 95 1008 ++
The numerical average value was at about 688 of the maximum
value. The three extreme downwelling years, 1970, 1978 and
1980 were favorable to widow RF recruitment.

central California Sea Surface Tem erature Cen. Cal. SST
The central Cal forn a SST nd cator  row 9 cf Table

1! was derived from monthly mean anomalies at the southeast
Farallon Islands, 46 km west of San Francisco and at
Pacific Grove at the southern end of Monterey Bay 100 km
south of San Francisco  Anon. 1981!. These two stations
represent different coastal environments and the combined
data is presented as a temperature indicator closely
associated with the chilipepper environment. Combination
of the data allowed a complete data set to be derived from
two nearly complete data sets. Binning conventions are
generally the same as for British Columbia sea surface
temperature  above!. The most extremely negative value in
1975 COrresponds tO the most suCCeasful  known! Chilipepper
year class, but this relationship does not appear to hold
for all other chilipepper year classes.

San Francisco Sea Level SF Sea Level . The detrended San
Franc scc sea level was adapted from McLain �983! for row
10 of Table 1. saa level anomaly is an indicator oi
coastal current tendencies and integrated sea temperature
 higher sea level anomaly suggests more northward flow and
higher integrated temperature anomaly of the water column!
 Chelton and Davis 1982, Norton et al. 1985!. The division
of the anomaly range into three bins and extremes was based
on taking the range of anomalies less than 5 cm absolute
value as average or "0." Extremes and anomalies within 104
of the extremes are given "++" and "=" symbols. In several
cases, negative anomaly corresponds to good chilipepper RF
first year survival and positive anomaly appeared. to favor
enhanced widow RF first year survival. The role of sea
level extremes does not imply a direct relationship between
sea level at San Francisco and rockfish recruitment.

4. Results

The individual measurements of the physical
environment have been combined in a simple straightforward
way by first dividing the data series values into three
categories or bins to show patterns. Then the binned
values were added together to give an overall
representation of the pattern. The result of this process
is given in row 12 of Table 1. This combined parameter was
then compared to the recruitment data for widow and
chilipepper rockfish  table 1, rows 1 and ll!. The ma!or
results of these pattern comparisons are listed below.
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1. Different physical conditions are required for
optimum widow and chilipepper RF recruitment. Certain
intermediate years, in terms of the combined physical
parameter   Table 1, row 12!, may support moderate
recruitment in both species.

2. Widow RP recruitment is favored by winters with
deep Aleutian Lowe, violent. winter storms on the
coast, above average sea temperatures, enhanced
northward flow in the the california Current and
anomalously high coastal sea levels 'Widow RP
recruitment seems to be facilitated by the common
large scale warming events  Table 1, row 2! . However
an El Wino alone, unaccompanied by anomalously deep
Aleutian Low development as in 1966 and 1973, does not
appear to favor enhanced widow RF recruitment. The
Aleutian Lows that expand over the coast and bring
frequent 'winter storms with strong winds from the
south to intensify coastal downwelling seem more
important than the Californai El Nino in enhancing
widow RP recruitment  Table 1!.

3. Chilipepper RF fish recruitment appears to be
facilitated by cool water, and increased southerly CC
flow conditions as described ideally in table 3,
column 3, or more realistically in table 1 under 1971
and 1975. Exceptionally good chilipepper recruitment
does not occur in years of exceptionally good widow RP
recruitment.

4. The coastal ocean from central California to
Vancouver Island has undergone three climatic shifts
in the 1965 - 1980 period. First, there was a warm
period of five years which included two California El
Winos and two Aleutian Low events. In 1970 the two
warm event types combined to create conditions that
appeared exceptionally favorable to widow RP
recruitment. After 1970 a shift to an ocean climate
of cool sea temperatures and increased southerly flow
in the CC occurred, This cool period lasted until
1976 and included all the most numerous chilipepper RP
cohorts contributing to the 1978 to 1983 catch. In
1976 the ocean climate shifted back to the warmer
regime. Again young-of-the-year widow RF survival
appears to have been enhanced as CC warming events
became more frequent.

The catch-age composition data suggest that 1969 and
1971 were moderately good recruitment years for widow HP.
These were also at least moderately good years f' or
chilipepper RF recruitment, It is probable that because
the very successful 1968 and 1970 widow RF cohorts were not
aged until they were over ten years old, there is some peak
spreading due to aging imprecision. The 1969 year class
would be most likely to be overestimated if aging
imprecision is Gaussian, since it is between the two most
numerous cohorts. However, if it is more likely that
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annular otolith ringe will be missed more frequently than
erroneously added, then the 1971 year class would be the
most likely to be overestimated because it follows the most
numerous cohort. The 1969 year cLass will be second most
likely to be overestimated. Combining this reasoning about
aging imprecision with ths findings that chilipepper RF
recruitmant is facilitated during cool events  Table 3!,
can lead to the not unreasonable conclusion that the
apparent ambiguity in recruitment data for 1971 is the
result of overestimation of the size of the 1971 widow RP
cohort, The physical environment of 1971 appears favorable
to chilipepper RF recruitment  Table 1!.

Environmentally, 1969 and 1971 ware very different.
If better than average recruitment was to occur in both
chilipspper and widow RF in the same year, it would be
expected to occur in a year such as 1969 when the sum of
physical parameters is not conspicuously in the minus or
plus domain. The catCh-age COmpOSitian data fer
chilipepper RF does not give definite information about ths
strength of this year class compared to tha strong year
classes of the 1970s. It is likely that ths 1969 widow RP
year class was also overestimated, but the extreme positive
esa level anomaly suggests that this year was more
favorable to enhanced widow RF recruitmant. High coastal
sea level is consistent with increased northward flow along
the coast. This is confirmed by the northward flow index
 Table 1, rows 6 and 10! . Increased northward flow may be
the factor in common with Aleutian Low warming events that
facilitate widow RF recruitment  Table 3!. chilipspper RP
recruitmant may have been enhanced in 1969 relative to 1968
and 1970 and may have been poor compared to 1973 and 1975.

Results of the Northwest and Alaska Fishery Center's
1980 Bottom Trawl Survey show that the 1965 chilipepper RF
cohort was especially numerous  Coleman 1986!. This is
consistent with the relationships which are also evident
during the 1971 � 75 period  Table 1!.

The 1972 year class is conspicuously weak in the
chilipeppsr catch-age composition data of Henry �986!, but
the environmental data appears favorable to a strong
chilipepper year class. The inshore CC was affected by the
1972-73 El Nino in the spring of 1972  Enfield and Allen
1980, Chelton and Davis 1982, Huyar and Smith 1985! and
this may have had an impact not reflected in the physical
parameters presented. Likewise the 1976-77 El Nino may
have curbed survival of the 1976 year class of chilipepper
RF. The 1965 and 1969 chilipapper year classes, however,
appear as though they may be exceptions to the reasoning
!ust used to explain poor recruitmsnt in 1972 and 1976.

5. Discussion

The combined physical parameter developed above gives
a numerical value to the ideal California Current event
types : Aleutian Low induced warming, California El Nina



coastal warming and California Current. cool events  Table
3!. The larger unsigned values belong to years with warm
or cool events undiluted by opposite event types  Table 1!.
The best years for chilipepper and widow rockfish
recruitment occur when the value of combined parameter is
at or near its maximum unsigned value. Negative anomalies
favor recruitment in chilipepper rockfish, while positive
anomalies favor widow rackfiah recruitment  Table 1!. This
result, suggests that the present approach may be
appropriate, but it does not necessarily mean that the most
important physical terms have been included in the
analysis. Future research must be sensitive to other
parameters' ability to match patterns of fish stack
recruitment and add dimension to descriptions of the
fishes' environment.

The simple system used here allows some knowledge of
the biological systems to be gained without knowing exactly
how the biological systems are affected by the physical
environment or even what particular aspect of the physical
environment is most important. Also, the assumption that
the bialogical system is reacting in a simple
straightforward way need not be abandoned. The assumption
that can be avoided in using the multidimensional approach
is that the rockfish systems react directly to physical
parameters as we happen to measure them,' e.g. temperature,
sea level, etc.

Species distinction has been shown to be important.
If, for instance, recruitment of chilipepper and widow RP
were summed, it would be much more difficult to form
associations with physical environmental patterns. Another
species distinction is that the value a particular physical
data set will have in helping to understand recruitment
will depend on the species involved. The data presented in
table 1 are somewhat more successful in describing the
widow RF recruitment data set than in describing the
chilipepper recruitment data set. Widow RF recruit best
under the Aleutian low, El Nino and downwelling conditions.
The only apparent exception is 1971, the year following the
most numerous year class in the record. This may not be an
exception because 1971 is the year class most likely to
have its size overestimated. because of the tendency to miss
annular rings in aging older fish.

Figure 3 summarizes some of the points made above. It
is a scale-less grid or coordinate system with two main
axes. The vertical axis represents advective current flow
in the CC system. Increased northward flow is toward the
top of Figure 3, while increased flow to the south is
represented by the space below the horizontal axis.
Negative atmospheric pressure anomaly or an intensified
Aleutian Low Pressure System is toward the right on the
horizontal axis. Positive anomaly representing a less
developed Aleutian Low is to the left. The right side of
the horizontal axis is further divided into two areas,
When the winter-time Aleutian Low extends over the coastal
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Figure 3. Coordinate system organizing rockfish recruitment
data and physical parameter tendencies into four quadrants.
The verticle axis represents advective current flow in the
CC system. Increased northward flow is toward the top and
increased southward flow is represented by the space below
the horizontal axis. Negative atmospheric pressure anomaly
in an intensified Aleutian Iow is to the right. The
positioning of the year designations was done on the basis
of the combined parameter  table 1, row 12! . Arrows
associated with the date give inferred direction of change
during the year. Years that favor chilipepper rockfish are
in the the lower left quadrant  broken hatching! and years
that favor widow rockfish recruitment are in the upper
right quadrant  solid hatching!.



When the winter-time Aleutian Low extends over the coastal
California Current System, it frequently results in
increased winter dcvnwelling  Figure 3, right of dotted
line! . The area in the upper right quadrant between the
main vertical axis and the dotted vertical ancillary axis
would contain years vhen the Aleutian Low did develop but
was blocked from the coast by a high pressure ridge as in
the 1976-1977 winter �977 in Table 1!. The 1967 - 1968,
1977 � 1978 and 1979 - 1980 winters �968,1978 and 1980
respectively in Table 1! would. be to the right of dotted
line in the upper right quadrant, The upper left quadrant
is the area of California El Winos that occur vithout
Aleutian Low intensification. El !Linc years of 1966 and
early 1973 vould be in this quadrant. Columns 1 and 2 in
Table 3 would repreaent the area above the harisontal aXis
in the left and right quadrants respectively. If the event
types occurred together in a cambined event as in 1969
1970, the year vauld be placed in the upper right quadrant.
The high dovnwelling value for 1970 maves the year further
to the right past the dotted line. These years are usually
warm with elevated coastal sea level and increased onshore
transport in the coastal ocean's surface layers  table 3!.

The space below the horisontal axis in Pigure 3
corresponds to the cool CC years when transport tc the
south is enhanced.  table 3, col. 3! ~ The lover left
quadrant would contain the cool years of the early and
mid-1970's. Aleutian LOV enhancement iS nOt as frequent Or
intense during cool periods, so few years vill be
characteristic of the lower right quadrant. In the 1965-80
series, 1971 is a possible example. The lower left
quadrant contains 1965 early!, 1972 early!, 1973 late!,
1974, 1975, 1976 early!, and 1979 which were definitely
cool and largely devoid of varming event influence as these
influences are described in this study.

Years that appear to favor chilipepper recruitment are
in the lawer left quadrant and those that favor widow
rockfish recruitment are in the upper right quadrant of
Pigure 3. The best widow rcckfish years are to the right
of the dotted line indicating that the best vidcw rockfish
recruitment years have intense coastal winds which bring
warming of the surface layers of the coastal ocean and
leading to northvard transport. Increased onshore, cross
shelf, transport vill accompany increased northward
transport. This will carry pelagic larvae and weakly
svimming early !uvenile stages toward share.

This possible mechanism for increased vidow RF
recruitment fits the generalities proposed by
Parrish et al. �981! that explain fimb species
distributions along the Washington, Oregon and California
coasts. They state that the California Coast betveen Cape
Mendocino and Point Conception is unfavareble to
recruitment of species with pelagic eggs and larvae because
of the vigorous surface offshore transport that accompanies
the nearly year around upwelling circulation  Parrish et
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al. 1981, Bakun and Parrish 198O! . At present there is nO
way of knowing if onshore transport is the important
environmental factor in widow RF recruitment, but the data
suggest an important winter mechanism that has dynamics in
common with northward and onshore CC System transport. If
widow RF depend on winter onshore transport tc maintain
early life stages in favorable environments for settling
and the onshore transport is wind driven  apparently the
more the better, table I!, then it is not surprising that
the commercial fishery for widow RF does not extend south
of San Francisco, and that the targeted fishery of the
early 1970s was centered off Oregon where winter winds from
the seasonally intensified Aleutian Low are a conspicuous
feature of the mean annual cycle. It may be that the
prolonged upwelling season and associated offshore
transport, or divergent flow, characteristic of the central
California Coast carries planktonic stages of widow RF
larvae offshore into environments hostile to survival and
growth. If planktonic stages of widow RF are
characteristically in the surface layers, then it is
probable that this is the mechanism inhibiting population
maintenance off central California.

It is clear the chilipepper rockfish which have
maximum abundance on the central California coast are
dependent on different conditions than those favoring
excellent widow rockfish recruitment. Chilipepper rockfish
recruitment is favored by cool years, but the fact that
there Was good recruitment in 1973 suggeetS that the cool
conditions of the later part of 1973 were more important to
young-of-the-year survival than that year's warm initial
months. That is, the later part of 1973 appears to fit the
pattern that would favor chilipepper RF recruitment. It
may be that the character of the winter months at the
beginning of the chilipepper rockfishes' first year is less
important in determining chilipepper RF survival than they
appear to be in determining widow RF survival. The fact
that chilipepper rockfish are most successful on the
central California coast suggests that they have specific
adaptations in their early life history that allow them to
avoid being swept offshore in larval and planktonic
juvenile stages by the surface offshore transport that
accompanies the characteristic upwelling circulation.

Other rOCkfish s ecies. preliminary studies of the kind
described above are being conducted on yellowtail  S.
favadn ! and nanavy  a. ~i! o kt h. D t 'f o the
1960-7o period, suggest that yellowtail rockfish recruit
better during El Sino years. Years with and without
intensified Aleutian Low development may be equally
favorable, This would place yellowtail RF in the upper two
quadrants of Figure 3 indicating that their recruitment is
enhanced by any event forcing northward CC flow. Canary
rockfish appear to have better recruitment when there is
more southward transport. Sod the years favoring canary
rockfish recruitment would fall below the horizontal axis
in Figure 3, Kore definite conclusions regarding these
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species will have to await more complete and accurate
recruitment time series.

Fisheries mana ement and investment lannin . Understand-
ing the probab 1 stre nature of recruitment periodicity is
essential to resource managers as well as investors looking
for maximum return on their investment. Knowing the
climatic regime that favors or inhibits recruitment in a
targeted species, could lead to better knowledge of how
sustainable a fishery might be and what limitations on
exploitation may be necessary to maintain a sufficient
stock of adults to take advantage of good recruitment
conditions when they occur,

Since several time series of physicaL parameters exist
of five to ten decades length, it may be possible to treat
these as proxi-variables of recruitment and get
quantitative information on expected variability in
recruitment.

Widow rockfish boom and bust. The knowledge of the
spectacularly good w dow rockf sh recruitment of 1968 and
1970 fallOWed by very poor reCruitment from 1972 through
1976 suggests an explanation for the boom and bust history
of the targeted widow RF fishery  Gunderson 1984!. It is
possible that the discovery of the midwater widow RF
fishery in the late 70's was the result of the excellent
recruitment conditions of 1968 and 1970. Suddenly, eight
years later, there was a large exploitable biomass of widow
rockfish which had not been noticed before because it was
not there. After the abundant widow rockfish resource was
discovered, the fishery increased twentyfold in two years
based on the unusually good 1968 and 1970 year classes.
The decline in the fishery that began in 1982 was the
result of depletio~ of the two strong year classes. The
cool, strong CC years that followed 1970 inhibited widow
rockfish recruitment, providing no additional input to the
fishery resource in the early 1980's. It will be
interesting to note how successful the 1980 widow rockfish
year class will be. According to the data presented in
table 1, 1980 should be a very good year and initial
catch-age composition data suggest that it is a numerous
cohort  Figure 1!. Data at full recruitment are not
presently available.

The combined physical and biological data presented in
this report suggest that the bio-economic boom to bust
event chronicled by Gunderson �984! for widow rockfish is
perfectly natural considering the pulsed recruitment common
in this species and the climatological background of the
event. When more is known of the physical conditions
favoring the 1968 and 1970 year classes, it will be
possible to analyse the historical records and determine
expected frequency of proper conditions for exceptionally
good recruitment.
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Status of early life history studies
of northeast Pacific rockfishes

Arthur W. Kendall, Jr.
NMFS, Northwest and Alaska Fisheries Center
Seattle, Washington

and
William H. l.enarz
NMFS, Southwest Fisheries Center
Tiburon, California

Abstract

Rockfishes  Sebastes spp.! are highly unusual in that they have inter-
nal ferti1 aaaton og a large nnnhe of eggs 1 100! and gi e ai th to
pl anktonic larvae at the first feeding stage. Fo'll owing the pl ank-
tonic larval stage, juveniles develop in a variety of habitats, depend-
ing on the species. Some remain pelagic for several months, while
others become demersal at a small size. Since about 7D species of
rOckfish occur in the northeast Pacific, identifying the larvae and
juveniles is a major problem. Recent studies have greatly enhanced our
ability to identify these young stages, which allows us to contemplate
using them to address fishery-related problems. Current studies are
focused on relating the abundance of larvae and juveniles of rockfish
to the adult populations, to measure both adult biomass and recrui t-
ment. These studies show promise, but the unusual biology of the
genus 'limits somewhat the potential of such studies for fishery
management purposes.

Earl Life Hi star Pattern

Rockfishes have an unusual reproductive pattern with important implica-
tions for their ecology and fisheries on their popu'iations. Most fish
that reproduce in marine waters lay free-floating planktonic eggs
that are fertilized and undergo embryonic development as independent
organisms in the open sea. Hatching is followed by a yolk-sac period
about one-half as long as incubation, during which the larva develops
eye pigment and feeding mechanisms. In rockfishes, however, fertiliza-
tion occurs internally and the eggs develop and hatch inside the ovary
of the female. It has recently been found that the embryos ingest
ovarian fluid as a supplement to the yolk  see Boch'lert, Kusakari,
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and ramada, this volume!. When the larvae are extruded after several
weeks, they have little yolk left and are ready to begin feeding.
These larvae are about 3-7 mm standard length  SL!, comparable in size
to first-feeding 1 arvae of species with planktonic eggs .

Mortality of planktonic fish eggs, due prirsari ly to predation, is high
for the few species that have been studied in enough detail to make
reliable estimates. Generally more than 50% of the pelagic eggs
spawned by a fish die before hatching  Hempel 1979!. Mortality of
yolk-sac larvae in the field is even more difficult to examine but
predators that Feed on eggs probably also consume yolk-sac larvae.
Thus, less than 20% of eggs spawned may survi ve through the yolk-sac
period to become free-feeding larvae. Boehlert et al.  this volume!
estimate that there is about 25% mortality of young in rockfishes be-
tween fertilization and parturition . Thus, the number of surviving
first-feeding larvae in rockfishes is about 75% of the number of eggs
that undergo ovulation, rather the 20% or less of that number in fishes
spawning pelagic eggs. Also, the reproductive pattern of rockfishes
reduces the amount of dispersion of p'ianktonic stages by ocean cur-
rents.

Fecundity of rockfi shes is high   104-106 eggs per fema'ie! and is only
slightly lower than it is in fishes spawning pelagic eggs. In fish
wi th more extensive protection of the young, or those that produce
considerably larger eggs, fecundity is reduced substantially. It would
seem that rockfishes have not achieved the concomitant reduction in
fecundity generally associated with increased parental contribution to
the welfare of indi vidual progeny. The evolutionary advantage of ges-
tation in rockfishes is unclear, but apparently it is not completely
explained by protection of the egg and early larval stages. Internal
fertilization may allow distinct but similar species to co-occur with
little chance of cross-fertilizing their gametes. Behavioral or other
prezygotic barriers would prevent copulation among closely related
species. This reproductive strategy may have contributed to the genus
becoming so speci ose in the riorth Pacific .

Seasonalit of Re roduction

Reproductive events in rockfishes follow this sequence: spermato-
genesis, vitellogenesis, mating, ovulation, fertilization, embryonic
devel opment, hatching, and larval extrusion. Males mature up to sever-
al months before the females, and mating may precede fertilization by
several months. Embryonic development takes about 40-50 days, and the
larvae hatch about I week prior to extrusion. Although most rockfish-
es release larvae during the fi rst 6 months of the year, there is quite
a bit of variation among the species, and within a species among years.

When compari ng information on seasonality of reproduction, the methods
and criteria used and the sample sizes must be evaluated. Most work to
date has been done off British Columbia and north/central California.
Wyllie Echeverria  in press! has summarized information on reproductive
seasonality of 34 species of northeast Pacific rockfish. The duration
of larval release varies frors I to 9 months among the species studied,
and a few species demonstrated two periods of release during the year
 Table I!, In general, species can be grouped into those that extrude
larvae in winter and those that extrude larvae in spring-summer.
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Table 1.--Periods of release of rockf ash larvae. Based on Wyll ie
Echeverria  in press!.

G. foIAI «s ec IIA --- OR C CA R CA

I 2,3,4,2'I
5 6,7,21

1.2,21

7,21
5 6 6,9 21
2,10,14,21
7 21
16.14,21
92.7.1521
I, 6. I I, I 2. 2 I
1,12,21
10
I 2.11,13.21
14
1,2,4,11,21
11 14,21
1,21
21
2,11,21
10
14,21
1.6.15,20,21
I ltg 21

11.14.21
'17,16.2'I
16,21

14,71
I 2,4,11 14,21
92 2,11,21

S peuaspnn
6 plrlalgot
6 prorigsr
S rosdl
5 rosaceut
6 uherrirnus
S rubhs mega
6 ugul
S tall Ital ~
5 Ol tenotdal
S I muletor
S.umhrotus
S n irons
S laamlrus

2,21
1,15
10.14 21
1 2,6, 12 15 21
I 10.12,21
21
1,2.1'I 21
20.21
ID
16

1,2,12,21
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Table 2. � Ouratfon of parturiti on period of rockfi shes by area
and number of species  based on Wyllfe Echeverria,
in ress!.

Or N/C Ca 5 Ca
of species-

Number of
months

G of A BC Wa
----- � ----- � -number

6 3 2
6 5 5
1 8 1
4 2 2
2 7 1

5 2
5

3 21 2
1 2 1
2 2

1

2 3
4 5
6

>6
total

+3 specfes have split season wfth no release fn �arch or Aprf1
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Figure 1.� Number of rockffsh spe-
cfes releasing larvae
off north / central
Californfa and British
Columbia by month.
Based on Wyllfe
Echeverria  in press!.

Par turf tfon seems to occur earli-
er fn the year in the SOuthern
part of the specfes' range,
a'Ithough data sufficfent for such
a comparison is available for few
species. Annual differences in
timing of release of larvae seem
to be environmentally determfned.
In some species studied by lfyllfe
Echeverria  fn press!, parturi-
tion during the anomalous El
Nine year of 1983 was delayed
compared to the other years from
19B1 to 1985.

Suavaarfzfng the data presented
by Wyllie Echeverria  fn press!,
there seems to be a slfght ten-
dency for rockfishes fn the north
  Britfsh Columbfa ! to release
young later in the year  Aprfl-
June! than those off north/cen-
tral California which release
young mainly from January to ffay
 Fig. 1!. Also, a longer period
of release is apparent off north/
central California than off Brf t-
ish Columbia  Table 2!. The me-
dian period of release off Bri-
tfsh Columbia is I month, whereas
off north/central California f t
fs 3 months. These differences
cou'ld partially be due to dfffer-
ences in sampling density .



Larval Develo nt

Rockfi sh larvae are about 3-7 ass SL at birth and have pigsented eyes
and a functional mouth  Fig. 2 !. The trunk and tail is surrounded by
an undifferentiated finfold and larval pectoral fins are present.
pigment generally consists of small discrete melanophores in character-
istic posi tions. Although there is considerable interspecific varia-
tion in melanophore amount and placement, from nearly absent in
S. helvomaculatus to a dark banded pattern on the body of S. aurora,
Tn anapest a spentas sacs pfpnent fs fnu d an the gut anil tlie e ls
usually a series of postanal ventral midline melanophores, Depending
on the species, melanophores may also occur on such places as the jaws,
top of head, nape, pectoral fins, dorsal postana'l midline, or midlater-
ally on the caudal peduncle and near the tip of the notochord,
Superficial pigment is added in definitive patterns as the juvenile
period is approached.

Figure 2.--Development of Sebastes dalli  from Noser and Butler 1981!.
11. 5.1 aa larva~~an a a; C. 7.1 se larva; 0. 10.1
ima larva; E. 21.7 ass pelagic juvenile.
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kith development, the body deepens somewhat and the head enlarges. In
postflexion larvae head length is about 28-487 of the body length ~ pre-
anal length is about 42-66K of the body length, and the maximum body
depth is about 21-42% of the body length  Table 3!. Head spines start
to develop early in the larval period, and soon reach thei r maximum
number and relative size, A full or nearly full complement of spines
develops during the larval period, but some are usually lost during the
juvenile period to produce the adult pattern that is a specific char-
acter. The first head spines to form are the pterotics, several of the
preoperculars, and the parietals. Spines continue to be added and to
increase in size as the larvae develop . The parietal spines, some of
the preopercul ar spines, and the supraocul ar ridge become serrate in
some species. The parietals and central preopercu'lars are the longest
spi nes, the parietal s reaching 27'4 of the head length in S . he! vomac-
ulatus ihich dson and La oche 19791. Fl ay formatl Tel~ass t s
sequence: caudal, pectorals, pelvics, dorsal, and anal. Fin rays are
generally not particularly elongate, although there is variation in the
length of the pectoral rays with S. Paucis inis pectorals reaching 37%
body length in postflexion larvae   oser et a . 1977!, Pelvic rays
develop lonely early 1 5-mm larvae f S. ~aunts inta, d each the
same elongate proportion as the pectorals.

Table 3,--Inorphometric characters of postflexion larvae of 16 species
of northeast Pacific rockfishes, expressed as ranges of
percent standard length  SL!.

ea
len th

oy reana
de th len th References*S ecies

S. auriculatus 20

18S, aurora

S. caurinus 20

19

16 9 8
S. crameri

S. dalli

S. entomelas

S. flavidus

S. helvomaculatus

S. ~ordani
S. levis

S. macdonaldi

S. ~mela s

S. melanostomus

S. ~af s 1 is
5. ~igni er
S. zacentrus

38 - 48

40 - 46

* um ers ey to re erences n terature ate
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30 - 38

33 � 40

29 � 36

37 � 43

28 � 33

34 � 39

35 � 43

40 - 44

31 - 36

34 - 38

34 � 41

35 � 43

39 - 44

36 � 39

22 � 29

26 � 34

21 - 29

30 - 35

22 - 28

25 - 30

25 � 31

33 - 34

22 - 26

33 - 36

33 - 36

26 - 33

37 � 42

28 - 31

34 - 42

33 - 36

47 � 53

56 - 66

42 - 54

55 � 65

48 - 56

55 - 61

54 - 61

59 � 60

46 � 54

57 � 63

55 - 64

54 - 62

55 - 63

51 - 61

52-63

54-62

19

15

15

15

8

14

15

19 9



Larval Identificatien

Two approaCheS, Or a COmbinatiOn Of both, are used to eStabliSh the
identity of larval fish. The direct approach involves rearing larvae
from known parents. The indirect, or series approach, involves finding
specimens in field samples that are 1 arge enough to have definitive
adult  mainly meristi c! rharacters, but small enough to retain some
larval rharacters  such as plcz!!ent!, A series of similar looking but
smaller specimens is accumulated from field samples until the smallest
larvae can be recognized . With northeast Pacific rockfishes, yol k-
beari ng larvae of 50 species have been reared, but only seven spe-
cies have been reared to caudal fin formation, and only one species has
been reared through the larval period. The caudal fin formation 1 ar-
vae are helpful, but not completely definitive, in establishing the
identity of field-caught specimens, and the yolk-bearing 1 ar vae offer
little help at the level to which they have been studied . Thus, with
rockfishes larval identification has depended mainly on establishing
series. A few species such as S. jordani, S. aucis inis, S. aurora,
and S. melanostomus have proven to have very distinctive arvae at a%i
t g ~pm t !pig. 3! 1 ut ost, part cols ly u i otoch ~ ru

flexion, seem to look very similar. 1n several descriptions based on
the series approach, larvae smaller than 8-10 mm SL could not be recog-
nized with confidence.

Figure 3.--Flexion stage larvae of  top to bottom! S, jordani  from
Noser et al. 1977!, S, melanostomus  from Nciser ancnglstrogv
1978!. s. !f o ~Hos r ot a . 1989!, u s.
~au is l~ trna t al. 1977!.

10 u m!9
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Table 4.--Key to sources of illustrations of rockfi sh larvae from the
northeast Pacific Ocean. Mumbers key to referenres in
Literature Cited.
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Gescriptions of larvae and pelagic juveniles of various rockfishes are
slowly accumulating in the literature, making it reasonable to contem-
plate usi ng the planktonic stages in field samples for fisheri es stud-
ies . Among northeast Pacific rockfi shes, i' ll ustrations have been pro-
duced for yolk-sac or preflexion larvae of 50 species, complete larval
series of 8 species, and pelagic juveniles of 39 species  Table 4!.



Westrheim �975! concluded, based on work with preextrusion larvae of
31 species, that "interspecies similarities and intraspecies differ-
ences in morphometric and meristic characteristics of preextrvslon
Sebastes larvae delineated in this study clearly preclude accurate
identification, based only on these criteria, of Sebastes 1 arvae
caught at sea." IIe also found that larvae of several species r eared
to yolk exhaustion changed significantly in pigment pattern from
preextrusion larvae. The yolk-sac period in most fishes is character-
ized by changes in pigment pattern as embryonic pigment migrates and
i S i nCreaSed tO fOrm the larval pigment pattern. The larval pigment
pattern is still not well established in yolk-exhaustion rockfish
larvae, so it does not appear possible to anticipate what more advanced
plankton-caught larvae of a particular species will look like based
on pigment observed i n reared preextrusi on or yolk-exhaustion larvae.

In spite of these problems there are indications that more detailed
studies of reared yolk-sac larvae of roc kfi shes may be helpful for
identifying field� -caught speCimenS . Examining the publiShed i 1 1 vStr a-
tions of yolk-sac larvae of 46 species of roc kfishes, we established
26 loci where pigment was observed  Fig. 4!. We then scored each spe-
ci eS based on the preSenCe Or abSenCe Of pigment at theSe 1OCi . We
found that only two pairs of species could not be separated on the
basis of this pigment criterion. There may be problems in compara-
bility of the illustrations because of different illustrators, intra-
specifi c pigment variations, different stages of development, and
uncertainty with some adult identifications. However, this excercise
indicates that there indeed may be enough interspecific difference in
pi gment to warrant further study.

Also, we noted, in the published illustrations and on specimens of sev-
eral species at our disposal, considerable variation in the appearance
of the melanophores that are present on or near the hindgut. The num-
ber, size, and location of these seem to be rather consistent within a
species, and ther e is considerable variati on among speci es. Further
study will be required to test the utility of this pigment for species
separation.

While some changeS in pigment OCCur between hatChing and yOlk exhauS-
tion, we were struck in the several series we examined by the con-
sistencyy of pigment in some areas . This indicated that the problem
of comparing illustrations and descri ptions of pr eextrus i on and yolk-
exhavstion larvae may not be severe enough to negate their value
completely.

Ilesides pigment, yolk-bearinq larvae have other characters that may be
profitable to evaluate, Morphorxetric. rharacters such as size at stage
vf development, body depth, and preanal length may prove important.
All of the illustrations summa ri zed by Westrhei m   1975 ! were produced
by sketching pigment onto a basic temp'late drawing of a rockfish
yolk-sac larva. Thus, no morphometric crxxparisons can be made of these
illustrations. Further, the pectoral fins were not included on these
illustrations, so the pigment characters of the pectoral fin can not be
evaluated for these larvae.

Western Pacific rockfishes, which are 1 arger at extrusion than those in
the eastern Pacific, have been reared in large numbers through the
juvenile stage for release to enhance natural production  see Maser and

I07



Figure 4.--piEanent loci on yOlk-SaC larvae Ot rOCkfiSheS, In the bOdy
Of the tab/e, "1' meanS pig?nent preSent. "2o meanS pigment
absent.

5 6 ?21

io

Pl ment Loci
5 acies

Butler in press!, However, only one eastern Pacific species  S. dalli!
has been reared beyond caudal fin formation  Hoser and Butler T55TJ.
Anong the other most successful eastern Pacific rearings, S. rufus
lived to 46 days, S. constellatus to 38 days  Hoser and Butle~r n
p ess!. esa S. cs ri s tSSays Lstehl-Vohhs 1985!. Eastern
Pacific rockt"ishes seem amenable to standard techniques developed in
other marine fish, but concentrated efforts are needed to obtain
healthy full-term larvae from females, and to have proper rearing
conditionS available far thiS wOrk. Further prOgreSS in rOCkfiah
larval identification is largely dependent on rearing developmental
series of a wide variety of species .
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Larval Oistribution

Largely because of identification problems, occurrences of rockfi sh
larvae from ichthyoplankton surveys in the northeast Pacific are usual-
ly reported at the generic level  Sebastes spp.!. Lisovenko �964!
disc ~ seed p rport d catch r S. a~utes arras made i th G rr or
Alaska in l963, at a time when %he population of S, alutus was much
1 arger than at present. The proportion of S . alutus and other rock-
fishes in these catches is unknown, since no description of S. alutus
is available, and Lisovenko   1964! did not provide diagnostic cltarac-
ters for the larvae he identified as S. alutus.

No field work has been designed specifically to collect rockfish lar-
vae. Occurrences of particular species have been reported in the
descriptions of the few species described froiD field collections
 Table 6! . These distributional data probably are more indicative of
where sampling was conducted, and what samples were examined, than the
actual distribution of the larvae . However, the larvae occur to consi-
derable distances offshore I  up to 306 km from shore! . and several spe-
cies were not reported nearshore � of the 14 species were not found
closer to shore than 24 km!. Most larval occurrences were in the first
6 months of the year, with the period of occurrence of 7 of the 14
species including April. The season of three speci es extended to
August.

Table 6,--Occurrences of larvae of rockfishes in the northeast Pacific
Ocean reported by species.

Distant.e from
SNOre  ku!

Size
 roast 7 References"AreaSpecies Season

18San Franciscu-
central Daaa CA

llO. 17D Apr- June5. aurora

15S, Cortedi

S. craneri g. IO 83 93 19

9- 3ObS. entonel as 1D- 15

24 266

83- 120

inshore

flavidus 10. 20

19S, hei vanaCularuS 13 2D

San Franciscu-
San Diego

15S. JDI'darn'I

Jan-June 15California Bight

central Bays C'A

nff Oregon

S, ievis

S. Dacdonaldi

S. u~ei ano s

S. eel anustussus

rsa r 15

5- 26b Apr- Nay

Apr- Aug

18- 20

5- 220Los Angeles
Baaa CA

14large

Jan.feb

Nar- June

15nearshore

83 128

46- 14B

CA to BaJa CA

Neudpurt, OR

off Oregon

S. paucispinis

S, ~p$nni er

S. zacentrus

9- 20

Aug7- 18

Nunbers sey to references in l.iterature Cited.
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Gulf of CA

Newport, Dk

off Oregon

off Oregon

Newport, Ok

Apr- nay

Apr- Isay

Apr- lsay

July- Aug

Jan. Feb



Collections of larvae identified as Sebastes spp.  rockfish! from the
eaate Be 1 g Se . the o the Ba~ofaaka, aad from ~ ff th
Washington, Oregon, and California coast have been documented  Table
6!. The following sunearizes what we know about the distribution of
rockfish larvae in these areas. Information based on the occurrences
of larvae identified as rockfishes is of limited value, because several
species are likely to be included in the collections, and each presum-
ably has a specific pattern of distribution that overlaps those of
other species.

Rockfish larvae are vulnerable to collection in plankton nets over a
relatively narrow length range. Moser and Butler  in press! found that
among over 11,000 rockfish larvae from California Cooperative Oceanic
Fisheries Investigations  CalCOFI! plankton collections nearly 50% were
less than 5 nmI SL, and more than 90% were less than 7 ass SL. In plank-
ton samples taken off washington, Oregon, and northern California from
March through November, little difference in mean size of the larvae
was found; they ranged from 4.29 mm in November to 5.61 mm in March-
June, and 5.22 nmf in August  Northwest and Alaska Fisheries Center
 HHAFC! files!. Apparently, there is a severe mortality of lar-
vae less than 7 sva, or their avoidance ability increases dramatically
at that size. Notochord flexion and the concomitant development of
the caudal fin occurs at about 7-8 svs in most species, so increased
escapement of larger larvae is probable. Lengths of rockfish larvae
have not been reported from other studies, but based on the above near-
ly all are probably less than 10 avn. Larger larvae and pelagic juve-
niless of at least some species are collected in neuston nets, where
in eight surveys off washington, Oregon, and northern California the
mean length of the 1,112 rockfi shes caught was 19 . 25 mm   NMAFC files! .

One consequence of the small size of rockfish larvae in plankton col-
lectionss is that the larvae are close in time and position to where
they were released from the females. Thus, distribution of larvae can
probably be used to give a fairly accurate idea of where and when
release occurs. Off southern California most rockfish larvae are
found in wi nter; off Hashington, Oregon, and northern California most
are in spring and sunaaer; and in the Gulf of Alaska and in the Bering
Sea most are in smmser. Thus, it seems that release of larvae occurs
progressively later in the year proceeding from south to north. This
agrees with information already cited on seasonality of reproduction
based on studies of gonads. The shift in timing of larval release may
reflect the seasonal development of oceanographic conditions conducive
to producing food suitable for the larvae.

Juvenile Identification

The transition from larval to juvenile stage often is defined to occur
when counts of fin rays, gill rakers, and lateral line pores reach
adult levels. This stage occurs in many species of rockfish at about
20 nru. Some species do not become juveniles until about 30 nvu. Using
this definition, many specimens reported as juveniles in the literature
and this paper are actually large larvae.

Until the last decade the majority of specimens of juvenile rockfish
were identified as Sebastes spp. Several workers have advanced the
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state of the art so now we can ident fy most juveniles captured off
'washington, Oregon, and California. Ne were able to identify more than
99L of specimens of juvenile rockfi sh collected by midwater trawl off
central California. Important papers on identification are Laroche and
Richardson   1979 and 1980!, Maser and Ahlstrom   1978!, Maser et a'l.
�977!, Hoser and Butler �981!, Muser and Butler  in press!, Maser et
al. �985!, and Richardson and Laroche   1979!. The preceding studies
used material co'!!ected at sea or from rearing studies. Investigators
employing scuba have conducted several nearshore studies of juvenile
rockfish off California. Anderson   1983!, who includes photographs
of 17 species, is the most complete source on identification of
juveniles in nearshore areas. The Tiburon Laboratory has developed a
key that uses pigmentation patterns and meristics. Laroche  s prepar-
ing a well-il'lustrated identification guide. Pelagic juveniles of 37
species will be illustrated in the 1 aboratory guide being prepared by
Matarese et al.  in press!.

Larval and Juvenile Growth

Little is known about growth of rockfish larvae and juveniles. Under
laboratory rearing conditions, change in length with time has been
noted for larvae of seven northeast Pac fic species. Only S. dalli
lived beyond 40 days and a length of 10 sm. There  s quite a wtwlee
variation shown in growth with some larvae reaching 9 mm in 24 days,
while others were only a little over 7 nss after 38 days  Fig. 5!.
Since larval rearing has not been routinely successful in rockfishes,
it is unknown how closely these growth rates reflect those found in the
wild. or how much variation is due to different responses to rearing
conditions.

F gure 5.--Growth of northeast Pacific rockfishes based on several
rearing experiments.
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Boehlert �982! and Boehlert and Yoklavich �983! held field-col lected
pelagic juvenile S. di la roa and benthic juvenile S. melano s under a
variety of laboratory con i ions of food, temperatures an p otoperiod
and noted effects on growth using stepwi se multiple regression. Growth
rate generally increased with increased ration; it was maximal at

t di t t pe ate es n 5. ~d o o . b t ti d to increase at
higher temperatures in S. melanops. The te nperature of maximal growth
increased with fish size in ~d!ip1oproa. Growth rates observed in the
laboratory under satiation rations were similar to those reported in
the field  Boehlert and Yoklavich 1983!.

Daily growth increnients have been observed on the otoliths of a few
juveniles of two species found in albacore stomach contents. The juve-
niles ranged in length from 15 to 31 mm and in age from 47 to 101 days.
The growth rate, determined by otalith aging, of 21 field-collected
jo il  9.b-a2.7 naa! S. ~di lo o  8 alert 1982! nas co side bly
less than that of the othe~ two species so studied  Fig. 6!. When
these juvenile data are graphed along with data from reared S. dalli,
a coherent picture emerges suggesting slow growth from 5 to TG mm
followed by mare rapid growth through 30 !mn, al though 5. di lo roa
growth seems to continue at a slower rate  Fig. 6!. Median in orma-
tion occurs in these species at about 10 mm and possibly the enhanced
mobility this provides facilitates the observed increase in growth rate
starting at this age.

Figure 6.--Growth or reared Sebastes dalli and size-at-age of field-
1!ected jo e � ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o o a~diploproa, a d S.

melanostomus. Based  o~n Boe lert TT98FY, Maser and Ahlstrom
YTW~&oser and Butler   1981!, and Moser et al.   1985!.
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Life Histor Patterns of Juveniles

The life histories of rockfish are diverse and complex. It appears
that some species may spend nearly their entire lives in a very re-
stricted area. In other cases it appears that life histories may be as
complex as those of salmon.

Turner et al. �969! found 12-nmr S. dalli in crevices and caves in
proximity to adults, and proposed that the young were released there.
The authors did not describe identification procedures. It is possible
that identification was incorrect, since larval and juvenile descrip-
tions were not published until 1981 by Moser and Butler. However,
there are no records in the literature of pelagic larvae or juveniles
of S. dalli.

Work conducted by the Tiburon Laboratory indicates that the life his-
tory of S. auriculatus is quite complex. Sravid females occur in San
Francisco Bay, but much more often in offshore waters as deep as 80 m.
Most S. auriculatus iver San Francisco Bay are frmnature. Pelagic juve-

11 c oCCs o e April th ough June. 11*nthic j e ~ 11 a ~ fo nd
in aearshore waters and are abundant in San Francisco Bay. Tagging
studies have shown that juveniles spend up to several years within a
very restricted home range while in the bay. The fish then gradually
move into deeper waters and offshore . Fish tagged as juveniles in
the bay have been recaptured several years later more than 80 km away
in offshore waters.

While rockfi shes possess a range of life history strategies, many spe-
cies appear to have a juvenile stage which is either pelagic or asso-
iated with drifting objects such as kelp. However, in addition to 5,
dalli there are other exceptions to the general rule that rockfishes
Trave an open ocean juvenile stage. Pelagic juveniles of the subgenus
Sebastomus  e.g. S. constellatus, S. chlorostictus, and S. rosaceus!
aas e a S. 1 t s aan aru us a e ot ceOny i sing or rare
pelagic coilectTons. S. atrov~rens, S. carnatus, 5. caurinus, and S.
chrysouelas rec uit t t~pahytat as Ta ge ~1a ae A d
T%E37. These four species first associate with the kelp canopy and
then gradually migrate to the bottom. Thus, their strategy may be a
variation of the strategy of species associated with drifting objects
as juveniles.

The first review of rockfishes associated with drifting objects is by
Mit hell and Mu te 11919!. lh y f nd j ile S. ~di lo o, S.

aucis inis, S. rubrivinctus, S. serranoides, and S. serrice s asso-
ctated t d fft~ng e p o f so thea o nia and Baja Ca o
This stage is par ticularly iraportant in the life history of S.
~df lo roa ihoehle t 1911!. Jurenil ~ S. ~di 1 a e associated ith
drifting kelp throughout the year. Peak abundance was in May-June.
The juveniles appeared to leave the drifting kelp habitat and settle to
the bottom bet~can May-June and November-December. Juveniles are about
1 year old when they reach the bottom, Pelagic sampling gear rarely
captures juveniles of this abundant species. Boehlert   1977! also
gresented 1 fo ati n S. ~lucis i is, S. uh 1 t, nd S.
serri~ce s. S. caurinus and S. ni rocinctus were associ ated wi th a
Bert ~ 9 91 ss ~1oat ou d een ar otte Sou d ihit 19611.
Data presented in the paper suggest that specimens identified as S.
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caurinus could have been S. raaliger. Since Boehlert's work, the 1 iter-
ature contains little about Tuve~niIe rockfishes associated with drift-
ing objeCtS. lt may prOve tO be an intereSting SubjeCt rO Study nOrth
of southern California.

Pelagic sampling gear has captured juveniles of many rockfi sh speci es .
The two most extensive studies are by Pearcy and Laroche  Table 7! and
Adams, Lena rz, Moreland, and Nyl lie Echeverri a  Table 8 ! . Pearcy and
Laroche captured 15 species of juvenile rockfi sh off Oregon and
llashi gt i g p rs ~ seines. S. e tamales, S. ilasid, S. ~1
and S. m stinus were abundant in their collections. Peak catches for
12 r th 1 spcis ere in d e. cth 1 5, ~di1, 5,
~ni rocinct s. ad S. ~oi 1 d p ad sit h . lhp
do not report juvenile S. alutus, which is a common species in their
area. Adams et al. captured 22 species of juvenile rockfish off cen-
tral California with a midwater trawl. They captured significant nsm2-
bers of S. auriculatus, S. entomel as, S. f1 avidus, S. ~oodei, S.

Table 7.� Catches of juvenile rockfishes by purse seine sets off Oregon
and washington, 1979-1984. Mesh size was 3.2 cm  stretched!.
 N = number of juveniles, Y = number of years of occurrence!
 Personal communication W. Pearcy and W. Laroche, Oregon State
Uni versi ty, Newpor t, Oregon! .

July August SeptemberJuneMonth May

Number
of Sets 335 119 67 152124

Species 'N Y N Y N Y N Y N Y

2 2 0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

1 1

9

0 0

283 5

0 0 589 6 0 0

1 1 1 I 0 0

9 2 73 6 I 1

0 0 0 0I 1

369 5

432 3

0 00 0

0 00 0

0 0 18 2

S.~ace s

s. ~inni e

S, ~rort er

S. saxicola

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 14 1

0 0 0 0

0 0

17 1
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S. crameri

S. ~di 1 o oa
S. ~hae s

S. entomelas

S. flavidus

S. S!oodei

5. jordani

5. ~t'

S. m~eta o

5. u t1 s

S. ni rocinctus

0 0 0 0

1 1 0 0

1 1 2 I

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 14 3 0 0

1 1 8 1 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 13 1

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0



Table 8.� Catches of juvenile rockfisheS by midwater trawls off of
central California. A 25-m head rope length trawl with
a 1,3-cm stretched mesh cod end was used, Towing depth
varied from 10 to 100 m. April was sampled 1985 and 1986.
Late May and June were sampled 1983-1986.  N = number of
juveniles, 0 = number of occurrences, Y = number of year s
of occurrence!.  Personal cossnunication P. Adams, W. Lenar z,
S. Moreland and T. Wyllie Echeverria, Southwest Fisheries
Fisheries Center, Tiburon, California!.

April Late May-JuneMonth

Number
of Tows 48 357

Species 0 Y N 0 Y

S, auriculatus 532

15

15,335

893

603

1 ~ 374

84 0828

1

99

2,817

3

S. ~aucis 1 s

S. ~inni
S. ~ast all' e

1,029

242

81 3

65 3

1

65

1 1

22 3S. saxicola

S, semicinctus 10

12

7 2

5 2S. serranoides

S. ~sc s
S. wilsoni

3

20

3 1

8 3

1/
- Specimens classified as S. caurinus could also be S. carnatus, S.

~ck a 1, S. ~el i
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S. caurinus 10'

S. crameri

S. ~4i lo oa
S. entomelas

S. flavidus

S. ~oodei

S. ~no ki s'

S, jordani

S. levis

S. ~ta

S. miniatus

S, mystinus

0, ~ni eel net

205

0

0

1

0

0

460

1

134

0

0

11

0

7

16

0

16

0

0

0

4

12 1

0 0

0 0

1 1

0 0

0 0

21 2

1 1

17 2

0 0

0 0

1 1

7 2

0 0

6 2

8 2

0 0

10 2

0 0

0 0

0 0

3 1

83 2

6 1

10 2

3 1

99 4

86 4

57 3

41 3

180 4

1 1

23 3

0 0

47 3

2 1



ho kinsi, S. jordani, S. motions. S. aucis inis. ~ nd S. Sin~ni er.
ea catches ~ernest speci es occurre in ate May- June,~!~ut

au icul t ~, S. ~ood I, d S. I la a e m ~ aburdant I ~ Ap iT.
They d d ot c pt eg . f, maJ 4 b d t in thai area. In
addition to the list oT species collected as juveniles in Tables 7 and
8, S. helvomaculatus is reported by Richardson and Laroche   1979!, S.
macdonaldi by Hoser   1972 !, S. melanostomus by Hoser and Ahlstrom

d s. * t s by La ocheean eels dson 11988!.

Studies have found newly transformed benthic juveniles of many spe-
cies both in nearshore and offshore waters. Anderson �983! provides
data on the timing of settlement in the nearshore habitat off' central
California for 15 species  Table 9!, kis data indicate that S,
enterae'laS, S. gpedei, S. jprdani, and S. auCis inis only OCCaSiOnalTy
uuse usss study a ea. The re ~ I ' g 11 p c es eg !a ly sed the
area. ke also obtained a few specimens of S. semicinctus and S.
rosaceus. peda t 1. 11914! epo t jure ~ iTe S, atmo e s, T.
~at s, S. mystinus, S. Baaucis ri is, a d S. t IT e s ~ keTp

t~n a! Ifornra. Bobso Ipe s. . ept. 1984.
Southwest Fisheries Center, Tiburon, California! has found signifi-
cs t u b of S. I s, S. f1auidus, S. melano s, a d S. ~ti

kelp beds of o ttt* 11 P '. 1 et a . 1949! Tou d j
Ile S. I I t s. S. caurinus, S. dalli, d S. se anoides asso-
iatev u tttma - a e f sho e ate s off sou~e eTno

Sherwood and Mearns �981! captured large numbers of juvenile S.
so*le I . S. ~diplo roa, and S. jorda I u I g b tto t anl off scut!i-
s n Cal fo I, m a 8 Ahlst~som 9!B! caPtu 4 be till j * 'I* S.
reel anostomus off southern Cal i fornia. Chen �971! captured juveniTe

atti and S. ~ bros ~ ~ o th b tto off southern C ~ lifo Ia.

Table 9,--Nulsber of juvenile roCjtfiSh in nearShere ~aters  <25 m! Off
central California  Anderson 1983!.

47 '90

0 46 95 207 115 7 67
0 0 0 11 17 5 0

27 4
0 0 0

119 76 32 22 51 10 9 14 141
0 0 0 6
0 0 0 5

0
6 2 0

0 0 0
0 0 0

6 281 19 16 3 06 4 5 7

2 6 18 59 14 lu 8

117 214 100
82 42 49

109 0 0
11 10 7

0 14 3 59
19 144

117

S. Carnal s - 0

S. ~h
5. zaurinus 0
5. entomel as 0
5. f1 avi dus 0
S. ~oodei 0
5. ~or dani 0
S. melanous 0
5. mlnlatus 18

mybt!nuS 0

1. ~p s
S. jjinnlger lj
5. Sa!citeja 0
5. serranoides 0

Si J J Ag SP t Il
0 5 50 88

0 0 Z 8Z 31Z 91 43 20 7 0

0 3 6 113 68 44 20 9 20 0

0 13 101 326 129 77 40 36 9 0

0 15 154 130 ill 17 35 38 22 0



Love and Lee �974! report on S. rubrivinctus caught by bottom trawl
ff Santa 9 b a. L * et al.~pert, u ~ . S pt. 1996, South-

west Fisheries Center, Tiburon, California! captured juveniles of 11
species with a bottom trawl off central California  Table 10!. S.
saxicola was particularly abundant. Apparently, midwater trawl gear
ll es ot a ~ O tely sa pie S. c ane i, S. s icola, ml S. se icinctuc
in April-J e off e tral CaP9ornta Il~es d Itll. BentBBc
juveniles of S. flavidus and S. melano s were collected off Oregon by
La h d Ri h~n soa 119797; . e tamales and S. ace t s by
Laroch d Ri h dson 119gbl, a d S. cra I, S. h ~oman ~ tus,
and S. ~i 1 er by Richardso ~ d La ache 999797, Car~son ~ g t
�9719! report that juvenile S. a!utus begin settl ing in Al askan
fiords when they reach around 40-K mm in length. 5. alutus do not
appear to settle until their second year of life.

May, June, and July are important months for juvenile rockfi shes off
!t ashington, Oregon, and California, when the young fish are important
forage items for other fish  Merkel 1957! and for birds  Wiens and
Scott 't975! and are at peak abundance in midwater catches  Table 7 and
8! ~ Also, most Iaajor species transform to benthic juveniles during
this time. Anderson �983! reports peak catches of small benthic juve-
nile S. flavidus, S. melanous, S. mystinus, S. yaucispinis ~ and S.
s a of~en ~ ~ g J TIRJe 91. IReese ' hes s 9~get Iga.t Ju e y
tctpea month of transf from the pelag to nea sh e stage fur
these species. Hobson  pers. commun. Sept. 1986 ~ Southwest Fisheries
Center, Tiburon, California! has found during the past 10 years that S,

Table 10.--Catches of juvenile rockfishes by 30 bottom trawl s off of
central California during June 1984. A 12-m head rope
length trawl with a 1.3-cm stretched mesh cod end was used.
Bottom depths were less than 200 m.  N = number of juve-
niles, 0 = number of occurrences!  Personal communication N.
Lenarz, S. Moreland and T. Nyllie Echeverria, Southwest
Fisheries Center, Tiburon, California!.

Species

S. auriculatus

S. constellatus 1

17S. crameri

S. flavidus

12

S. wilsoni
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S. ~ho ti sl
S. jordani

S. ~cis ini s
S. ~i ~ i
S. saxicola

S. semicinctus

5

12

3

1

10

201

7

2



flavidus, S. melano s, and S. m stinus first begin recruiting to near-
sSho e s hitats o northern ta o a het een late flay d late Jo e.
Hobson's observations also provide some insight into other aspects of
the juvenile stage. He has observed that the size of newly recruited
juveniles is noticeably larger in some years than others. This
suggests that size is not the only factor that triggers transition frohn
one juvenile stage to another. He also has observed that during some
years recruitment of these species to the nearshore habitat is concen-
trated into a period of less than a month, whereas during other years
it is spread over several months.

Juvenile Field Studies

A study of rockfish recr ui tment was initiated in 1983 by the Tiburon
Laboratory . Reports are available on progress through 1985   Lenar z
and Moreland 1985, Hobson et al. 1986!. This section reviews these
reports and adds some information obtained in 1986.

The study has three major objectives. The first is to develop methods
for predicting year-class strength for economically important species
of rockfi sh. Host species of rockfish are not recruited to fisheries
until the age of 4-10 years. The study attempts to estimate year-class
strength in the first year of life, and thus gi ve fishermen and mana-
gers a basis for planning. The goal is to detect severalfold changes
in year-class strength. Such precision has been shown to be appropri-
ate for management purposes  e.g. Lenarz 1971!. The study area
originally included the coastal and offshore waters between Point Sur
and Cape Mendocino, California. Beginning in 1986, the offshore work
was limited to the area between Honterey and Bodega Bay. The study
emphasizes seven species of rockfish that are important in the area:
t. e t ia, S. ii ~ ides, S. roodei, S. yo dani, S. ~1, S.
nycto s, d 5, ~aos s s is.

The second objective is to gain a better understanding of factors that
affect strength of recruitment, the most important factor underlying
the success of fisheries. Although there must be a relationship be-
tween recruitment strength and the quantity and quality of eggs or lar-
vae produced by adults, that relationship is obscured by poorly under-
stood environmental factor s. The Tiburon Laboratory is studying annual
changes in reproductive physiology of adults, the relationship between
oceanic conditions and recruitment success ~ and the fine-scale timing
of reproductive success  daily ages of juveniles!.

The third objective is to develop a better understanding of the ecolo-
gical niches of juveniles of important species. About 60 species of
rockfish occur in California and about 20 species are fairly abundant
in the study area. These c'iosely rel ated species are similar in
appearance in the juvenile stage. The ecology of smne juvenile rock-
fishes is fairly well known during the nearshore stage, but little is
known about the ecology of any species during the pelagic juvenile
stage. We are studying feeding habits and environmental factors that
affect distribution of pelagic juveniles, as well as adding to the
existing knowledge of the near shore stage.

Samples in the offshore area are collected with a mi dwater trawl that
is slightly modified from the gear used by Mais   1974!. The net has
a 25-m headrope and 1,3-cm mesh liner in the codend. Tows 15 minutes
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in duration are made during darkness. Daylight tows were tried and
discontinued because of low catches. Standard warp is 30 m for tows
in depths less than 92 m and 90 m in deeper waters. Replicate tows
are made at some stations for comparative purposes. Host of the work
is conducted from late Hay through the end of June, but some work is
done in April.

Analysis of replicate mi dwater tows gilade at some stations indicated
that only one tow per station was necessary . The 90-m warp catches
were larger than the 30-m warp catches, but the differences were not
statistically significant. The power of the test was low because of
small sample sizes . However, catches at these two depths wer e si gni-
fi cantly correl ated . We are collecting more data on depth distri bu-
tion.

Hidwater catches were lowest in 1983 and highest in 1985. Catches were
similar in 1984 and 1986. An analysis of variance produced significant
differences between 1984 catches and 1985 catches of S. flavidus, S.
~aadei. S. So da i. a d S, ~ui i ~ i, b t t S. t i

Previous to 1986 one set of midwater trawl stations was occupied be-
tween Point Sur and Cape Hendoc i no. The 1 985 season demonstrated to
us that settlement can occur in late Hay-early June. We thus narrowed
the area to Point Sur to Bodega Bay and will attempt to sample all
stations three times during the season. The highest replicate wi 1 1
be used for the index of abundance.

ae lt f ll o hyach s ~tshaw tscha aad ea sho e g hiodo elo lotus
sto ach co teary e» g. u belie t at ~ ay~abase
to eventually replace midwater trawl surveys with stomach content
analyses to produce routine indices of abundance for important species
of juvenile rockfi sh .

Scuba surveys are made in shallow nearshore waters of northern Cali-
forniaa' s Sonoma and Hendici no coasts. The laboratory conducts scuba
surveys to about 35 m every 2 to 3 weeks as weather pergaifs. Two or
three divers equipped with marking slates note numbers of juveniles
during tifaed segments along random courses in representative habitats.

The near shore studies are providing data on two speci es that do not
appear to be sampled wel I by the mi dwater trawl survey, S. melano s and
S. mystinus. In additi on, the nearshore results are si mg ar to the
offshore results for S. flavidus. Statistica1ly significant differ-
ences were found in IgII3 ~ TziIT4, and 1985 for S. flavidus, S. melanops,
and S. mystinus.

The Laboratory began work on adult reproducti ve physiology and daily
age determinations during the past year. It is premature to present a
progress report on these two studies.

The Tiburon Laboratory plans to follow the basic field plan for the
next several years . 'We intend to make statistical comparisons of the
midwater trawl and stomach content data in a few years. We will drop
the iai dwater trawl wor k if the stomach data appear to be adequate . We
are attempting to obtain another vessel during Nay-June to examine some
questions we have on the relationship between oceanic conditions and
the distribution of the juvenile rockfishes.
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It will be a number of years before we know how we11 the indices of
abundance perform as predictors of year-class strength. However, there
is already some evidence that indices will produce satisfactory results
fo S. ~eec s»s.

Im lications for  liana ement

Adult biomass estimation

The lack of pelagic eggs in rockfishes has several consequences for
fisheries scientists. The use of surveys of pelagic eggs to estimate
spawning biomass of fish populations is becoming a standard practice in
severa'I fi sher ies. This techni que has been consi dered for several
decades, and now is reaching a level of sophistication that makes it
the method of choice for population estimates in several cases. Since
rockfishes do not have pelagic eggs, this method cannot be considered
for these fish. The pelagic larvae of fish can be used to estimate
spawning biomass, but as the time between spawning and collecting
increases, the effects of mortality and dispef sion make the estimates
less and less reliable. This method could be considered for rockfishes
known to have very distinctive early larvae  e.g. S. jordani and S.
~acts i sl; ho e . ly 1 f st ckfi alias aaaook ovate
similar and it may not be possible to identify them routinely in plank-
ton samples. To use eggs or larvae for a population estimate, details
of reproductive parameters such as fecundity and distribution of
spawning must be known rathe~ precisely. This inforfxation is being
accumulated for rockfishes, but is not yet generally avaiiab!e for
these applications,

Larval identification

Since there are so many rockfishes in the northeast Pacific, and since
larvae of few of them appear to be readily identifiable, their use in
recruitment studies seems doubtful in the near future. Larval series
 illustrations of a yolk-sac and/or preflexion larva, a flexion larva,
and a postfl exion 1 arva ! are only known for 9 of the 7 1 species. Among
these are four species with distinctive larvae  S. aurora, S. jordani,
S. melanostomus, and S. aucis inis! ~ but the others may Ee ~con used
w tbsp c t t h t y t ee desc ih d. 0 lpti s af larvae
of other species are accumulating slowly, and rearing of northeast
Pacific rockfish larvae has proven difficult so far. A further compli-
cationn to the larval identification problem Is that most of the rock-
fish larvae collected in plankton surveys are too small  <8 mm! to have
distinctive fuer istic charac ter s, The critical stages for establishing
series, those between flexion larvae and pelagic juveni 1 es   which have
distinctive pigment patterns and adult meri stic characters!, are very
rare indeed in plankton collections. It should be noted in particular
that development of S, alutus, the most common and heavily fished rock-
fish in the gulf of Alaska and Bering Sea, remains undescribed between
the yolk-sac larvae and pelagic juvenile stages. I hile the use of
rockfish larvae in fi sheri es s tudies is not impossible, scientists and
managers should realize their limitations and gear expectations accor d-
ingly.



Longevity

The adult life histories of rockfi shes are as varied as the early life
histories . In this section we will discuss longevity, its effect on
management, and implications for using estimates of year-class strength
made during the year of bir th .

S. jordani is a very abundant unexploited species  Lenarz 1980!. It is
relatrvely short-lived  rarely older than 10 years!. This species could
probably sustain relatively high rates of exploitation . Consequently,
a fishery would probably be supported by one to several year classes.
Early estimation of year-class strength is important for such a fishery
because a year class on'Iy produces significant contr'ibutions to land-
ings for a few years at most.

S. entomelas is a moderately-lived species  fish older than 30 years
~ coO~o . The specs s ppo t operate 1 ts of ~ pt stetsoo
 Hightower and Lenarz 1986!. Strong year classes occur every few
years. IJncertainty in the strength of incoming year classes has re-
sultedd in errors of about 25'L in estimation of acceptable biological
catch for the Pacific Fisheries Management Council.

S, alutus is a very long-lived species  oldest specimens approach 100
yea~rs . This species can only support low rates of exploitation   Ito
et al. 1986!, and stocks are depleted in most if not all areas. Fish
do not fully recruit to the fishery until age 10 or more, and strong
year classes occur only about once per decade. The ability to detect
such year classes at an early age would provide managers and industry
with a valuable planning tool.

While there is a wide range of longevity in rockfish, it appears that
in general, manageraent and industry would benefit from estimates of
year-class strength at an early age, We hope to rsake such estirsates
frOm pelagiC arrd nearshOre Surveys Of juvenile rOCkfish denSities.
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1986. Relative abundance of four species of Sebastes off California

and Baja Ca'iifornia. Calif. Coop. Oceanic~is!i. Tnvest. Rep. 26:
121-135.

This paper was published too late to be included in our review.
It contains an analysis of occurrences of rockfi sh larvae collected in
the CalCDFI program, and discusses distributions of S. jordani, S.
~au i inis, S. nacdonaldi, a il S. 1 avis specifically.
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Strait af Georgia: Habitat Use, feeding,

and growth in the first year
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ftany demersal marine fi shes have pelagic larvae which subsequently
settle into benthic habitats. The pelagic-demersal tr ansition is a
critical event far these young fishes, as many have speciFic hah~tat
requirements. Same oF these species ar e able to di scriminate among
micro-habitats at the time of the pelagic-demersal transition  teartiave
1977! ~ After initial settlement, young-of-the-year  YOY! fishes may
select habitats based an factors such as food availability  Jones
1964!, shelter availability  Shulman 1984, 1985, labeling and Laur
1985!, predator density  Shu'tman 1985! and presence of conspeciFics
 Sweatman 1983!. The pelagic-demersal transition may result in high
mortality, depending on the success with which the young Fish loaate
suitable shelter and appropriate prey.

Copper rockfish  Sebastes caurinus! is found in shallow rocky-reef
habitats from California to Alaska  Hart 1973!. It release pelagic
larvae, which subsequently recruit to shallaw reef environments  Carr
1983!, Throughout most of its range, copper rackFish is one of a number
oF rackfish species found in nearshore waters. However, in the Strait
oF Georgia, British Columbia, rockfish diversity is 'law, and copper
rockfish is the most common shallow water  < 28 m! species. As a
result, capper rackFish is an important component of neershore reef
communities of the Strait of Georgia, and is exploited by both
recreational and commercial fisheries  Richards 1986!.

The process oF recruitment is poorly understood for most rockfishes;
although, for temperate reef fishes, macrophytes apparently are
important features in post-larval habitats. In the Labrid species
Pseudalabrus celidotus, far example, recruitment was consistently
higher in certain habitats, defined principally by macrophyte type
 Jones 1964!. In California, several post-settlement rockfishes first
appear in kelp canopies, followed by ontogenetic shifts to mare benthic
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habi tats  Carr 19B3!; simi1 ari 1 y, Boch 1 ert �977! found that
P -I I ~ PI t tf h  P. ~d  I f q t 2 t h * f
floating kelp prior to their demersal transition. In the study
~ eported here, «e examined patterns of habitat use by post-larval YOY
copper rockfish in the Strait of Georgia, including changes in density,
SiZe daatrabutacnzp and feeding habitS Over time. The primary
obOective was to identify which shallo~ reef environments might be
especially valuable to copper rockfish in their first year.

~tt d t

The study was conducted off Snake Island, a small island �.52 km by
0.24 km! located an the Strait of Georgia on the east coast of
Vancouver Island  Fig. 1! . Thi s site was chosen because of the
diversity of benthic habitats available, and becasue of its relative
isolation. The nearest land mass as a small island 2.3 km appay, which
is separated from Snake Island by a channel with depths over 168 m.
The nearest headland is 2.4 km di stant, with deep intervening
channels.

Habitats wep e categorized on the basis of the presence or absence o+
dominant macrophytes. They are; kelp forest  KF!, ~arum slope  AG!,
eelgrass bed  EG!, or sand  SN!  Table 1!. In the following sections we
identify habitats by their two letter designators, and, in the case of
the KF habatatp the bottom and canopy are separately identified as
KF-bottom and KF-canopy.

Izethods

Fish densities «ere estimated while SCUBA diving. Visual counts were
made by s~~mming along p andomly placed 25-m transect lanes in each of
the four habitats in each of three time periods. Ten replicate
tranSeCtS CcmpriSed eaCh habatatltame Sample. FiSh ppere reCOrded if
they were observed in the water column within I m of either sade cf the
transect lane. In areas with dense algal cover, such as rocky slopes
covered with ~A arum, divers searched the algae to flush any hidden

d ~ I ~ . I t »tfhttt, ~ I» t< f ~ht f 2
extensive canopy, initial counts wep e made within 1.5 m of the bottom,
folio«ed by a second count in the kelp canopy. The two counts were
combined +or the KF transect total. Copper rockfish were ident! fied as
YOY, !uveni le or adult, based on size.

Transect counts were conducted August 15-22, September 24-27, and
October 17-22, 1985. Transects in each habitat were surveyed on at
leaat tWO different dayS an eaCh time pericd, All diveS were performed
between 0988 and 1388. Algal cover in each habitat was est~mated in
August and September from four randomly placed 15-m transects. In
addition, while counting fish in the KF habitat, divers recorded the

fight tp ~ th ~ th2-d t thd.
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Figure 1. The Snake Island study site in the Strait oF Georgia, British
Columbia, Canada.



Table 1. The maJor habitats at the Snake island study site. Depths are
relative to mean sea level.

1. Kelp Forest  KF> 5 � 11 m. *n area characteri zed by dense standls of
t T t k 1p ~Ht I tk, t ~ Fy 4 f g t tt
sea surFace. The under story is dominated by the kelp Agarum Fimbri stum
�5X cover!.

2. Agarum Slope  AG! 6 - 14 m. Rocky slapes dominated by the
understory kelp ~A arum fimbriatum <86X cover!. Occasional broken rocks
provide additional vertical relieF.

3. Eelgrass Bed <EG! 7 � 11 m. Areas where the perennial eelgrasr.
Zostera marina occurs in dense stands, ~ooted in sandy substrate.
Individual plants reach a height of 1.6 m. The bottom is gently
sloping. Algal drift material is common.

4. Sand  SN> 6 - 38 m. Areas af' sandy substrate with no rooted
macrophytes. The bottom is sparsely covered with algal drift dispersed
From the rocky areas �1X cover with dr iFt algae, mostly ~Aarum! .

YOY copper rockfi sh were collected after density counts had been
completed in each time period. Divers armed with small-mesh hand nets
captured fish in the order in which they were encountered, selecting no
more than a few fish from a single school. In August, fish from the KF
habitat were collected From canopy and bottom locations. By September,
densities in the KF and SN habitats were too low to continue samp'ling.
Fish were placed on ice immediately after capture, and were frozen
within a few hours. Later, the frozen fish were thawed in ice water,
damp-dried with paper to~els, measured for fork length to the nearest
mm, and weighed to the nearest centigram. Otoliths  saggitae! were
removed and stared in alcohol, and stomachs were removed and fixed in
18X formalin.

Settlement date was estimated by counting daily otalith increments. A
distinct mark, which is structurally identical to the metamorphic mark
documented by Victor �983!, occurred in most otaliths, and is assumed
to mark the time of the pelagic-demersal ti ansition  Figure 2!. In July
1986, a rerently metamorphosed YOY copper rockfish was collected in the
Strait of Georgia, near Nanaimo. The otoliths From that Fish clearly
show a recent'ly formed clear area with no peripheral increments  Figure
2>. We regard this as a provisional validation of the metamorphic mark,
pending further studies. Otoliths were mounted an microscope slides
and viewed at 488x magnifioation through an oil immersion lens.
Otoliths from specimens callected in August were read whale, whereas
atoliths Fram later specimens were mounted an microscope slides with
clear fingernail hardener and ground down on 688 grit sandpaper. The
number of increments peripheral to the metamorphic mark was assumed to
equal the number af days since settlement

Foad habits wei e quantified by examining stomach contents of each Fish
under a binorular dissecting mirroscope Individual prey items were
sorted into homogeneous taxonomir groups, and counted. Percent volume
of' each prey group was estimated by spreading prey items to a uniform
thickness over a background grid oF I mm squares, then counting the
area covered. In the case af larger prey items, such as shrimp, the
area covered was multiplied by their estimated thickness relative to
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Metamorphic Mark

figure 2. A. Otolith from a fish callected in September 1965, shoeing
metamorphic mark. B. Otal ith from e fish collected in July l986
shaming recently farmed metamorphic mark.
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the thirkness of smaller items. The mean percent volume  ZV! was
calculated as the average of all values for individual specimens in
each sample. The percent occurrence of prey categories in each sample
is the percent of specimen stomachs on which the prey catagory was
found.

Transformatians of density and sise data did not produCe distributions
with homoscedastic variances. Hence we used a nonparametric test
 Kruskal-Wallos! to compare densities and sizes among habitats within a
time period, and amOng tome periods within a habitat. We uSed the
Wilcoxon twa-sample test in all cases where there were only two medians
to compare.

Results

Spatial and temporary variatian on density.

YOY copper rockfish were the most abundant fish encountered on
transects. Older 3uvenlle and adult copper rockfash also occurred, but
at a maximum density of 1.9 fish/transect  AG habitat in September!. No
other rockfash species occurred on transects. Langcod, probably the
ma3or predator on YOY copper rackfish, had a maximum density of 0.9
fash/transect in the AG habitat in September and on the EG habitat in
October.

The distribution oF YOY copper rockFish varied considerably among
habitats  Figure 3>. In August, densities were highest in the KF
habitat, somewhat lower in the EG and AG habitats, and lowest in the SN
habitat. By September, densities in the KF and SN habatats had
declined to near zero, but remained relatively high in EG and AG
habitats. The trend continued in October, with law densities in KF and
SH habitats, and relatively high densities in EG and Ag habitats.
Differences in density were signiFicant  p .001! across habitats far
eaCh manth, althOugh there were nO SignifiCant differenCeS between the
AG and EG habitats in August and October, based on pairwise
comparisons. In September, the density af YOY copper rockfish was
significantly greater <p<.009! in the EG habitat than in the AG
habitat.

There were also significant changes in density aF YOY rockFish over
time an each habitat, with the exception of the AG habitat, Density
peaked on the EG habitat in September  p .05!, whereas density
decreased dramatically in the KF and SN habitats aFter August  p<.081>.
During August, most YOY copper rockfish in the KF habitat were
associated with the kelp canopy. ><awever, in September and October YOY
capper rockfish were only found on the floor of the kelp forest. A

t tt d d tl d td d~dt' Pt t d g
the study, as the mean number of stapes in the KF habitat  in
sti pcs/transect! decreased from 29 in August, ta 17 in September and 9
in OCtaber  p<.00!d Kruakal-Wall iS teSt! ~
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Figure 3. Density, in number per transect �8 square meters!, af YOY
copper rockfash an four habatats over three months at the Snake Island
study site in the Strait of Georgia.

Spatial and temporal variation in size.

Size differences were apparent for YOY copper rockfish collected from
different habitats in each time period  p<.88!, Tabl ~ 2!, In August,
when YOY capper rockfirh occupied all four habitats, the 'largest fish
rrere collected from the KF-bottom habitat, fallowed by EG, KF-canopy,
SN and AG habitats. Fish an the KF-bottom habitat were signiFicantly
larger than fish in other habitats by pairwise cooper a son tests. In
September and October fish in the EG habitat were marginally larger
than fish in the AG habitat  p<.85 and pw,85, respectively!.

The largest size increase For YOY copper rockfish occurred over the
August � September period  p<.ee! for both EG and AG habatats!. Size
increases between September and October rrere signiFicant for the EG
habitat  p<.et!, but not for the AG habitat. Growth rates between
August and October averaged 8. and 8.16 mmlday an the AG and EG
habitats, respectively.

Settlement Date.

The number af otatath increments peripheral to the metamorphic mark in
August and September specimens provided the distribution of settlement
dates an Figure 4. Settlement appears to have occurred in one mayor
episode during the First week of August. The daily nature of the
otolith increments is verified by comparison oF settlement dates from
August and September specimens. The da stributians of settlement dates
back-calculated from the two sampling periods are virtually identical
 Figure 4!; thus, the number of increments added between the collection
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dates in August and September is approximately equal to the number of
calendar dayS an that interval,

Table 2. Sample sizes  N!, mean length and standard errar  SE!
in mm for TOY copper rockfash collected *t Snake Island.
Habitat abbreviatiOnS are given an Tabl ~ 1.

I I hK/HABITAT N LENGTH SE

August
AG
KF- bat tom
KF-canopy
EG
SN

36.5 8.4
42.2 8.7
38.2 8.3
38.8 8.7
37,3 8,6

89
49
99
61
66

September
AG
EG

S9 44,6 8,7
83 46.4 8.6

Oataber
AG
EG

29 45.6 1.2
48.4 8.6

Food habits.

In August, pelagic p'lanktonic prey were an important component of the
diet aF fiah an KF  calanoid copepods! and AG  crab zoea! habitats.
l4ath those exceptions> prey were predominately epibenthic or demersal.
Harpactacoid copepods were the most commonly found prey in the diet in
August, especially in habitats outside the kelp Forest; and were the
most important  in YV! single prey group in AG and SN habitats,

Tame series of diet compositions were avaa lable For Fish from AG and EG
habitats. Same prey groups were consistently used, but there also were
some ontogenetic shifts in feeding habits  Tables 3 and 4!. In the AG
habitat, harpacticoad copepads > emained important prey in Septembe> �1
XV! and October < 19 XV!, although ~ shift to la> ger prey was evident by
the increase in shrimp in September <31 XV! and October �8 XV!, and
mysids in October �8 XV!. In the EG hah~tat, shrimp were a main diet
component in August �6 XV!, and continued to be important in September
�8 XV! and October �5 XV!. After August, fish in the EG habitat were
Feeding almost exclusively an large epa-benthic or benthic crustaceans
<shrimp, gammerid amphipods and mysids!.
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Recent'ly settled cappe> rockfi eh 3uveniles fed on a variety of
pl anktoni c zoop'1 ankton, epi -benthic crustaceans > and benthos- ar
~ acrophyte-associated mobile invertebrates  Tables 3 and 4!.
Harpacticoid copepods, gammerid amphapods, caprellid amphipods, mysids
and shrimp were especially important prey groups. Generally they
appear ta feed opportunisticslly.
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Figure 4. Back-calculated date of settlement far YOY copper
rockfish at the Snake island study site collected in August
 n=348! and September  n = 37!, based on number of otalith
increments. Di stributions shown are based on total numbers in each
three day interval, beginning on Julian Day 200  July 28!.
Maximum settlement i s in the interval beginning August 4.

Table 3. Frequency of occurrence of ma]ar taxonomic groups of
prey found in YOY copper rockfi sh stomachs. KFB: KF-bottom
habitat, KFC: KF-canopy habitat! other habitat abbreviations
are given in Table 1.

SEPTEMBER OCTOBERAUGUSTPREY GROUP

SAMPLE SIZE

.16 .11 ,13 .BS .83 ,18 ~ 15

.16

.06 .29 .45 .42 37 .03

.03 ,03.03 .04

.19 .11 .19 .06 .18

.10 .30 .42.03 .18 .13

.11 ~ 29 .10 .21 .86 .18
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Ca 1anoid
Copepod

Harpacticoid
Copepod

Crab Zoea

Gammerid
Amph!pod

Caprellid
Amphipad

Stomatopod

Mysid

Shrimp

Po1ychaete

201 204 207 210 213 216 219 222 225 226

J ULIAN DATE

AG EG KFB KFC SN AG EG AG EG
32 32 32 31 32 43 41 28 34

.93 .93 .58 .52 ,96 .50 ,06 .63 .25

.13 ,14 .29 .16 ,31 .26 ,78 .44 .33

.07 .04

,04 .08

.37 .54

.22 .54



Table 4. Percent volume, expressed as the mean prOportion af the
total stomach volume in each prey catagOry, for YOY copper
rackfi ah sampled from each habitat at the Snake island site in
each month. KFB; KF-bottom, KFC: KF-canopy; all other habitat
abbreviations are given in Table i.

PREY CA1*GORY SEPTEMBER OCTOBERAUGUST

AB EG KFB KFC SN AG EG AG EG
SAMPLE SIZE 32 32 32 31 32 43 4i 28 34

.02 .01 - .25

.28 .14 .11 .08 .28

Calanoid
copepod

Harpacticoid
capepod

Crab zoea

.i9 .ei

.13

.04 .03 .11 .05 .06 .21 .29 .09 ,16

.04 . 12 .23 .25 .21 .01 .02

Gammer! d
amphipod

Caprellid
amphipod

Stomatapad . 02 .ei

'Mys i d .07 .06 .19 .01 ~ 04 .28 .15

Shrimp .02 .26 . 15 .10 ,31 .30 .18 .45

Pa 1 yc haste .08 .es .ei .eG .05 .06

Unid*nt..39 .25 .12 .30 .27 .28 .33 .22 .14

01 acus s i all

Ontogenetic shi fts in ha bi tat u se occur i n response to changing
r esource values, such as shelter from predation or prey availability
 Warner and Gil'liam 1984!. Bluegill sunfish switch foraging habitats
when the relative food valueS of the hah!tats change  Werner et al.
1983a!, although these fish may forage in less prey-rich habitats with
mare shelter when in the presence of predatorS  Warner et al. 1983b!.
Jones   1984 ! found that post - larvae of a temperate reef Fi sh

13B

There was probably little mixing af YOY copper rockfish among habitats
during the initial post-larval summer period, as there were significant
among-habitat differences in mean fish size in August. Subsequent
changes in density could result Fram additional i ecruitment Fram
pl ankton, migration of past-larval Juveni 1 es fram nearby sites,
disper sion among habitats, mortality, or any cambination of these
factors. It is unlikely that settlement from the plankton continued at
Snake Island after the start af the Study, as the atolith ageS and
1 ength frequena i es oF the samples gi ve no indi cati on of new
settlement. It is also unlikely that densiti~S were affeated by
migration from other reef areas, because af the relative isolation of
Snake Island, Therefore, we asSume that all density changes i eflected
movements among habitats and/or mortality.



preferentia'lly used habitats with high algal biomass and increased prey
dens ity, although he recogni zed the diff i culty in separating the
~ ffects of food availability and protection from predators. Predation
as undoubtedly a factor in habitat resource value in the Str ait of
Georgia. Potentia! predators in the study area include lingcod  Ma ! ler
and Geibel 1973! and adult copper rockfish  Prince and Gotshal1 !976,
lioulton 1977!, and var ious bird species  Carr 1983!.

Post-larval rockfish 3uveniles have been observed to shift habatats as
they grow  Carr 1983!, with associated changes in feeding habits
 Singer !98S! ~ Copper rockfi sh in the Strait oF Georgia f'ol low a
s imi 1 mr pattern, although we observed them to in! ti al 1 y occupy a
greater diver Sity OF habitatS than ObaerVed in Califcrnia  Carr 1983!.
The scope of our study dad not allow the controlled field experiments
necessary to quantify the relative importance of prey vs. predators as
Factors in habitat selection. However, we did examine prey use by
habitat, over tame. During the three months of this study, VOY copper
rockfish consistently exploited certain prey types within a habitat.
For example, fish in the AG habitat ate harpacticoid copepods
throughout the study, even though in October the fish were larger than
in earlier samples. We suspect, therefore, that the reduction in use
of kelp forest habitats between August and September was a result of
reduced shelter availability and/or reduced density of all prey types,
and was not a result of changing preferences by growing fish.

1n the Strait of Georgia, post-larval copper rockfish initially utilase
a variety of reef-associated habatats. Kelp Forests are an especially
important habitat during this phase. However, the relative food and
shelter values of shallow reef habitats change seasonally with the
production cycles of the dominant macrophytes and their associated
invertebrate populations. Within the first Few months of settlement
YOY copper rockfash shift to demersal habitats with perennial
macrophytes. For YOY copper rockFish the avai labia!ity of reef areas
with both summer kelp forests and wanter perennial macrophytss is a
feature that potentially enhances first year survival. Such areas may,
thereFore, be especially valuables as nursery areas, and rould possibly
contribute disproportionately large numbers of individuals to older age
classes.

Diving assistance was provided by A. Cess and R, van den Broek. J.
Garling assisted in 'laboratory analyses and many aspects of the field
work. L. H. was supported by a Canadian Studies Facu!ty Research
Grant.
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The genus ,'zm  a~ has hlstor Ical ly been cons dered to be
ovovlvl parous, with el I energy for embryonic development coming from
the yolk present at fertllizatlan. Recent studies have shown that
embryos of tvo species receive nutrition fn addition to that suppl fed
In the yolk. Embryonic catabol lsm  estimated fram ~ ~ oxygen
consumption> requfred a significant portion of the yolk energy;
combfned with energy content of the larva at birth, total energy vas
much greater than the inftlal egg energy. One can access the accuracy
of ~ ~ embryonic oxygen consumption by determining the excess
respiration by pregnant females abave that ot males and Immature
females. In jd   a~ ~fg LL1., this excess oxygen consumption Is
significant. The additional oxygen consumed by gestating females Is
greater than that predicted for oxygen consumption of ihe embryos
early In gestation but less later in gestation, suggesting that ~

estimates are approx mately 80$ high. We discuss the
Impl lcatlons of these estimates to earl ier calculations of viviparity.
Energy taken up through ingestion and absorption of ovarian fluid ln
the hfndgut, however, still confirms vlviparlty,

Live-bearing fishes are characterized by a r Ide range of energetic
relatlonshlps between maternal and embryonic systems. The genus
4aha aiaS. haS h lstOr I Ca I I y been COnsl dered to be ovov lv I parous, and
that no additional nutrition Is prov dad to the embryo during gesta-
tion  Scrimshaw 1945; Amoroso 1960>. The reasons for thfs description
have been based upon Inference, however. since initial egg size Is
smal I, larvae are seal I at birth, and fecundIty Is very high  Phil lips
1964; Ifoser e+ al. !977; Baehfert et al. 'F982!. Recently, horever,
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energetic studies have demonstrated that embryos of two rockflsh
species receive some fore of nutrition during later stages of gesta-
tion and are thus viviparous  Boehfert and Yokfavlch 1984! Boehlert et
al. 1986!. The source of nutrition was postulated to be a nitrogenous
substance derived from resorptfon of unfertl I Ized ova through
Ingestion of ovarian fluid and subsequent uptake In the hindgut.

The vork demonstrating v fv Ipar lty compared Ind I rect w 1th d Irect
calorimetry of embryos during development. The indirect calorimetry
used III ~ oxygen consumption to determ Ine catabol Ic needs in
development. Oxygen consumption JB WIBC ! Increases w 1th Increasing
developmental stage either linearly <4. IseIzf! cfpa. Boehlert and
yoklavlch 1984! or exponentially  Q, ~~;, Oygert 1986;
WgfLL@MLLI, Boehlert et al. 1986!. An Important assumption of all
previous work is that IB ~ oxygen consumption ls closely related
to that IO ~. Many studies have estimated embryonic oxygen
consumption of I Ive-bearers If! ~  Moser 1967; Webb and Brett 1972;
Berglund et al. 1986!, but few have considered oxygen consumption
rates In !<Ixg. Boehlert et al, �986! questioned the accuracy of IB
WACO oxygen consueptlon rates and suggested that they may be higher
than IO ~ rates, thus Inflating estimates of catabolic energy use.
In this paper we discuss the manner fn which viviparity was
demOnstrated In Q S 8IWZWoa and Q ~gfhfI and then, by considering
the relative increase In oxygen consumption by gestating female 4.
6<2!IIW!aJJ as compared v 1th spent or Immature females or males <Webb
and Brett 1972!, provide insights to the accuracy of the IB !<I2C !
measurements.

Methodology used fn the embryonic energetics studies has been
described in Boehlert and yoklavfch �984! for 4. 4 BIW!8 !88 and
BOehlert et al. �986! fOr S. A<J!I!zgmII and W III be Only briefly
described hara, Developments I stages of embryos were class fled
according to a modification of Oppenhelmer �937! and Yamada <1963!
 Kusakarl unpubIished!. Gestation time and duration of different
stages of deveIopeent were determined from samples of embryos taken
from females held In the laboratory. Fish were catheterized at
various Intervals and an analytical relationship between the stage of
developeent and the duration of each stage vas developed. From this
relationship stage of developeent was converted to time since
fertillzatlon.

Oxygen consumption was detere Ined for embryos at several stages of
development in a Glfson differential respfromater at 104C using
standard techniques <UmbreIt et al. 1972!. At the end of each
experiment, the embryos were counted and used for dry weight and
carbon and nitrogen determinations; some embryos were preserved for
deterelnatlon of daveilopmentaf stage. Ash-free dry weight IAFDW! was
determined froe groups of 35-1OO embryos. Calor fc content was
deterefned from percent carbon usIng the nitrogen-corrected equation
of Safonen et at. �976!.

FOr experiments on resplratlOn rates of adult 5. mbImgaU fish from
captive populations were used. Two days before beginning experiments,
fish were weighed, measured, and sex determined after anesthetization
in MS-222. Females were catheterized, developing embryos removed and
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staged, and estimates of time since fertl I ization  as a function of
developmental stage! were calculated fol lowing techniques of Boch art
et al.  '1986!.

FIsh were starved at ieaSt 2 d before respiration experiments. The
respirometer consisted of a cylindrical f ish chamber constructed of
aery l lc tubing 20 cm in diameter w 1th s volume of 13.2 I  ters. The
resp 1rometers were hei d ln a 1.8 x 1.1 x 0.65 m tank which was
partial ly covered w 1 th black plastic during experiments. Fish
activity and oxygen content of the outflowing water «ere monitored at
5-10 min intervals. Floe-through methodology was used and oxygen
concentrations determ lned w 1th a pol arographlc oxygen electrode.
Oxygen consumption rates  ml 02/h! were determined by multiply!ng the
change tn oxygen concentration of inflowing and outflowing water by
the f low rate. For each animal, a mean value wes computed from two
replicates. Our estimates may be considered "routine" metabolic rate
 Fry '1971!, Control experiments were run with empty resplrometers and
the drop In oxygen content was negligible.

Specimens ln our experiments were divided Into two groups based upon
reproductive status, The first group was composed of males, Immature
females, and spent females and the second group females with gestating
embryos at different stages of development. Respiration rates as a
function ot weight for the first group were fitted to a curve wh Ich
could then be used as a predictive model of "normal" or non-gestating
respiration rates, The estimates of this curve could then be applied
to the second group; the difference between observed and predicted
respiration rates was attributed to oxygen consumption by embryos
within the female system plus associated costs of I 1ve-bearing,

Stage duration calculations show that early stages are passed through
rapidly and that later stages, which encompaSS more significant
morphological change, take considerably longer. The integrated
re lat Ionsh lps suggest that fert 1 I Izat lan to birth takes 37 d for S.
S~I  �6  BOehlert and Yoklavlch 1984! and 51.5 d for g. ~g~lJ,
which has a significantly larger egg  Boehlert et at. 1986!.
Comparisons of these estimates with data from Individual females show
agreement but may be somewhat variable under natural conditions.
Oxygen consumption, which was determined for both species from embryos
at several developmental stages, Increased with time since
fertilization; the relationship was nearly I lnear for g. s  LL! IBO �
 Boehlert and Yoklavlch 1984! and was exponential for S. ~~
 Flg. 1>. For embryos In later stages of development, many hatched
from the delicate chorion and limited swimming activity occurred ln
the resplrometer flasks. This may result in Inflated values of oxygen
consumption for late stage embryos.

The curves, fitted to the oxygen consumption as a function of time
since ferti I Ization, were Integrated to estimate the total oxygen
consumed during gestation. Th Is vs I ue can be converted to calories
using an oxycalorlflc equivalent  Leaker 1962! to determine the total
cataboi lc energy expenditure during gestation. A comparison of these
data with the actual energy contained In the embryos  Table 1!
suggests that additional energy must be used during gestation. If
~~ was strictly ovovlvlparous, the sum of final embryonic
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Table 1. Changes ln the energy content of lndlv Idual embryos of
from direct estimates of caloric content compared to

catabolic energy utiilzatlon estimates  from Boehlert and Yoklavlch
1984; Boehlert et al. 1986!.

Initial caloric content
Final caloric content
Catabolic calories

0. 43
0.33
0. 28

1.59
1.48
'I .40

caloric content and catabol lc energy util ization during gestation
shou i d equa I the Initial caloric content. The sum Is s igni f leant ly
greater fcr both species, but more so for g ~@HAJJ

The relative changes in these values during gestation Is graphical iy
I I lustrated for g. ~ig aLI. In Figure 2. The catabol lc and direct
comparisons of energy utl I lzatlon diverge relatively early in g.

and the results are clearly Indicative of additional
nutr ltlon provided to ihe embryos during gestation. The catabol ic
energy util Ization suggests that the percentages of original yolk
energy rema I ning at birth woul d be 365 for $, a~agg8 and onl y 12$
for 5, 80j!j3hi all  Tab I e I; F I g. 2!.
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Figure 1. Oaygen consumption In
embryonic Sehg~a a~JQkLL.
Each point  ~f SE! represents
the mean of three or four
repl lcates with embryos from
the same female  from Boehlert
et ai. 1986!.



Figure Z. Summary of the ener-
getfcs of development In
embryOniC ~~a ~gmLL.
The y-axis Is the percent Ini-
tial energy, where 100$ repre-
sents 1.59 calories. The
sol I d I I ne represents expected
energy rema I ning w 1 th tf me
based on subtraction of cumu-
lative catabolism. The dashed
I inc and data po Ints represent
actual caloric content of
embryos ai different stages
 from Boehfert et al. 1986!.D w w w zo wr ww l5 10
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As mentioned earlier, overestimating embryonic respiration could also
result In overestimates of catabolic energy util Izatfon. There are
two major factors which may be possible sources of error. FIrst,
activity by later stage embryos when removed from the maternal system
rsay Increase oxygen consumption. As an example, wactlvew respiration
rates for Paclf Ic sardine larvae may be from 1 3 to 3.5 times those
of winactlve" rates  Lasker and Thellacker 1962!. Second, oxygen
tension In the Gllson respirometer Is initially at saturated,
atmospheric levels  Vmbreit et al. 1972! whereas oxygen tension
inside the ovary may be low; low ambient oxygen can lower respiration
rate in embryos  Garison and Selfert 1974!. It is therefore possible
that the rate of development of embryos ~ ~ may be under the
contrOI Of oxygen availability and that the long gestatiOn times and
stage durations may be a result. Although there is no ev Idence for
this In $~;, Tr Iplett �960! noted more rapid development ja
~ for emblotocld embryos.

Q~46.734 W ' 5 n=23 r =0524, �!

where Q oxygen consumption rate  mi 02/h! and W = body wefght  kg!.
At a given body weight, reSplratIon rates were much higher for females
with developing embryos. Data from these females were f ltted to the
curve
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RespIration measurements on adult S. ~~ were thus used as a
check on j!! ~ measurements. Gestating fish were typically much
more robust at a given length than were male, immature female, or
spent females. The weight increase of gestating females over non-
gestatlng ri. ~i~ Is most marked after about 32 cm SL and the
divergence between the two curves Increases w 1th Increasing length,
most likely due to the rapidly increasing fecundity with length. We
determined oxygen consumption rates for 23 non-gestating f Ish,
including 19 males, 2 Immature females, and 2 spent females for com-
parison with rates for 17 pregnant females with embryos between stages
I and 30. Respiration rates typical ly Increased with lncreasfng body
weight for non-gestating and gestating fish  Ffg. 3!. Data from non-
gestatlng f Ish were f itted to the curve
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Figure 3. Oxygen consumption
rates  sf 02/h! as s functfon
of fish body weight for
3~ ~ggJJ, Tr I angles
represent values from gesta-
ting females, and diamonds far
mal es, Immature females, and
spent females; I Ines represent
fitted curves  fram Boehlert
et a I. In prep.!.
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62.383 !f ' n = 17, r 0.81 . �!

These two curves  Fig, 3! are sign Iflcsntly different  snslysIs of
covarfance, P < 0.01!. Differences are even mare profound when com-
parisons are made for fish of equal length due to s much greater
weight-at-length for pregnant females.

"Excess respiration" may be det Ined here as the amount ot oxygen
consumed by a gestating female In excess of that predicted for a non-
gestatlng fish of the same length  Equation I!. This value w III be
the sum of embryonic respiratlan requirements and additional 11ve-
besrfng costs, ~bleb Include work associated with Increased cardiac
and branch lal pumpfng snd the added costs of Ionic and osmotic
regulation as mare blood passes tha gills. Cafculstfon of this value
Is confounded by the weight of the female f fsh and the stage of
development of the embryos. For this reason we standardized the
measured oxygen consumption rates of gestatl ng feme I es  using the
weight exponent In Equation 2! to a uniform weight of 1.5 kg. This
value corresponds to a tish of 35.6 cm SL, with estimated post-
fertfl Ization fecundity of 126,921 embryos <Boehlert et al. 1986! and
estimated total embryonic oxygen requirement  fecundity times jj!
~ embryonic oxygen consumption! which var fed w 1th stage of
embryonic development from 3.13 to 74.86 ml 02 h . A fish of this
length in non-gestating condition would have s corresponding weight
of 1.3 kg with a resplratlon rate of 56,92 ml 02 h  Equation I!
The mean excess respiration of these adJusted date Is 33.39 ml 02 h
snd values show a posltIve relationship with total embryonic oxygen
demands. Subtracting the embryonic respiration rate from the excess
respiration, however, results In values which show a negative
relationship with the time since fertf I lzstlon  Fig. 4!. This
relationship suggests that the added oxygen consumption of gestating
females Is high early In gestation and decreases, eventual ly becoming
negative with further embryonic development  Fig. 4!. The value
approaches zero st about 30 d, neer the time when the mouth opens and
ovarian fluid is apparently consumed  Boehl ert et sl. 1986!. Embryos
at this stags are characterized by plgmented eyes, nearly complete
lens, snd fully formed otol lths, rectum, and urinary bladder
 Kusaksri unpublished!.

If we assume that activity ln post-3D d embryos Is s major cause of
Increased ~ ~ embryonic respiration rates, we can estimate the
pattern of respiration without these data. Refitting the curve for
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embryonic oxygen consumption  Fig. 1! with only those values less than
50 d since fertl I lzatlon al toes recal culation of total respiration,
which would be 0.70 catabol lc ca lor les per embryo. Compared to the
estimated If! ~ catabol lc utl I lzatfon of 1.40 eel  Table 1!, the
values of In ~ embryonic resplratilon may be inflated by as much as
85$.

Respiration rates may be indirectly estimated by another method as
well. Boehlert et al, �986! suggested that the additional nutrition
fOr embryos comes from resorptiOn of those embryos dying early in
gestation. If we assume that thfs fs the only source of energy, then
from an energy standpofnt the ovaries are a closed system. This would
assume that the maternal system only prov!des exchange of respiratory
gases and metabolic waste products. This Idea ls supported by
observed ingestion of yolk protefns by late stage embryos during a
time when such materials are not present In the plasma of females  A.
Takemura and K. Takano pers. commun.!. The energy decrease In the
ovary during gestation for the 1.5 kg female S. ~I~ Is about 95.2
keel. This fs based upon the reduction ln fecundity  by embryo death!
and the decreased energy content per newly hatched larva as compared
to a newly fertilized egg  Table I!. Partitioned over the embryos
whfch survIve, this amounts to some 0.75 cal each, wh Ich Is close to
the If! ~ catabolic estimate derived above.

From these results, lt wouf d appear that the I0 ~ estfmates ot
catabol lc energy util Ization by embryos of 8 ~ NJ  IBoehlert et
al. 1986! are high, If the value Is Indeed near 0.75 cal, the
CatabOIIC CurVe fOr Q 8I~ !II  Fig. 2! WOuld shcw abaut 53$ Of the
Initial energy remaining at birth, still below that estimated by
direct calorimetry. Other evfdence also supports vlvfpar!ty. First,
uptake of substances by the hindgut occurs fn late stage embryos of
boih species studied  Boehlert and Yoklav Ich 1984; Boehlert et ai.
1986!. Further, In lndlv Idual II. ~gm!J embryos, ash-free dry
wefght increases w 1th time since fertlIlzatlon, and sfgnfflcant
decrease In carbon and Increase In nitrogen  as a percentage of AFDW!
occur durilng gestation  Flg. 5!. The increasing AFDW and fncreasing
percent nitrogen combilne to resuIt fn a marked Increase In nitrogen
over the course of development, unlike most oviparous fishes, which
show sfgn lflcant decreases In nitrogen over development  Rogers and
Westfn 1981!.

The ovarian oxygen demand from embryonIc respiration represents a
significant proportion of the gestating female's excess respiration,
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The other part of this excess ls apparently associated with costs of
I fve-bearfng, Including supply of respiratory gases and removal of
waste products. That the total naxcessn respiration of females during
the gestation period remains fairly constant, however, suggests there
fs some "upper I fmitn tcr oxygen consumption. Metabolic scope may be
def fned as the difference between the maximum active metaboi fc rate
supportable by aerobic meiabol lsm and standard metaboi fc rate  Fry
1971!; this top I c has recently been rev fewed by Pr tede �985!.
Although the added weight and respiratory demands of developing
embryos wll 1 contribute to a general decrease In the metabol fc scope,
other factors must also be considered, fncludlng general swlmmlng
activity and energy for digestion <speci f fc dynamic action, SDA;
Beamlsh 1974!. Yahf and Davenpa-t �979! demonstrated an tncrease of
60$ In the metabol fc rate ln 9!!N!tij!8 ~ associated with a large
ration and attributed this Increase to apparent SDA; they suggested
that In this fish and other species a slngie large ration may decrease
the scope for activity by some 50$ for several hours. Prlede <1985!
suggested that many fish species must time their feeding activity to
keep the metabolic rate within the 1 1m fts of metabol Ic scope. Over
the extended period of gestation, 5~88 may need to make accommoda-
tions for the reduced metabol fc scope associated with the increased
resplratcry load. g~ females store significant amounts of fat
which are apparently depleted during the gestation period  Gut I lemot
et al. 19B5!. Interannual varlabl I ity in envlronmentat factors may
result In vartabll lty fn the level of nutrition provided to embryos In
other vlvfparous fishes  Trexler 1985!. The effects of fish size,
food availability, and physical factors thus have important
Impl lcatlons to reproduction ln the genus $~88.
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Use of a length frequency simulator to
explore the information content in

length data for a long-lived
species, silvergray rockfish

 Sebastes brevispinis!

Richard D. Stanley
Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Nanaimo, British Columbia

Abstract

1 ttb data r i rara ay ~ kriss Is bast s ~b* is 1 is!
examined with a population model which incorporates stochastic
variation in recruitment and length. The model, which predicts
length frequency corr4rosition, is useful both for graphically
estimating total instantaneous mortality froru actual samples and for
examining the information that can be gained from length data for
long-lived species with low growth rates. The modelling exercises
indicated that the expected length distributions were relatively
insensitive to year-class variability, The distributions were
sensitive to variat1on in instantaneous total mortality, partial
recruitment and growth, but the shape and iocation of the right-hand
descending limb was a still better indicator of total instantaneous
mortality than mean or median length. Theoretical distributions
representing different mortality rates were compared w1th two actual
samples. Graphical1y determined estimates of 1 based on length
corresponded well with estimates derived from the age composition.

Introduction

Fishery stock assessment is often limited by a lack of information
on age composition. Direct ageing of hard parts is either not
possible, as is the case for many tropical species, or it is too
costly in personnel-time to age enough samples for catch-at-age
analysis� . Th1s lack of informat i on has led i nvesti gator s to develop
methods for estimating vital rates or age composition from length
data. Techniques have been proposed for est i mati ng age compos1 ti on
directly from length frequencies given estimates of growth rates
 Schnute and Fou rnier 1980!, for using length data directly in
catch-at-length models  Jones 1984! ~ or for using length data to
est imate vital rates  Beverton and Holt 1956; Hoeni g, Lawing and
Hoenig 1983; Pauly 1984!.
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These analytical techniques work best for short-11ved, fast growing
species for which there is contrast in size between the dominant age
classes  Pauly 1984!. They typl<ally rely on the assumption of
constant recruitment and equal growth by all members of a cohort.
They also tend to assume knife-edge recruitment.

The Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Canada is responsible for
assessment of all species of rockfish  genus Sebastes! on Canada's
Pacific coast. This currently encompasses approximately 16
commercially important stocks  Leaman 1985; Stanley 1985!. While
length and otolith samples are routinely collected from commercial
and research catches, ageing of the otoliths by the cross-section
technique  Chilton and Beamish 1982! is too time consuming to
develop extensive catch -at-age time series for more than one or two
stocks. We therefore have turned to length frequency analysis as a
means of gaining insight into the dynamics of many of the rockfi sh
stocks. Unfortunately, rockfish represent the antithesis of an
ideal candi date for length frequency ana lysi s. They are long-lived
with slow growth and do not fully recruit to the fishery until they
are i n the asymptotic phase of their gr owth. For example, aged
saraples of male si 1 vergray r ockfi sh  Sebastes br evi s i ni s ! shown i n
Figure 1 indi cate full recruitment at between '5 and year s of
age. Mean size at age for the same si lvergray rockfish, presented
in Figure 2, shows that the mor e than 6O exploited cohorts are
compressed within 20 cm of growth. The mean lengths of the fully
recruited cohorts are distributed wfthin 7 cm. The limited growth
during adult life and a mean standa r d devi ation i n length at age of
2.63 cm removes much of the contrast in length among ages.

Methods

The simulator

Theoretica
of a simul
generates
These are
recrvi tmen
i ndi vi dual
observatio
estimated
initially
length at

1 length frequencies are generated from an adapted version
ator provided in Breen and Fovrnier �984!. The simulator
expected numbers at age for a given total mortal ity r'ate.
then corrected to recruited numbers at age with partial
t factors. A random number generator randoraly selects

specimens from the recruited population and converts the
n from age to length. Each length is stochastically
based on the von Bertalanffy equation. The simulator
generates a set of mean lengths at age, with the mean
each age randomly determined as:

-k  i -to!
li = L ~�-e !e
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Given the inadequacy of existing models for length frequency
analysis of rockfish, I have utilized a simple graphical technique
for estimating the total instantaneous mortality rate �! from
length frequency i nformation . The present paper documents the
procedure using data for male silvergray rockfish. The technique
involves generating an expected length frequency, given estimates of
von Bertalanffy growth pararaeters and total mortality, and comparing
the expected results with sample results, The key features are the
stochastic paramet erizations of raean length at age, individual
length about mean length, and year-class strength.
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Figure 1. Log frequency of male sil vergray rorkfish by age.
SarspleS fram C0ImnerCial landingS, 1977-81, SOuthern and Central
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coast of B.C.  IRPFC statistical areas: Vancouver and
Charlotte!.
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Figure 2. Mean length at age of male silvergray rockfish. Bars
indicate 95y confidence limits of sample distribution. Samples
from coImImrcial landings, 1977-81, southern and central coast of
B.C.  IHPFC statistical areas: Vancouver and Charlotte!.
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where li is mean length at age i and; is a random normal
deviate with a mean of zero and a specified standard deviation.
Individual length �>! is also randomly determined as:

E
1 -1 e~J 1 �!

The simulator mimics real samples in that it can produce individual
lengths or mean lengths that exceed the given value for L . The
simulator allows the user to vary sample size and simulate variable
recrui tment by randomly va ryi ng population proportions by age
according to the formrla:

vi -2i
P; P1e �!

where Pi is the relative abundance at age i, PI is the abundance
in age c1ass 1, Z is instantaneous total mortality, and i is a
random normal deviate with mean zero and a provided standard
deviation . I modified the published si sel ator to include the
partial recruitment feature, and to produce length observations
rounded to the nearest whole centimeter. To summarize, the model
produces a theoretical length frequency given the information shown
below in Table 1.

Table 1. Principal paranmters used in the length frequency
simulator  adapted from 8reen and Fournier 1984!.

n, the samp e size.

2. Z, the instantaneous totai mortality rate.

3. Partial recruitment factors by age,

4. von 8ertalanffy growth parameters: to, k, L�.

5. Standard devi ation   vi ! of mean length about, predicted mean
length at age i from the von Bertalanffy equation.

6. Standard deviation  cJ! in individual length about mean
length.

7. Permitted random variation  <1! in population proportions for
each age i, to simulate recruitment variability,
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I est i mated partial recruitment parameters from a set of si 1 vergray
commercial samples which had been collected between 1977 and 1981.
These were aged using the cross-section technique . Loge frequency
at age is shown in Figure 1, Total instantaneous mortality  l!, for
the calculation of partial recruitment, was esti mated as the slope
of the predi cti ve regression of loge frequency against age  Ri cker
1975! . For calculation of partial recruitment, I restricted the
range of ages used in the regression to include only those ages



which had undergone fishery exploitation. Si 1vergray rockfish have
been exploited significantly in B.C. since the mid-1950s and the
most recent collection in this set of data was from 1981, so I used
the Z5 age classes starting with the first age, 28, that was
unquestionably part of the linear segment of the descendirrg lirab.
The chosen points and regressi on lines are shown i n Figure 1. Also
shown is an eye-fitted loge frequency curve for age classes
younger than 28. Partial recruitment was determined as the ratio of
the transformed loge frequency from the eye fitted curve  <Z8
years! to the transformed loge frequency predicted from the
regression on age-classes starting at 28. The same data sets were
used to estimate the standard devi ation of mean length about age and
the standard devi ation in length about mean length. Growth
parameters  to, k, LQ were taken from Archibald et al. �981!.

Estiraation of 1

The model's accuracy in estimating Z was examined with two recently
aged samples. Z was first estimated graphically from length data by
overlaying the observed length frequency of a sample on a selection
of expected distri buti orrs derived from different values of Z. One
of the samples was obtained from the northwest coast of Vancouver
Island. the other was collected in Moresby Gully, a more northerly
region of the B.G. coast. Two sets of length frequency
distributions were therefore deri ved from the corresponding growth
rates of si lvergray rockfish for these two regions  Archibald et
al. 1981!. For comparability, I equalized the scale of expected and
actual distributions by decreasing the numbers at length in the
expected distributions by the ratio of numbers observed to the
theoretical sample size of 10,000.

Z was also estimated from the age composition of these samples. The
sample sizes were too small to employ the regressions method used in
the calculation of partial recruitment so Z was estimated as the
reciprocal of mean age from the fully recruited age classes  Pauly
1984!.

Results

The age and length information used for calculating partial
recruitment and variation in mean length and indi vidual length at
age is provided in Table 2. The effects of changing the parameters
of Table 1 on expected length composition are illustrated in Figures
3 through 8, In all the figures, the comparative or "standard"
lerrgth composition is for males based on the set of growth
parameters represent i ng southern and central stocks of si 1 vergray
rockfish from the coastal waters of British Columbia  Ar chibald et
al . 1981! . Unless noted, the standa rd distribution represents a
sample size of 10 F 000, a Z value of 0. 15, the partial recru i tment
factors of Table 2, and a standa rd devi ati on of length about mearr
lerrgth of 2.63 for all ages. I found no correlation between age and
the variability in individual length about mean length �'able 2!.
iio variation irr population proportion among ages was included in the
standard distribution  vi- 0!. The standard distribution shown in
the comparisons was one example of a r andom distribution based on a
standard deviation in length about raean length of 0.26. Changing
the random seed with thiS level of variation in mean length had
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Table 2. Length and age information and partial recruitment factors for
sii rgrey re*siss Iseoesses ~oAs inisg I sM on ceeerrisi senesce
collected between 1977 and 1981 fran central and southern 8.C. waters.

Mean
length Parti al

n  cm! s recrui tment

Mean
length

n  cm!
Partial

s recruitnent

55. 0
54. 3
57,0
56.0
56.6
58.0
58.0
56.0

55. 5
56. 4
56.0
57. 0
59.0

56.3
56.0
57.0

59.5
60.0
62.0
54.0

60.0

56.0
57.0
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9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

2 2 2 6 3
11
9

12
16
12
11
9

16
26
32
26
24
22
25
23
20
2415 7 9 9 8 9
10

li 5

40,0
47.0
45,5
44. 3
44.7
46.5
47.6
47.2
49.6
48.8
49.5
50.1
50.6
51.5
51.6
51.6
51.6
52.9
51.8
52.9
52.4
53.6
54.0
53.6
53.2
53.9
53.5
53.9
55.0
54.8
54.4

1.41
4.24
D.71
1.37
4.73
2.58
3.00
3.38
3.46
3.35
4.25
2.15
2.68
2.49
2.73
2.18
2.32
1.97
2.55
2.63
2.33
2.45
3.48
2.76
2.28
2.67
2.27
2.26
2.58
2.09
1.67

0.01
0.02
0.03
0.05
0.07
0.09
0.12
0.16
0.21
0.26
0.34
0.43
0,52
0.61
0.71
0.81
0.90
0.98
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
!.00
1.00
l. 00
1 . 00
l. 00
1.00
1.0D
1.00

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

12 3 7

4 5 2 2 0 2 5 1 1 1
0 3 1

2 0 0 2 1
1 1

0 2 0 1 1 0
0

3.07
4.93
2.31
2.16
1.95
0.0

0.0

0.71
2.70

3.21

1.41

2.12

0.0

1.00
1,00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1,00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00



little impact on the expected distributions. The expected length
frequencies for Z values of 0.05, 0.15, and 0.30 are shown in Figure
3. Figure 4 shows a comparison between the standard curve and the
expeCted diStri buti On given nO vari ation in mean length or
individual length.

The impact variable recrui tment on length di stribut ions is shown in
Figures 5 and 6. Figure 5 shows the effect of allowing random
variation in populations proportions. z 1 values were set at 2.0.
T' he actual proportions at age for this example are provided in Table
3. Figure 6 illustrates a deterministic approach towards variable
recruitment, where I arbitrarily chose one year-class  IS-yr old or
20 yr-old!, and multiplied its abundance by 10.

The effect of altering the partial recruitment factors is shown in
Figure 7. The partial recruitment factors of Table 2 show a
gradually increasing value from ages 9 to 27, with law levels
 <0.26! persisting until the final 10 years �8-27!. For
compari son, a distribution was generated from a set of factors with
full recruitment reached by 20 years and partial recruitment
i ncreasi ng in increments of O. 10 between ages 11 and 20. The effect
of sample si ze on variability in length frequency distributions is
shown i n Figure 8 for 2 different random samples of 250 specimens.
They are presented to show the extent to which small samples can
imply dominant length modes which do not really exist.

Figures 9 and 10 shaw male length frequencies for one sample from
the northwest coast of Vancouver Island and one from !r!oresby Gully
superimposed on the expected length frequencies for Z values of
0.05, 0.15 and 0,30 for these two areas.

The Z estimates, graphically estimated from the length frequency
overlays and fram the age composition, are summarized in Table 4.
The age compasitian is presented in Table 5.

Discussion and Conclusion

The simulator

The length frequency simulator serves two purposes in being an
experimental model and an analytical tool for estimating total
mortality rates. If one assumes constant natural mortality, varying
the parameters provides insight into how much information can be
expected from a limited amount of length data for a long-lived
species with determinant growth. Fi gure 3, for example, indicates
that, in spite of the relative lack of contrast in size at age, it
is possible to chararterize mortality rates from length data.

One of the principal characteristics of the simulator is the
stochastic parameterization of length. There can be a tendency ta
assume that the presence of larger fish near the size of L
indicates the cont i nued abundance of older fish . This in tur n
irrsrli as a law historical value for F, the rate of instantaneous
fishing mortality. Figure 4 shows the extent to which variability
about mean length and mean length at age can flatten and extend the
descending right-hand limb and incorporate greater abundance of
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Table 3. An example of percent age composition of the
recruited population with a g value of 2.0.

Age AgeAge

Table 4. Comparison of length frequency and age frequency estimates
of instantaneous total raortality �! for two convaercial samples of
male silvergray rockfish.

to k LSample n
Age

frequency
Length

f requency

-4. 13 0.088
-4,13 0.101

57.0 0.05-0.10 0.09
54.9 0.10 0.08

Kains Is. 57
Horesby 125
Gu'I 1 y
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9 0.06
10 9.06
11 0.28
12 0.04
13 0.06
14 2.94
15 0.09
16 0,01
17 0.03
18 2.22
19 14.39
20 0,55
21 0.08
22 0.05
23 47.88
24 0.14
25 2.32
26 0.18
27 0.01
28 4.90

29 1.03
30 1.80
31 0. 40
32 0.12
33 7.41
34 0.15
35 0.60
36 0.26
37 0.01
38 0.00
39 0.20
40 0.33
41 0.07
42 0.01
43 0.00
44 0.00
45 0.06
46 0.13
47 0.34
48 0.04

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

0.00
1.35
0.02
0.01
0.03
0.01
0.00
0.06
0.02
0.18
0,01
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.03



Iriumbers at age for two samples of male silvergrayTable 5.
rockfi sh.

Age Sample
IQ Mar esby

Vancouver Is.

Age Sample
Ng Moresby Gully

Vancouver Is.
Gul ly
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10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

0 1

0 0 0 5 3 3 3 1
0 1
0 2
2 5

4 1 2 3 1 5
8 9
10 1 5
9 4 2

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
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Figure 3. Expected length frequencies of male silvergray rockfish
for instantaneous total mortality rates of 0.05, 0.15 and 0.30.
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Figure 4. Expected length frequency with no variation in individual
length or mean length at age in comparison with variation in both
parameters.
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Figure 5. Expected length frequencies for varying  ii = 2.0!
and non-varying population proportions.
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Figure 6. Expected length frequencies where population size at age
is increased by 10 times for 15 year-olds or 20 year-olds.
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Figure 7. Expected 1 ength frequencies for "standard" partial
recruitment factors  full recruitment at 28 yr! and "test" partial
recrui tmeIIt factors  full recruitment at 2O yr! .
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Figure 8. Expected length frequencies for two random saraples of 250
specimens.
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Figure 9. Comparison of a length frequency sample of male
sil vergray rockfiah from the Northwest coast of Vancouver 1sland
with expected length frequencies corresponding to 2 = 0.05, 2 =
0.15 and 2 = 0.30.
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Figure 10. Comparison of a length frequency sample of
sil vergrey rockfish from Hloresby Gully with expected length
frequencies corresponding to 2 = 0.05, 0.15 and 0.30.
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larger, but not necessari'ly older, fish.

The slow growth of older fish combined with variability in length
creates a smoothing effect which tends to obscure the impact of year
class variability on length frequencies. The example of randomly
varying recruitment incorporates a wide variation in proportfon at
age as shown in Table 3; but the resulting length frequency
distribution shown in Figure 5 barely differed from the standard
form.

Figure 6, which shows the effect of varying only one year-class,
implies that for a genufnely large fncoraing year-class to be
dfscernible in length data, it would apparently have to be much
greater than 10 times the average level of recruitment.
Interestingly, while the large 15-yr old and 20-yr old year class
spikes flatten and shift the length frequency distribution to the
left as expected, the shape and location of the descending
right-hand limb is largely unaffected. This suggests considerable
stabilTty in this portion of the distribution and that attempts to
infer the magnitude of total i nstantaneous mortality should
concentrate on this feature of the distribution. The mean or median
length may be a less conservat I ve indicator of the proportional
contri bution of older fish and therefore mis-represent a change in
the mortality rate. The stability of the di strf bution with respect
to randomly varying proportfon at age is further testimony to the
smoothing effect of the variability in size and minimal growth among
recruited ages. Conversely, the model indicates that if length
frequency data indicate distinct modes, the modes are more likely to
be sampling artifacts from too few observations  Figure 7!, or
a result of some other factor like segregation by size or age in the
fished schools.

Varying the partial recruitment factors appears to mimic a change in
the mortality rate  Figure 8!. This emphasizes the need for
accurate calculation of these parameters which can be difffcult ff
the aged samples cover a peri od when a particularly large year-class
is passing through the partially recruited ages. Although not
presented here, a similar impact on the 1 ength dfst ri bution is
incurred by varying the growth parameters. One might assume these
to be relatively stable for rockfi sh but there is evi dence of
lability in these parameters with respect to Pacfffc ocean perch
 SebaSteS alutuS!  B. M. Leaman perS. COIrva.!. There is alsO

ay syst ti ariati I I as shaaa I the t a
published values included in Table 5. Rockfish species in B.C.
waters tend to show a south to north cline of' decreasing I
 Archibald et al, 1981!.

Estimation of "Z"

The length and age based techniques produced similar estimates of
Z. Both length distributions appear to lie between the
distributions corresponding to mortality rates of 0.05 and 0.15 in
approximate agreement with age-derived estimates of 0.09 and 0.08
for the Vancouver Island and Moresby Gully samples respectively.
The Vancouver Island sample falls within the Z=0.05 distribution
except for the absence of large specimerrs   60 cm!. The dominant
size classes of the Moresby sample more closely resemble the Z-0 . 15
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distribution, however, the overall distribution, is closer to the
Z=0.05 example. These two samples are typical for sil vergray
rockfish in British Columbia waters.

While perhaps more objective, the numerical techniques for
estimation of vital rates  reviewed by Pauly 1984! have difficulty
accomodating the slow, determinant growth and longevity of
rockfish. The sirrxrlation-graphical method represents an alternative
and perhaps more practical means for estixmting vital rates. It
also is a useful tool for examining what, kind of conclusions can
be drawn from rockfish length frequency information.

Additional work will include continued comparison with aged sarrsrles,
preferably with more contrast, and refining the parameter estimates
required for the model. As the analyses and comparisons will always
be conducted on recruited ages, performance of the simulator would
be improved by using a more general growth model  Schnute 1981!.

The objecti vity in estimating 2 mi ght be improved by using an
analytical procedure for comparing the fit of the actual with the
theoretical distributi ons. The parameterization of 2 will be
altered to incorporate additional information on variation in F.

I appreciate the efforts of the port samplers, Nevi 11 Venables,
Frank Crabbe, and Jan Lucas for collection of the samples and Shayne
MacLellan and Sue Janz for the age deterrxinati ons. Jeff Fargo,
Bruce Leaman and Al Tyler kindly reviewed the manuscript,
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Age and growth of yelloweye rackfish
 Sebastes ruberrimus! landed in
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Abstract

The rate of growth of yelloweye rockfish  Sebastes ruberrimus! was
ex Snarl nst ~ g le gth at-a-ge data f n th ee e s ~so t eastern
Alaskan waters. Otoliths were collected from landed comnercial catches
in Sitka  Central Southeast Outs''de area or CSEO! and Ketchikan  South-
ern Southeast Outside area or SSEO!. Age-frequency data from Ketchikan
were biased towards large fish because processors would not permit
otoliths to be removed from round fish. Filleted and head-and-gutted
fish were usually over six pounds. Ages were determined using the
break-and-burn method, The maximum age observed was 114 in the SSEO
samples and 97 in the CSEQ samples. Older fish were more abundant in
the SSEO areas. A log-transformed allometric growth model was fit to
the length-at-age observations, and area and sex strata were compared
using analysis of covari ance . Growth rates were not significantly
different between sexes in any of the areas compared, although the
relatively high variability in the length-at-age data may have masked
minor differences in growth rate. Sexes were analyzed separately in
the comparisons among areas. Because rates of growth between the
two areas from SSEO were not significantly different, data from these
two areas were pooled for comparison with the central area. Length-at-
age data with age greater than 30 years were used to compare growth
rates between CSEO and the pooled SSEO areas as the SSEO data were
biased toward older fish. No significant difference was found in growth
rates between these two areas. The two areas were pooled to describe
growth rates by sex. Using additional information from a small sample
of young fish from all areas, von Hertalanffy growth c~rves were fit to
the data for each sex,

Age distributions were different between sexes and areas. Male yellow-
eye rockfish have a strong early mode which declines rapidly, while
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female yelloweye are more evenly distributed over the entire age distri-
bution. This trend was seen in all areas and in a small sample of age
data collected during a research survey in the CSEO area during 1981.

Introduction

Ouring the past six years a domestic longline fishery for yelloweye
rockfish  S. ruberrimus! has been rapidly developing in the southeastern
Gulf of 81 9~8 ckoo od It 1986: 8 cko d O'Co AII 1986!.
Little specific life history information is available on this species.
Ye11oweye rockfish or Pacific red snapper are distributed over rocky
bottom from Baja California, Mexico to Prince William Sound, Alaska
 Phillips 1957; Rosenthal 1980!. Yelloweye rockfish are a large red
rockfish reaching a maximum length of 91 cm  Hart 1973!. They are ovo-
viviparous and give birth to young from April through June in south-
eastern A1aska  O'Connel 1 1986!.

The on1y published information on age and growth of yelloweye rockfish
is based on surface aging of otoliths  Rosenthal et al, 1982!. Recent
research indi cates that surface-aging techniques may underestimate ages
of rockfish, particularly in older year classes, and that reading of
otoli th sections via the break-and-burn method is a more valid approach
to evaluating the impact of fisheries and developing sound management
regimes for long- Ii ved species, The intent of this paper is to present
age and growth information on yelloweye rockfish landed in the commer-
cial fishery in the southeastern Gu'!f of Alaska.

Materials and Methods

Otoliths were co11ected from convnercial landings of rockfish in Sitka
and Ketchikan during 1983 and 1984 from three areas of Southeast Alaska
  Figure 1!. Area A comprises the Central Southeast Outside  CSEO! man-
agement area and areas 8 and C comprise the Southern Southeast Outside
 SSEO! management area. Fishermen used longline set gear and fished
over rocky bottom between 2D and 80 fathoms. ConInercial landings were
sampled for length, sex and stage of maturity and otoliths were col-
lected when possible. Fork length was measured on round fish to the
nearest centimeter. Processors would not allow round fish to be sampled
for otoliths so only fish that were filleted or headed and gutted were
sampled. In Ketchikan these were predominately large fish. Otoliths
were aged at the Alaska Oepartment of Fish and Game's  ADFKG! Kodiak
Aging Laboratory using the break-and-burn method  8eamish anf! Chilton
1982!. A small sample of break-and-burn age data col1ected in Sitka
during 1981 was made available by the University of Alaska, Juneau  UAJ!
for comparing growth rates and age distributions over time  Haldorson
1986, UAJ, unpubl. data!. The fish in this sample were collected
using jigging machines during research surveys  Rosenthal et al. 1982!.
The otoliths were aged at UAJ. Some length-at-age data for young fish
trom the 198D-1982 surveys were used to fit the von Bertalanffy model.
These fish were aged using surface-aging methods. The method of
collection and aging are described in Rosenthal et al.   1982!.

Because samples were collected from cormercial fisheries targeting on
large individuals, growth data for young fish with re'Iatively rapid
growth rates were not available for most areas. For this reason, von
Bertalanffy growth curves could not be fit to the yelloweye growth data
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132'136~

Figure l. Commercial fishing sites and management areas in the
Southeast Al aska rockf i sh f i shery.

from the commercial catch samples without additional constraining assump-
tions on at least one of the parameters. A simpler allometric growth
mode'1  y = axb! described the limited amount of curvature in the growth
data as we' ll as the von Bertalanffy model and facilitating the comparison
of the rates of growth among areas, since only two parameters were in-
volved, The length-and-age observations were log transformed because
the variance of these data tended to increase with increasing age in
several of the area strata. An analysis of covariance was applied to
the log-linear allometric model, ln length! = ln a! + b ln age!!, to
compare the rates of growth among areas and between sexes.

Least-squares regression procedures were used to estimate the log-linear
allometric growth model parameters. The multivariate secant iterative
method was used to obtain least squares estimates of the nonlinear and
von Bertalanffy parameters . The effects of logarithmic transformations
on the length-at-age residuals were examined using the Kolomogorov-
Smirnov test for departures from normality as well as tests for kurtosis
and skewness.
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Results

A century of year classes is represented in the age sample  Figure 2!.
The fish sampled for otoliths from ihe commercial catch ranged in age
from 13 to 114 years   1871 year class!.

00

40 0 00 40 400 000
Sile xo 00000 �0000 400 0000!

Figure 2. Age distribution of S. ruberrimus from Southeast Alaska
COavserCial rOCkfiSh landingS, 1983 and 1984, SeXeS COmbined.

The length-at-age data combined for all areas and both sexes show the
lack of curvature in the samples  Figure 3!. This is due to the absence
of young fish in the commercial catch,

00

40 0
40 ~ 0 100 400

000 tS 00400  %000Ã~-000KJ
Figure 3. Length-at-age observations of S. ruberrimus sampled from the

Southeast Alaska rockfish fishery.

Growth Rate Com arisons

Yelloweye rockfish landed in the CSEO  area A! and SSEO  areas 8 and C!
comercial fisheries were sampled for differences in growth between
sexes by area of catch. Analysis of covariance on the log-linear allo-
metri c model was used to compare growth rates between sexes and areas.
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Sex

The ANCOVA technique tests for differences in slope between independently
fitted lineS then, if slopeS are nOt different, teStS fOr differenCeS
in intercepts given the same slope. In general, growth rates are similar
for males and females in areas A, 8, and C  Figure 4!. No siqnificant
differences were found in either slope or intercepts between sexes for
any of the three areas although when plotted separately the allometric
model indicates slightly faster growth for males  Table 1!. Length-et-
age observations for sexes were not pooled as the relatively high vari-
ability in the length-at-age data may have masked minor differences in
growth rates and other rockfish growth studies have found significant
differences in male and female growth rates in some species  I4iller and
Giebel 1977; Six and Norton 1977; Boehlert 1980; Fraidenburg 1980;
Wilkens 1980!.

Table 1. Analysis of covariance statistics for differences in growth
rates between sexes by district.

Slo e Interce t
Number F Value Prob~! F Value Prob> FArea

.1438 1.08 .2998146 2.16

.84 . 3598149 .79 .3770

C 367

A/Survey 74

.02 .5984.8889

.80 .37391.28 .2614

Area

The two southern areas sampled, areas B and C, were tested for differences
in growth rates for each sex separately. No significant difference in
slope or intercept for either sex was determined so these two areas were
pooled to comprise the SSEO data  Table 2!.

Table 2. Analysis of covariance statistics for differences in growth
rates between districts 8 and C, by sex.

Interce t
F Value Prob> FNumberSex

3.74 .0543Male 254 3.6 .0589

.74 .3917Female 262 .21 .6502
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Figure 4. Length-at-age observations and allometric growth models for
5. ruberrimus, by comnercial fishing site.
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Table 3. Analysis of covariance statistics for difference 1n growth
rates between areas SSEO and CSEO, ages 30 years and older, by sex.

NumberSex

2. 74 . 0988. 06693. 66257Hale

.6972.06 .8063Female 3 10

In order to generally describe yelloweye rockfish growth over a broad
age range, a small sample of length-at-age data for young fish  less
than 20 years! from a previous study  Rosenthal et al. 1982! was combined
with the pooled length-at-age data for all ages from this study. The
ages of the young fish were determ1ned using surface-aging techn1ques
which is assumed to be reliable for young ages. Yon Hertalanffy growth
parameters were estimated us1ng the pooled data  Figure 6!. Growth of
yelloweye rockf1sh increases steadily until about 30 years of age where
it levels off, although fish continue to live for many decades.

The only published length-at-age data for yelloweye rockfish is based on
surface-aging techniques and therefore not directly comparable to ages
from this study  Rosenthal et al. 1982!. UAJ provided us with a small
sarsple of break-and-burn otoliths collected in the CSEO area dur1ng 1980
and 1981  Figure 7!. An ANCOVA comparison of their study determined no
significant differences in either slope or intercept  Table 4!.

Table 4.

Slo e
Number F value Prob> FSex

.070589 3.38

131 3.47

.0697 3.35Hale

.0778.0648Female 3. 16

A e Distributions

Although there were no sign1ficant differences in growth rates between
areas there were some notable differences in age distri buti ons, both by
area and sex.
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Fewer young fish were represented in the SSEO data than in the CSEO data.
This is most likely due to market differences between Sitka and Ketchikan
during l983 and 1984. Most small yelloweye were discarded at sea in the
Ketchikan fishery so the shore-based delivery samples consisted of
otelithS frem fiSh that Were being filleted or headed and gutted in
port. These were usually larger fish. In order to compare growth rates
over similar ranges of ages, only fish 30 years and older were used to
compare growth rates between CSEO and SSEO  Figure 5!. If plotted
separately the allometric growth curves indicate a slight tendency
toward slower growth in the southern area, particularly for males.
However, AhlCOVA results were nonsignificant for both males and females Table 3!. 4 40 ~ 0 M sM

aam N '.pkso  am%am~-%Irma

Figure 5. Length-at-age observations and allometric growth models for
S. ruberrimus 30 years and older; comparisons between CSEO and SSEO
by sex.
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Figure 6. Von Hertalanffy growth models, by sex, for S. ruberrimus,
Soothe st slash,   g s yo oge tha 20 from s face- g~es rosy data!.
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Figure 7. Length-at-age observations of S. ruberrimus sampled from 1981
survey, CSEO.
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Sex

In both areas and in the 1981 survey data, distributions of male and
female age frequencies were markedly different. There were far fewer
old males than o' ld females. Males ranged in age from 13 to 103 years.
The male age distri bution show a stong mode prior to 40 years, with the
frequency declining rapidly as age increased. Females ranged in age
from 13 to 114 years. The female age distributions are more equally
distributed over a very broad range of ages.

Area

There were no differences in age distributions evident between area 8
and area C so the data was pooled. In SSEO ages ranged from 15 to
114 years with most ages greater than 30  Figure 8!. Yelloweye rockfish
appear to be tully recruited into the fishery by age 35. Young ages
 less than 30 years! are not adequately represented in the SSEO samples
due to sampling limitations. Based on five year increments the model
age group for males was 31-35 years and for females, 61-65 years. Males
exhibited a strong mode in distribution at 31-35 years, then decreased in
frequency as age increased. Females were more evenly distributed over
all ages with modes at 41-45, 51-55, 61-64 and 81-85  Figure 8!.
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Figure 8. Age distribution of S. ruberrimus from SSEO, by sex.

In CSEO sample ages ranged from 13 to 95 years. Yelloweye rockfish from
CSEO appear to be fully recruited by age 30. Males again display a strong
mode at relatively young age groups, 26-30 years, then decline in
frequency over the rest of their distribution. Females were more evenly
distributed than males displaying modes in occurrence at 16-30, 41-45,
56-60, and 71-80 years of age  Figure 9!.

CSEO had a lesser percentage of very old fish than did SSEO, particularly
fish greater than 75 years. Modes in age distribution do not correspond
between the two areas. The differences in distributions between areas
is apparent, with the CSEO female distribution, in particular, having
fewer old fish  Figure 10!.
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1981 Surve Data

The 1981 survey data from CSED ranged from 12 to 99 years with most ages
less than 50 years. Males again had a young mode; however, the mode was
more widely distributed, from 26 to 45 years with a gradual decline. No
males were aged at 61 t'a 75 years although there were small modes at 55-
60 and 76-80 years. Females were more evenly distributed with a broad
mode at 26-30 years, gradually declining ta 45 years, and smaller peaks
at 51-55, 66-75 and 81-85 years  Figure Il!.
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Figure 11. Age distribution of S. ruberrimus from 1981 survey, by sex.

A comparison of the 1984 longline data from CSEO from this study with
the 1981 survey data, adjusted for differences in years collected, shows
some differences in age distribution by sex. Males between 35 and
50 years af age were relatively abundant during the early survey but are
poorly represented in the later sample, where the mode occurs at
26-30 yea rs and then rapidly declines. The female distributions are
less divergent although a lesser percentage af fish between 31 and
50 years and very old fish are present in the 1984 longline samples than
in the 1981 survey survey data.

Discuss~on

gased on the fish landed in the carmnercial fishery, yelloweye rockfish
growth in southeast Alaskan waters is typical of growth in other rockfish
species. The initial period of growth incr eases steadily, then levels off
to a fairly constant rate for many decades . In this species the growth
rate levels off at approximately 30 years of age, It is unfortunate
that no very young ages  less than 10 years! are available in this
analysis as the van Dertalnaffy growth madel, fitted to the available
data, may not describe the growth of the younger fish. However, very
small yellaweye rockfish are rarely recruited to the longline fishery.
Growth rates were similar for males and females in all three areas,
although male yelloweye rackfish show a s'lightly faster growth rate than
females when the data are fit to a lag-linear allometric growth model.
Differences in growth rates between sexes have been reported for some
species of rockfish. In mast cases where growth rate differs females
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grow at a faster rate than do males  Mil ler and Giebel 1973; Six and
Morton 1977; Boehlert 1980; Fraidenburg 1980; Wilkens l980!. Growth
rates are not always different and different studies do not always find
the same results. Fraidenburg �980! found that female yellowtail
rockfish  S. flavidus! had a faster growth rate than male yellowtail
rockfish, while Rosenthal�982! reports male yellowtail rockfish from
southeast Alaska with a faster growth rate than female yellowtail
rockfish. Several species of rockfish from California have no
differences in growth rates by sex  William Lenarz, NMFS, 10/86 pers.
conxxun. !

Differences in growth by latitude have been observed for some rockfish
species; however, the trends are not always similar  Archibald, Shaw
and Leaman 1981!. Westrheim �973! found Pacific Ocean perch  S. alutus!
to have a slower growth rate in northern latitudes while olive rockfi sh
 S. serranoides! and splitnose rockfish  S, di lo roa! are reported to
hn emote 9 th te in no the n letit den Love 1990, I!o hie t nd
Kappenman 1980!. Ho significant differences in growth rates between
yelloweye rockfish from CSEO and SSEO were found. If growth was plotted
separately for the two areas, fish from CSEO exhibit slightly faster
growth rates. It is possible that the slightly faster growth in CSEO
may reflect a short-term density dependent response to fishing pressure.
The CSEO area has been subject to intensive domestic fishing pressure
since 1981, while the domestic fishery in the SSEQ area did not begin in
earnest until 1984. Yelloweye rockfish in CSEO may have a lower relative
abundance due to fishing mortality and therefore may exhibit increased
growth. It should be noted that the differences were not significant
and that the two areas are fairly close geographically �5o30' vs 57o N
latitude!, so it seems likely that differences in growth between these
two areas would be due to regional differences in abundance of yelloweye
rockfi sh and prey items rather than to different life history strategies.

Age frequency distributions determined from the samp'les of fish delivered
to shore-based plants in CSEO and SSEQ were different. This is due at.
least in part to the differential discarding of smal'l fish due to dif-
ferences in market preferences in the two ports. This is one of the
problems with relying on the fishery to select samples. However,
besides the sampling biases there appears to be real differences in age
distributions as well. The similarity in age distributions between the
conmercia'I fishery samples from CSEO and those of an earlier survey
sample indi cates that at least in the CSEO area the fishery can supply
age-frequency samples that are representative of the underlying
population.

Hale and female age distributions are markedly different in all areas,
and in both this study and the 1981 survey. The reason for this
difference in distribution is not known. It may be due to behavior
differences between the sexes, perhaps associated with territoriality.

Finally, the use of the break-and-burn method for aging rockfish has
not been validated for this species. Growth rates estimated from this
study using ages determined at the ADF&G Aging Laboratory are similar
to those of an earlier study using ages determined at UAJ. This helps
support the validity of the break-and-burn technique and indicates that
between-reader variablity may be low, at least between these two readers,
If there were problems with consistency or accuracy of an individual
reader, significantly different growth rates would be expected,
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A comparison of age estimates
derived from the surface and cross-
section methods of otolith reading for
Pacific ocean perch  Sebastes alutus!

Richard D. Stanley
Oepartment of Fisheries and Oceans
Na na im o, B r itis h Columbia

Abstract

A sample of Pacific ocean perch  Sebastes alutus! otoliths, which
had been aged in the mid-1970s using the surface reading technique,
was re-aged by examining the cross-section. The objective was to
exami ne whether the agreement for younger ages was sufficient to
justi fy using catch-at-age data based on a time series of su rface
readings . Results indicated slightly biased but close agreement to
age 14  as determi ned by surface reading! in males and I5 in
females. Otoliths estimated to be 17 or greater by the surface
method showed very poor correlation with cross-section
determinations.

Introduction

The application of the cross -section technique to agei ng of rockfi sh
otoliths  Chilton and Beamish 1982! has led in some cases to a
reassessment of rockfish  genus Sebastes ! biology. The greater
apparent lifespan has altered estimates of size at age and
significantly lowered estimates of natural mortality rates
 Archibald, Shaw and Leaman, 1981!. These lower estimates have, in
turn, led to a more conservati ve perspecti ve toward rockfish
management  Leaman and Beamish 1984!.

While the change in technique has hopefully led to improved
management, it has also raised the problem of how, or even whether,
to make use of the extensi ve catch -at-age time series which had been
developed for rockfish through use of the original surface
technique.

This problem was addressed by Archibald, Fournier and Leaman �983!
in their catch-at-age analysis of the Pacific ocean perch  Sebastes
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alutuS! StaCk in GOOSe !Sfand Gully by firSt canduCting a
prelimfnary comparison of surface versus cross-section readings.

They concluded that there was satisfactory agreement through age 16,
and so util fzed these younger ages while treating the remaining age
classes as 17+ in their catch-at-age model  Faurnier and Archibal d
1982!. This conclusion was supported by earfier work of 'Westrheim
�973! who showed that the large l952 year-class for  !ueen Charlotte
Sound cauld be fallowed as a dfstfnct age made with surface readings
untf1 the age of 17.

This canparfson should have involved re-aging a sub-set of otoliths
from the 1963 to 1977 surface-read material which had been used in
the analysis. This would have incorporated any additional bias
cont ri buted by the individuals who were responsible for ageing the
1963 to 1977 data, and would have accurately reflected the surface
readi ngs pri or to a general "awareness" about the greater lifespan.
However, all the origfnal otoliths were thought at the time to have
been destroyed in a warehouse fire. Therefore a new sample was aged
with the surface technique prior to being re-aged with the
cross-section technique. Archfbald et al. �983! decided to engage
the services of an individual who had little experience or
familiarity with fish ageing ta conduct the surface determination.
In this way, they avoided using the experienced technicians who had
participated in the transition of procedures and whose su rface
readi ngs had begun to reflect the added expectation of greater ages.

We subsequently have found a small sample of the original otoliths
which had been surface-aged as part of the 1963 to 1977 data set.
As we were never fully satisfied with the original conpari son and
because the population analysis based on these surface readings
remai ns the only catch-at-age ana lysis of rockfi sh in 8.C . waters,
we had this old material re-aged using the cross-section tech~ique.

Our purposes in conducting the conparison were tor 1! examine the
validity of using surface readings for the previous assessment; 2!
determi ne whether 17+ was the most appropriate cutoff age for
lunping the older age classes; and 3! resolve whether we could
append additional years of catch-at-age data based on the
cross-section technique to the original catch-at-age time series
based on surface readings.

methods and Results

The original otoli ths that we re-di scovered had been sorted by
sample and sex and stored in a glycerin-and-water mixture in glass
vials. The otoliths within the vials were grouped carresponding ta
the 1-centimeter length intervals of the sampled fish. With nothing
to distinguish one otolith from another within a length interval, we
could only identify a known-age otolith if it were the only otolith
corresponding to a length interval or, if all the otoliths in an
interval had been assigned the same age. The latter case was
obviously more cormnon the fewer the otoliths in the interval and
therefore tended to correspond to length intervals nearer the
extremes of the length distribution. Numbers of otoliths by length
of the whole fish are shown in Table 1. The original method of
surface reading was described in Westrhefm �973!. The
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cross-section rrmthod that we used to re-age the sample is described
in Chilton and Bearaish �982!.

Table 1. Length frequency
by sex for the re-aged
sample of Pacific ocean
perch from Goose Island
and Mitchell 's gullies.

Length Mal e Female
 cm!

Total 261 343

lly no correlation.

Di scussi on

The linear re'lationship between the two ageing techniques for ages 6
to 14 in males and 6 to 15 in females indicate that Archibald et
al. �983! were justified in using the surface readings for their
assessrrmnt, While there was apparent bias, though not significant
in most ages, the differences were minimal relative to the
requirements of the mode'1. The biases could be assumed to have been
constant over the 15 years of the time series and, since the model
only attempts to detect general changes in stock abundance, a bias
of consistently less than I year per age group would have had little
impact on the overall conclusions about biomass trends.

The results indicate that 15+ or 16+ would be a more appropriate
cutoft age for lumping the older age classes in future assessments.
This parameterization was examined in the initial assessment but
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Table 2 and Figures 1 and 2 present mean
cross-section age by surface age. Tables
3a and 3b present the overall
distribution of readi ngs . Figures 3 and
4 show the converse of Figures 1 and 2,
mean surface age corresponding to each
cross-section age.

Cross-section readings for each age group
of otoliths, as grouped by surface ages,
showed considerable variability but
limited bias for the younger age groups.
Cross-section readings for males tended
to be lower for ages 6 to 8 and higher
for ages 9 to 15, although when treated
as individual sarrsrles, only the mean
di fference t'or age 12 was significantly
different from 0   =0.05!. The mean
di f ference between readings
 cross-section minus mean surface! was
< 1.0 for ages 6 to 14, then increased to
1.3 for 15-yr olds and 2.1 for 16-yr
olds. Beyond 16 there was virtually no
agreement, and beyond 23 there was
virtually no correlation.

Mean cross-section age for females was
less than the surface age for each age
group younger than 16, except for the 6
and 10-yr olds. Only the mean difference
for 12-yr olds was significantly
different from 0. The mean difference
for all ages in this range was < O.
Cross -section readings averaged 18 .8 for
the 16-yr-old group of surface readings.
As with males, there was little agr eement
beyond 16, and beyond 20 there was vi rtua

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

28 14
29 19
24 27
23 31
10 25
14 16
10 17
12 22
10 19
21 26
21 25
26 21
17 14
11 15
5 11
0 21
0 11
0 6
0 1
0 1
0 0
0 1



Table 2. Mean cross-section age for otoliths grouped by
surface-read ages; Pacific ocean perch from Goose !sland and
Mitchell's gullies.

Cross-section age
Males Females

n X s n X s
Surface
age  yr!
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6 7
8 9

�
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

2 6.00 0.00 4
14 6.93 0.83 5
17 7.41 1.54 9
13 9 15 1 41 17
33 10.30 1.07 26
21 11.33 !.06 38
21 13.00 2.05 45
9 13.78 1.3D 29

14 15.29 2.92 26
8 17.12 6.06 25
5 21.40 2.07 19

10 21.80 7.19 5
10 22.70 3.62 10
9 26.56 3.88 5

10 32.40 10.47 11
12 35.00 13.54 11
14 33.79 14.51 14
10 44.50 14.26 14
11 41.73 �.14 11
7 50,71 17,81 6
5 52.80 19.88 7
4 42.50 5.26 4
1 40.00 1
0 1

49.00

7.00
6.40
7.67
8.76

10.46
11.00
11.40
12,41
13.73
14.76
18,84
20.80
25.20
23.00
24.64
34.18
34.07
31.79
36.09
49.83
46.57
41.50
71,00
34.00

2.00
0.55
1.5D
1.25
1.42
1.45
1.14
2.43
2.29
1.88
7.52
6.83
9.75
2,45
4.08

15.05
15.09
8.49

16.58
8,35

10.
18.05
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Figure 1. Mean cross-section age for male Pacific ocean perch
plotted against surface age.
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produced results very similar to the published results which used
17+ as the final age group  B. M. Learnan pers. canna.!.

I had intended to use the results to generate a correction matrix
for converting the original surface-aged mater1al fncluding older
ages to their equivalent crosS-section diStribution. I could then
append any addit1onal years of cross-section catch-at-age
information to the original "corrected" data set derived from
surface estirnatfons. However, the older ages provided too 11ttle
information for predict1ng cross-section ages. While surface ages
of 16 to 23 were correlated w1th increasing nman cross-sect1on age,
the percent agreement was almost nil  Tables 3a and 3b! and the
var1abi 1 ity in crass-section readings was large  Table 2!. Surface
determinations older than 20 provided virtually no fnformation about
expected cross-section age. Furthermore, although the distribution
of cross-section ages for each of the younger age groups �-15! was
significantly skewed to the left, in many cases the bias was not
large and the variance could be accomodated in the Fournier and
Archi bald model by virtue of the model 's parameterization of agei ng
error. Finally, using the results frem this comparison to convert
an enti re catch-at-age ser1es would have 1ncorporated the typical
problems of extrapolation from age-length keys  Westrhe1m and Ricker
1978!,

The issue of whether cross-section catch-at-age information could be
appended to surface-read 1 nfornmti on was resolved by exami ning
Figures 1 to 4. Figures 1 and 2 indicate, as stated earlier,
reasonable agreement of mean cross-section to surface read1ngs to
ages 14 in males and 15 1n females. The converse relationship of
nman surface reading to each cross-section age, which is shown in
Figures 3 and 4, indicates reasonable agreement   < 1 year mean
difference! to age 17 1n males and females. The general agreement
persists to a greater age in this configuration because the
distributfon of cross-section ages for each surface age contains the
occasional old individual. This effect is not seen in the
distr1butions of surface readings corresponding to each
cross-section age  Tables 3a and 3b!. Results therefore indicate
that additional catch-at-age derived from the cross-sectfon ageing
technique can be appended to time series derived from surface
readi ngs. The impr ec1sion in agreement between the two techniques
however, implies that ~bile sequential population analyses based on
mixed catch-at-age data should i dent1fy general biomass trends, it
w111 have considerable difficulty in correctly characterising
year-class variability.

I wish to thank Shayne Macl.ellan and Dick Nagtegaal for re-ageing
the old material. Ray Foucher and Mark Saunders revi ewed the
manuscript.
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Time series of information about f tsh populations are useful ln
understanding their natural fluctuations and responses to varlatlon In
physical factors. Host time series on f ish, however, concern
population size, typically estimated Crom h Istor ical catch records.
We describe a technique by which growth Information can be extracted
frOm OtOllths of Iong-lived SpeCleS such as emIUIafaa through
sectlonlng and careful measurement. As an example, data from recently
collected ~~ ~~ and ~ ~9fIC are used to describe
growth at ages I through 6 during several decades of th Is century. We
describe the technique and Its I Imitations, and make suggestions for
appl Ication of the resulting data.

The study of long-term changes In marine fish populations has recently
received a greet deal of attention. Understanding the responses of
fish populations to physical and blotlc varlabl I lty can lead to
predictive capabll lty; indeed, many current studies in f I sherles
oceanography examine the causes of past population change w 1th the
goa I of model I ng f ut ure trends In pop u I at Ion s. Obv ious I y such
Information can be most useful for purposes of fisheries management.

Several categories of long-term change In marine fish populations have
been Investigated. Population or stock size has general ly been
estimated from hister Ical catch records of fisheries, and data from
many decades are available, as for some Pacific salmonfd stocks  Hysak
et al, 19112! and several North Atlantic f I sherles  Cushlng 1982!.
Species assemblages and biotic Interactions have been described on the
decade scale by current work of the Cal lfornla Cooperative Oceanic
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Fisheries Investigations  Lomb et at. 1985! H, G. Noser, Southwest
Fisher les Canter, National Marine F I sher les Service, HOAA, La Jol I a,
Ch 92058 pars. commun.!, and on the century scale by Souter and lsaacs
�974! for the same region.

Methods of data coltectfon for developing time sertes either come from
continuous data collection or extraction of naturally stored
fnformatton. The former often occurs over generations of biologists.
Since starttng a new series mey not allo» achtevement of obJectfves
for 30 or more years, available time series  which are often collected
for other purposes! are used. In some cases, however, naturat ly
stored fnformatfon can be used to extract historical population
Information. h classic example of this approach I s the study of
cycl es of popul atton abundance f or ~~, ~IJ!S Lf, and
Haclu001!la by Souter and Issues �974!. By measurtng the abundance of
scales fn anoxic sediments, they vere able to define natural cycles of
abundance ef these species for 150 yr. Information Is also stored In
the otol lths of Individual fish  Rsdtke 1984!. The study of age In
fishes and the use of otol lths for back calcu latfon are simple
examples of extract on of hlstorlcal Information, and others have used
Isotopic composttton to define thermal habt tats occupted by Indlvlduat
f lsh  Mul cahy et el. 1979!.

The study of grorth In ftshes has typical ly been concerned with
relatively short-term growth of cohorts or populations, most offen
with f Ished stocks. Differences In growth may exist betreen stocks
 Tempt eman and Squires 1956; Borlsov 1979!, geographf cat regions
 Boehtert and Kappenman 1980!, and among years  Margetts and Holt
1948!. Such growth dtfferences may be genetfcal ly based  Borlsov
1979!, the result of density dependence  Margetts and Hot t 1948!, or
caused by several environments I factors, most Importantl y temperature
 Brett 1979!. Unfortunately, comparisons of grorth with time often
come from different studies, frequently made diff lcutt by changes In
sampl lng, agetng methodology, or Interpretation  Boehl crt and
Hap penman 1980!.

Because estimates of fish growth are general ly made at a single point
In time, time series on the order of several decades do not exist for
any species, Since otol iths act as recording chronometers, however
 Radtke '1984; Cam pane and He I I son 1985!, back cat cu I ation techn fques
*I low one to establ lsh grorth patterns early ln the I 1fe history of
fishes, even In older f ish. Extreme longevity has recently been
confirmed In the scorpaenld genus $~  Bennett et al ~ 1982!, and
ages In excess of 80 yr have been reported for several specfes
 Arch lbal d et al. 1981! Boehl art and Yoklav feb 1984; I.eaman and
Beamlsh 1984!. Thus otot lths of these species hold the potential to
derive est mates of grorth from several decades ago. In this paper re
describe a modlf fcatlon of back calculation technfques, from whfch
hlstorlcal growth patterns can be obtained, and we apply this
technique to tro spec!as, the spl ltnose rockf fsh, ~2I8 ~f!~
and the canary rockf tahar 3 JLIJIIL lgf!C

Otol 1th samples rare cot lected during rockf tsh surveys conducted by
the Northwest and Alaska Fisheries Center, National Marine Ffsherles
Serv fce, NOAA, during 1977  Boehl ert 1980!, 1980  Boehl crt and
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Yoklav Ich 1984!, and 1983  W Ilson 1985!. Collection techniques
followed Gunderson and Sample �980!. Since one obJectlve was to
represent as many years of growth as possible, we based otollth
selection upon age alone! old fish in this study thus greatly outweigh
their relative abundance in a random sample. Otol lths were sectloned
and age determined as outl lned In Boehlert and yoklavlch �984!.

Back calculations and measurement of growth Increments were I lmlted to
the first 6 yr of growth. This I imlt was imposed because otot 1th
increments become seal ler with increasing age; eventually, I lnear
growth stops and the otol 1th begins to thicken  Bennett et el. 1982;
Boehl ert 1988!. 1 e used two dl fferent techniques for otol 1th
measurement. For $. ~~, whose otol lths are typical ly more
opaque and Increments seal ler, we measured from dorsal to ventral
distal edges of annul I 1-6. In the faster-growing g. ~J4DbD, In
which otol lths are clearer, we measured from the focus to the dorsal
distal edge of each increment  Fig. 1!.

V6 V5 V4 V3 V2 Vi F D1 D2 03 04 05 06

Figure l. Schematic draw ing of an otof 1th section from ~uIJ!8624!s
showing the axes of measureme~t used In the current study,
MeasurementS fOr 5. 4lglgpC4!8 were from dOrsal to ventral dlatal
margins   I.e�V2 to 02!; measurements used for S. !LI!U	4uk  were
from focus to dorsal distal margin!  I.e., F to D2!.

Data a na I y s I s an d I nte r preta t I o n

Available data Included sex, length, date of col lection, location
information, total age, and widths of the measured annul I for ages I-
6. The growth Increment  GI  I!, where I = 1 to 6, determined by
subtraction of measurements of adJacent annuli rather than the ful 1
measurementl, was used so that growth In a given year was not
cumulative and therefore did not reflect past growth. Age was
subtracted from year of col lection to determine the year of birth.
For each tish, each growth Increment �-6! was associated with a
specific "year of growth." Data on 6 yr of growth were therefore
available for each fish with the exception of those younger than six
at the time of sampl lng. As an example, a fish col lected In 1980 and
aged as 40 yr was born In 1940; growth measurements from this
Indlvl dual were therefore available for years 1940 through 1945.
Table 1 demonstrates a subset of the date array ave liable for this
series.
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Table l. A subset of the data array for growth Increments used in the
present study. The numbers under growth Increment represent the
years of birth for these growth years. The f lrst growth Increment
Is defined to occur In the year af birth, the second growth
Increment In the fol lowing year, and so forth.

Granth increment, Gl
Growth

year 2 3 4 5 6

The majority of specimens used in the study were males. To Increase
the sample s ze, however, atol iths were col  ected fram both males and
females. Since growth, particularly after sexual maturity, differs
between sexes far these two species  Boehlart and Kappenman 1980!, it
sas necessary to test for differences In the growth measuremants to
allow a combination of growth data from males and females Independent
of the years taste* tie separated the data by sax and then aggregated
the data for each growth increment such that each year of birth had s
single, mean value. Differences In growth between sexes were tested
by comparing the respective growth increments with a paired t-tast far
al I years where both male and female data were available. The results
of this test showed that no differences were evident batsaan sexes for
e i ther species.

yearly means of Gl l!'s were calculated and these were the values upon
which further calculations were made. A long-term average and
standard deviation vera calculated for each series of yearly mean
growth Increments and the standardized grawth anomal les A I! sara
calculated as follows:

PGI I! -  maan Gl�!!j

 S0 GI I!!
A  I!

These anomalies have a mean of sero and a standard deviation of one,
al lowing mmparlson of the growth anomal les ln different growth years
w lthout concern for the effects of growth Increment magnitude.
Comparisons between species would al so be feel I ltatad by this
conversion.

A total of 802 $. ~~ �51 mal as and 151 females! and 942 g,
yJnaiggc. �16 males and 326 females! sere used In this study. The Q

ranged In age from I to 86 yr and had a birth date
distribution fram 1896 to 1979  Fig. 2A!. Specimens of 5. ~9IIZ
ranged In aga from 2 to 60 yr snd had a carrespondlng birth date
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1 940
1941
1 942
1943
1 944
1945
1 946
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1941
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1940
1941
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1 940
1 941
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1 943
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1939
1940
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F I gure Z. Distr 1butl on of the years of bIrth of specimens used ln
the present study. Ma les and females are combined. A. ffbbfLILt8g
~zgcoa. B. S. ~ml .
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distribution from 1920 to '1978  Fig. 28!. The tctel numbers of growtb
Increments ave l fable were 4,714 for 5. ~~ and 5,600 for 5>

In the discussion of the results to fol low, several sources
of error contr fbute to the var  sbl I lty of these results. From a
methodological standpol nt, three errors are qu fckl y apparent. Fl rst
minor changes In the location of the section of the otol 1th  F I g. I!
may resul t fn sf fghtl y dl f ferent Increment measurementsf we expect
this to Introduce relatively minor errors, however, since the
sectlonlng technique  Boehtert and Yok I av tch 1984! was consistent
throughout the study. The second source of error occurs ln the
estimate of total age. Errors In this estimate w I I I result In
assignment of the Incorrect year of birth and subsequent years of
growth for eaCh growth InCrement  Table 1!. Final ly, errOrs In
annulus selection while making measurements on the section can occur.
None of these errors are expected to be systematic, however, and their
cumulative effects should not significantly mask trends In the data.

A concern from s biological standpoint Is the Impl felt assumptfon that
there Is no I inkage of longevity and growth. That Is, ff long-I lved
Indi vidual s are characterized by either faster or slower growth rates
during the first 6 yr of I lfs than Indlvlduals «fth shorter I I fespans,
we can encounter problems «hen comparing young w fth old f Ishes. h
genetic basis for such a difference In growth and age at sexual
maturity has been suggested for card  Borfsov 1979!. An Investigation
Into the blochemlcal genetics of 4. ~~ using electrophoresls at
29 loci showed no variation associated with age  !fishard and Boehlert,
unpubi. data!. Although nagstfva results cannot rule out a dff fer-
ence, our growth results do not show a consistent trend which would
support s genetic beefs for growth differences.

As one would expect from growth data, there Is daf fnfte varlabl I lty In
the growth anomal les for both species  Figs. 3,4!. No clear trends
either fester or slower growth cpm. the ful I time series are apparent
for either species. The 5-yr running averages, however, show an
Interesting pattern. In 3. ~dog  Fig. 3!. most of the age
classes sho» a trend of positive anomalies before about !925, and
negative anomal les from about 1955 to 1970; positive anomal fes after
1970 are also apparent  n most of the records. The relationships
among the age classes are also of Interest. Generstly, there Is a
relationship among anomalies 2-6 for this species, but the anomaly for
year I Is uncorrelated w 1th growth In any other year.
~ fff Is a deeper I lvlng member of this genus as adults, but the
f Irst year ls spent In surface waters  BOehlert 1977!; thuS the
factors which are leportant In growth in the f Irst year may differ
from those which determine growth fn subsequent years. Temperature,
«hlch can have an Important Impact on Juvenile rockflsh growth  see
summary In Bosh crt and Yoklavich 1983!, may dfffer between deep and
shul low water  Kruse and Huyer 1983!.

For S. ylnnlgar, the record Is somewhat shorter but shows fnterestlng
trends  Fig. 4!. For age classes 1-4, there appears to be a positive
anomaly through about 1952 fol lowed by a period of negative growth
untf I about 1970. Age classes 5 snd 6, however, seem to show the
opposite trend during these periods. AI I age c I asses show
concordance, however, In the pattern of posltlve anomalies after about
1970. This same trend, el though much weaker, was observed for g.
~!f!L�4   F I g. 3!.
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The technique which we describe ln this paper al ious development of
time series of growth for long-I fved specfes of f fshes. The resufts
we have presented for these two species w1 I I need further statistical
analysis to discern trends In the data and to investigate the possible
sources of varlatfon In growth patterns. For example, time series
anatys s may show relatlonshfps with physical factors, as described by
Chelton et al. �982! and kysak �986!. Biological causes for growth
variation may also be Implicated. In this regard, It Is slgnlf leant
that the apparent increase In growth after 1970  Figs. 3,4! ls
temporal ly related to the depletion of coastal stocks of Q~BS as
described by several papers In this volume. Does this hint at density
dependent growth patternsf Future research on thIs date base w II I
address these questions.
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Proc. IaL Rocitftsb Syrop.
 !ct 1986, Anchorage, Alaska

Population parameters for rouqheye
rockfish  Sebastes aleut anus!

Bonita Nelson and Terrance J. Quinn ii
University of Alaska, Juneau
Juneau, Alaska

Rackfish  genus S tg~tes! are an ioportant cooponent of the sar ine caa-
ounity in the northeaMrn Pacific Ocean  Love and Bestphal 1981!.
Ha]or catches have occurred in the foreign high seas fisheries in the
6ulf oF Alaska and Bering Sea  Bakkala et al. 1979! . Thirty-tea
species of rackfish have been identif'ied fraa graundfish catches free
the Eastern Bering Sea and Aleutian ls'lands regions  lto 1986a!. The
deaersal fi sh catches of Califarni ~, l ashingtan and Oregon are
daainated by rockfi sh  Sunderson and Lenarz 198$! . Canadian rockfish
catches haw been isportant  Carter and Leaoan 1981!. Fsnallys a
steadily grauing fishery has been eatable shed in southeastern Alaska
for several speries of near share rackfish  L. Haldarson, gers. coco.!.

Hi starical1y, fishing patterns for deaersal fishes have severely
depleted stocks and altered the structure oF their populations  Love
1988!. The deoersal fisheries in the 6ulf of Alaska and Ber ing Sea
have changed significantly and are nese oanaged under the iapleoenta-
tion of the Nagnuson Fishery Hanageoent and Conservation Act  Ha3or
1986, Preface!. Although overall production has inareased, the catch of
only pollack has increased steadily. Catches frao host other spec!as
groups, notably the raokfish, have decl!ned sharply. Anrs!al landings of
rackfiah taken froo the gulf of Alaska haw dec!ined frau 385,681 to
3,221 ot frao 1965 to !985. U.S. and Canadian rockfish stack lewis
are very lou  J. Fu3ioka~ per s. capo.!. This is attributed to the
over -explaitatian af stacks dur ing the 1966-19TB's. The current
status oF the 6ulf of Alaska Pac!fic ocean perch  POP! aooplex and
other rackfiah" stacks is depressed Pacific ocean perch stocks in the

Eastern Bering Sea and Aleutian region have reoained stabl ~ but low for
aany years �. Fu3!aka, pars. caw.!.
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Rockfish research has traditionally been underfunded> consequently ttw
~ a]ority oF the research attention given ta Stbastes focuses on ttw
species oF gr eatest cameraial iaportance such as the Pacific ocean
perch  Nestrheia  973>. Basic biological inFcraation including age
structurt and reproductive biology is nat availabl ~ for aany of' the
fifty species of r ackfiah which inhabit tht western coastal water of
North Aaerica  Love and Nestphal 1981!. Acquiring this inforaatian is
ierportarrt because new interest in deaersal fish stocks has been gen-
erated by the decline of the POP stocks and increasing aan*geaent con-
trolss on traditional fisheries such as saloon and halibut <Archibald
et al . 1981! . ROCkfiah papulatiOnS art aanagtd as arl aggregate. For
~ xauple, POP <Sebastes alutus! i s aanaged with 4 ather species of
Ms~a   ~ ti, I  ' ~,       x '~, % A  . tl
"pcp coapltx", or rtd r ockfi sh, that inhabit the slope and shelf'
depths. Also, ottwr rockfish caught in the high seas fishery are
1uaped together f' or aanageaent purposes in ~ category ca 1 Eed "other
rockfish"  Carlson et al. 1986!. Nhile new dtatrsal fisheries aay ret
key in on aany of' the rockfiah species, they will be caught inciden-
tally�.

Ti» purpoat Of' thiS study is to perFora a caaprtiwnaiW analys>s af' the
basic age, growth, and aortality paraaeters of the r augheye rackfish
 Sebastes al ~ i n ! in sautheastern Alaska. This study exaair»s or»
~ dult and twc juvenile populations in southeastern Alaska. Otolith
aeristic aeasurtatnts are investigated For age prediction as an alter-
native to direct ageirlg ~

A deter iption of age structure of rockfiah stocks would provide inforaa-
tion about stock dynauics, growth, aortality and sustainable yitEd
<Leaaan and Beauish 1984>. Inttnsifiration of gulf and Bering Sea
fi sherias sakes aanageaent and conservation of the deaersal stocks a
caieplicated task <Carlson et al. 1986!. Often, i cekfish stock infaraa-
tion is liaited and of poor quality caking it difficult to foraulate
yieEd options  Leaaan and Stanley 1985>. Liaited funding to the aanage-
sent agencies inhibits their ability to aonitor age structure because
agting rockf i sh is extreuely labor intensive. Therefore an agting
aethcd Whish 1S pr Kite and tet tiae Caneualng iS r»eded ta Canatt'uat
the correct nodal s Far understanding these long-lived stocks and insur-
ing adequate aanageaent and yields tc prevent averharvesting.

Very little inFar sation an adult raugheyes and virtual ly rene on
!uvtniles exists in the literature. This species is af inttrest For twa
reasons. First, it is uanaged as part of the POP coaplex   Carlson et.
al. 1986! in ttw gulf of' Alaska and Bering Sea and has even been
aisidentified as POP in comercial catches  !to 1986b!. Second, it is
thOught to be the the oldest living rockf i sh  Chi lton and Beauish
1982>, being aged to 140 year' s. This species is caught incidentally
in the Bering Sea trawl Fishery  Bakkala tt a1. 1979> and is of ainor
CauaerCia1 iaportance in the Sulf oF Alaska  Alton 1981! It is alao
landed by the Canadian ti'awl fishery in significant nuabers  Carter and
Leaaan 1981! and is incidentally caught by tht sablefish and halibut
1Ongline Fisheries in the waters of scuttwaattr n Alameda  Haldorson,
per's. coca.!. The estiaated catches of raugheye Froa the eastern Bering
Sea as reported fret U.S. obstrver data has declined fret 1,844 ta 99 t
frau 1977 to 1984   I to 1986b!, fol lowing the overall decl ine of all
rockfish catches during the sane period. A siai Ear pattern of declirlt
~ xists for the AEeutian Islands region, frau 1,128 to 24 t frau !977 to



1984.

In order to asstss the usefulness oF otolith aeristic aeasureaerrts for
ageing fish, tstiaatts of otolith growth in thickr»ss, length, width
and weight are cansidtrtd. Currtntly the preftrr td ageing structure
For Sebastts is the sagittal otalith  Patten 1973!. Tht age is deter-
aintd by vi sual 1y counting the alter nating hyaline/apaque rings
called annuli. These rings are observed frau the surface, frow ~ stc-
tioned piece ar by breaking and burning the otolith. A rontroveray
currently exists as ta which reading aethod gives the aost accurate and
consistent age estiaate  Ltaaan and Beauish 1984! . Surface counts have
been found to undtresti nate ages of aany long-lived species  older
than 15 years!. The break and burn or section aethods aay reflect the
true age of the i'ish wort acrurattly than tht surfact atthod, but both
are tine-consuaing and require a highly skilled ttchnician. For soae
species of QJgg~r an experienced otol ith ager can only age 6-6
fish/hr using the sectioning aethod, and 18-15/ hr vsing the break and
burn aethod  Baehlert 1985!. In addition, it is difficult to arquire
inter � and even intra- agency agreeaent as tO haw to interpret the an-
nuli on the otolith of older  >15 yr.! speciaens.

Otal ith length and width are positivtly Car related to Fi sh length
 Bothltrt 1965!. Far Paaific halibut, otolith wtight is the best prt-
dictor of Fish length and Fish weight  Ouinn et al. 1983!. Ofbtn when
a fish apprcaohes an asywptotia ltngth, the otolith ceases ta gree
longer and wider, but does continue to grow thicker and therefore in-
crease in »tight  Boehlert 1965! . 'This increase in thickr»ss accovnts
far wore accuratt ageing of otoliths that are sectior»d or broken and
burnt. Additional rings are added to the aiddlt sur face after the
atolith stops growing in length and width. Bothltrt �985! dtveloptd
predictiw relationships of age for t»o species of rockfish using aul-
tiple regression techniques, being ant of tht first to suggtst this ap-
proach.

hods ~ t rials

Field data collection

The pr iaary Juvenile site rras Outer Point on Douglas Island  Figure I!.
This population waS Saapled three tiaes during 1982 and 1963. The Saa-
pling dates sere: Sept. 21, 1982; Har. 23 and April 7, 1983. The
staples were collected by the HOAA research vessel, John H. Cobb. Fish
were caught with ~ 400 aesh Eastern otter trawl eqvipped irith
wt ighted woadtn doors. Or» or two tees wert sade per day
dragging between 58 to 75 Fathaas for appraxiaately 30 ainutes. A total
of' 208 Fi sh wert collected frca the haul S at the Outer Point loca-
tion. Speciaens were brought back to the 1 aborator y and Frostn beFore
pl oct ss1 rig.

The stcond Jvwnil ~ population was saapled Frow Port Althorpe located an
the outer coast of Chichagof Island  Figure I!. The saapling date was
July 15, 1983. The HOAA research vessel H B%E II, a 25.9 ~ . power barge
rollected the saaples. The equip»tnt used seas a standard 12.2-a nylon
+1st shriap side travel «ith 2.54-ca 2- aesh and weighted wooden doors.
The net was tawed onae for approxiaately 3$ ainutes at 50 fathaas. 70
speciaens wert collected. Fish were Frozen on baard before being brought
back to the laboratory by other scientiFic ptrsonr»l.
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Figure 1. Study sites for rougheye rockfish. y Sites
it es

oint

aU

The adult population was saapled frow the outside waters of Southeast AK
frow the areas between Yakutat and Sitka   Figure 1!. Saaples were col-
lected by the 3apanese longline vessel, RYUSHO MARU N !. 15. The survey
period was between August 22 and Septeober 18,  982. Longline gear was
used for sawpling and consisted of 45 hooks per hachi tied to a 188
water gt oundlino eath a 1.2 aeter gangion spaced 2 waters apart . 168
hachi were set per sawpl!ng site. The gear was fished f' or 5 to 6 hours
and set in direct angles to the contour line to cover a depth range
free 188 to 1888 waters. Hooks were baited with squid.

The sawples were processed fresh on board by the crew of the
vessel, Fi eh ttere weasured f Or fOrk 'length tO the nearest cw and sexed,
and both saqittal otoliths were taken. The otol iths were cleaned and
stored in 58' ethanol in swell vials. 388 spec!sans were processed and
an additional 75 Aah were froZen WhOle and returned to the laboratory.

Processing of sawples consisted of deteraanang sex if posssble, aeasur-
ing fork length tO the neareat Ca, and col 1 ecting both Sagittal
otoliths. The otoliths were cleaned and stored in swell vials contain-
ing 58X ethanol or glycerin.

Laboratory processing of' otol iths

A~ei . The 7uvenil ~ populations were aged by both the surface wethod
described by ttestrheia  !973! and a tsodified break and burn wethcd
described by Chilton and Beauish �982!. The adult population was
aged with the wodified break and burn aethod only.
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The surFace wethod of ageing otoliths involves placing the otolith in a
snail black-bottowed dish and counting the rings under a dissecting
aicrosccpe. For this study the lid of a 188 wl. saapling par ssas used
as a sawpling dish. A snail awount of water, enough to sube»r ge the
otolith, was placed in the dish so that reflected light adequately il-
luainated the otolith. 4 188 posered Leitz dissecting aicrosccpe ssas
used to count the otolith rings. All surfaced aged otoliths sere aged
twO Separate tines before a f!nal age ssae aaeigned as suggested by
Chilton and Beauish �982!.

The break and burn procedure  Chilton and Seaaieh 1982; Soehlert and
Yokalovich 1982! was rsodified by breaking the otolith in half by hand
because sectioning equi paent was not available. Each half of the
otolith was slightly burnt with an alcohol burner and placed in aodel-
ing clay so the burrrt section faced up. A swell auount of glycer in was
applied tc the burnt sur face ssith ~ swell paint brush. The rings were
counted by using a Nild dissecting wicrosccpe at 20 � 100 poser with
fiber optics. Each otolith was aged twice at separate intervals
before a Final age ssas assigned. The sex and fork length of each
speciaen was not known while it was being aged. Nhen one otolith would
not yield a consistent age, the Other or» ssas broken and burnt and aged.
The sane age had to be deterained two separate tiaes before a final age
was assigned to the speciaen.

Validation of rockfish ages and ageing techniques is very diFficult
 Chilton and Beauish 1982!. The ageing technique used in this study was
va'! idated by taking a subsaaple of otoliths previously aged tO the
Pacific Biological Station in Nanaiwos B. C. and to the OPS Nontlake
Laboratory in Seattle, Nashington for ccespari son of ages. The two
agenoieS interpret annuli differently, eapeCially When uaing the break
and burn wethod. Our technique agreed with the aethod of interpretation
of annuli as was done at the Nanaino laboratory.

Neristic weasurewents of otoliths. Ner istic weasureaents sere sade on
all groups of otoliths. 4 handheld rsicrsxseter was used to aeasure
one otolith frow each pair. Each otolith ssas aeasured for lersgth, width
and thickness to the nearest .01 aw. Nhen part of the ctol ith seas
broken or chipped, it ssas not used for a weasureaent. Each otolith was
sseasured once. All otoliths were placed in an oven for 5 hours at 128
degrees C before they were weighed to the nearest .01 9 with an Sar-
torius electronir. balance.

Analytical wethods

Data was entered and aanaged on a Coapaq aicrocoaputer. Data suaaaries
~ nd statistical analyses sere perforaed using SYSTAT software. Standard
regression techniques  Sokal and Ihhl f 1969! and exploratory data
analysis  Tukey 1977! ser ~ used to investigate the data . Nodal s were
derived to estiwate age frow various otolith aorphcssetrics using step-
wi se ms Ttiple regression techniques. ffodels were derived for both
sexes coabined and for each sex separately for the adult population.
Nodels sere derived for only both sexes coabir»d For each of the two
juvenile populations.

Distribution and r asian anal sis. First, the shape of each
variable's distribution was exawined to see if the data needed to be
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transfaroed. Th» data were exaoined with exploratory data techniques
 Tukty 1977! and analyztd graphically. Each variable was plotted in a
stew and leaf diagraa to 1OOk f' or syaoetry and tO gtt the letter values
 lvals! of the distiibution. The lval s   oedian, hinge, eights, six-
tttnths, and extreaes! wert suwwarized and the widpaints were calcu-
lattd. IF the stto and let+ diagraw shared sktwneSS and if the wid-
points  aids! fluctuated or showed an upward or downward trend, then the
data were transfaraed. Transforwations were wade until the distributions
apptared syowetrical and the wide were stable.

The second step of' regrtssion analysis consisted oF laoking foi wlti-
coll intarity probleas. First, the independent variables were plotted
against tach ather and the resulting scatterplots wer t exawined. Next,
a Pearson corrtlation watrix of the variables was calculated.

The data was then entered into e series of step«isa wultiple regression
wodels. The best wadel was chosen by cooparing each test statistics and
by residual analysis. Residual analysis helped tO aSStss iF probltwS had
occurred with sede! or error specification, and if' heteroscedasticity
had occurred. A scatttrplot oF the residuals versus tht dependent vari-
abl ~ was analyzed for such patterns. Al so, Outliers or hi 1everagt
points were identified. Residu ~ 1 s were platted in a stto and leaf
diagraa to further investigate departures frow underlying assuwptions.

The i'egl'assi on aodel s derived for each population were coapartd
using analysis of cavariance  Kleinbauo and Kuppei !978!, First, the
two Juvenil ~ population were caapartd using a duwwy var iablt regression
~ odtl that indexed lacation. Next, the data f'raw the two Juveniles was
pooled and was coapared to the data frau the adult population.

6 1: Growth of' individual fish was aodeled with a von Ber-
talanff'y growth curve, using non-1 instr least squart s to obtain
psraweter tstiaatts, as described by Gallucci and Quinn �979!. The data
Frow the adult population was analyzed for both stxes cowbined and for
each sex separattly. Pooled data consisting of all tht te populations
with both sexes coobined snd with bath sexts stparately was also
analyzed. The ana lysi s of' covari ance pracedure was used to set
if any dif'ference was apparent in the generated growth equations, Tht
pooled Juvtnilt data set was wot used alone becaust no asywptotic length
was found in the data set.

Nortalit estiwatian. Catch curve regression analysis  Ricktr !97$! was
used to estiaate sur vival and total oortality rates. Estioates wert wade
for each sex separately and for both cowbintd. Jensen �985! shared that
catch curve regression analySis was preferable ta Other wtthads, «hen
variation was swell to eoderatt. Tht wa!or assumptions art that the
ovtrall wortality rate does not change over tiae, that recruitaent is
the saws for each year class, and that past soot cr itioal agt the sur-
vival rate is uniforw  Ricker 1975! .

Lagai ithwS Of the perCentage repreSentatianS Of taCh age ClaSS Were
plotted against age. Next, linear regression analysis was used to calau-
late the s!ope of the descending right are of the catch curve, which is
the eStiaate of the inatantaneauS Wartality rate �!. FOr the adult
population, this curve started at age 19 For bath sexes alone and cow-
bined. For the Juveniles, tht curve started at appraxiaattly age 5.
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Survival  S! was estiuated by the equation: 5 x exp  - 2! . Its standard
error was estiuated by S s.e.  Z! frau the delta wethod  Saber 1982, p.
7-9! ~

Results - Prediction of

Adult population

Suaua Stati ties. A total of 378 specioens, 178 Fersle and 200 uaE»,
were collected for this population. Ages ranged Froa 10 to 95 years,
with the sean at 33.8. The ua]ority of the fish aged for each sex war ~
between 20 and 40 years. The sean age for feuales was 32.7 years and
for wales seas 34.8 years. 14 8 percent of the total population was
at least 50 years or older. The age frequency distributions for both
sexes were siuilar. Fork length distribution f' or the sawpl ~ ranged frow
28 to 74 ca with a wean at approxiuately 44 ca for both the entire
saaple and for each sex. Ihost fish saopled were between 40 - 50 co.

ive nd Predictive Rel tionshi s. The stew-and-leaf and the let-
ter value  "lval"! diagraus indicated the following tr ansforaations
should be sade on the data. The distributions of age, otolith width and
otolith thickness were sade wore sywoetr ical by converting theo to
natural logarithos. Since transforoations only slightly iuproved the
distribution of length, both the raw and transforoed data were used
separately in regression analysis. Transforoations did not ioprove the
distribution of otolith length.

As an exaopl ~ of this approach, "lva1" diagraos for the age distribu-
tion in the raw and natural loper itha fore are Shcun in Table 1. The
ride are rising f' or the raw data, indicating need For a transFor-
sation. For t!w log-transforoed data, the aids are ver y stable, in-
dicating that the transforoation ioproved the syuuetry of the dis-
tribution.

Table 1. "lval" diagraos for distributions of age and ln age!, adult
population, sexes conbined.

Age: N 377 Pl IDS SPREAD

33

Ttw oids are rising indicating ttw need for transforoation.

ln age! >

The sids are stable and the spread is ouch saaller than for age.
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94h 23
48 2e
24 15
12 14

10

3 14
2. 90
2.71
2 ' 60
2.30

42
52
62
67
95

3.49
3.73
3.95
4.12
4.20
4.55

33 19
32. 5
36
38h
Ieh
52h

3. 49 .09
3,43
3.42
3 I1
3.40
3.43



To assess nulti-col linearity problsns, bivariate plats of the indepen-
dent variables revealed that strong positive linear relations exist.
All independent variables had correlation ccsFFicients above 0.783.  !F
the independent variables, the cost highly correlated were atalith
thickness and atolith weight. This result indicates that cars»!st
be taken in selection of the independent variables in nultiple regres-
sion. Toa aany variables say result in bias af the regression coeffi-
cients  Sokal and Rohlf 1969!.

The dat* were Fitted ta several aultiple regr ession ncdels to explore
tt» relationship between age and the independent variables. The indepen-
dent variables were entered irrto the stepwise nadel in ths fallowing
order! length, ln o.weight!, ln o.thickness!, ln a.width! and c. length
where ln denotes natural lcgaritha and a. denotes otolith. Ths depen-
dent variabl ~ was ln age!. 4 separate nodal was also calculated using
ln  length! and the above nsntioned variables in the sane order.

Rultipl ~ regression acdels for tr» adult population were calculated
f' or both sexes caabined and for each sex separately. The wain eaphasis
and wast «f'fort was applied to the wodels af both sexes caabir»d, be-
cause aanageaent strategies often involve port scapi ing where the fish
have been eviscerated, Therefore, lengths are taken and otal iths are
collected without knowing the sex ~

For sexes caabined, all of the independent variables were entered into
a wultiple regression nodal  Table 2!. The ln o.width! and a.length
variables were not faund to be significant in the ovsra11 aultipl ~
regression nodal. This all-variable wade! explained 74.1 percent of
the variation in ags as aeasured by the cosfFicisnt aF aultiple
deteraination, R' . Tr» aidpOints of ths reai duels were all near 0
l0,.01,0,.06,.01! and the plot cf tt» residuals versus ln age! shawed no
di st i not pattern.

All var iables but otal ith width were then entered into a stepwi se
nodal  Tab1e 2!. All variables except atalith length were found to bs
signiFicant. This acdsl described 74.32 Of' the variatiOn in age. The
aids oF ths residuals were steady near I �,0,.01,.83,.03! and no ob-
vious pattern was seen in the residual scatterplot.

In a ef'f'ort ta ainiaize the efFects of aulti-collinear ity, the data were
also Fitted ta sewral att»r sultiple regressian aadels. This was done
in an attewpt to find a nodal which adequately describes age fran the
fewest rs!aber of independent var iables. A total of 20 diFf'srent aodels
using various conbinations af' raw and tr'ansforaed variables wer s calcu-
lated in this analysis.

The R' value was very consistent  betrreen .680 - .741! for all nodal s
and the F statistic was always highly significant  P .000!. Tt»refor ~
the deciding factor s which di stingui shed the best wcdels were the
exlels that had the fewest nuabsr of' independent significant variabl ~
coefFicients, and r esidual analysi s. Ths final acdel chosen to
describe and prsdiot age Fran length and otclith neristic data For ths
data set that includes bath sexes conbined, had only twa variablesr
length and ln a.weight!. This nodal predicts 7!.61 OF the var iatiOn in
age. Ths "1val" diagraas of the residuals showed no trends  Table 2!. A
p'tot of predicted and observed ags showed that ths acdel was realistic
in spite of ths variability in ths data  Figure 2!.
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Table 2. Regression caefficents and associated test statistics, adult
populatlonr sears cosbined

A. Ill var iablesr N i 297

P Nultiple R'S.E.Variable Caeffscsent

B. Steprrise pracedurer N ~ 29B

Variable Coefficient G.E P Nultiple Rr F

C. Final nodal r N ~ 333

Var iable Coefficsent S,E. P Nul tip 1 ~ Rs F

oonstant 3.567
In o.rreight! 1,691
length e.ei3

e.220

e.eeI

. 000 . 716

. $11

. 000

 !. Sugary of esdpoirrt values of' wsiduals Far Final aade1

�7 e.ee
-e.i5 e.i9

I2 -0.27 ~ .26
22 -0.33 e.3I

-e.39 S.II
-0.11 e.63

For adult Feaalesr an analogous pattern of analysis ensued. The best
aade! had significant values For length and In o.aright! and drscr ibad
73.61 of the variatian in age  Table 3!. The scatterplat of the
wsi duels versus ln age! she!red no obvious patterns. Thr nidpoirrts
oF the residuals uer ~ steady at 0  .05,.00,.0! r.01,.05!.

For adult acies, the best nodal used only length and o.! right  Tabl ~ 3! ~
This nodal predicted 69. ~ 3 of the var iatian in age and had a signifioarrt
F statistic. The residual analysis revealed two possible outliersr but
the scatter nas randos. The the nidpoints rrrre steady at 0.
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constant
1 ength
ln o.aright 1
ln o.thick!
In o.rridth!
o. length

constant
ln o.aright!
length
'In o.thick!
o. 1rngth

3.016
1. 012
1. IBI
0,570

-1. 228
1.$21

2. I56
0. Ii 1
S.ei1
0.595
1.023

Nids
1.$1
e.e2
e.ee5
e.ee5
0.13
e.e9

1. 783
e.eeI
e. 130
4.210
0.270
1.0i2

4. Iee
e.iei

e.20I
0. 112

.7I1 .000
. 401

. 007

. I 16

. 080

. 400 . 7I3

. 008

.1$1

. SSI

.05$



Figure 2. Predicted versus observed age for the adult population, con-
bined Sexes.

PreCSCted V8. ObaerVed Age Adults

W Ls
C

z. ~

Juveni! ~ population - Outet' paint

Oats analyses for !uvenile populations ware sioi Ear to the procedures
far tt» adults, except that data were only analyzed for both sexes cao-
bined, because sex could not be deteroined on oany of' the speciaens col"
lected at both sites.

statisti . A tOtal af �C fish  af which 71 were Fenales~ 76
were salts and 29 were of' unidentified sex! wer ~ saopled fran tt» Outer
Point populatiOn. Ages ranged Fran 2 to !8 yeara, With the wean at 7
years. Nest of' the Fish sawpled were S and 6 years old. The f'ork length
distribution ranged froa 6 to 37 co~ with a sian length at 23.6 co. Et»
~ a7ority oF +iah Sawpled were 20 co or greater.

rz ave redictive reEati hi s.The anaEysis oF tt» distribu-
tions af' tt» variables indzaated that all Of the variables exCept
atolith thickness needed a natural logarztha transf'ornation.

The variables were analyzed f' or passible aulti-colEinearity prebless.
Bivariate plats of the independent variables and exaoination of the cor-
relation coefficients revealed that sane aF the variables were very
highly correlatedz and sane were not. The least correlated were otolith
thickness and length   .648! and the cost correlated were otolith width
and otolith weight  .926!.

for this population, ln age! was the dependent variable. The best stodeE
included only 1n length! and En o.weight!,  Table 3!. It predicted 77.6X
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Tabl ~ 3 Best aultipl ~ regressicn aodels

A. Adult population, fewaless N ~ 156

B.E. P Nuit i pl ~ BIVar i abl e CoefFicient

constant 2.858 8.339 .888 .73s
lsnyth 8 02a 8.005 .808
ln o.weight> P.898 e.e99 .eee

B. Adult population, wales: N 177

S.E. P Nultiple NrVari able Goo+Pic i ant

C. Outer Pairrt 7uvenils population, sexes cowbinedr N ~ 127

CoeFFici ~ rrt S.E. P Nu1ti pl ~ R'Vari able

D. Althorps Bay !uvsnils papulatian, sexes cowbinsdr N ~ 29

Variable Coefficient S,E, p

1engt.h' ' ~ P. 689
'In o.weight! 38.7BS

e.189
7. 690

E. Cowbined 7uvenile populational N ~ 127

Var iable CoeFficient S.E.

1 n  length! e. 915
ln o.rreiyht> P.I68

8.82a
e.e36

-088
. 080

OF ths var iatiOn in aye and the F Statistic was signifiCarrt. The
residual scatter plot r ewal ed no patterns and the aids were oentererl
a~a e  .01,.005,.010,.085,.0S!.

Juvenile population - Althcrpe Bay

i - A tatal of 29 fish were sawpled frow Altharps Bay.
The sex af the eayarity af these fish could not be deterwined. The eyes
ranged frow 2 to 12 years with a aeon at 6 yeareo The fcrk lerlgthe
ranged Frow 7 to 32 ce. Tr» wean length seas 22.6 ow.

i i tive rel i h' . Analysis of' the distributions
of the variables r ewaled that the fallowing transfarwations wer e
needed. 4nyth sass tr ansfcrwsd by square roots. Otol ith rridth, thi ck-
r»ss and otolith length were transforwed by natural logs. Age and
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oonstant
length
o.weight

constant
ln o.weight!
1 n  length!

2.110
0, ~ 15
1. 735

0.936
0.600
0-705

0.112
0.004
0.199

0.6S3
e.099
8.1s9
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.808
.800



otolith eeeiyht were left in the raw data farce

The variables e»re analyzed fcr»elti-collie»arity probleos. All inde-
pendent var iables were very highly m'related The highest correlation
e»re beCwten atolith weight and ltnyth  .989! and otolith length and
atolith weight  .985!. Ti» lae»st correlation was Far otalith e»iyht and
otolith thickness  .913!. These independent variables had higher cor-
relation r »fficients avtrall than the other two populations.

The best wultiplt regression oodel included the transforaed length and
otolith weight variables, but did not include a constant  Table 3!. This
ocdel descr ibad 97.77 oF the variation in age. This high valut stews
frow usiny few data points that did not contain wany wissing values.
Tht F statistsc was significant. The residual scatttrplot indicates
that the variance data increase with increasing age. The widpoint
values +luctuated around 0.

Ccwp4r 1 san 0 f papui at'earls

The final regression coefficients A e» each of tht wcdels frau all three
populations studied e»re caeepared usiny analysis of covarianct
 Kleinbauw and Kupper'e 1978! . The 3uvtni le data setr ~ ac spared first.
Tt» data frau bath locations eeere pooled and ~ duwwy var iablt regression
technique was used to cowpare data sets by looking for significance of
tht I esultlny rtgrtssion cotff'relents ~

Tt» results ar ~ shown in Table 4 and shaw Chat the overall regression
coeffiCientS af ln length! and ln O.weight! were Significant  P
~.000 for bath!. The location tera was nat significant  P ~.275! in-
dicating that bath data sets had the saws intercept. The test Arr
equal slopes and thtn therefore For coincident lines indicated that
the length ccwponent of the data was not different between the
populations  P x.374! . The atolith weight coupon@at had a sig-
nifecanct level of  P ~.077! which was !udged tc be insignificant.
Thus, the data cauld be pooltd and then cowpartd ta the adult data set.

A sttpwise wultipl ~ regresseon analysis was then perforwed on the
pooled !uveni le data set. The only rtyression aaeFficitnts that wert
significant when all variables wert entered into the eecdtl sere tt»
ln ltnyth! and ln o.eetight!  Tabl ~ 3!. The scatter of residuals was
randao! however two outliers were observed. Thtse data poirrts were
rechtcked and crore found to be valid data poirrts. A plat af predicted
and obstrved age shows that the uodel is r talistic  Figure 3! .

The next step was ta cawpare the pooled guvenile data set to the adult
data Stt uaing analyaiS Of COvarianCt  Table 4!. The regreSSicn Ccef-
Ficients for ln length!  P .000! and ln o.weeyht!  P~ 026! wer ~ sig-
nificant. The locatian variable was also significanC  P .043! indicateny
that the interctpts of these twc data sets wert nat the saut. The in-
teraction ters of location with ln ltngth! was nat significant  P .329!
whil ~ Che interaction with ln a.e»ight! cess  P=.yy ! . Therefore, since
the irrterctpts eeere not the saws and cme af the slope cowpor»nts are
also di+fertnt, we concluded that these teeo data sets should not be
pooled.
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Figure 3. predicted versus observed age For tht pooled !uvenile popula-
tion, coubined sexes.

PrecBcted vs. Observed Age Jovenlles

s. ~

9 >>

4 'I,S
I, ~

O. ~ 0. ~ I.S
OIN>>V>d I>l�Q>>

ln suauar y> the best overall nodal for the populations studitd consists
of an adult and a juvenile curvt. The best equation for the adult
pOpulaticn iS

ln age! ~ 3.567 +.I� length +.69! ln c.wtight!
s.e. .220 .004 .063

The >'ange o+ length valueS is 28 to '74 Cu, and for otolith Wight is
0,129 g to 0.991 g.

The best equation for the Ccabined Ouvenile papulations is
in<age! ~ .9 ln length! + .468 ln o.weight>

s.e .. 024 . 036
The range Of length valueS FOr the juvenile pcpulation is 6.0 tc 37.0 Cu
and for otolith wight is 0.833 g to 0.271 9.

Results - Growth Anal sis

Analyses wre ptrforaed on the adu'It and the pooled juvenile and adult
data set, Only >'esults Free the pooltd data set are presenttd> because
the goal was to obtai~ a growth curve For ~ ll ages. Analyses wrt per-
forued fcr feuales, sales, and sexes coabined <Table 5!. The L-infinity
~ stiuate was the greatest for the feualts �0.1 on!, and siuilar For the
aaleS �3.4 CS» and for beth sexes ccu>bined <54.7 cn!. Theae valueS weW
less than the naxiuun value recorded in the data set, indicating that
length is highly va> iabl ~ at older ageS, The estinate O+ the growth
par aneter K was 0.04 For feaales, and was tht about the sane for the
sales and coubined data �.05!. The t, estiaate For sexes conbined  -
4.2! yr! is siailar tO the estiaate fOr uales <-4.09 y> > and ia higher
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Table 4. Analysis of aavariance results for caaparing populations.

A. Coaparison of 3uwnil» populationsr N ~ 126

ANALYSIS OF COVARI ANCE

SS DF NS F-ratio P

0.688 I 0.688 17.757 .000
1.470 I 1.470 37.961 .008
0.047 I I. 847 1.284 .275

0.124 I 0.124 0.795 .374

$.031 I 0.031 3.191

4.684 12$ $.039

.077

B. Caaparisan af' coabined 3uvtnile «ith adult populations N ~ 420

ANALYSIS OF COVARI ANCE

F-Ratio PSour ct

12 292 .0810.700

23. 861 414 0.058Errar

than the one for feaales  -5.56 yr>. Standard errors wert siailar for
the three groups and were saa11 in caapari san to the est watts.

Analysis af covariance was used to cawpare the curves generated for each
sex of this pooled data set. The F statistic  F�9,575!&.625> wss nat
siynif  cant  P�.5! and therefore no difference «as found between the
curves gtntrated f' or each sex.

Thus, the best aodtl «hich describts describes growth is frow the pooled
]uvtnil ~ and adult dater

~ 54.74 11 � txp  -$.8583  t-  -4.21! ! >! with R~ = .886.

s ~ . $.72 8.0825 8.46
A plat of the data and this von Bertalanffy equation is shown in Fngure
4.
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ln  length>
'In o.weight!
1 ocat 1 on
locations
1n   length!
1acat i one
ln o.weight!

ln length!
ln o.wtiyht!
location
1 ocat i ons
ln�enyth!
locations
ln a.weight!

1.221
0. 286
0.237
0.055 1

1.221
I 286
0.237
0. 055

21. 181 . 000
4.97$ .826
4 111 -043
0. 954 .329



Table 5. Estiaates of von Sertalanffy growth paraaeters, ccsbined adult
and ]uvenile data

A. Sexes Cosbinedc N 578 Rr = .886

Par aaeter Estisate S.E. T-value 95X C-1

L-infinity 54.74 1.72 75.9 53,33 � 56.15
K 1.0503 I ~ 0025 19 ~ 7 .0464 - .0553

-4.21 0.46 -9.1 -5.12 � -3.30

Resid DF r 575 Resid SS r 9630.90 Reswd NS r 16.74

N ~ 246 Il4 ~ .8878. Feaalesr

Estisate S.E. T-value 95X C-1Paraseter

L-infinity
K

58.03 1.42 40.9 55.25 - 60.81
1.1425 0.1035 12.1 .1356 - .II94

"5. 56 1.82 -6.7 -7.18 � -3.93

Resid OF c 243 Resid SS, 3769,54 Resid NS r 15.51

N ~ 276 Rr e .85I

Esti sate S. E. T-value 95X C-1

53.44 0.95 56.1
I 0525 I 0039 13.4

-4.09 1.75 -5.5

Resid DF r 273 Resid SS r 5244.02 Resi d NS c 19. 20

Estisates of instantaneous sortalwty Z and survival S for adults arec
Z s. ~ .CZ! S s.e.tS!

I 837 0.087 0.966 I 017
1.828 e.ele 1.973 e.ele
e.031 e.ee5 e.971 0.005

Estisates of instantaneous
Juvenll ~ data arer

~ ortality Z and survival S for the pooled

sexes ccabinect r
fess! ~ c
sale I

The catch curve for the adult population is shown in Figure 5, having
been saoothed by a nonlinear data ssoother fros SYSTAT. The var iabi! ity
in logarithsic frequency at older ages is apparent and is due to saall
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saaple sizes at these agee Tl» irregu'larity in Che curve !S prObably
due to recruitaent trends over tine.

Figur~ 4. 6rawth data and the von Bertalanffy fit Fcr all rougheye rock-
fish data.

von Bertaianffy Curve All Fish Combined
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I 0
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rr

M
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These va1ues of survival represent all Farces of acrtality, whach we
presuae inc'ludes natural aortal!ty, inc!dental aartality free langlir»s,
and probably airer directed aortality at the tine of study. The aethod
assuaes that recruitnent has been constant over tl» age span considered,
but lre have flo infors»tion abclfC recruits»nt,

Ageing af long-lived specwes such as ~8 is ~ difficult but neces-
sary task to insure praper aanageaent of these populations, usually ac-
corrp!ished by reading the rings on ataliths. Although this aethadalogy
does gave the necessary infaraation, several probleas with it still
reaain to be solwd. Priaarily, these probleas involve lack of agree-
aent and ob!ectivity !n interpretation oF annuli aaong agora  bath
within and between agencies!  Bcehlert, !985! and that it is tiae-
consuaing and expensrve. Therefore, other aeans cf exCrapolating this
infars»tian accurately in addition to otal ith reading are desir able,
such as using otolwth neristics in addition to fish 1ength. Ota'lith
aeristics aeasureaents haw been correlated with fish length and age
for oany species OF Fish including rockfish  Boehlert }985!.

In this study, we F'ound that atolith aerist!cs and fish length were use-
ful predictors of age for raugheye rockFish, after traditional ageing
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techniques established a baseline relatianship oF length, age, and
otolith aeasvrestnts. Mvltipl ~ regression sodels For the three popvla-
tions used otolith wight and fish length as the test predictor vari-
ables for fish age.

Figure 5. Catch curve far adult rougheye rackfish, sexes casbined.

Catch Curva Adults Bath Sexes

10

Tht advantages of using such a predictor nodal ar ~ sany far long-lived
species such as the rougheyt rockfish. After initial ageing has bttn
done by traditional sethodology, a less-skilled ttchnician could ac-
curattly sakt reproducible otolith seri stic seasureaents that cauld be
used ta predict age. If agencies cauld agree on baseline age-length ktys
for specific stacks, then a higher agreesent of the age structure could
be reached because these ser i stic nodal s require no svbItctivity.
Finally, since these nodal s rely on aeasurtd variables instead of
"interpretation" aF rings, they lend thesselves to autosation

Ttw sapor disadvantage of using predictor variables is that such
relationships are subject to error and say change over tine and area.
This ttchniqut say bt sore suited to older adult papulations than to
juvenile populations, because ageing juveniles is such tasier and
quicker than ageing adults. Consequently, readers tend to agree on these
ages and can rtproduct their rtsults sort often.

The rack+i ah literature daes nat cantain aeh inForsation on growth and
sorbality for tht rougheyt rockfish, perhaps the longest living sesber
oF the fasily Scorpaenidae. The oldest specisens aged in this study
were 95 years old. The saxias ltngth recorded was 7S cs. The von Ber-
talanffy growth paraseter s tstisated in this study are in agreesent with
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ather species of rockfish. For exanplt, tstipatts aF growth paraneter
ranged fran 0. Bq to 0,05. These values are in the range of values for
other ntnbers af this fawily  Archiba'!d et al. !98!, Nestrheia and Harl-
ing  975!. The 4 values are coaparabl ~ to other values For rackfish
 between -<.09 and -5.56!.

Total instantaneaus nartality rateS �! were tstiwated for ttw bath
sexes of adults and Suwniles. The eetinates for the adults ranged frow
0.03 tO 0.0S and are Caaparable ta tetinates nadt by Arahibald tt al.
 !90!! for the roughtye rockfish off of the coast aP British Colunbia
which r angtd frau ~,4! to 8.0q. These rates art sinilar to those far
other nenbers aP the Pacific acean perch caaplex. The instantaneous
nortality rates Far the guvenile papulatians were such higher than for
the adults. These values ranged fran 0.2! to 8.26.

QMgwg f t1 I T g 1wly-11% p ', h !~!& ' ~ y
coapltx for uany masons. These populations sre usually mlti-species,
targeted on by mlti-national fisherits using a varitty of gear types
and are aPttn caught incidentally. Additionally, acquiring adequate anc 
scour ate stock charaoteri sties such as growth paraneters, nartality
coefficients. population tstinates and stock identification infornation
is aPten difficult and expensive to attain as disaussed earlier. 1nttn-
sifioation af fisherits and the lack of' resiliency af these populations
once t!wy have been owr exploited canplicate the issue even further.

The iupcrcanae of longevity has bten addressed recently in the litera-
ture as the result cf the older ages discowred by the break and burn
technique of ageing denersal fishes  Leanan and Beauish 198S!. This
concept needs special attention since a better under standing of t!wse
stacks and subsequent nanageuent deci sians nay help avoid the
prolonged periods af low yitld or terninations of fisherits after ex-
ploitationn. Further study is needed conoerning stack-recruitnent
relationships and variation in yearcl ass strength in nu'Iti-age popula-
tions of rockfish. An!s!al recruitaent nay be a very swell proportion of
the virgin stock bianass and this fact can easily coaplicate the at-
tewpts ta nanagenent the fishery. PIanaging thtse long-lived species
which have evolved str attgies that insure a long re~iw period
rather than naxisizing the population growth rate mst be done as care-
fully and efficiently as possiblt.
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Proc.  nt, RcckBsh Syrap.
Oct. 1986, Auchcragc, Alaska

Results fram tagging black rockfish
 Sebastes melanops! off the

Washington and northern
Oregon coast

8rian N. Culver
Washington Department of Fisheries
Montesano, Washington

In~ion

Secant ~iona in sport and ~ial salmon seasons and
cpzstas have resulted in increased f ishing pressure directed toward
black rockf ish � /BI~ 0 slAgSSSL! stocks of f the Waslungtcn coast.
Black rockf ish are the primary species ha~ by the ezpanding
coastal bottcmfish charterboat fishery, czmSsrising over 90t of the
total catch. Becreational ~ of black rockfish off the Washington
coast irz.reassd frcsa 79,000 fish in 1980 to over 226,000 fish in 1984
 Washington Departzmnt of pisheries 1980, 1984 ! . Black rockfish are
also harvested by the shallower trawl fishery aud are increasingly
being tavyeted by canmmial jig fishermm. The ~ of ruckfish
 primarily ~ j  SLBMSB j in �ashirsJtcn coastal smters by the ccssmrcial
jig fishery increased frcm 8,779 pounds in 1975 to 191,082 pounds in
1985.

Concurrent with this ~ing utilization has been a growing oormern
among user grcs8ss, primarily the ctmrterbcat irdustry, regarding the
future availability of ~l black rockf ish stocks and pytential
harvesting conf 1icts betwesm f isheries. Although a limited ~ of
black rockfisb tagging bad been cond~5 prior tc this study in Puget
sound. the Strait of Juan de puca and cf f the Oregon coast  Barker
1979; Oaadm 1979!, little ~h had been undertaken concerning
migration and stock integrity of black rockf ish of f the coast of
|sas1sington. A tagging study intitiated in 1981 by the |4aalungtcn
Departsssnt of Fisheries in con junction with the |ssshington State
~r Boat Association  �SCBA! has continued through 1985 to begin
devel' of this information. This study was svppl~ in 1984
by a cooperative effort with the University of  NashiJsgton
selaaaad tauuad fish off Scab Bay.  esshusgton during 1984  Kuzis 1985!.
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Tagging waa olxhx~l aboard a variety of vessels, prixmrily the !8m' 56
ft. pstml/xnaenroh ~l G.H. CXSLISS and a urn«her of 42 � 55 ft.
~ vessels donated by the IHG%. Several mealier veils <14-24
ft. ! «mre a«played in the 1984 nearshore tagging in the vicinity of
!h««h Bey. panamnel insisted of staf f f ma the M!F Marina Fish
program assisted by mmmrcxrs volunteer «orhers. personnel f rem the
University of Waslung ton Fisheries C!ccpemtive Beam«rch Unit
particip«ted in !.984 tagging ~. Typical operation rvxluirvd a two
to th~«an tagging crvar and eight to fifteen anglera capturing fish
for ~. Pish «mre caught using md and reel with cne to three
single-htx* ~ per line.

After capt', fish were inagmcted for air bladder inflation, xmamrred,
tagged and ~tely released. Pish which suffered severe air
bladder inflate or other physical trmmm which made mrrvival
daut~, ~ not tagged. Ho fish were artificially decxmpreaeed. To
avoid pmbleam with too rapid deomgseas~, fish schools «mrs usually
h!mhnaamxsrtical ly located within 20 fat!xmm of the surface prior to
targeted f iahing.

Fish «mre tagged with a three-inch Play PKHi86 ~ anchor tag
inserted ~ the pterygicphxres in the dorsal ~turn with a
E«mnim:n tagging cpm Tags «mre serial ly rxmhared ard carried the
printed legend "ISI. IXV'. FISH OLY W." Appmxisntely 6% of the fish
«mre double tagged to ~ insight into potential tag shedding.

During the first three years of the study. appmxixmtely 20t of the
tagged f ieh ~ in~ intraperitcnealy with a solution of
oxytet~line hydrochloride  OIC! at a dosage rate of 50 milligram
par kil logram of body weight. OIC is irsorporated into bony tijuxxss
leaving a check on the otolith which is visible under ultraviolet
lighting. comparison of otol ith growth subsequent to the OIC check
with turn at liberty can ~ insight on the validity of current
ageing theory. Seven ~ fish «x«re retained in an an acier!rx«with
an c4«an ocean circulation system during 1981 and 4 fish in a net~
during 1982 to evaluate tagging sortality and tag loaa.

As an incentive to fi~ to return tagged fish, I8!F offered a $2.00
reward for each returned tag plus a ~y selected bonus reward of
$10.00 &u & of the released taga and $50.00 for 1% of the released
tags. The study «ms well publicixed and Ixxrtera were placed thmughout
~ porta ~ing black rockf ish. In addition, the ~rt
Carter Association began conducting an annal "~ Derby in 1981

offered a $50.00 reward for the return of a tagged fish caught hy
a derby tichet holder. Charter offices in the ports of Nash Bay and
Il«e«co began participating in the derby during 1985.
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Tagginq conducted during 1981 ~ 1985 has resulted in the release
of 14,795 tagged black rockf ish of f the caaet of Naslrington and
northern Oregon. Nean length af tagged f ish was 41.1 centixaetem. Tag
releases and recoveries by year are shown in Table 1

YEAR NHCNR R E C 0 V E R I E S B Y Y E A R
RElBASED TAGGED 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 mIAL QEC.

1981 4,739 19 53 50 32 8 2 164 3. 5%

1984 675 3 8 3 14 2.1%

153 57 210 4.4%1985 4.804

TcrIAL 14,795 19 58 100 58 185 64 484 3.3%

Table 1. Tag Releases and ~les by Year

Tags were released frrm four ma jor areas along the Washington arxd
northern Oregon coast I Figure 1 ! ~ Tag release and reocrvery
information, by area, is given in Table 2.

WEcrTPXlT 7,518 345 4. 5'

15 0. 874SEALION ROCK 1, 723

TI~ HEAD 2,637 61 2.31%

NEAR BAY 2,917 63 3. 27%

Table 2. Tag Releases and ~ies by Area of Release

Tagging was condrx~ exlusively in the Westport area during 1981.
Tags were released in all areas ~ Tillaroook Band during 1982. All
areas ~ Seal ion Rock rs're addressed during 1983 and 1985. Neah
Bay was the only area where tags were released during 1984.

Over half the tags have been recovered by the ~ f ishery.
~ximately 25' of the tag returns ware f rear Washington and Oregon
trawl fisheries  Table 3! ~
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1982 2. 544

1983 2,033

5 27 6 2 1 41 1.6IIL

23 17 14 1 55 2.7%

14, 795 484 3.2A
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EEERE 3. Tag Recoveriee by Fishery of Reoovsry

None of the recoveriea f rcm this area occurred are
10 miles from the release site.

Seal ion Rack area. Four of the tags f n» this area vmre reccwered
~ 10 and 80 miles south of the release site at a sean distmw» of
34 miles. Eleven tags were referred cm site.

�vstaoet area. ~t indicated by rvsmverias f rcm this area wae
y»»thward. Ninety-six tags were recovered ~ 10

and 64 miles to the south at a oman distame of 41.6 miles. �any of
these recoveries �4! ooaarred in the vicinity of a sunhen grain
freighter referred to by local fiehanam as the "!dmabvhip". This
wreck is tha site of a ~u» trawl f ishery ~in ! black
rockf ish. Niz» tegs ~ rain»red between 12 and 69 miles to the
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Tags with known rmm~r location were rwturned frvva 464 f iah. Qf
these, 321 �9.2%! were recovered within 10 miles of the rel~ site
while 143 �0.$t,! v»re recovered ~ than 10 miles from the release
site. Fifty-six fish �2.1%! v»re recovervvd »Me than 50 miles from
the release site.  k» fish tagged of f Tillamook Bead. Oregon wae
recovered 345 miles away of f Cape Hendociz», California. Sin»
different patterns of scwmmnt appear to be dmsssvtrated by fish tagged
in dif f event areas, it ie helpful to consider each tagging area
separately.



mrth at a Immn dimtmre of 28 miles. Bsccncsry location ot less than
10 soles fccm the release site wss reccedad for 220 tQA! cd the tags
f rem this area.

Ti 1 lasook Head area. TWenty-nine tags f rcm this area ~ reccnrered
within 10 miles of the release site. Qf the tags which were recovered
at distances greater than 10 silas frcm the release site, the anjority
vere to the north. 'amnty~ight tags were recovered fcvm 17 to 72
miles to the north. ~-mvea of these recoveries ware f rem the
"Nheatsbip" ares and one f rem tbs ares off msstport. Three tags vmre
cvrxstersd to the south, two at 24 miles and one at a distance af 345
miles oft' Cape immdoclno, California.

During the first three years of the study, 1,978 tagged fish
injected with OIC- Thus far, 23 in jscted f ish have been returned.
Tine at liberty has ranged ~ to 997 days. lessen and Hatjtegsai of
De6nrbmnt of Fish and Oceans in Hsnail, British Cnlmsbia have
analysed and ~apbed otoliths fnm 13 of thses f ish, employing

ageing and break and burn te9miqcms. Tbe OXC esrk bss
gsnerally been vmll~insd and results to date have been consistent
with tba fonaaticn of cne annulus per year at liberty. 'Ibe annulus
appeal to have been formed scan after the OXC mark which tmmam
sugcSmts is ~ive of fa 1 l foneetion of the annulus or a
~session of grcmth resulting f raa the stress of tagging and
injecticvs. Bssults f rcm this facet of the study should become sore
infonmtive as fish with greater tbse at liberty are reocnvued.

ybexe appears to be a substantial sorts 1 ity associated with OPC
injection, Analysis of tag ~ for injected and non-injected fish
released during the emu day have shown injected fish to be reaovered
at only 67% of the level of return of non-injected fish. Pivs black
rockfish being retained in an acparum were injected with OZC at the
mme ~ rate used for tagged fish. All five fish rvmmined alive
after 60 days. It is possible that the aigsuent ~ity indicated by
differential tag returcm results frcm physical injury susbaimsi during
injection rather than fnm the effects of the �K'.

Hol all seven tagged fish held in an aqoaricm during
1 ~ alive after a period of 1 month. One tagged fish died after

34 days and another after 48 days. Both fish bsd areas of cworatic
tismm surmmding the isthsm, possibly an infection resulting f mace
handling the fish by the lcsmr jsw 4u.ing tagging. During this
one of the 12 rmn~ fish held in the aguarima also died. 'Ibis
f ish, as well as other cvc~sd individuals in the acparicss, bsd
lesions on tbs head and body, scsjgesting that conditions in the
aquarian may have contributed to the observe infection and submvpmnt
aortality. me mmbeerved mortality occurred among the ~ of tagged
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fish ~m after the second month in the apsarhm. Four of the
tagged fish rezmined alive after seven moat' when the experixmnt was
t«nainated. Nc taga vmre lost fry any of the fish. Pour tagged fish
beld in a net-pen 4eing 1984 were all healthy, with taga intact, after
47 days when they disaHxvared through an aiparent act of vandal ima
 Kuzia 1985! .

Ocuble ta~.  kdertanataly, a ramber of failed and replaced tage
~ recorded in the data during 1981 in mjch a vmrmer that they vmtre

frea 1981 ~ therefore not im luded in the analysis. A total of 865
double tags >mrs released during 1982-1985. Ten of these fish have
been rvxxwered with tixm at liberty ranging fnxv 20 to 819 days. Four
of the fish had shed cern tag �0% of the total returned taga!. If
ccmsideraticm ia limited to tags at liberty over 200 days, estizmtea of
tag shedding ixmrease substantially. Three of the four f ish recovered
after 200 days had shed one tag �7.5t of the total return!. These are

estimates of tag shedding sijxe fish losing both tage are nct
considered bere. Future double-tapged returns should indicate whether
tbe tag shedding rate omvtinues tc irarease after 200 days.

Tag recovery is alzmet certainly inf1~ by localized cmn~ratione
of fishing effort as evidenced by the large ~ of tags rvxxwered in
the " dmmtahip" f ishery. Acce8king that an analysis cf mzvvmmnt of
tagged f isb will be biased by the ~tial distr ibuticm of the
fisheries, it is still Ixxavible to offer a few general bypot!wmee
o zv.«ming srznmmnt of black rockfizh stacks along the coast of
Washuxltcn and northern Oregon:

Fish off the northern WMddngtcn coast and cuter Strait of Juan de Puca
exhibit m signif icant zxnremmnt.

Fish appear to zxme fnzz the central Washington coast mxxtbward to tba
Colmhis River but not into waters off Oregon.

Wmezmnt displayed by fish cff the Imrtbern Grapple coast ia primarily
m>~ to the Golmbia River. Overal l b!timtheaized mme«nt is
deputy% in E'igure 2.

Several obsermtions are ~ to this speculation:

1! ~ix taga farm the mestport releases vere rvxxnrared >mar the
OolIzvbia River. No taga vie reccvvued zcIe than 10 miles south
of the Qolmvbia River. It would be reasonable to «zpact acre
~ly ~ies if the xcvement indicated by these returns
vie ~oned for greater distarxxm.
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Figure 1. Tag releases by area. F igure 2. Hypothesized Hovement
of black rockfish off the Wash-
ington and northern Oregon
coast.
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2! The large xmjiNty of tags  88%! which displayed mdiv«ment from the
Tilla«sx«k Bead avea were roc«vevsd to the «x«rth off the Ool«mbia
Rxvel s

3! Bubstantial fisheries for black xackfish occur off central Organ.
Black mckf ish ~ out af Garibaldi and ~ alone was
estimated at 43,398 fish for the «sx«tbs of July and August of 1985
 Butler 1986! . Despite this ~ing capatul ity, only three
tagged f ish f ri this study have been recovered south af the
Tillmax«k Bead release site  two 24 miles south aff Tillamook Bay
and o«m 345 miles to the south aff northern california!.

4! An Oregon black xackfish tagging study released 3,850 and 3,908
tagged f ish cut of Garibaldi and ~, Oregon respectively
during the spring of 1985. As of December, 1985, 114 tagged fish
had been x«xmvex««d, «xxm xx«re than 8 miles fr«m« the velesse site
 bustler, 1986!. Si«x«e that time, twa fish tagged off Newport were
rec«~red at the !dmatship" . Cne Garibaldi tag was recimered to
the sauth aff Newport  Jerry Butler, Oreg' !:ixpartxmnt of Fish arx!
Wildlife, personal c«xsmnication! .

 A«e possible explanation for the observed xx«vesent is a cyclical
migratii«m in response to i~re fleer and food availability. Black
xackfish feed almost exclusively in the «mter ool«xs« le«mrna 1976,
Stainer 1978! ~ The &xxl ~ of large ~tions of black
xackf ish smy emma them to actively seek out prey over considerable
di~.

The rate of tag shedding apped to accelerate with time. One possible
cause of this ph«sxmxxxx« is the biological growth which acct on tags.
Despite the fact that tags treated with algicide «mre eaployed during
most of the study, the majority af tags return«xl wexe heavily e«x".rusted
with varizxm flora and fauna. Tags at liberty far less than 2 months
have been re«ve«mi with «wmruating grawth up to 2 centixmters in
diameter. a«e tag at liberty for 1,047 days was host to a cluster of
sussels ranging up to 5 centimeters. The drag created by such growth
cauld easily cxintribute to the tag pulling f r«m« the tag wxxx . This
growth could also disguise the tag and contribute to «xx«r«~ing of
rec~ f iah.

As the lxpiortance of black rackf isb to Washington coastal f iaheries
gvows, the need for amnagm««ent inf«nxmtion will also increase.
Ms!«ingtcn Department of Fisheries  !8!F! is currently ~ing a
Ilti-stage, mark-recazit«are tagging study ««hich will be analyzed
secor«hug to Jolly �965! and Saber �965! to obtain estimates of the
exploitation rate of black vockfish off the Was!«i«x ton coast. MX' bas
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alan begun accxcstical stock assaseaant work cac ~ black rockfiah
populations. Collection of catch and effort data f ccm f is!cacdea for
black cockf ish and biological aaspling of the ~ haa haan
intensified to cmre clearly ckxxmccmt ~ arrl catch ocmaaeiticac by
area. Besul ts of this work will further ill~ tag return
analyses. It would also he useful to evaluate the retention rate of
tags other than the ~ anchor tag.
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The abundance of Pacffic acean perch, as determined from the results of
these trawl sur'veys, has apparently declined by 63% in the U.S.-
Vancouver area and by 18$ in the Columbia area between 1979 and 1985.
The sfze and age composition of the populations in both areas show
slightly more young f1sh in 1985 �5-31 cm and 4-6 years old!, suggest-
ing some improvement in recruitment in recent years. Continued juvena-
tian of the population due to fishing 1s also apparent, especially fn
the U.S.-Vancauver area.

Introduction

Canaan c'al f1nhi ng fa Pacific acean p ch it~hence aint ai i the
northeaSt Pacific Ocean began fn 1946. Catch levels were incidental
until 1951. Thereafter the fishery, which began off the coasts of
Washfngton and Oregon, expanded into the Canadian waters of Oueen
Charlotte Sound . Untf 1 1966 comnerci al harvests continued to be made
chiefly by the U,S. trawl fleet with the remainder landed by the
Canadian trawl fleet  Alverson and Westr'heim l961; Major and Shippen
1970!. Trawlers from the U.S.S.R. began fishing thfs specfes in 1959
in the Bering Sea . The activities of the Soviet Pacific ocean perch
 POP! fishery gradually moved eastward and southward, entering the
waters off British Columbia, Washington, and Oregon in early 1965. The
Japanese trawl fleet also developed a ffshery on this species which
followed a sirailar expansi on pattern approximately I year behind the
SOviet fleet  Westrhefm et al, 1972; Gunderson et al. 1977;  }uast
1972 ! . Production of th1 s ffshery in the International Worth Pacific
Fisheries Commfssfon   INPFC! Vancouver' and Columbia statistical ar eas
combined in 1966 exceeded 27,600 metric tons  t!, more than three t1mes
the largest previous harvest of 8,921 t made 1 year earlier. The catch
peaked in 1967 at 37 ' 459 t and remained high in 1968 at 21,979 t. The
effects of the high exploitation rates during these 3 years  as hfgh as
684 in the Columbia area! began to show fn 1969 as the catch in these
two areas fell nearly 85% to 5,906 t. Catches remained low through
1976, when foreign fleets were prohibited fram fishing for POP in these
areas.

The condition of Pacf fic ocean perch stacks off British Columbia,
'Washington, and Oregon have been assessed perfod1cally since the
fntense exploitation of 1966-68. The mean exploitable biomass in the
Vancouver area during 1966-68 was estimated to be 34,000 t by dividing
mean landings �3,419 t! by the est1mated exploitation rate �.39!
 Westrheim et al. 1972!. Subsequent biomass estimates in the Vancouver
area, based on declining mean weighted catch per unft of effort  CPUE!
for the 'Washington-based fleet, were 18,700 t during 1969-71  Technical
Subcormsfttee 1972! and 16,700 t during 1972-74  Gunderson et al, 1977!.
The CPUE rose slightly in 1975-77, raising the biorsass estimate to
17,800 t, although this estfmate is probably biased toward the high side
by the fleet� ' s recent switch to a more efficient trawl  Frai denburg et
al. 1978!. Columbfa area biomass estimates since 1966 have been calcu-
lated by dividing landings by estfmated exploitation rates and indicate
that the biomass has declined from 23,000 t during 1966-68 to 7,300 t
during 1969-72 and 4,300 t during 1973-74  Gunderson et al. 1977!.
Frai denburg et al.   1978! estimated the biomass fn 1977 at between
8,000 and 9,600 t us1ng an area-swept extrapolation of cormsercial CPUE
data, although th1s estimate is suspected to be high since the comaer-
cial fishery operated fn areas of high abundance.
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Research surveyS have provided information defining migration, seasonal
availability, growth, maturity, reproductive patterns, and other biolog-
ical characteristics of POP  Gunderson 1971, 1972, 1974!. A coastwide
survey of rockfish resources was conducted in 1977  Gunderson and
Sample 1980! with the objective of defining the distribution and
measuring the abundance of the major species taken in bottom trawls.
The relative imprecision of biomass estimates derived for POP from that
survey and the possibility that recent strong year classes had signifi-
carrtly increased the stock size prompted requests from the fishing
industry and resource managers for better assessments of the status of
this resource. In response, the National Marine Fisheries Service
 NMFS! coordinated, with the Oregon Department of Fish and Wild'Iife
 ODFW! arrd the Washington Department of Fisheries  NOF!, a cooperative
assessmerrt survey of the POP stocks off Washington and Oregon in March-
May 1979  Wilkins and Golden 1983!. That survey provided more precise
biomass estimates which were similar to those calculated from the 1977
survey. The 1977 coastwide survey was repeated  with some modification
of the survey design! in 1980 and 1983, yielding two more fishery-
independent assessments of the resource  Weinberg et al, 1984; Coleman
1986!. The Canadian perch stocks were surveyed in the fall of 1979
 Lapi and Richards 1981! and again in the fall of 1985. The results of
these surveys indicate that those stocks declined by approximate!y 56'K
over that period  B.M. Leaman, Pacific Biological Station, Nanaimo,
B.C., Canada, personal cosmrunication!, Virtual population  Gunderson
1979, 1981; Ito et a'!. 1986! and stock reduction analyses   Ito et al.
1986! have been performed for these stocks also.

All resource assessment results plainly show a dramatic decline of
Pacific ocean perch abundance during arrd after the intensive fishing in
1966-68  Fig. 1!. Fishery managers acted to conserve the resource by
restricting foreign catches of this species to incidental levels in 1977
when Canada and the United States extended their fishery jurisdiction.
The sizeable fleet of U,S. trawlers fishing in Canada were excluded from
the Oueen Charlotte Sound grounds in 1977 and, consequent'ly, the ground-
fish stocks off the Washington and Oregon coasts were subjected to
increased fishing when these vessels moved their operations south.
Landing limits for ocean perch have been in effect for Oregon and
Washington trawlers since late 1978  Table 1! to reduce fishing mortal-
ity and promote the Pacific Fishery Management Council's  PFMC! goal of
rebui 1 di ng the ocean perch stocks off Washington and Oregon . Gunderson
  1979! estimated through cohort analysis that by limiting acceptable
biological catches to 600 t and 950 t in the U.S. portion of the
Vancouver  hereafter referred to as U.S.-Vancouver! and Columbia
areas, respectively, these stocks could be rebuilt in approximately 20
years to a level at ~hich they could produce maximum sustainable yields
 Pacific Fishery Management Council 1980!.

The 1985 NMFS Pacific ocean perch survey was initiated to determine how
the stocks off 'Washington and Oregon have responded to 6 years of
restrictive catch regulations aimed at rebuilding population size. The
primary objective of the survey was to obtain abundance, distribution,
size composition, and age composition estimates that could be compared
with results of a similar survey conducted in 1979  Wilkins and Golden
1983!. This paper presents a brief explanation of the differences
between the 1979 and 1985 surveys, including the results of an adjunct
study conducted to evaluate the relative fishing power of the standard
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Table 1. � Smmeary of management regulations of the Pacific ocean
perch fishery in the International north pacific Fisheries
Comnieeion VanCOuVer and COl mania areae  U.S. Watere Only!.
lie got restrictions are in metric tons,

Effective date Effect of RegulationArea

October 26, 1978 liashingtnn

Oregon

Trip limit Of 4.54 t or 25'S
of catch  whithever greater!
Trip limit of 9.07 t

January I, 1981 llashlngton
and Oregon

Trip limit of 4.54 t or 1OS
of Catth  whichever greater!

Februa~y I ~ 1982 Trip limit of 2.27 t Or IOS
of catch  whiohever greater!

Mashington
and Oregon

Col mnbia area no landings permittedNovember lo, 1983

January 1, 1984 Trip limit of 2.27 t or 1DS
of catch  whichever greater!

gashington
and Oregon

4ugust 16, 1984

January I, 1985

col mebia area no landings permitted

Trip limit of less than 2OS
of catch

gashington
and Oregon

4pri1 28. 1985 Trip 'limit of 2.27 t or 2OS
of catch  whichever less!

Washington
and Oregon
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Figure I.--Sunanary of various estimates of biomass for the stocks of
Pacific ocean perch in the Internet onal North pacific
Fisheries Congnission Yancouver  Y! and Columbia  C! areas.
The different methods used to derive biomass estimates are
indicated by different line patterns.



Noreastern survey trawl versus that of the Mystic trawl whfch was used
fn 1979 in the southern portion of the survey area. The focus, how-
ever, is on the comparison of the results of the two surveys and the
effectfveness of the stock rebuilding program.

Methods

Survey design� .

The depth range to be sampled was
chosen after analyzing CPUE trends
in the coenercfal fishery du~ing
spring months  March-May !, the
season when Pacific ocean perch are
most avaflable. This analysis
showed that CPUE could be expected
to be higher between 165 and 320 m
than in the 321 to 475 m depth
range, sa the areas sere stratified
by depth accardingly.

It became apparent fram the CPU'E
analysis that large catches af POP
were camfng from localized grounds
wfthin the survey area. Eleven such
subareas were delineated within the
survey bounds  Fig. 2!. Re'latfvely
mare sampling effort was expended in
the high density strata and the
shallow depth zone in an attempt to
reduce the sampling variance and
improve the precision of the
abundance estimates.

Appraximately 250 stations cauld be
sampled with the resources available
for this survey. These samples were
allocated among high density strata
proportionally ta their area  km2!
and the desired sampl fng density
 Table 2!. Sampling densfty was
established by examining historical
CPUE values and predicting levels of
precision far abundance estfmates in

Figure 2.--The survey area, sub-
areas, and high density
samp!ing strata used in the
design of the 1985 Pacific
ocean perch survey.
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The 1985 survey was conducted using the same basfc survey design used
for the 1979 survey  'Nflkfns and Golden 1983! to allow for the most
direct comparison of results. The stations at which trawl hauls were
made off the Nashingtan coast were identical for both surveys. Those
1979 stations off the Oregon coast were standardized to the survey
desfgn for 1985 to allow for the best synoptic survey and to simplify
comparisons «ith any future assessments. Consequently, the differences
between the survey designs were that the 1985 survey covered the depth
range of 165-475 m from 44'37'N lat. to the U.S.-Canada border, whereas
the 1979 survey covered from 165 to 420 m between 44'37' and 46'21'N
lat. and from 165 to 475 m between 46'21'N lat. and the U.S.-Canada
border,



Table Z.--DnscripttOni, sanple densities, and mean Pacific ocean per Ch
 pDp! ratrh per unit e/furt  CpUK! far Strata uSed in the
analysts of results of the 1985 pgp survey. Hll catch rates
tn the Colunbia South subarea have been artiest to the
Horeastern traul, Str ata are sheen tn Figure 2.

Suc-
Sllo- Allo- Sur.- Cess PDP

Deptir Area sated cated cess tous/ Lp&E
 n!  eoH! tous tOHS/Sm2 tous hnZ  kg/hm!

Stratum

U.S.-lrancouver
H'igh density
High density
Lou density
Lou density

165-475 1584.4
165-319 560.4
320-475 215.9
165-319 70D.B
320-475 107.3

95 1/17 80 1/20 23.9
54 1/10 49 1/11 36.6
20 1/11 19 1/11 17.0
12 1/58 9 1/78 6.0
9 1/12 3 1/36 6,0

Col mebta North
High density
High density
Loe denstty
LOu denctty

165-475 800.6
165-319 355.8
320-475 180.6
165-319 175.7
32D-475 88.5

53 1/15 43
28 1/13 27
14 1/13 14
7 1/25 1
4 1/22 1

1/19 36.2
1/13 62.1
1/13 2.6
1/176 &9,6
1/89 6.4

Cdluehta Hiddle
Nigh density
High density
Lou density
Lou density

165-475 1967.7
165-319 692.4
320-475 281.7
165-319 S&4.6
320 475 4D9,0

52 1/38 44 1/45 19.3
31 1/22 27 1/26 49.6
11 1/26 9 1/31 5.4
5 1/117 5 1/117 1.7
5 1/82 3 1/136 4.3

Col monte South 165-4/5 2620.5 47 1/56 47 1/56 6 2
High density 165-319 1039.3 22 1/47 ZZ 1/47 6.0
High density 320-475 1581.Z 25 1/63 25 1/63 6,4

Colmnbta TOt,al
High density
High density
Lou density
Lou density

165-475 5388.8
165-319 2087.5
320-475 2043.5
165 319 497.5
320 475 760,3

1/40 26.2
1/27 48.6
1/43 4.2
1/&3 16.4
1/190 4.8

152 1/35 134
81 1/26 76
50 1/41 4&
12 1/41 6

1/84

different pOrtiOnS Of the SurVey area. The pOSitfOns of the StatiOnS
in a given stratum were assigned on evenly spaced tracklines drawn
perpendicular to the depth contour so as to provide a systematfc
coverage of the depth range wi thin the stratum  !if lkfns and Golden
1983!.

Yessel. gear, and samplfng methods.

Survey operations were conducted aboard the 26.5 m chartered tra~ler,
Marathon . The standard trawl deployed throughout the survey was the
Moreastern trawl equipped with roller gear, 1.5 x 2.1 m steel Y doors,
55 T& triple bridles, and a 32 mn mesh codend lf ner. The average
horfzontal and vertical openfngs of this net during fishfng have been
previously measured acoustically to be 13.4 m and 9.1 m, respectively
 F. ttathne, Morthwest and Alaska Fisheries Center, t ati onal Marfne
FiSheifeS ServiCe, Seattle, MA, perSOnal COmgunfCatian!.
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Trawl hauls were made at the predetermined statf Dna along the desi g-
nated depth Contour. The tra dl waS tawed fOr 30 minuteS at a speed of
approximately 5.5 km/h after allowing it to settle an the bottom.
CatCheS were braught abOard, Sarted by SpeCieS, Weighed, and caunted.
gfologfcal data were collected from random samples of species of inter-
est fn the catch, including fork lengths of POP and other coDmtercialty
important species. Otoliths were collected from P0P for age determina-
tion.



Comparative fishing experiment.

A major problem wi th the analysis of the 1979 survey results sterrmred
from the use of three different types of trawls during the ffeld work.
This predicament came about because the two vessels chartered by the
OOFN lacked sufficient power to pull the Noreastern. The Noreastern
trawl was used in the U.S.-Vancouver and Columbfa Horth areas �6'21'N
lat. to the U.S.-Canada border!, a modified 400-mesh Eastern trawl in
the Colursbia Middle area �5'22' ta 46'21'N lat.!, and a Mystic trawl
in the Columbia South subarea �4'37' to 45'22'H lat.!. A comparfson
of fishing powers among the three trawl types was not passible in 1979.

A comparative fishing experiment was fmplemented as part of the 1985
survey with the objectfve of relating the effectiveness of the
NOreaStern and MyStiC traWlS fOr Capturing ParifiC OCean perCh. The
comparative trawling was conducted in the Columbia South area where the
Mystic traw'l was used fn 1979. Ho comparisons were attempted between
the Horeastern and 400-mesh Eastern trawls due to the lack of time and
the absence of docrnaentatlon on the modiffcati ons that had.been made to
the 400-mesh Eastern trawl used in 1979. The Mystic trawl used in the
comparative fishfng power experfment was the same type as that used in
the Columbia South subarea during the 1979 POP survey and was deployed
using the same doors used with the Noreastern, a pair of 73 m bridles,
and no codend lfner. Anecdotal sources estimate the average horizontal
and vertical openings for the Mystic to be 8.5 m and 6.7 m, respec-
tivelyy  J .T. Golden, Oregon Department of Fish and Nildlife, Newport,
OR, personal cavmrunfcatfan!, although it was not measured during thfs
survey. The predetermined stations in thfs subarea were sampled by
alternating the travel type used at consecutive stations . Thfs is an
adaptation af the alternate row" comparison experiment  Nakabayashi
et al. 1985!, allowing fishfng power data collection without the large
cost in time and '!ogistfc effort needed for side-by-sfde fishing com-
parisons. Catch rates for POP were then analyzed to test whether the
popu'!ation of CPUE values observed fram hauls made with one trawl was
distinct frors the popu'!ation of CPUE values from hauls made with the
other trawl  Gefsser and Eddy 1979!. Two models were constructed, one
asserti ng that the two populations of CPUE values were i ndi Stinguish-
able and the other asserting that they were distfnct. Madel selection
was based on whiCh better prediCted the data  i .e., the model with the
smallest discrepancy between the observed values from predicted values,
in this case the sample mean, was selected!. If the distinct popula-
tion model is selected, a fishing power correction needs to be applied.
This coefficient is calculated from the ratio of the catch per effort
of one net to the catch per effort of the other net  catch per effort
in this case fs calculated by dividing the sum of the catch from all
hauls of one net by the sum of the effort  km trawled! expended by that
net!.

Analytical procedures.

Pracedures used ta analyze data from the 1979 survey were applied to
the 1985 survey data and are explained in detail by Nflkins and Golden
  1983 ! . Results are presented by IHPFC statistical areas  U. S.�
Vancouver, 47'30'H lat. to U.S.-Canada border; Columbfa, 44'37' to
47'30'N lat.! because the resource is managed by these areas. Some
portf ons of the analyses are presented by subareas of the Columbia area
to facilitate comparison between the results of the 1979 and 1985
surveys. Catch rates ot POP  kg/km trawled! and their variances were
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calculated from catch and haul information and used to derive estimates
of population biomass and numbers within strata  IHPFC areas, subareas,
and depth zones! with associated 90% confidence intervals. The popula-
tion, size compositions were estimated by extrapolating length data,
appropriately weighted by catch rates, to the estimated population
nmuber. Size compositions were then converted to age compositions by
means of age-length keys constructed separately for the Vancouver and
Columbia IHPFC areas from age data collected during the survey.

The method used for ageing Pacific ocean perch has changed since struc-
tures collected in 1919 were read. Formerly, age determination for
rockfish involved discriminating annuli on otolith surfaces  Hestrhe1m
1973! which underestimates the age of older fish. The currently
accepted method is sect1oni ng or breaking the otolith and identifying
annuli on the new surface   Beamish 1979a,b; Chi I ton and Beamish 1982;
Bennett et al. 1982! which seems to provide more accurate age and
growth 1nformation, espec1ally in older fish. These two techniques may
provide readings that will result in different growth curves since the
ages of fish determined to be over 20 years old by surface ageing have
usually been underestimated  Beamish 1979b!. Otolith samples from the
1985 survey were read using the current methodology, so thorough com-
parisonss between age composi tion estimates from the two surveys will
not be possible.

Results

Successful trawl hauls were completed at 214 of the 247 planned
stations, Catches ranged from 2.3 to 6,643.0 kg and consisted of 89
fish species . Pacific ocean perch was the most abundant species in the
survey area with a mean CPUE of 25.2 kg/km trawled   13.3% of the total
mean CPUE!. Rockfish as a group comprised 56K of the survey catch.
Pacific ocean perch was the dominant species in this group, comprising
23.9% of the rockfish catch, Catch rates of POP were usually higher 1n
high density strata and in the shallow depth zones  Table 2!. The
dominance of rockfi sh, particularly POP, i ndicates some degree of
success in delineating the survey area.

The distribution of POP catches is shown in Figure 3. The mean catch
rates were highest for the shallow depth strata   165-320 m! with mean
CPUEs of 31.5, 47.8, and 40.8 kg/km for the U.S.-Vancouver, Columbia,
and combined shallow survey areas, respectively . By comparison, the
deeper strata �21-475 m! had mean catch rates of 14,8, 4.5, and 8.4
kg/km in the U.S.-Vancouver, Columbia, and combined areas, respec-
tively . In the Columbia area POP catch rates increased from south to
north  Table 2!.

In the Columbia South subarea 23 Horeastern and 24 Mystic trawl hauls
were completed and used in the examination of relative fishing power.
The analysis determined that the CPUEs were significantly different,
which implies the need for a correction factor to equate results from
the two trawl types . Hhen analyzed by depth zone the results showed
that a correction factor was not warranted in the shallow zone �1
hauls for each trawl! where the Mystic outfished the Horeastern by a
factor of 1.42, In the deep zone   12 Horeastern and 13 Mystic hauls!,
the Mystic outfished the Horeastern by a factor of 4.50 and the need
for a correction factor was indicated. The Mystic trawl was found to
be approximately 2.64 times as effective as the Horeastern at capturing
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POP when tows from all depths were considered  Table 3!. This factor
accounts for the difference in path width of the trawls as well as for
their relative catching efficiencies. The resu'Its of the fishing power
analysis for al'I species of fish and invertebrates found to require
correction factors are presented fn the appendix.
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The data set used for the comparative analysis was rather small for
obtainf ng precise results, so we compared the fishing power of the two
nets on a group of slope rockffsh species which co-occur with POP  the
"slope complex" !. If we can assume that the species of the slope
complex, which occupy similar habitats and have sfmilar distrfbutions,
also behave like POP when fished by the two types of trawl, we should
expect to obtain comparative fishing power results which are simflar to
those found for POP. Species were included in this complex on the
basis of recurrent group analysis of catch data from all hauls in the
current survey  Fager 1951; Fager and Longhurst 1958! and fncluded
sharpchin  Sebastes zacentrus!, rosethorn  S. helvomaculatus!,
s�vergray ~rev�45n ~ . redeande4  S. EaacCor Csp nos ~  S.
d~flo 1roa!, greenstrfpe S. elo~natus!, anT~arHTotched  S. crameri!
ro!R sS1es, Pacific ocean per~c , an4! shortspfne thornyhead
 Sebastolobus alascanus!. Results of this analysis were sfmflar to
4~at o Orig felons; a corractlo facto of 2.66 vas neederl. slellar
results were also found when catch data for all rockfishes  Genus
Sebastes and Sebastolobus! were combined  Table 3!. The correction
~cto or pgp gnnrvelfro seep as f all dept Is �.641 nas selected
as the most appropriate measure of the relative fishing power of the



Table 3.--5umaary of results of fishing power comparison  FPC! for
rockfish between the Horeastern  HE! and mystic trow'Is in
the Columbia South subarea. Catch rates and fishing Power
conversion factors are calculated by dividing total catch by
total effort.

Conversion factor
FPC Ct t

Ep ' D ptt * EM «Eltr y tt IIE

Pacific 165-319 m Ho 7.67 10.86 0.71 1.42
ocean 320-475 n Yes 4.62 20.83 0.22 4.50
perch 165-475 m Yes 6.12 16.14 0,38 2.64

Slope 165-319 m Yes 31. 65 84 . 13 0 . 38 2.66
complex* 320-475 m Yes 20.27 52.33 0.39 2.58

165-475 m Yes 25.05 67,28 0.38 2.60

411 165-319 m Yes 33.68 85.87 0,39 2.55
rockfish 320-475 m Yes 24.30 64,00 0.38 2.63

166-475 m Yes 28.90 74.28 0.39 2.57

*Slope complex was comprised of rockfish species which co-occur with
Pacific ocean perch and included Pacific ocean perch. shortspine
thornyhead, rosethorn, sharpchin, splitnose, silvergray, redhanded,
yreenstriped, and darkblotched rockfish.

two trawls. The difference in results using data from the two depth
zones is probably due to the small sample of hauls . Using the selected
correction factor it was possible to calculate an abundance estimate in
terms of Mystic trawl catch rates that is compatible with results from
the 1979 survey in the Columbia South area. Similarly, an abundance
estimate could be derived in terms of Horeastern traw'1 catch rates
which would correlate wi th those derived for the other 1985 survey
areas.

lt was not possible to compare the 3 oreastern trawl with the modified
4DD-mesh Eastern trawl used in the Columbia 74  ddl e area during the 1979
survey, so no attempt was made to adjust catch rates for comparability .
We were forced to assume that the nets were equally efficient at
catching perch and calculated abundance estimates separately for each
gear based on their respective horizontal fi shing dimensions.

Estimates of PDP stock biomass, population numbers, and associated 9D'5
confidence intervals are presented by subarea and depth zone in Table
4. These estimates are based on the depth coverage of 165-475 m and
trawl catch rates adjusted to Noreastern trawl catch rates using a
correction factor of 2.64. Eighty-four percent of the estimated POp
biomass in the survey area occurred in the shallow depth zone. Only in
the Columbia South subarea, which accounted for 14K of the total perch
biomass, was abundance greater in the deep stratum than in the shallow
stratum. This subarea is unique because the deep stratum is 52% larger
than the shallow stratuie. 1n all other subareas the shallow strata
were 85-390% larger than the deep strata. The total PDP bioamss within
the survey bounds was 8,633 t  +/- 24'5!; 23.5'4 of the estimated biomass
�,028 t e/-57%! was found in the U.S.-Yancouver area and 76.5%
�,6D6 t +/- 27%! in the Columbia area. Confidence intervals around
the biomass estimates ra~ged from +/- 24% to +/- 94% for various survey
subareas, a marked improvement in precision over the 1979 survey
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results. Oiscussion of the comparison between these two surveys is
presented later in this report.

Table 4.--Pacific ocean perch  POP! abundance estimates from the standardized
analysis of the 1985 POP survey  based on Horeastern catch rates
and survey depths of 165-475m!. Confidence intervals are expressed
as a percentage of the biomass estimate.

Mean Mean
weight length

 tg!  cm!
Biaaass 905 Confidence limits t Population

 t! L R P o 8  no.x1000!Area

U.S.-Vancovver
165-3!9 m 1709.5
320-475 m 318.0
165-475 m 2027.5

 + 665!
 + 54s!
 + 57s!

0.7 34. 5
0.8 37.9
0.7 35.0

574.2 2844.8
145.7 490.4
880.6 3174.5

2484
413

2897

Collaabia North
165-319 m 2739.4
320-475 m 76.0
165-475 $1 2815.3

 + 3!W!
 + 33%!
 + 305!

1889.2 3589.5
50.6 101.3

1964.8 3665.8

3390
87

3477

0.8 37.2
0.9 39.9
0.8 37.2

COlvmbia Middle
165-319 la 2327.9
320-475 m 242.5
165-475 IH 2570.5

 + 665!
 + 94%!
 t 605!

2989
185

3174

0.8 36. 7
0.7 37.0
0.8 36.7

783.5 3872.4
14.6 470.4

1020.6 4
0.3

Columbia South
165-319 m 465.9
320-475 m 754.2
165-475 $1 1220.1

 t 575!
 + 495!
 i 36s!

0.5 31.8
0.8 37.8
0.7 34.9

202.4 729.5
384.! 	24.4
774.8 1665.4

884
957

1841

Columbia Total
165-319 Gl 5533 2
320-475 m 1072.7
165-475 Gl 6605.9

 + 325!
 + 4!%!
 i 27s!

0 8 36.3
O.B 37.7
0.8 36.5

3783.7 7282.8
635.4 1510.0

4813.2 8398.6

7263
1377
8640

Total Svwey Area
165-319 Al 7242.7
320-475 m 1390.7
165-475 m 8633.4

 + 285!
 i 335!
 + 24%!

5201.5 9283.9
938.6 !842.8

6550,0 10716.9

9747
1790

11537

0.7 35.8
0 8 37.8
0.7 36.1
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Estimated population size composition curves for Pacific ocean perch
from the 1985 survey are shown in Figure 4. Catches of the Noreastern
and Mystic trawls in the Columbia South area were examined for evidence
of differential size selectivity of ocean perch which could bias esti-
mates of population size composition. Separate estimates of population
size composition were made from length frequency data collected wi th
each of the two trawls. There was an indication that the Mystic was
more efficient at catching larger fish, but the size range of fish
caught by each net was very similar  Fig. 5! despite the 32 mm mesh
liner in the Horeastern codend  vs. the 108 sn mesh codend material of
the Mystic!. The results of relative fishing power and size composi-
tion analyses suggested that the two nets were performing similarly in
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The sex ratio for Pacific ocean perch within the survey bounds was
53.78'h males. Examination of sex ratios by  hlPFC area revealed a
considerably lower percentage of males in the U.S.-Vancouver area than
in the Columbia area with estimates of 48.25 and 55.63% males,
respectively� . Sex ratio estimates for all subareas and depth zones are
presented in Table 5. The deep zone in the U.S.-Vancouver area had a
higher proportion of males than the shallow zone   51.57 vs. 47 .70%
males, respectively! . The opposite trend was seen in the Columbia area
where the fish in the shallow and deep zones were 56.42 and 51.46%
males. respectively.
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Figure 4.--The population size
composition and mean lengths
W! of Pacific ocean perch
estimated from results of the
1985 Pacific ocean perch
survey by depth zone and
International North Pacific
FiSherieS COImoiSSiun area
and for the total survey
area.  Lower curve = 320-
475 m depth zone, middle
curve = 165-319 m depth zone,
and upper curve = 165-475 m
depth zone!.

Figure 5.� Size selectivity of the
Horeastern and Mystic trawls shown
by cumulative percent size compo-
sition estimated from the catches
of each trawl during comparative
fishing in the Columbia South
subarea.

the shallow stratum and that the
major difference appeared to be
their relative efficiency for
catching larger fish  >34 cm!,
which make up virtually the entire
deep stratum population. Since no
difference in size selectivity was
seen between the two nets, popula-
tion size composition was estimated
using length frequency data from
all hauls. The population in the
U.S.-Vancouver area was character-
izedd by a rather even distribution
of lengths between 24 and 45 cm.
The length distribution in the
Columbia area was bimodal with a
major mode at 37-39 cm and a smaller
mode at 27-31 cm. Virtually all
perch caught in the deep strata were
over 33 cm, while those caught in
the shallow strata spanned the
entire range of lengths.



Table S.--Sex ratios  % males! of Pacific ocean perch populations in
the International North PaCific Fisheries Cormeissfon
Vancouver and Columbia areas  U.S. waters only! from results
of the 1985 Pacific ocean perch survey by subarea and depth
zone. Values in parentheses represent results which have
been adjusted for comparison with 1979 results  depths to
420 m and catch rates adjusted to the mystic trawl in the
Columbia South subarea!.

1979Area and depth zone 1985

U.S.-Vancouver area
165-319 m
320-475 m
165-475 m

Columbia North subarea
165-319 m
320-475 m
165-475 m

Columbia middle subarea
165-319 m
320-475 m
165-475 m

Columbia South subarea
165-319 m
320-475 m
16S-475 m

Columbia area
165-319 m
320-47S m
165-475 m

Total survey area
165-319 m
320-475 m
165-475 m

47.70
51.57
48.25

46. 54
46.67
46.57

51.70
43.03
51,13

54. 19
36.05
53.74

44.17
33.05
43.96

58. 73
48.02 �8.77!
57.66 �8.15!

57.17 �7.16!
54.06 �3.42!
55.56 �5.14!

53.17
46.26
49.80

56.42 �6.55!
51.46 �2.61!
55.63 �5.53!

49. 63
45.91
48.S4

54.20 �4.58!
51.48 �2.49!
53.78 �4.09!

48.45
46,13
47.84

Comparison of 1979 and 1985 survey results� .

The primary objective of the current survey was to assess the distribu-
tion, abundance, and biological features of the POP resource so that
results would be comparable to those fram a similar survey conducted in
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Ages of Pacific ocean perch were estimated by reading the broken and
burned otoli ths of 1,635 specimens �00 from the U.S.-Vancouver area
and 1,135 from the Columbia area!. Ages ranged from 2 to 71 years in
the VanCOuVer area and fram 3 tO 76 yearS in the Calumbia area. The
age composition figures for both areas  Fig. 6! show important contri-
butions to the population fram the 1979-80 year classes �-6 years
old!. The 1981 year claSS is also relatively important in the U.S.-
Vancouver area . The Columbia area population is also supported stron9-
ly by the 1970-7S year classes �0-15 years old!. The growth curves
and von eertalanffy growth parameter estimates for both areas were
nearly identical  Table 6, Fig. 6!, and indicated that virtually all
growth in length is completed in the first 15 years.



Table 6.--Estimated von Bertalanffy growth parameters for Pacific
ocean perch sampled during the 1979 and 1985 Pacific ocean
perch surveys. Samples collected in 1979 were aged by
surface readings of otoliths and those collected in 1985
were aged with the break-and-burn method.

14ale Female
Year/area Linf k to Ling k to

19 79 .-Vancouver
Columbia

42.11 .176 -1.15 45.21 .146 -1.45
40.75 .187 -1.09 43.23 .164 -1.32

1985
U.S.-Vancouver 38.66
Columbia
Total area

38.66 .205 - .80 41.73 .171 -1.02
38.86 .224 - .32 41.64 .183 - .97
38.84 .215 � .55 41.65 .183 - .82
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Figure 6.--Age corapoSition of Pacific ocean perch populations estimated
from results of 1979 and 1985 assessment surveys by international
NOrth PaCifiC FiSherieS COoaaiSSien area and Sex. Growth CurVeS are
also presented for the 1985 results.



1979, Inconsistencies in the 1979 sampl1ng resulted from three
agencies conducting different port1ons of the field work . The most
serious of these involved the use of three different trawls by four
different vessels and variable depth coverage �65-475 m off gashington
and 165-420 m off Oregon!. The 1985 survey was designed to standardize
the survey in all areas and to partly compensate for the differences
between the two surveys to allow the most valid comparisons. For
comparison with the 1979 results, catrh rates of the Noreastern travel
were adjusted to Mystic travel catch rates in the Columbia South subarea
using a correction factor �.64! relating their respectfve eff1ci encies
for catching POP. Also, hauls deeper than 420 m in the Columbia Middle
and South subareas were excluded from the data when calculating the
1985 abundance and size composition estimates so that results would
relate to the same portion of the resource.

The apparent abundance of the Pacific ocean perch resource in the sur-
vey area declined by 33% in biomass and 37$ in numbers between 1979 and
1985  Table 7, Fig. 1!. The largest decline �3'5 less biomass and 57%
fewer fish! was seen in the U.S.-Vancouver area. Stocks in the
Columbia area decreased by 18% in biomass and 29% in numbers of fish.
Although these differences appear large, they were not sfgnificantly
different. Standard normal varfates were calculated by:

 885 B79!
2

Var 885! + Var  87g!

Test statistics for the U,S.-Vancouver and Columbia areas were -1.48
and -0.66, respectively, neither of which exceeds the test value of
1.96  alpha 0.05!. The large variances associated with the 1979
abundance estimates tend to dampen the sensitivity of this stati stir.al
test. Although the observed changes in stock size were not statis-
tically significant, the sensitivity of the tests used to determine
signif1cance, part1cularly in the U.S,-Vancouver area, is questionable.

The depth distribution of the population was similar fn both survey
years. Approximately 85-95% of the estimated population occurred in
the shallow zone. The depth distribution in 1985 was more uniform than
in 1979 when examined by 20 m depth intervals  F1g. 7!. The population
was also dist ri buted more evenly 1 at1tudinally in 1985   Fig. 8! . The
Columbia North and Middle subareas each contained only 125 of the

population in 1979 while in 1985
re they contafned 26 and 23$ of the

population� . The Columbia South and
U.S.-Vancouver subareas contained
42% and 345 of the population,
respectively, in 1979 and 32% and
19% of the populat1on, respectively.

Figure 7 .--The depth distri bution of
Pacific ocean perch in 1979 and 1985
 survey results.! shown by mean catch
per unit effort by 20 m depth
intervals.
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tant ~ 7. � pacif c ocean pgrch abundance esttnates fran an analysis of the
197917 and 1985~/ survey outa.

Nnsn Nesn
Bioaass 905 Confidence liaits  t! population uatqht length

 t! lover Vpper 5 of 5  x�00!  kg!  ca!Are&

N.S.-Vancouver
1979

165-319 a l573,3
320-475 a 956.3
365-475 a 5515,8

1985
165-319 a
320-475 a
165-475 n

 + 905!
 + 91'4!
 i 757!

443.5 8703 0
83.2 1829.5

1397.6 9633,9

5281
1456
6736

0.9
0.7
0,8 37.7

 i 665!
 + 545!
 + 575!

574.2 2844.8
145.7 490,4
880.6 3174. 5

2484
413

2897

0. 7 34.5
0.8 37,9
0.7 35.0

Coluebis North
1979

165-31g n 1794.5
320-475 a 123.4
165-475 a 1917.9

1985
165-319 a 2739,4
320-475 ~ 76.0
165-475 a 2815.3

128.2 3460,8  t 935!
0 398.o  + 2235!

249 6 3586 ~ 2 T+ 875!

2037
143

2LBD

0.9
0.9
D.9 38.6

 + 31'5!Ei 335!1889,2 3589. 5
50.6 101.3

1964.8 3665.8

3390
87

3477

D.B 37.2
0,9 39,9
0.8 37 2

Colunbta Biddle
1979

165-319 a 1905.1
320-420 a 45.2
165-42D n 1950,3

1985
165-3L9 a 2327,9
320 420 ~ 136,8
165-420 a Z464. 7

0 4239.2  v 1235!
6.6 $3.9 f+ 865!
0 4284.7  + 1205!

3044
61

31D5

0,6
0.7
0.6 35,2

783,5 3872.l  + 665!
0 335.8  + 1455!

918.6 4010.$ T+ 635!

2989
185

3174

0.8 36,7
0.7 37.2
0.8 35 7

Cnluabia South
1979

165-319 ~ 296g,l
320-420 a 3691.3
165-420 a 5659.4

1985
165-319 a LZZ9.2
3ZD-4ZD a Z143.6
165-4ZQ ~ 3372.8

+ 715!
V 715!

 + 505!

853,9 Stg
,3
1082.9 6299.7
3359.1 9959.7

5695
5416

L1112

0,5
0.7
0.6 34,6

 + 575!
 + «!
 + 365!

0.5 31.8
0.8 35.0
0.7 35.0

533.9 1924.6
11Ll.g 3172.5
2153.1 4592.5

2323
Z7Z4
5046

Coluabia Tots't
1979

165-319 a 6667.7
320-420 a 3859,9
or 47S a

165-420 a 10527,6
or 475 ~
1985

165-319 a 6296 5
320-420 a 2371.5
165-420 ~ 8668.0

 v 515!
 + 575!

3266.4 10069.0
1269.8 6450.0

10776
5620

0.6
0.7

6323,9 1I731,3  u «! 15397 D,6 35,2

 + 295!
 + 445!
 + 245!

4441.3 8151.8
1339.8 3403.2
6577,6 10758,5

8701
3015

11716

0.7 35,6
0.8 37.8
0.7 36,1
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1/- 1979 est1aates based on survey depths ot' 165-475 n north of the Colunbia
River and 165-120 a south of the Coluabia River; Hureastern trawl catch
rates vere used north of the river, 400 Zdstern truvl catch rates between
the river and 45'22' H 1st � and Nystic trawl catch rates south of 45'2Z'
N 1st.

2/
- This analysis of the 1985 data incorporates adjustaents to nake the

results as closely coaparable to the 1979 results as possible. Survey
depths used in the analysis were 165-475 a north of the Coluabia River
and 165-l20 a south of the river. Noreastern trawl catch rates vere used
1 u all areas except the Colanbt 4 South where Noreustern trawl catch rates
were adjusted to Hystic trawl catch rates by aulttplying thea by 2.64.
Consequently, tho Colunbia Total est1aates also reflect the use of Nysttc
trawl catch rates in r ha Coluabta South area .
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Figure 9.� The population size
composition of Pacific ocean perch
in 1979 and 1985 {survey results!
in the International North Pacific
Fisheries Comnission Vancouver
 U.S. portion! and Columbia areas.
The 1985 results have been adj ust-
ed to Mystic catch rates in the
Columbia South subarea and depth
coverage to 420 m off Oregon for
comparison with the results af
the 1979 survey,
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Figure B.--The 1 at itudi nal di st ri-
butian of Pacific ocean perch in
1979 and 1985  survey results!
shown by mean catch per unit
effort by 15 minute latitude
intervals.

in 1985, The more uniform distribution of the population and more
consistent sampling procedures were undoubtedly major factors in the
improved precision af the 1985 aha~dance estimates.

Major differences are evident between the population size compositian
estimates frarD the two surveys  Fig. 9!. The majority of the 1979 popu-
lation in the U.S.-Vancouver area composed a mode at 34-42 cra. The 1985
population was spread more evenly between 22 and 46 cm. The population
si ze composition in the Columbia area was birsodal in 1985 with a major
mode at 34-42 cm and a smaller mode at 27-31 cm, The large mode of 34
cr0 fish seen in 1979 appears to be still relatively strong 6 years later
as larger {36-41 cm! fish. Slightly more small fish �0-30 cm! were
seen in both areas during 1985 than in 1979, suggesting that recruit-
ment in recent years may be better than it was in the late 1970s . Larg-
er fish dominated the size composition in the deep strata consistently
in both years and all areas, a pattern seen in many rockfish species .

The proportion of males in the population increased notably from 47,84%
in 1979 to 53.78$ in 1985. This change in sex ratio was consistent in
all strata  Table 5!. The proportion af males in the shallow zone of
the Columbia area was higher than in the deep zone, although the
opposite trend was found in the U.S.-Vancouver area. This pattern
occurred during bath survey years.
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The age composition of the population looks quite differer between the
two survey years, although the use of different ageing met rods
confounded the comparison. The maximum ages estimated fr< a the 1985
otolith sample were much older than those estimated from the 1979 sample
�6 vs. 26 years!. Results from the 2 years can only be compared to
about age 15, since there is relatively good agreement between surface-
and section-aged observations from the same otolith up to that point
 Beamish 1979b!. The abundance of the older age classes, even within
this range, is usually overestimated by using surface-aged data. The
1985 age composition in the U,S.-Vancouver area shows slightly more
young fish �-6 years! than in 1979, although the older fish are much
less abundant. Young fish �-6 years! are also slightly more abundant
in the Columbia area in 1985, but the strong year classes of the early
1970s  ages 10-15 in 1985! still make up a significant part of the
population. The growth curves were not compared between years because
the 1979 surface-aged data would be misleading.

Oiscussion

The most difficult problem faced in the comparison of the 1979 and 1985
survey results was relating abundance estimates which had been derived
from catch rates of two or three different types of trawls. Since no
information is available to relate the fishing power of the Noreastern
trawl to that of the 400-mesh Eastern trawl used in the Columbia Middle
subarea in 1979, the comparison of catch rates in that subarea is
unreliable. The results of the comparative fishing experiment in the
Columbia South subarea indicated that the Mystic trawl, with only
one-half the mouth opening area of the Noreastern, was over two and
one-half times as effective at catchi ng POP. Similar relative fishing
po~er factors were calculated for the slope complex and for all rockfish
species combined. Further, despite the small-mesh codend liner used
only with the Noreastern, there was no detectable difference in the size
composition of perch caught by the two nets.

The difference between the catch rates of these nets rsay be related to
the way the width of the effective fishing path is estimated, While the
fishing path of a trawl is usually assumed to be the distance between
wingtips of the net itself, some studies  Carrothers 1981; Foster et al.
1981; Harden Jones et al. 1977; Main and Sangster 1983! recognize that a
considerable herding effect may result from the mud clouds created by
the trawl doors and dandylines and that a more appropriate measure of
the effective fishing path might be the diStance between the travel doors
or some function of that distance, The dandylines used with the Mystic
trawl were 33% longer than those used with the Noreastern. Generally,
longer dandylines wi 11 allow the doors to spread wider, although direct
measurement would be necessary to determine the effect. The doorspread
would also likely be affected by the relative resistances of the two
nets moving through the water. presumably the smaller Niystic net, with
no small-mesh codend liner, ~ould encounter significantly less
resistance, allowing the doors to spread wider. These factors probably
increased the Mystic trawl's effective path width, which may partly
explain that net's greater fishing power, even though its actual
dimensions are smaller than the Noreastern's.

The validity of these relative fishing power estimates shou'ld be further
examined. Pacific ocean perch and many other rockfi sh speci es are noted
for having very contagious distributions and, consequently, large
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variances are usually associated with mean catch rates for these species
and wide confidence intervals accompany abundance estirxates. Addition-
ally, comparative fishing experiments require the results of many trawl
hauls in order to dampen the effects of this variability. The experi-
ment conducted in 1985 involved relatively few tows covering a wide
depth range over which abundance varied substantially. Mare samples
would probably have reduced the effect of distribution and yielded a
more representative comparison of fishing power. Although the
comparative fishing data is relatively limited, it allows us to compare
the results of the two surveys in the Columbia South subarea,

The weakest assurxption made during the analysis was that the net was
capturing all fish encountered by the net mouth, This weakness is
common to all travel surveys and wi 11 conti nue to be until reliable
relationships between fish behavior and sampling gear can be estab-
lished. We have also assumed that the stocks were fully available
in the survey area during the survey period, which is usually a weak
assumption. Consequently, the results of resource trawl surveys must be
considered to be conservative and should be viewed as such by resource
managers.

The length composition of Pacific ocean perch sarxples from hauls made
with each type of trawl were similar enough to conclude that the various
components of the population   sex, size, and age groups! were being
sampled in the same proportions by both gears. Estimates of size and
age composition and sex ratio are probably not affected by pooling the
biological data collected by both types of gear.

Abundance estimates were more precise in 1985 than in 1979. The
distribution of the populatio~ was more uniform in 1985  Figs. 7, 8!.
Some sources of sampling variability were also removed by conducting the
survey wi th one vessel, a standardized trawl, and a standardized survey
pattern throughout the study area. These two factors were probably
responsible for much of this improved preci si on .

Biomass, population, and size composition  population number at each
size class! are all calculated by the same area-swept algorithm and
subj ect to the same assumptions. The catch rates and biological data
are assumed to truly reflect the abundance and composition of the
population being sampled and the fishing gear is assumed to be sampling
the population consistently. The varianre and confidence intervals
calculated for these estimates should accurately reflect the sampling
variance, including the distributional variability of the population.

The accuracy of resource surveys can usually be appraised only by
comparing their results with those frorx assessments which use other
methods and data bases. Fortunately, the POP resource in the INPFC
Vancouver and Colurxbia areas has been monitored fairly closely since the
mid-1960s and many independent assessments of the resource are available
for various tirxes during that period. In addition to surveys, abundance
has been estimated by calculation of exploitable biomass  dividing catch
by the estimated exploitation rate!, extrapolation of commercial CPUE
data to an "area-swept" estimate, cohort analysis, and most recently by
stock reduction analysis. Abundance estimates from major assessment
efforts are surmxari zed in Figure 1. gy all indications, the resource
was sharply reduced by intense fishing in 1965-67 and continued to
decline through the mid-1970s until foreign landings were prohibited.
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The declines have slowed since then but continue despite restricted
landings aimed at allowfng the stocks to rebuild. Continuing declines
were expected through at least 1975 because of the patential loss of
reproductive capacity of the papulati on  Duast 1972; Hestrhefm et al.
1972!.

The cohort analyses performed by Gunderson �979, 1981! predicted that
Pacific ocean perch stocks could be rebuilt if harvests were limited to
low levels for approximately 20 years. Using the assumptions from those
analyses and landing statistics, the stocks in the U.S.-Vancouver and
Columbia areas should have increased by BO» and 43», respectively,
between 1979 and 1985, The survey results show the opposite trend. The
di fferences between predicted bf omass and survey biomass est1rnates was
sf 9nffi cant   alpha = 0.05 and test value = 1,96! in both INPFC areas .
The U.S.-Vancouver Stock declined from 5,516 t to 2,208 t instead af
rebuilding to a pred1cted level of 9,936 t   2 = -12.38! . The Columbia
stock declined from 10,528 to 8,668 t instead of increasing to 15,081 t
� -5. 13!. Results of a new cohort analysis and stock reduction
analysis  !ta et al. 1986! support the conclusion that the stocks have
not rebuilt and are possibly smaller than when the rebufldi ng plan was
implemented. GunderSOn aSSumed that recruitment to theSe StaCkS Would
be constant and equal to the mean recruitment of the 1956-68 year
classes   3,297 and 2,236 t in the Vancouver and Columbia areas,
respectively! . Stock reduction analysis   1to et al . 1986! indicates
that these recruitment estimates were too high and determined average
recruitment to these stocks to have been about 2,000 t annually fn each
area. The natural rnartalfty estimates used in Gunderson's calculations
may also have been overestimated since recent evidence shows POP to be a
much longer-lived species than previously believed  Beamish 1979b;
Chi lton and Beami sh 1982!. The natural mortality rate is probably
closer to 0.05 than the 0. 15 or 0. 10 Gundersan used for the Vancouver
and Columbia areas, respectively   Archibal d et al . 1981, 1983; Shaw and
Archibald 1981; 1to et al. 1986!,

Another reason stocks have failed to rebuild is that fishing mortalfty
probably has been underestimated. The POP fishery has long been subject
to significant discards of fish smaller than the market will accept.
Enforcement of trip limits aimed at reducing landings have probably
aggravated this problem. Discard rates af domestic trawlers have only
recently been researched and evaluated and seem to be quite variable
depending on the season and the fishing strategy being pursued. Data
collected by observers aboard domestic bottom rockfish trawlers off
Newport, Oregon, indicate discard rates of approximately 24.8% in weight
and number for POP during fourteen trips in July through September, 1985
 P1kitch, this volume!. The within-trip discard pattern suggested a
tendency for all PDP to be retained near the beginning of the trip until
the lfmit was approximately met, after which nearly all were discarded,
Discard rates were lower for the periods October-December 1985 and
January-June 1986 and also for other fish1ng strategies  midwater,
nearshore mixed species, and deepwater Dover sole fisher1es! due to
lower POP catch rates. The survival of discarded rackfish is negligfble
due to physfological damage from expand1ng air bladders when the fish
are brought to the surface. Consequently, when adjusted for discard
rates, removals fram the population could actually exceed reported
landfngs by more than 20» for some seynents of the trawl fishery.
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Rebuilding in the U.S.-Vancouver area may also have been thwarted when
Canadian fishery managers allowed an experimental overharvest of Pacific
ocean perch in the Canadian zone of the Vancouver area between 1980 and
1983  Stocker 1981!. The purpose of this policy was to evaluate the
stock's sensitivity to large relative, though small absolute, changes in
landings. Researchers believed that due to the already severe depletion
of the stock, "the penalty for error in such a system would be much
lower than in other S. alutus stocks, while the potential benefits to
Our underStanding Ot StOCOOynami CS may be large. " Results of Canadian
trawl surveys show that the POP stocks in the Canadian sector of the
Vancouver area have apparently declined by 56% between 1979 and 1985
  B.M. Leaman, Pacific Biological Station, Manaimo, B.C ., Canada,
personal conmiuni cation! . Although th i s experiment was limited to
Canadian waters, it is possible that it has contributed to the apparent
63% decline in the resource' s abundance in the U. S. portion of the
Vancouver area.

The effects of discard rates, overestimated recruitment, and the
Canadian overfi shing experiment would lead one to expect ! ess stock
rebuilding than predicted by Gunderson's cohort analyses. On the
other hand, overestimating natural mortality for the cohort analyses
would have led to an underestimate of the stock's potential to rebuild
itself, but would have also led to underestimates of fishing mortality
 si nce F - 2 - M! and, consequently, underestimates of exploitation
rates. The net result could likely be consistent with the declines in
abundance shown by the survey results. The most probable rebuilding
scenario examined by Ito et al, �986! indicated that it would take at
least 50 years for the stocks in the Vancouver and Columbia areas to
rebuild to a level   25,000 t in each area! at which they could produce
maximum sustainable yield .

In conclusion, all evidence suggests that the Pacific ocean perch
resource off ilashi ngton and Oregon remains i n poor condition and has
even taken a serious turn for the worse in the U.S.-Vancouver area. The
apparent 63% decline in biomass in the U.S .-Vancouver area between 19 79
and 1985 was substantiated by a corresponding 565 decline in the
Canadian porti on of that area. The survey results and those of recent
cohort and stock reduction analyses show that landing restricti ons have
not resulted in increased stock size as predicted, but the stocks appear
to be declining further despite the regulations. Biomass levels are
currently only about 5-10% of the virgin biomass in both areas and
recruitment failure at these low levels is a strong possibility   Ito et
al. 1986!. Without increased catch restrictions and favorable
recruitment, this resource may well decline to the point where
i nterspecifi c competiti on and economi c costs of rebuilding programs will
seriously impede rebuilding these stocks to productive levels .
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Appendix.--Summary of results of fishing power comparison between the
Noreastern and Mystic trawls in the Columbia South subarea
during the 1985 Pacific ocean perch survey. Only species
determined to require fishing power correction factors are
included in this sullmlary. Catch rates  kg/km trawled! and
fishing power conversion factors are calculated by dividing
the sum of the catch by the sum of the effort.

Conversion factor
ys Ic 0

to NE mystic

Catch rates
9 ln

NE MysticSpecies

Other roundfish
Eulachon
Sablefish

0.24 0.01
23.81 77.60

17.95
0.31

0. 06
3.26

7.46 25.50
2.98 5.43
0.40 0.06

0.29
0.55
7.01

3.42
1.83
0.14

4.76
3. 66
5.66

0.65 3.08
0,06 0.24
0.12 0.69

0.21
0.27
0.18
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Rockfish
Pacific ocean perch
Rougheye rockfish
Shortspine thornyhead
Splitnose rockfish

Flatfish
Dover sole
Rex sole
Slender sole

Cartilaginous fish
Longnose skate
Spiny dogfish
Spotted ratfish

1nvertebrates
8risaster latifrons
Orange-pink sea urchin
Sea cucumber
Squid
Starfisn

6.12 16.14
0.95 4.40
8.16 18.53
4.25 19.28

0.73 0.01
11.95 0.06
0.68 0.002
0.05 0.005
0.39 0.02

0.38 2.64
0.22 4.61
0.44 2.27
0.22 4,54

86.63 0.01
202.63 0.005
403.51 0.002

10.03 0.10
23.44 0.04
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Rockfish in the Aleutian Islands:
Results from the 1980 and 1983

U.S.-Japan cooperative
demersal trawl surveys

Thomas Wilderbuer
NMFS, Northwest and Alaska Fisheries Center
Seattle, Washington
Abstract

The Aleutian Islands region is an important habitat for the rockfish
resource found along the Outer Continental Shelf and upper slope of the
'North Pacific Ocean and the Bering Sea. The dominant rockfish speri es
found to inhabit the Aleutian Islands from trawl surveys is the Pacific
Ocean perch  Sebastes alutus! followed in lesser concentrations by
northern rockfish � ~1 inis!, shortraker rockfish  Q !UI~!,
rougheye roc kfi sh  $. aleutianus!, and shortspine thornyhead

In 19BO, the National Marine Fisheries Service of the United States and
the Far Seas Fisheries Research Laboratory of the Fisheries Agency of
Japan conducted the first comprehensive resource assessment survey of
the Aleutian Islands to collect information on the distribution and
abundance of the principal groundfish species and to provide estimates
of biomass and the biological stock parameters for each speci es . The
survey area included the Continental Shelf and upper slope both north
and south of the Aleutian Islands from Unimak Pass to Stalemate Bank
with the sampling depth ranging from 31 to 919 m. Successful sampling
was completed by three vessels at 319 trawl stations.

The survey was repeated in 1983 using a sarapling plan which was
developed to improve the precision of the biomass estimates based upon
the the distribution and abundance of the principal species as
determined by the 1980 survey . The 19B3 survey had the same geographic
and bathymetri c coverage as in 1980 with 377 successful demersal trawl
stations completed by three vessels chartered by the two nations '
management agencies.

Biomass esti mates were standardized to the U. S. Noreastern trawl for
comparing survey results between years and provided Pacific ocean perch
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estimates of 12x,J00 t and 152,000 t for 1980 and 1983, respectively.
The 1980 and 1983 biomass results for other rockfish species closely
associated with Pacific ocean perch were 9,000 and 17,000 t for
northern rockfish; 8,000 t and 40,000 t for shortraker rockfish; and
16,000 t and 23,000 t for rougheye rockfish. Biomass estimates for
shortsp1ne thornyhead which inhabit the Continental Slope waters were
10,000 t for both survey years,

Introduction

The Aleutian Is'lands region is an important rockfish habitat area of
the North Pacific Ocean and the eastern Bering Sea. This resource,
which i s primarily found along the Outer Continental Shelf and upper
slope regions, is domi nated by Pacific ocean perch   POP!   Sebastes
alutus!, followed 1n lesser concentrations by northern rockfish  S.

ol s inis!, shortraker rockfish  S. borealis!, rougheye rockfish  S.
s eeti s!, snd shnntspine thnrnyhen~dSebastn! I I n s!.
With the exception of northern
rockfish, these speci es are cap-
tured in North Pacific waters from
central California nort'hward
through the Gulf of Alaska, the
Aleutian !slands, and the Bering
Sea. Northern rockfish, with a
more limited di stri bution, are
found in the Gulf of Alaska from
Takutat westward to the Aleutian
Islands and north to the Bering
Sea. Nine species of roc kfi sh Ponqi y I I h tl,lpl.o ls,sy
we re encountered d u ri ng the 1 980 'l,qss t 71, ln
and 1983 Aleutian Islands trawl
surveys  Table 1!.

f hl I � 1 el qht I II I f th sf h p
en o ntered dnrtnq the Iqhn end lqe'I nooperetlve
n.q.-d p q o edf h t. vl r

I'n 92Is ender Ioron

sh t p t' ~ rh d
~ nety rortfte ~
felid I I kf h
en 1 q er en
dense tolotn s e ere h I

Rockfish resources have supported
maJor Japanese and Soviet trawl
fisheries in the Aleutian Islands,
and to a lesser extent in the
Bering Sea, since 1962. Fore1gn
reported conmxercial catches in the

t t h ql 'Is ni. d d ee I hr I Vl Idtl Io ih n.d.
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The Northwest and Alaska Fisheries Ca~ter  NWAFC! of the U.S. National
Narine Fisher1es Service  NHFS! and the Far Seas Fisheries Research
Laboratory of the Japan Fisheries Agency  JFA! conducted the first
comprehensive systematic resource assessment survey of the Aleutian
Islands during July-November 1980. The survey objectives were to
collect information on the distribution and abundance of the principal
groundfish and invertebrate species, to establish estimates of total
trawlable or available biomass by species, and to define the biological
stock parameters of each species and to ascertain how they change with
time. Designed to be repeated every 3 years, the survey has
established a time series of data to be used in management of the
groundfish resource of the Aleutian Islands region and assessment of
stock conditions in future years. This report su!my!arizes the 1980 and
1983 survey results for the five dominant shelf and slope rockfish
species,



Aleut1an Islands of species of the
Pacific ocean perch complex peaked
in 1965 at 109,000 metric tons  t!
 Table 2! and have declined stead-
ily since. For 1986 the domestic
quota in the Aleutian Islands and
Bering Sea International North
Pacific Fisheries Commission
  INPFC! rsanagement area for species
of the POP complex is set at 6,8000
t and these species now support one
of the few fisheries fully utilized
by domest1c trawlers in the Bering
Sea-Aleut1an Islands and the Gulf
of Alaska management regions.

t ~ I !. I I I~ I I I ~ I

~ IO 1st
~, O ~ .

I I ~ .CCO
~ I .IOO
~ I, ICO I"

,ICO ~ . OOO
.SCO

CI

I ~ s' ICC

I, COO ~ .Ooo
'I Co I I

I, OO

Surve Methodolo

Since ne1ther the National hiari ne Fisheries Service nor the Japan
Fisheries Agency had conducted an extensive trawl survey of the
Aleutian Islands prior to 1980, 11ttle data were available to provide
inforrsation on groundfish and invertebrate distributions
needed to formulate an effective sarspling plan. For this reason a
sampling plan was developed which assured a wide geographir. and
bathyrsetric coverage of the survey area with maximum sampling density
in the time allotted  gilderbuer et al. 1985!. The Continental Shelf
and upper slope regions north and south of the Aleutian Islands fron
Stalemate Hank to Unimak Pass were divided into sampling sections 30
minutes of longitude wide. Each sampling section was further divided
into six depth intervals:

1-100 m �-54 fathoms!
101-200 m �5-108 fathoms!
201-300 m �09-162 fathoms!
301-500 m �63-273 fathoms!
501-700 m �74-382 fathoms!
701-900 m �83-492 fathoms!

One trawl station was assigned to each depth interval of each sampling
section. In sampling sections where the depth intervals were over 5
nautical miles  nmi! wide, additional sampling was designated as
follows:
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The earliest fishery investigations
of the resources of the Aleutian
Islands were conducted by the U.S.
Fish C issioo st or A~lostros
1896, The Soviet Union implemented several scientific expeditions into
the island chain during the 1960s to compile information on the
seasonal changes in the hydrography of the region and to organize
future fisheries for flounders. rockfish, and Atka mackerel. The Japan
Fisheries Agenry  JFA! also performed several limited-scale otter trawl
surveys of the Aleutian Islands in the early 1970s primarily to collect
information on the biological characteristics of the groundfish
species.



5 to 10 nmi wide - 1 additional station
11 to 15 nmi wide - 2 additional stations
16 to 20 nmi wide - 3 additional stations

The total survey area extended over three International Horth Pacific
Fisheries Commission   IHPFC ! statistical areas; The southern portion
of the southeastern Bering Sea area; the Aleutia~ Islands area
including Bowers Ridge; and the western portion of the Shumagin area.
The survey was analyzed and is presented by these three distinct areas
with the Aleutian Islands region further divided at 180 degrees
longitude into the northwest, northeast, southwest and southeast
subareas   Fig. 1! . The survey area north of 53 degrees H latitude is
the Bowers Ridge subarea .

rlnar ~ 1 � 9 r r ara an9 anlrrrral ravaraaa a  911a 1990 an9 1989 rnarraratjva 9 ~ 9 -Jarraa alantlan
ralanrr aarvarr.

Three vessels were chartered by the two research agencies to perform
the survey in 1980. Both U.S. vessels, the Half Moon ~Ba and the
Ocean Harvester are 32.9 m �08 ft! west coast type combination
crabber/trawlers which completed 129 and 89 on-sration bottom trawls,
respectively. The ~sue Maru Ho. 62, a 46.6 m   153 ft! land-based
stern trawler, was the principal participant during the survey
completing 217 demersal trawl stations.

All bottom trawling by the U. S. chartered vessel s was conducted wi th a
Horeastern trawl �7.4/32 trawl! with roller gear. The headrope and
footrope were 27.4 and 32 m long, respectively, with vertical and
horizontal openi ngs of 6 1 and 17 .9 m, respectively. The Horeastern
trawl was fished with 1.8 x 2.7 m steel V-type otter boards and triple
54.9 m dandylines; the codend was lined with 1-1/2 inch stretched mesh
nylon webbing.

Two Japanese cormrrercia1 trawls were used by the Hatsue Maru Ho. 62
during the survey. A 31.8 m headrope trawl   32/R traw~was fished
during the first half and was later replaced by a 54.8 ra headrope trawl
  55/65 trawl! during the second half. Both trawl s were equipped wi th
roller gear constructed of 57 crv diameter car ti res in the central
portion and 53 cm diameter gum and steel bobbins along the wings.
Vertical openings of the trawls used during the first and second halves
of the survey were 5 .2 m and 4.5 m, respectively.

The average horizontal opening for the Japanese trawl was estimated at
21,6 m during the first leg and 28.5 m during the second leg. Both
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trawls were rigged with 82 m dandylines  a single 32 m section
branching into two 50 m bridles! and fished with 2.2 m x 3.4 m otter
boards weighing approximately 2.400 kg.

Two NOAA research vessels, the Miller Freeman and the Chapman, and the
Japanese stern trawler the Oaito Maru No. 38, were used to conduct the
1983 Aievti an Island survey. The Oaito Maru No, 38, a 51..8 m   170 ft!
Hokuten trawler and the principal participant in the survey, completed
263 survey stations. Both U . S. vessels had a more limited parti ci pa-
tion, The Miller Freeman, a 65.6 m �15 ft! stern trawler, completed
99 survey stations while the Chapman, a 38.5 m   126 ft! research
vessel, completed 63 survey stations . The sampling effort  number of
successful stations! was 319 in 1980 and 377 in 1983  Table 3!.

All bottom trawling by the U.S.
research vessels was conducted
with the Noreastern trawl   27 .4/32
trawl! with roller gear, the same
gear used in 1980. A large
Japanese commercial trawl was used
by the Dai to Maru No. 38 during
the survey. The headrope and foot-
rope were 45.0 and 58.0 m long,
respectively, with a vertical
openi ng of 5.0 m and a horizontal
net opening of' 28.3 m. The trawl
was equipped With roller gear
constructed of 35 and 53 cm gum
bobbins and 30 and 41 cm gvm discs.
It was fished with 80 m dandylines
and 2.25 x 3.45 m otter boa rds.

Il! 0 I

0

'0

!" -!C

I«I
.00

C

'0
I IC
� -�0.I 0!

All research catches from the 1980
and 1983 surveys were processed
using standard sampling techniques
designed to assure random sampling
of the principal species in the
catch  Hughes 1976! . Biomass esti-
mates were calculated from the
area-swept techniques  Alverson and
Percy ra 1969! ~sing only catches
from successfully completed survey
stations. Fishing power differ-
ences between the U.S. and Japanese
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The groundfish survey was repeated in 1983 by the two research agencies
with the following changes. In an attempt to improve the precision of
the survey estimates, a sampling plan was developed based upon the
distribution and abundance of the principal species as determined by
the 1980 Aleutian Islands survey. Sampling density was increased in
areas of highest fish abundance. Analytical areas were selected based
upon the abvndance of the principal species encountered during the 1980
survey, and sampling densities were allocat;ed based on the variance of
the abundance estimates using the Neyman allocation method  Cochran
1977!. The resulting 1983 sampling distribution was then partitioned
into the same longitudinal depth strata used in 1980,



vessels and gear were analyzed using catch data from 26 pairs of U S.
and Japanese trawl stations conducted within a 2-week time period and
classified as comparative trawl hauls. Relative fishing power correc-
tion factors were calculated from the ratio of the mean catch per unit
effort  CPUE! of the two trawls and were applied to species catch rates
WhiCh Varied between the U.S. Hareastern trawl and the JapaneSe COnmer-
cial trawl.

Fishing power differences between the U.S. and Japanese trawls in 1983
were analyzed as in 1980 with the 1983 relative fishing power correction
factors calculated from 42 paired survey stations classified as compara-
tive trawl haul s . Since the Noreastern trawl was fished on the U. S.
vessels during both survey years, CPUEs were standardized to the
Noreastern trawl to provide a comparison between the 1980 and 1983
surveys.

Results

Pacific ocean perch was found to be the most abundant rackfish species
inhabiting the Aleutian Islands region, comprising 73 and 62.6% of the
estimated biomass of the domi nant rockfi sh species f rmn the 1980 and
1983 surveys, respectively  Tables 4, 6! . Following in magnitude of
the rOckfiSh reSOurCe were shortraker rOCkfi Sh, raugheye rockfi Sh, and
northern rockfish, Shortspine thornyhead had the lowest estimated
biomass af the dominant rockfish species averaged over both survey
years.
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Pacific ocean perch.

Distribution and abundance. Pacific ocean perch were found to be
rstr u e roug out t e survey area in 1980 and 1983, occurring in

concentrations on the average 10 times  nore dense than the other
dominant rockfish species  Tables 6, 7!. Highest average CPUE values
were found in the eastern Aleutian Islands during both survey years,
with less consistent density estimates resulting from the western
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Aleutians. Sampling in the sout,hem Bering Sea subarea resulted in the
largest variation of estimates between years indicating sampling
problems  Table 8! . Pacific ocean perch were encountered in highest
densities between 101 and 500 m in both survey years. Only trace
amounts of POP were found in continental slope waters deeper than 500 m.

Survey catches indicate POP are found to occur together with the
dominant, Aleutian Islands rockfish species. Catches from waters less
than 100 m deep are characterized by a POP-northern rockfish
assemblage, in 101-500 m depths a POP-rougheye-shortraker assemblage,
and a POP-rougheye-shortraker-shortspi ne thornyhead assemblage at
depths greater than 500 m.
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The analysis was repeated using POP CPUE data calculated for each depth
interval pooched over the entire survey area and year  Table 9!.
Results show that the main effects due to depth distribution and year
are also not statistically significant.

Although a cursory inspection of
the estiraated CPUE valueS appear
quite different by depth, the
large variances associated with
the estimates and the small survey
sample sizes mask the ability to
detect statistically significant
differences between depth stratum
effects and the main effect due to
year.

Total survey area PACIFIC OCEAN PERCH
19lgl stean lent 0 ~ 22,4

12
c 4 4
Ih

19SDSize and age com osi ti on. The
size and age structure of the
Aleutian Islands POP stock is exam-
ined using figures presenting the
size and age composition weighted
by relative population density
resulting from the 1980 and 1983
surveys  Fig, 2!. For POP, size
composition is also presented by
subarea and depth for both survey
years  Figs. 3, 4]. Only age
structures fi om POP collected
during the 1983 survey have been
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To examine the variability in Pacific ocean perch CPUE from both
surveys, an Analysis of Variance  AIIOVA! was performed using the method
of Rubin  Rubin 1982! to test for between-subarea effects and between-
year effects in catch rate differences. Results indicate that for POP
CPUE grouped by geographical subarea and year no si gni fi cant
differenceS exiSt betWeen SubareaS and between yearS  Table 9!, ThiS
indicates that ei ther no statistically significant density difference
exists for POP between analytical subareas and years, or that the trawl
surveys were unable to detect any stati sti cally significant changes
that do exist.
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analyzed and are available for this report. The comparison of size
composition of POP for the total survey area between years shows a
decrease in mean length from 32.4 cm in 1980 to 30.2 cm in 1983  Fig.
6!. The dominant length mode of 33-35 cm contributed over 30'C of the
total Stock in 1980 acorspanied by a nOtable reCruitment Of Smaller
22-26 cm perch. By 1983 these small perch believed to be the 1976 year
class as shown by the 1983 age composition  Fig. 5!, grew to occupy the
dominant length mode of the stock �7-30 cm! comprising nearly 3 @ of
the stock available to the demersal trawl. Only a trace amount of
smaller fish   16-20 cm! were encountered in 1983, an indication that
the 1976 year class is strong relative to the later year classes.

Survey results from both years indicate that the size structure of POP
is different between the north and south side of the AIeutian Islands
  Figs . 3, 4! . The size composition of the southwest and southeast
subareas contained mostly POP from the 1976 year class, resulting in
smaller dominant mode lengths and mean lengths� .

This was particularly not/ceable in 1980, where the domi nant length
mode   33-35 cm! of 1 arger fi sh was encountered in the northwest and
northeast subareas, but was a less important component of the size
composition of the south side of the Al euti ass chai n. The largest si ze
POP were found in the Bowers Ridge subarea during the 1983 survey.

Age data for Pacific ocean perch
from NMFS resource assessment
surveys are available from oto'Iith
readings. A sample of 1,519
otoliths from the 1983 Aleutian
Islands survey were processed by
the NWAFC age determination unit
using the break-and-burn technique.
The resulting age-length key was
applied to POP size composition
data from the total survey area in
1983 to calculate age composition
  sexes combined! . Figure 5 shows
the estimated age composition of
POP from the 1983 Aleutian Islands
survey.

PAC IF IC OCEAN PERCH
Total survey ares

Sexes
combined
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0
0Pacific ocean perch ranged from

age I to 98, with the dominant
mode at age 7. Age 7 POP are the
1976 year class which comprised
26% of the estimated POP stock in
1983 and had an average length at
aye of 26.3 cm. Considering this
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The distribution of size composition by depth shows POP are encountered
in larger size with increasing depth, similar to many shelf and slope
species. Without exception, mean lengths were larger in the 301-500 m
depth interval than in the 101-200 m depth interval for all subareas in
both survey years. Recruitment processes occurred in the 101-200 IS
depth interval throughout the 1980 survey but were only found to
develop in shallow waters of the northeast subarea, and to a Iesser
extent the southeast and southwest subareas, in 1983.



and examining the size composition of PDP in 1983  Fig. 4!, it appears
age 7 PDP were abundant throughout the survey area  except at Bowers
Ridge!, particularly at depths below 100 m.

Shortraker rockfish .

Distribution and abundance. Shortraker rockfish exhibit a widespread
d I Strtbutt on throughOut the Aleutian Is'I ands and were enCOuntered in
all geographical subareas both survey years  Tables 4-7!, but were
found in much less dense concentrations than POP. The Bowers Ridge
subarea prOd uCed the lowest average CPUE fOr ShOrtraker roCkfi Sh bOth
years . Similar to POP CPUE est imates, the largest vari ati on in
estimates between su rvey years for shortraker roc kfi sh occurred in the
southern Bering Sea subarea, an i ndi cation of further sampling problems
 Table 8! . By depth, shortraker ror kfi sh were primarily distributed
between 3D1 and 500 m and were colrgnonly caught with PDP and rougheye
rockfish. Shortraker rockfish were found to decrease in abundance at
depths less than 300 m, and also at depths greater than 5DD m.

S' com osition. The estimated
P for shortraker

rockfish captured throughout the
survey area in lg80 and 1983 are
presented in Figure 6. A broad
length range was encountered both
survey years with the mean length
increasing from 41,4 cm in 1980 to
44.4 cm in 1983. The 1980 length
composition was broadly unimodal
with a nearly normal distri buti on
of lengths about the mode at 37-46
cm. The increase in mean length
in 1983 primarily resulted from an
increase in shortraker rockfish
larger than 65 cm as the length
distribution broadened with modes
at around 35 and 51 cm. The dom-
inantt length mode ranging from 33
to 39 cm in 1983 suggests some
recruitment of smaller shortraker
rockfish did occur after 1980.

SMORTRAKER ROCKFISM
Total survey area
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Distribution and abundance. 10 20 30 90 50 60 20 60 90
Roug eye roc as occure through- Length Icml
out the Aleutian Islands and were
captured in all geographical !'Evert r.� tetr ~ etre etre ewpoetttoe of 9'hortreher
subareas both survey years  Tables roehfl h fr the 19BD e d I'lal rooperetlve
4-7! . Average CPUE values suggest
that rougheye rockfish occur in
much less dense concentrations than
POP but are found in densities similar to shortraker, northern, and
shortspine thornyhead rockfish. As with PDP and shortraker rockfish
estimates, the southern Bering Sea subarea produced the most variable
results between survey years.



Rougheye rockfish were found to be
distributed throughout a'll depths
sampled both years with highest
concentrations encountered in the
301-500 m depth interval where
they are cNmttonly caught with POP
and shortraker rockfish. The sur-
vey estimate for rougheye roc kfi sh
in the Bowers Ridge subarea in
1983  Table 8! showS unuSvally
high confidence intervals about
the biomass estimate, indicating
severe sampling problems or a low
level of density for rougheye rock-
fish in this subarea.

ROUGHEYE ROCKFISH
Total survey area

la1 980 Mnsn length = 36 9
.61

'2
6 u
ct

IQ

1983 Mean length = 40.6

Si co 't' . Survey results
e structure of

rougheye rockfi sh changed i n the
survey area between 1980 and 1983
  Fig. 7! . Mean fish I engths
increased from 36.9 cm in 1980 to
40.0 cm in 1983 as the features of
the length distribution changed 2
from broadly bimodal in 1980 �2
cm, 42 cm! to a more restricted
unimodal distribution around 40.0 Length  om!
cm in 1983. The broad range of rsgare 7,� natl sled star ccapesst e ot cccgkere
partially recruited rougheye rock- s ktssn tres sir 1 san sw leal cccparattee
fish less than 40.0 cm in length u,a,-c n klesttan Satanas aec err.
in 1980 appear fully recruited to the demersal trawl in 1983 contri-
buting to the steepness of the domi nant mode.

Northern rockfi sh .

Distribution and abundance . Northern rockfish are generally well
distributed t roughout the Continental Shelf and upper slope of the
Aleutian Islands and are colm!tonly encountered with POP  Tables 4-7!.
Preferring shallow waters of the Continental Shelf, highest densities
of northern rockfish were found in waters less than 300 m deep. They
were encountered in much lower densities in slope waters deeper than
300 m, and were absent in catches from depths greater than 500 m.
Northern rockfish were not found at Bowers Ridge in 1980 and their
presence in the 1983 survey at Bowers Ridge produced the highest
variance by subarea of the dominant rockfish speci es from both surveys
  Table 8! . Since Bowers Ridge includes only depths greater than 100 m
and was not allocated a dense sampling coverage  Table 3!, the surveys
did not adequately sample for northern rockfish in this subarea.

Size corn osi ti on. The mean length of northern rockfi sh decreased from
cm tn to 28.6 cm in 1983 as the size composition changed from

being skewed toward larger fish in 1980 to smaller fish in 1983  Fig.
8!. Survey results indicate that so!ac measure of recruitment to
demersal trawl sampling did occur for northern rockfish after 1980 as
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IVORTHERlti ROCKFISH
Total turvoV area
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size compositt an of shortspi ne
thornyhead between 1980 and 1983
is characterized by slow growth
with little recruitment  Fig. 9!.
The weighted length distribution
from both survey years is unimodal
with very similar symmetry about
the mean length which increased
from 32.0 cm in 1980 to 34.5 cm
in 1983.

To effectively discuss and eva'luate
the results of sampling marine
rockfish populations with demersal
trawl gear, consideration should
include the results of other
investigators who have dealt with
similar problems in other geograph-
ical areas.

When the jurisdiction of fisheries
management was extended to 200
miles off the U.S. coastline with
the enactment of the ggagnuson

fish in the length category less
than 26 cm became a more important
component of the size structure of
the stock in 1983 carepa red to the
size composition from the previous
survey.

Shartspine thornyhead.

Distribution and abundance.
Shortspine thornyhead were found on
the Continental Shelf and slope in
all subareas surveyed in 1980 and
1983  Tables 4-7!. Righest
densities were found to occur in the
western Aleutian subareas and Sowers
Ridge with decreasing densities
encountered in the eastern Aleutian
Is 1 ands . Survey results indicate a
broad depth range throughout the
Aleutian Islands with highest
densities occurring at depths deeper
than 300 m. Shortspine thornyhead
usually are present in catches
with PDP, raugheye, and shortraker
rockfish but rarely are taken with
northern rockfish due ta the
thornyhead's preference for deeper
water.

SHORTSPrNE THOR NYHEAD
Total Turyey area

rl9ure 9 s tlsated alta eospoet tish of stol tspine
thornyhaad roohftsh fvos the 'I'left and 19$$
moperatave 9 U.-Japan aleutten Islands

9



Fishery Conservation and Management Act �976!, several pilot rockfish
surveys were initiated to study the ability of trawl surveys to define
and effectively sample shelf and slope rockfish resources  Gunderson
and Nelson 1977!. These surveys occurred in Monterey Bay, California
and  jueen Charlotte Sound, British Columbia and provided estimates of
average CPUE and biomass. The resulting estimates showed very large
variances for bank rockfish  Sebastes rufus!  Monterey Bay!, and for
canary rockfish  S. inni er! and redstripe rorkfish  S. rori er!
  }ueen Charlotte Sound , As in other trawl surveys  Gross e>n 1969!,
variances associated with biomass estimates for many flatfish and
roundfish species were reasonable  less than + 5 C of the mean!, but
because of the prominent, dense schooling behavior of most rockfish
species, the precisi on involved in providing their abundance estimates
is often poor.

This problem was taken into consideration when allocating sampling
effort for the large-scale 1977 west coast whiting and rockfish trawl
survey   Gunderson and Sample 1980! by scheduling more sampling in areas
containing known rockfi sh populations as indicated from cormrercial
rockfi sh landings. The survey was repeated in 1980 and 1983 with
further uSe of COrrvherCi al fi Shery CatCh data Of canary rOckfi Sh and
yell owtai l r ockfi sh   S. f1 ay i dus ! to modify the allocation of survey

ff t  u b rg t 'I. ~lggs

Because of the high variability of rockfish bottom trawl survey
estimates, the 3 years of west coast survey data were analyzed to
determine if demersal trawl surveys could detect real interannual
changes in rockfish population abundance  Knechtel 1986!. Knechtel
used a statistical test based on a method devel oped by Rubi n   Rubi n
1982! to estimate the probability of trawl surveys to detect specified
interannual changes of canary rockfi sh population abundance using Monte
Carlo simulations of 400 replicate sets of surveys. His results
indicate that with a survey sample size of 500 stati ons allocated usi ng
a Reyman allocation the probability of detecting canary rockfish
population changes that differ by a factor of 2 between survey years is
on'ly 56-60% and for a total sample size of 1,000 stations with the same
allocation method the probability increases moderately to 82-86$, The
method of survey station allocation was also found to be an important
aspect of survey quality with the optimum allocation formula or Neyman
allocation  using CPUE variance information from previous surveys!
performi ng significantly better in simulations at detecting large
population changes.

ln the case of the Aleutian Islands surveys, the objective in 1980 was
to perform an initial groundfish survey using a broad geographic and
bathymetric sampling plan which was modi fi ed in 1983 to reduce the
vari ances of the abundance estimates of the five most abundant species
encountered in 1980. Although POP were among the five most abundant
species in 1980, the 1983 survey allocation was also influenced by

arious dfi h p ies distrib tio tp 11 t, fh ra ra ~chai
pa i f1«d, Gad s ~acroce halo; b1 ~ fish, A oplogo a 1alb 'a; Ata
acts 1, P1 ra s ~oa ~ ter usl d T d sfgaatl t ~ p ou'de

the optimum samp ing allocation to produce the most precise rockfish
biomass and density estimates.
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Similar to the results of other bottom trawl surveys for rockfish, the
1980 and 1983 Aleutian Islands survey results show high variances for
rockfish biomass estimates  Table 8!. This is primarily due to the
contagious spatial distribution characterized by roost rockfish species
reSulting in the> r nonuniform distribution over the fishing grounds and
also because of the general untrawlability of their habitat. This is
reflected in the distribution of catch rates for POP from the surveys
 Fig. 10! where results indicate that large catches of POP are uncormnon
events with POP frequently absent from the catch or only encountered fn
small araounts. These uncorrmron or rare catches can increase CPUE and
bi omass estimates and their variability withi n survey subareas and
should be viewed with caution in consideration of the high variability
of the estimates. the sraall survey sample sizes, and the multispecies
allocation of survey effort.
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An effective evaluation of trawl survey results and limitations to the
data must also include a discussion of the factors which affect the
accuracy and precision of bottom trawl surveys. Since this subject has
been described in detail in other papers  Wakabayashi and Bakkala 1985
West 1985!, only factors of interest pertinent to the 1980 and 1983
Aleutian Islands surveys will be discussed here.

In order to obtain valid estimates of density and abundance from
demersal trawl surveys, certain assumptions concerning trawling and
fish behavior must be met. The species of interest must be available,
vulnerable, and selected by the trawl, and the sampling gear must
sample the total geographic and bathymetric range inhabited by the
species. The 1980 and 1983 cooperative U.S.-Japan Aleutian Islands
surveys were constrained by money available for sampling, manpower to
effectively staff research cruises, the availability of suitable
fishing vessels and knowledgeable trawl masters at the time of charter,
and seasonal weather conditions throughout the Aleutian Archipelago,
all of which may severely limit sampling time and reduce sample sizes.
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Because of the time and money constraints, survey effort may have been
inadequate ta effectively sample rockfish such as shortspine thornyhead
since their total depth range may lie outside the 1-900 m depth range
sampled. Rockfish movements in and out and within the survey area, the
complete lack of winter sampling, diurnal fish behavior, and rockfish
habitat unavailable to bottom trawling also limit the effectiveness of
demersai trawl survey results. Also, without the participation of the
large Japanese vessels and their canvnercial trawls, the A'leutian
Islands rockfish resource would not have been adequately sampled.

Both Japanese vessels employed a large, wide comnercial flatfish trawl
with a relatively small vertical opening compared to overall net size,
whereas the U.S. vessels used the high opening, four-panel Noreastern
rockfish trawl. In both cases, rockfish concentrations encountered in
the survey area whirh school in a highly vertical fashion would not be
completely sampled by a demersal trawl. Interestingly, for four of the
five dominant rockfish species encountered, the Japanese flatfish trawl
was more efficient.   The U.S. Noreastern trawl was only more efficient
for rougheye rockfish!.

These differences in trawl efficiency may be a reflection of the
varying sampling distributions between the U.S. vessels and the
Japanese vessels. Japanese research vessels conducting cooperative
research wi thi n the fishery conservation zone of the United States are
prohibited from operating within 3 miles of the coast. Consequently,
the JFA-chartered trawlers were allocated a larger portion of deeper
sampling stations than the U.S. vessels during both survey years which
provided better coverage of the depth di stribut,ion of most shelf and
slope rockfish species. Other physical characteristics of the larger,
heavier Japanese flatfish trawl and the amount of available horsepower
may have better enabled the gear to maintain correct fishing posture in
areas of strang tidal curents or steep bottom contours  characteristic
of the Aleutian Islands!,

Two very different estimates of POP biomass resulted from the southern
Bering Sea subarea in 1980 and 1983, both with very high variances
 Table 8! . The sampling error of POP was highest in this subarea
during bath survey years although it decreased in 1983 to nearly half
of the 1980 value. The large POP biomass estimate in 1983 and its
accwnpanying wide confidence interval for this subarea indicate some
sampling problems. The large 1983 estimate resulted fram twa large
catches of POP from the Dai to Maru Ho . 38, while the remai nder of the
sampling stations produced either an absence of or trace amounts of
POP. This catch pattern is typical of survey results obtained from
sampling rockfish cancentratians with demersal trawls. Increased
sampling is scheduled for the southern Bering Sea subarea in 1986.

The sampling error of the biomass estimates for the total survey area
increased between 1980 and 1983 for Pacific ocean perch, shortraker
rackfish, and rougheye rockfish, and decreased for northern rockfish
and shortspine thornyhead . Generally, the decreases i n sampling error
were large while the three species which broadened their confidence
intervals did so only moderately.
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Comparing abundance and
productivity estimates of Pacific

ocean perch in waters
off the United States

Daniel H. Ito
NMFS, Northwest and Alaska Fisheries Center
Seattle, Washington

Introduction

The Pacific ocean perch  Sebastes alutus! resource in waters off the
ilnfted states nas afstortccscyeennnvded Into fo a oad stacks/
regions for management purposes: eastern Berfng Sea, Aleutian Islands,
Gulf of Alaska, and Nest Coast. Through the years, these populations
have been assessed using a wide variety of stock assessment techniques.
These techniques, however, have usually been applied on1y to one parti-
cular region at any given time. This piecemeal approach has made ft
difficult to obtain a clear overall picture of abundance and producti-
vity . This paper examines, in very general terms, the ma!or types of
stock assessment methods that have been used to monitor Pacific ocean
perch, 'Hare specifically, simple comparisons are made of the abundance
and productfvfty estimates of Pacific ocean perch among the four maJor
geographfc regions in U . S . waters .

Distribution and Re fons Involved

PaciffC OCean perCh are wide'ly diatrf buted thrOughOut the NOrth PaCiffC
Ocean and Bering Sea. Along the North American coast, this species can
be found from La Jolly California to the western boundary of the
Aleutian Archipelago and along the continental slope of the eastern
Bering Sea. Along the Asiatic coast, small catches have been recorded
from Cape Navarin to as far south as the Kuril Islands. Throughout its
geographic range, this species is generally associated with gravel,
rocky, or boulder type substrate found in and along gullies, canyons,
and submarine depressions of the upper continental slope.
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For comparative purposes, the Pacific ocean perch resource in waters
off the United States was divided into four broad regions: eastern
Bering Sea, Aleutian Islands, Gulf of Alaska, and West Coast  Fig. I!.
These regions correspond with the broad management areas employed by
the regiona'l fishery management councils. The North Pacific Fishery
Management Council, charged with the management of Alaska's offshore
fisheries, views the Pacific ocean perch resource in the eastern Bering
Sea, Aleutian Islands, and Gulf of Alaska regions as separate stocks.
The Pacific Fishery Management Council manages Pacific ocean perch as
two discrete stocks wi thi n the West Coast region .

~Catch Ill sto

In all regions, Pacific ocean perch were the target of an intense
fishery during the 1960s and early 1970s, primarily by Japanese and
Soviet distant-water fishing vessels. Both nations employed trawlers
of varying sizes and desi gns as their primary method of harvest. Many
of the sma'lier vessels functioned as catcher boats for large
motherships, while the larger trawlers generally operated independently
by processing and freezing their own catch, Also, the use of support
vessels  hospital ships, refrigerator and personnel transports' etc.!
permitted the fishing fleets to operate at sea for extended periods of
time. Although Japan and the Soviet Union were the primary exploiters
of this resource throughout the 1960s and 1970s, relatively minor
catches were also taken by other nations such as Po'land, the Republic
of Korea, Taiwan, Canada, and the U,S.
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Figure 1.--The four regions used for comparing abundance and producti-
vity estimates of Pacific ocean perch in U.S. waters.
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As depicted in Figure 2, growth of the Pacific ocean perch fishery was
rapid. By 1965, total removals  al'I regions combined! mushroomed to
over 483,000 metric tons  t! ~ but soon declined almost as rapidly as
they had increased. In 1984 total catches were but a small fraction of
the 1965 peak catch. The pie diagram in Figure 2 shows the max num
recorded catches by region, providing an indication of the relative
producti vi ty of Pacific ocean perch in U.S. waters. The Gulf of Alaska
appears to be the mast productive regian, fallowed in descending order
by the Aleutian Islands, eastern Bering Sea, and West Coast regions.

Stack Assessments

The condition of the Pacific ocean perch resource has been monitored
periodically with a variety of stock assessment techni ques . The more
cossson approaches have included catch per unit effort analysis, trawl
surveys, cohort-type analyses, and mare recently, stock reduction
analysis. Each method has its own inherent advantages. disadvantages,
and biases associated with its use. Depending on the characteristics
of the fishery and the way the fishery statisti cs have been measured,
one method may be subject to more error than another, Therefore, it i s
prudent to examine stock changes by more than one method.

5 C n 25
a rr
c3

Year

Figure 2.--Catch trends af Pacific ocean perch by regian, 1960-84.
Inset: Maximum recorded catch of Pacific ocean perch by
region.
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The Northwest and Alaska Fisheries Center  NWAFC! and others have
conducted numerous assessments of Pacific ocean perch in waters off the
United StateS. EaCh aSSeSSment haS Varied in itS methOdO!Ogy and
complexity. Some of these assessments have been very detailed and
involved, requiring a thorough understanding of population dynamics to
fully comprehend the assessments. It is beyond the scope of this
paper, however, to describe in detail the methodology and results of
each and every stock assessment . Rather, this report wi 1 1 su|mnarize,
in a very genera l manner, the major types of stock assessment methods
that have been used and then discuss significant results of selected
assessments .

Catch per unit effort  CPUE! analysis

Assessments of Pacific ocean perch have frequently been based on
changes in catch per unit of effort  CPUE! in the commercial trawl
fisheries. Cotmnerclal catch and effort statistics supplied by Japan
have been the primary data source for most CPUE-type analyses of
Alaskan stocks  e.g., Balsi ger et al. 1985; Chikuni 1975; Ito 1986!.
On the other hand, CPUE assessments of West Coast stocks  e.g.,
Westrheim et al . 1972; Gunderson 1977 ! have relied mainly on catch and
effort data from Canadian and U.S. trawlers. The majori ty of these
assessments have indicated sharp declines in abundance throughout the
1960s and 1970s, during the period when Pacific ocean perch was a
primary target species by distant-eater fishing fleets.

In recent years, however, coneercial CPUE data have become increasing'ly
difficult to interpret as an index of stock abundance. Errors associ-
ated wi th CPUE-type assessments have been related primarily to the
estimation of effective fishing effort. Standardizing and parti tioni ng
total trawl effort into effort directed solely toward Pacific ocean
perch has been difficult, due to the multi-species and multi-gear
nature of the trawl fishery. Mareover, quota restrictions' effort
shifts to different target species, and rapid improvements in fishing
technology and fishing skill have confounded the analysis of CPUE data.
These factors must be conside~ed if CPUE is to reflect changes in stack
abundance accurately.

Trawl surveys

Cosvserci al fi shery statistics are not the only data available for
assessing the status of the Pacific ocean perch resource; data collect-
ed by research surveys have been used to provide fi shery-independent
assessments of the abundance, distribution, and biological characteri s-
ties of Pacific ocean perch. Recent trawl surveys conducted by the
NWAFC provide exploitable biomass estimates of the major Pacific ocean
perch stocks in U,S, waters.

Surveys conducted in Alaskan waters have mainly been based on coopera-
tive efforts between the NWAFC and the Fisheries Agency of Japan. In
the eastern Bering Sea region, cooperative trawl surveys were conducted
in 1979, 1981, 1982, and 1985. These surveys produced a mean biomass
estimate of approximately 20,000 t   Ito 1986!. Similar surveys in the
Aleutian Islands regian in 1980 and 1983, produced a mean biomass
estimate of about 113,900 t   Ito 1986!. For the Gulf of Alaska region,
the 1984 U.S.-Japan Caaperative trawl Survey eStimated explOi table
biomass at around 334.900 t  Carlson et al. 1986!. Trawl surveys were
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also conducted in 1979 and 1986 to estimate the biomass af Pacific
ocean perch within the Hest Coast regfon. The mean exploitable bfamass
fn this region was estimated at roughly 13,400 t   Ito et al. 1986!-

Trawl survey estimates of Pacffic ocean perch biomass are usually
characteri zed by large varf ances . In some instances the 95% confidence
intervals have encompassed plus or minus 100'X of the point estimate.
Such large vari ances are probably due to the highly contagfaus distri-
butionn of thfs resource. Other factors such as inadequate samplf ng,
inappraprfate sampling gear, and fi sh behavior may also contribute to
the wide confidence intervals about the point estimates.

Furthermore, trawl surveys probably underestimate the true population
sfze of Pacific ocean perch. As pointed aut by Bakkala et al.   1985!,
thiS SpeCfeS iS knOwn tO OCCupy the Water Calumn abeve that sarspled by
most bottom trawls and also is known to inhabit areas of rough bottom
which are usually avoided during surveys to prevent damage to the
trawls. Unfortunately, that portion of the population unavailable to
the trawl gear cannot be determined at this time.

Cohort-type analyses

Cohort-type analyses provide an alternative to cormrrercfal CPUT and
trawl survey stock assessments. These techniques have been developed
to cfrcumvent the need for reliable effort statistics and to provide
abundance estimates in terms of absolute values rather than as an
index. Abundance estfmates are presented in terms of hfstarical popu-
lation numbers and biomass at age . Age-specific rates of instantaneous
fishfng mortality are estfmated as well, Conducting this type of an
assessment requires hfstorfcal catch-at-age data, an estimate of
natural mortality, and an estimate of fishing mortality for each year
class.

Gunderson �979, 1981! was the first to apply cohart analysis ta
Pacfffc acean perch populations. Hfs assessment covered the major
stocks within the Hest Coast region. Ito �982! and Balsfger et al.
�985! also employed cohort analysfs techniques ta assess the status af
the Pacffic acean perch resource fn Alaskan ~aters. The resu'its of all
these assessments fndicated that Pacific ocean perch stocks underwent
precipitous declines fn abundance during the periad of heavy foreign
exploitation.

A major problem with these cohort analysis assessments af Pacific ocean
perch is that the age data used, derived from surface readings of
scales and otolfths, are now thought to be incorrect. Ages derived by
the relatively new "break and burn" technique of reading otolfths
indicate much hfgher ages than previously thought  Beamfsh 1979;
Chi !ton and Beamf sh 1982! . Ages in excess of 80 years have been
recorded for some specimens. Such longevity generally corresponds with
natural mortality estfmates much lower than those used fn the previous
cohort analyaes  Archibald et al. 1981; Hoenfg 1983; Shaw and Archibald
1981!. A lower natural mortalfty would have the effect of decreasing
the cohort analysis abundance estimates,
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Stock reduction analysis

Stock reductfon ana'!ysfs  SRA! fs a relatively new stock assessment
method  Kimura and Tagart 1982; Kimura et al. 1984; Ki mura 1985!.
Essentially, SRA is a solutfOn to the set of catch equations that does
not require age compositfon data; it is also flexfble and ft has the
ability to incorporate different sources of information and examine
them for consistency. Furthermore, SRA does not require effort data, a
requisfte in CPUE-type analyses. This method provides much useful
assessment information, includfng estimates of instantaneous rates of
fishing mortality, historical biomass, and maxfmum sustainable yield
 MSY!.

Balsiger et al.   1985! employed SRA techniques to assess the Pacific
ocean perch resource fn Alaskan waters; Ito et al . �986! conducted a
similar assessment of Pacific ocean perch populations of the West Coast
region, According to these studfes, the Gulf of Alaska contained the
largest biomass of any region prior to the onset of exploitatfon.
Yirgin biomass fn this region was estfmated at about 1,45D,000 t. In
the Aleutian Islands and eastern Bering Sea regions, the estimates of
virgin biomass amounted to about 560,000 t and 240,DOO t, respectively.
And in the West Coast region, virgin biomass totaled approximately
144,000 t.

Producti vity, in terms of maximum sustainable yfe1d, was also estimated
by the SRA assessments. A range of NSY values was calculated for each
region based on a variety of SRA model parameters. Employing a con-
stant recruitment condition in the SRA model ~ NSY was estimated at
30,849 t for the Gulf of Alaska region; 11,865 t for the Aleutian
Islands region; and 4,984 t for the eastern Bering Sea region. The
estimate of MSY for the West Coast region amounted to 2,805 t. These
estimates are thought to be fairly optimistic.

Abundance and Productivit Com arisons

As previously mentioned, historical catches by region  Ffg. 2! provfde
an indication of the relatf ve size and productivity of the Pacific
ocean perch resource. Based on maximum recorded catches, the Gulf of
Alaska appears to be the most productive region. This fs not
surprising as this region fs the largest fn terms of total area and
suf tab1e rockfi sh habitat. The Aleutian Islands is apparently the next
most productfve Pacific ocean perch region, followed by the eastern
Bering Sea region and lastly by the West Coast region.

Although the catch statistfcs provide an fndication of the relative
stock size and productfvity by region, they do not provide direct
estimates of absolute abundance . Assessments based on cohort-type
analyses, trawl surveys, and SRA express stock changes in terms of
absolute values, thus permf ttfng direct comparisons on a regional and
annual basis. In this report, however, the results of the cohort-type
analyses will not be used for comparative purposes. The abundance
estimates from cohort analyses may not be indi cati ve of the true
abundance of Pacific ocean perch, as most of the historical age data
used in these assessments are now thought to be incorreCt.
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Pacif1c ocean perch populations 1n waters off the IJnf ted States
apparently underwent sfzeable reduct1ons in biomass after the onset of
exploitation  Ffg. 3!. Based on SRA assessments, virgin biomass for
all U.S. stocks totaled 2,394,000 t. Recent trawl surveys  refer to
the stock assessments section for the specific survey years used!
1nd1cate that total bfomass has now dropped to a level of about 482,200
t, a reductfan of approximately 80% from virgin levels. ThrOughout
this decline, the Gulf of Alaska has remained the damfnant region in
terms of Pacific ocean perch biomass. followed in descending order by
the Aleutian Is'!ands, eastern Berfng Sea, and West Coast regions.

There apparently has been a shfft 1n the percentage composition of
total b1omass by region  Fig. 3!. The eastern Bering Sea and West
Coast regions comprised 10,0% and 6.0% of the total virgin biomass 1n
IJ.S. waters, respective'ly. Results from recent trawl surveys, however,
indicate that both reg1ons now account for a much smaller port1on of
the total biomass -- 4.1% fn the eastern Bering Sea region and 2,8'X in
the West Coast region. The Gulf of Alaska reg1on, on the other hand,
has increased its share of the total bfomass. The Gulf region
accounted for 60.6'X of the total virgin bfOmass; now it accounts for
69.5% of the total biomass based on estimates from recent trawl
surveys. The Aleutian Islands region has remained fairly constant in
terms of its share of the total biomass.

Chikuni   1975! provided a rigorous assessment of Pacific ocean perch
stocks of the Ilorth Pacif1c Ocean and Berfng Sea regions. Based on a
yield per recruft type of analysis, he estimated MSY for each stock as
follows: Gulf of Alaska, 150,000 t; Aleutian Islands, 75,000 t; eastern
Bering Sea, 32,000 t; and West Coast  which includes Canadian eaters!,
33,000 t. Clearly, sustained exploitatian at these levels was not
possible  Fig, 2!. The Gulf of Alaska and Aleutian Islands regions
have produced catches in excess of Chikuni's MSY estimates only three
times. Similarly, the MSY estimates for both the eastern Ber1ng Sea
and West Coast regions have been exceeded only once durfng the 25 year
period from 1960 to 1984.

More recent estimates of productivity from stock reduction analysis
techniques indicate that MSY levels are much lower than those estimated
by Chfkuni   1975!  Fig. 4!. In fact, on a regional bas1s, the SRA
estimates of MSY are between 79% and 92'X lower than those of Chfkuni .
For al! regions comb1ned, the SRA estimates of MSY totaled 50,503 t.
This estfmate is about a 82'L lower than Chikuni's coastwide MSY
est1mate of 290,000 t.

Summary and Conclusions

The principal objective of this study was to conduct simple comparisons
of abundance and productivity estimates of Pac1fic ocean perch among
four major geographic regions 1 n U .S. waters. First, consnercf al
landings were presented which gave an indication of the relatfve s1ze
and productivity of Pacific ocean perch populations by region. Next,
estimates of absalute abundance and productivity were provided. Most
of the estimates that were used for comparative purposes were based an
assessments conducted by the HNAFC. This study cancluded that the Gulf
af Alaska has been and conti nues to be the domi nant region in terms of
Pacific ocean perch abundance, followed in descending order by the
Aleutian Islands, eastern Bering Sea, and West Coast regfons.
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It is also apparent that Pacific ocean perch productivity is much lower
than previously thought. Recent SRA assessments indicate that MSY may
be 80X to 90% lower than previously published estimates  i,e., Chikuni
1975!. This is nat entirely surprising as new information on the
biology and population dynamics of PaCifi c ocean perch have emerged
since Chikuni estimated MSY. Chikuni estimated that Pacific ocean
perch lived no more than 25 years and that instantaneous natural
mortality ranged between 0 . 19 and 0.42 . Iiore recent informati on,
however, suggest that Pacific ocean perch may attain ages in excess af
80 years and that instantaneous natural mortality is probably 0 .05 or
lower .

Evidently, with such long life spans and low rates of natural
mortality, Pacific acean perch are unable to cope with lavage removals
from their populations� . This speci es is also very slow growing and
lacks the resilience of highly fecund groups such as the gadoids.
Furthermore, ecological factors may have played a role in keeping the
stocks at depressed leve'ls. As the Pacific acean perch populations
declined due to excessive removals, its ecolagical niche may have been
replaced by faster growing, highly fecund species, further reducing the
reproductive potential of the Pacific ocean perch populations .

I wish to thank Drs . Daniel K . Kimura and Grant G. Thompson of the
Northwest and Alaska Fisheries Center for kindly reviewing the
manuscript and providing many helpful cormnents.
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The British Columbia inshore rockfish
fishery: Stock assessment and fleet
dynamics of an unrestricted fishery

Laura j. Richards and AJ. Cass
Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Nanaimo, British Columbia

Introduction

The i~shore rockfish fishery in British Columbia occurs
predominantly in major area 4B. the Strait of Georgia and adjacent
inside waters of Vancouver Island  Fig. I!. Most of the vessels use
handline/troll or longline gear.  Landings by handline and troll
gears are not distinguished in the sales-slip records!. The fishery
in its present form began to expand about 1977. At that time a
market developed for live rockfish to supply restaurants and retail
outlets, primarily in Vancouver's Chinatown. By 1984, annual
landings in area 48 had increased by 5 times in weight, and by 15
times in value, relative to 1975  Table 1!. Here we describe the
coatnercial fishery and present an overview of landing trends and
fleet dynamics.

S ecies Size and A e

Methods

We began to sample landed catch from the handline fishery in 1984
 Cess et al. 1986!. Most fish are sold live, and as it was
necessary to kill fish for sa~ling, we were forced to purchase our
samples from local fish buyers. Fishermen generally stock-pile
their catch in a submerged pen, until enough fish are accumulated to
comprise a saleable quantity . Landings are then trucked by a fish
buyer to Vancouver or to other local markets. As we were unable to
locate fishermen who stock-pile thei r catch individually, samples
included the catch from two or more vessels . Hence, we could not
differentiate between gear types, specific locality or depth fished
in our samples.
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Results

Based on eight samples of the consaercial catch to date  over 2000
fish!, quillback rockfish Sebastes ~mali er! is the major species
and accounts for about 88X y num er! of the fish landed. Copper
rOCkfiSh  S. CaurinuS ! accOuntS fOr abeut 11X. Hinor amOuntS  <IX!
of yellOweye rroCc77SS  S. ruberrimuS!, ye11OWtail rOCkfiSh  S.
flarld s! aad kelp greeekfsag~ale a ramrms ~deca ram s! ar aTsa
la ded.

sm

U.S. A
ell!nghong

Fig. 1. Location of area 4B, between Vancouver Island and mainland
British Columbia.
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Table 1, Total landings  t! landed value �00's 1981 $!, 20'l
qualified handline/troll LPU   kg/day fished! and the percentage of
total landings that were included by qualified handline/troll
landings for the area 48 rockfish fishery far 1967-1984,

Qual. LPUE
 kg/d!

Year
land.

Landings
 t! �!

Size and species composition of the landed catch depend on depth of
fishing. Quillback rockfish and yelloweye rockfish are faund
predominantly below 40 m and copper rockfish and kelp greenling
predominantly above 40 m  Richards and Cass 1985, Richards et a'1,
1985!. The median size of quillback rockfish and yellaweye rockfish
tends to increase with depth  Richards 1986!.

Fishermen reported, in a small questionnaire survey  n~7!, that they
prefer rockfish of about 0.7 kg �.5 lb! in weight, and that they
discard fish of less than about 0.2 ta 0.5 kg. The average weight
of quillback and copper rockfish in our convsercial samples generally
reflectS these preferences  Table 2!, Quillback rackfish in the
samples were larger on average than copper rockfish. For both
species, females were heavier than males.

Ta date, two of aur samples have been aged from otoliths, by the
break and burn method  Chi lton and Beamish 1982!. Ages in the
samples ranged from 4 - 55 yr for quillback rockfish and from 3 - 35
yr for copper rockfish  Fig. 2!. Capper rockfish appear to have a
faster growth rate, mature earlier, and are caught at a younger
age, The mean age of copper rockfish in the samples was about 11 yr
compared to about 1 7 yr for qui 1 1 back rockfi sh.
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1967
1968
1969
19 70
19 71
19 72
19 73
1974
19 75
19 76
1977
19 78
19 79
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

91 21
112 25
118 52
142 57
117 53
128 56
131 55
82 50
73 46
89 63

191 158
232 223
320 345
Z41 264
278 389
335 546
331 610
392 705

25. 2
24.2
36.8
33.8
37. 7
31,6
31,6
34.8
33,1
29.3
43,9
42.5
41.0
31.0
45,4
48,9
43 ' 5
41.1

34
33
48
34
34
31
24
33
34
37
48
44
44
42
52
72
79
77
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0.0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 O.O

A G f

Fig. 2. Age distributions and von Bertalanffy growth curves for male
and female quillback rockfish and copper rockfish sampled from the
area 46 handline/troll fishery between Ju'Iy 1984 and January 1986,
See Table 2 for sample sizes.
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Anal ses of Landin Trends

Methods

The analyses that follow are based on the sales-slip data files
maintained by the Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Statistics
Division. We had access to the data files for 1967-1984, and could
follow the success of individual vessels beginning in 1979, There
are several problems with the sales-slip data that could affect the
outcome of the analysis . The most severe problem is an unknown but
probably high rate of noncompliance with the fi shery regulation to
fi 11 out sales-slips for these species. As there is no dock-side
interview coverage for this portion of the non-t rawl fleet, the
landing records represent minimum estimates .

One landing was occasionally reported across two or rmre
sales-slips. In these cases we chose to use the maximum reported
effort for any landing by a vessel on a gi ven day. Sales-slips were
omitted from the analysis if the effort was listed as zero. This
may have occurred if a landing was combined from two or nore minor
statistical areas and all of the effort was assigned to one of the
areas.

We initially selected all landing records for a vessel on a given
day if a rockfish landing was reported. Further analyses were
generally perforvmd on handline/troll landings, if rockfish
comprised more than a specified percentage by weight  qualification

Table 2. Length, weight, age, and length and age at 50% sexual
maturity for male and female qui llback rockfish and copper rockfish
sang'ted from the handline/troll fishery between July 1984 and
January 1986. Sample size  8!, mean, and standard error  SE! are
given with each value.

FemalesMales

N mean SE mean SE

1310
1309

259
259

1310

34.1 0.2
0.87 0.01
18.2 0.6
11
28.1

33.1 0.1
0. 75 0.01
15.5 0. 6
13
29.5

b! copper rockfish
length  cm! 130
weight  kg! 130
age  yr! 69
50% maturity age 107
50% maturity length> 107

148
148

74

31.3 0.4
0,57 0,02
10.0 0.5

6
25,0

32.6 0.4
0.67 0.03
12,1 0.7

Imale and female values combined
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a! qui llback
!ength  cm!
weight  kg!
age  yr!
50% maturity
50% maturity

rock f i sh
1216
1216

221
age 221
length 1216



level! of the landing. We found little difference in the time trend
of LPUE  weight landed/days fished! using qualification levels of
20S, 40%, 60S, and 80S. The 20% qualificatiOn level waS Selerted
for reporting LPUE. For yearly analyses by vessel, only vessels
that made three or more 20% qualified landings fn that year were
included.

Landings and LPUE

Until the early 1970's, there was a small trawl fishery for rockftsh
off the southwest coast of Vancouver Island. Annual trawl landings
of rockftsh averaged 98 t durtng 1954-1970. Since 1970 however,
trawl landings have decreased to an annual average of 41 t.
Handline/troll and longline landings of rockfish, which were
historically less than trawl landings, averaged 65 t annually during
1954-1976. By 1984, annual handl t ne/troll and longline landings of
rockffsh had increased to 343 t.

Rockfish landinqs by all gear types were relatively modest during
1967-1976 �3-142 t/yr!, but then rose somewhat irregular'ly to a
peak of 392 t tn 1984  Table 1!. During 1967-1976, handlfne/troll
LPUEs ranged from 24.2 kg/d �968! to 37.7 kg/d �971!. During
1977-1984, the range was higher, from 41.0 kg/d �978! to 48.9 kg/d
�982!, except for 31,0 kg/d in 1980. LPUE dropped after 1982 to
41.1 kg/d in 1984.

The increase in LPUE during 1977-1984 can be accounted for by
increased effort on rockfish as a target group . Previously, many of
the rockffsh were landed as incidentals by salmon troll and lingcod
handlfne vessels. Ltngcod stocks in the Strait of Georgia in
particular have declined stgntftcantly fn recent years  Cass 1985!
and several former lingcod fishermen have switched to rockfish.
This is shown tn Table I by an increase in the proportion of total
landings included by the 20% qualfficatfon level for handlfne/troll
gear.

There are several possible explanations for the decrease in LPUE
observed after 1982. The trend may simply be an artifact of poor
data quality, for example. We do not know how the incidence of
mis-reporting of sales-slips may have changed through time.
However, we have two types of evidence to support the hypothesis
that the decrease  approximately 15%! reflects a decrease in stock
size. The first iS anecdotal. Sport and convaerctal fishermen and
fishery officerS all report a decline in the size of rockfi sh
stocks, and some changes have occurred tn the local areas fished as
a result. The second type of evidence ts from our research
program. In our expertments, we found LPUE for qutllback rockftsh,
as measured by research anglfng, to be proportionally related to
qui llback denSity, as measured by visual observations from the
PISCES IY submerSible  RfChards and Schnute 1986!. Hence, a 15%
decrease tn LPUE in our research fishing ~ould indicate a 15%
decrease in Stock size. Of course, the relatfonship between
coavnercial hand'line/troll LPUE and stock size is less Hear. We
suspect that coemerctal LPUE is relatively insensitfve to stock
abundance, except at low stock levels.
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Fleet patterns

The number of vessels reporting three or more 20% handlfne/troll
landings of rockfish has decreased from 193 vessels in 1979 to 179
vessels in 1984  Table 3!. There fs a high vessel turnover. Only
30-40% of the vessels remain in the fishery the year following their
entry,

Vessels tend to be consistent between years in their relative
sucress in the rockffsh fishery. During 1979-1984, LPUEs for a
vessel were highly correlated  p<0.001! in successive years. In
addition, vessels that left the fishery after 1981, 1982 and 1983
had a significantly lower annual LPUE in their last year of fishing
than did other vessels in that year  p<0.05, Wilcoxon two-sample
test!.

The fishery occurs throughout area 48. although the largest
concentration of vessels is around Campbel I River, minor statistical
area  MSA! 13  Table 3!, an area of high tidal flow. In 1984, 50%
of the rockfish handline vessels fn the Strait of Georgia reported
three or nore qualified landings from MSA 13, MSA 13 alone
accounted for 51% of the 48 al'I-gear rockfish landings in 1984.
More recently, the fishery has begun to move further north to more
exposed areas  e .g. MSA 12!, perhaps associated with high
competition for dwindling Strait of Georgia rockfish stocks. Based

Table 3. The number of vessels fn the handline/troll fishery for
rockfish between 19 79 and 1984, the percentage of new vessels in the
fishery in each year. the percentage of new vessels in one year that
remained in the fishery the following year, and the percentage of
vessels that fished in MSA 13. Only vessels that made three or more
20% qualified rockfish landings are included.

fear

81 82 83 84

193 159 156 176 146 179
61 59 53 40 37

32 30 37 35 45
41 35 40 45 63 50

no. vessels
% new
% remained
% MSA 13
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Vessels in the fishery range from small speed boats to former salmon
trollers. Using 1983 as an example, median vessel length was 9.7 m
 range 3.9-15.1 m, n=140!, with modes in the vessel length
distribution near 4 m and 10 m, LPUE was significantly correlated
with vessel length  r=0.21, p=0.01!, although the correlation was
not high . As might be expected, the distribution of annual
ualified landings by vessel was highly skewed  Fig. 3!. The top 17
12%, n=146! vessels accounted for 50% of the 1983 qualified

landings.
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1983 LANDINGS  I!

Fig, 3. Distribution of annual qualified rockfish landings  t! by
vessel in the 1983 handline/troll fishery in area 48. The last
group includes all vessels that landed more than 5 t. Only vessels
that made three or nere qualified handline/troll landings of
rockfish are included.

on preliminary 1985 data. over ZO vessels reported three or more
qualified landings from MSA IZ, an increase from 11 vessels in 1984
and one vessel in 1983.

Future of the fisher

It appears that decreases in the size of rockfish stocks have
occurred in the Strait of Georgia over the past few years, In
general. such decreases could be accounted for by either lack of
recruitment or by overfishing. However, as rockfish are long-lived
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and recruit to the fishery over several years, recruitment failure
is not a sufficient explanation for the observed decrease. The most
likely explanation for this decrease is overfi shing. Fisheries on
long-lived species are often characterized by a period of high
'landings followed by a rapid decline in landings, associated with a
decline in stock size  Leaman and Beamish 1984!. This is the
pattern that was observed, for example, in the  queen Charlotte Sound
Pacific ocean perch  Sebastes alutus! fishery, and consequently,
long-term  on the order of dec~ades rehabilitative measures became
necessary  Archibald et al. 1983!,

At present, there are no restrictions on the cormnercial fishery for
rockfish in area 48. We expect that rockfish stocks in the Strait
of Georgia will eventually be reduced to levels at. which they can no
longer be economically fished, and that the fishery will then be
re-directed to more remote areas, The point of economic extinction
is somewhat vague as price has been increasing steadily. To prevent
such a scenario, we have recorrmrended a total allowable catch that is
based on historical landings from the handli ne/troll and longline
fishery . It is still uncertai n what, if any, management action will
be taken in the near future,

This analysis has been based on the commercial fishery only, as we
are lacking a time series of landings and effort fur the sport
fishery . The sport fishery for rockfish has become an important
alternative to the salmon sport fishery  McElderry et al. 1985!.
Approximately 85 t of rockfish were landed by the Strait of Georgia
sport fishery in 1984  T. Shardlow and T. Hoyt, unpub. data!, This
is over 20% of the landings by the commercial fishery. In 1986, an
8 fish/d bag limit on sport-caught rockfish was implemented
coastwide. The limit is probably too hi gh. It was originally
imposed by management to control the landing and illegal sale of
corrvrrerci al quantities of rockfish under a sport licence.

Thanks to Jergen Westrheim for reviewing the manuscript.
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Abstract

To cope with the management problems created by different
productivity levels of rockfish stocks fished in the same areas, we
analyzed corrmmrcial catch statistics to determine if there were
assemblages that could function as management units. In particular,
we ~ished to deter mi ne whether background variance of 1 andi ngs
afforded management opportunities at the vessel, seasonal or annual
level of aggregation. Cluster analysis of two years of landings
data, prior to any management measures, identified both seasonal and
annual assemblages but no consistency at the vessel level. For
example, the majority of the catch of shelf rockfishes off northern
Vancouver Island was caught as a consistent ratio of Sebastes
f1 vid ss. ~hrevls i ~ isS. tnn' * . nh r as t o s parate sea o

ties of S. 1 t s:S. reed1: - ~rori er e id ntified off th
west  }ueen Charlotte IsTands. Such results suggested that yields of
several species could be optiraized through assemblage management,
where single-species management had resulted in either unfilled
quotas or over-exploitation of some speries.

The assemblages identified were applied in the management of 6ritish
Columbia's cormnercial fishery for three years. Re present the
results of this application and evaluate its success re1ati ve to the
former single-species management We also exareine the persistence
of the groups previously identified, during the assemblage
management period, and indicate whet consequences can result from
management imprecision in achievi~g quotas for assemblages.

I nt rodu ct i on

fh genus S tastes  famtty S orpaentdae! 1 th mst specio * f th
d mrsat fash ge er i the northeast P cifi Ocean. ith *
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Seventy known species  Chen 1986!. While all species are not
spatially coincident, any area may have 10-30 species present
throughout such of the year, Although these coincident species are
congeners, their biological characteristics may vary widely
 Archibald et al. 1981; Phil lips 1964! and their equilibrium
population levels may differ by tenfold or more  Leaman 1985!.
These differences combined with exploitation histories that have
varied in both intensity and duration have created situations where
different management strategies may be needed for co-occur ri ng
species.

Mast of the Sebastes spp. exploited by trawl gear are aggregating
forms. The reasons for this aggregating behavi our are not
completely understood and any combination of predator protection,
feeding facilitation, response to oceanographic or bathymetric
features, or reproductive requirements might be plausibly invoked.
In addition some species have strongly seasonal aggregating
behavi our that may result from bathymetric migration, often further
complicated by different patterns between the sexes  Leaman 1985!.
Natural aggregations may be further amplified in fisheries
statistics by the limited availability of bottom suitable for
trawling; indeed, most fishermen regard the name 'rockfish' as amply
justified.

Within any management area, landings from r ockfi sh fi sheries in
8ritish Columbia are typically conposed of a mixture of species in
variable proportions  Tables 1,2!. The cooposition of these
mi xtures is influenced by differential species abundance, bias in
the distribution of fishing effort among species, and marketing
constraints. Fishery landings therefore do not give a picture of
the "true" cosmnity or assemblage, rather they present a variable
subset of that cosmmnity reflecting the biases of market demand,
availability and vulnerability� .

In the waters off gri tish Columbia there are a number of fishing
grounds where these scenarios occur. Available yield from stocks is
quite disparate among and within areas  Leaman 1985; Stanley 1985!
and often management of individual quotas for some species has
resulted in either overfishing or regulatory closures that truncate
fisheries for other species before their quotas are fully subscribed
 Table 3!. Such a system is clearly ineffic'lent and improvements in
management must deal with basic differences in biology among
species, stocks at various levels of historical exploitation, and
different patterns of aggregation throughout the year among the
species landed from a given area. The manager may find that the
window of control for the fishery prohibits single-species
management due either to the impossibility of resolving
single-species effort from catch statistics, or because the species
are truly caught together.

What the manager needs is a method for optimizing yields from
several stocks based on controlling the majority of thei r landings .
Our objective was to analyze historical patterns of catch and effort
to determine if management of shelf and slope rockfishes could be
accomplished through treatment as assemblages, rather than as single
species. In this paper we present the results of this analysis and
thei r application to the management of Hriti sh Columbia rockfi sh
fisheries during !983-1985,
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Table 2. Percentage of rlmjor rockfish species> landed in various
combinations, by year, in Area 5E 1977-1985.

Percentage of AL in follrsrring combinations:
Wi th
other

AL/PR rock f i sh

Percentage of PR in follcwfng corrbinatfons:
With
other

AL/PR rock f i sh

Percentage of RE in foll orling corrSrinations.
With
other

AL/PR rockfish

aSpeci es: AL - S. alutus
PR - S. ~rori er
RE � Y. reedi
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Year

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

Year

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

Year

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

Al one

55
14
11
41
46
27
2
8

28

Alone

2 3

0 0 0
0 0
0 0

Alone

0 2

0 8 0 1
4 0 1

AL/PR/RE

21
15
24
15

25
27
35
35

AL/PR/RE

87
94

100
41
90
90
74
44
49

AL/PR/RE

76
60
81
62
56
59
50
53
69

AL/RE

13
62
37
10
30
25
51
38
21

AL/RE

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
AL/RE

24
34
19
12
24
35
26
38
10

PR/RE

0 0
0 0
0 0

0 0 0

PR/RE

0 2 0
51
10
10
21
56
35

PR/RE

0
4
0

18
18
5

20
10
19

2

0 0

19 0 0 1
0

10

9 9
28
15
4

23
19
19 6



Methods

The concept of describing groups of organisms as assemblages ar by
their degree of similarity is not a new one. Our approach departs
from previous ones in the important regard that we required our
assemblages to be functional in management. We stress that we did
nat set out to determine ecological linkages, which would requi re a
long and detailed study. Our criteria for identification af
functional assemblages were that:

 i ! species rrxrst be coincident in 1 andi ngs from a given rrmnagement
unit;

 ii ! this coincidence rmrst persist over time useful in management
 e.g. fishing season or year!, i.e. species rmrst co-vary in
abundance in landings;

� 1 1 ! landings of a species in an assemblage must constitute the
majority of its annual landings; and

 iv! the assemblages must be tractable under narmal fishing
patterns,

The latter three criteria are the primary departures from previous
studies. For example, Day and Pearcy   1968!, Fager and Longhu rst
  1968!, Gabriel and Tyler   1980!, and Tyler et a l. �982! have
examined speci es groupi ngs of the same general type we are
considering but used rruch more temporally-limited data sets  often
only single surveys!. As such, the persistence of the relationships
they described was inferred but nat demonstrated, and their dynamics
would be opaque to fishery managers  Wi ens 1981!. The same
conclusion may apply to repetitive surveys made at specific times of
year, that are not scaled to fishery results  Sissenwine et al.
1982!. ln part, this problem arises because same studies attempt to
provide a management tool but thei r approaches car ry the a pri ori
assumption that species Interactions are the driving force of group
dynamics, while ignoring fishery effects  Mercer 1982!.

Cacch data fram the British Columbia trawl rockfish fishery in seven
areas  Fig. I! during 1977-1978 were the subject of our analysis.
The data were segregated into shelf  S. brevis i ni s, S. entomelas,
S. fla Id s, S. ~II ! ~ d sl u !S. alutu ~ .. ~ru I
S. ~di f res. Ilhlle catch stat st cs a e ~t t ~ * e f
what species may co-occur, they do provide information on bath
association in landings and management opportunities  e.g. Tyler et
al. 1984!. Catches are subsamples of species groupings vulnerable
to trawls and while the absence of a species does not necessarily
infer its absence from the area, it does remove it from our
management focus.

'Nagtegaal �983! reviewed some of the qualitative and quantitative
methods that have been used to examine species associations. We
chose cluster analysis  Borucki et al. 1975; Gabriel and Tyler 1980;
MacDonald 1975; Soka! and Sneath 1963! as the nest powerful and
flexible method for our examinations.

A. Cluster anal sis. The basic data element available for analysis
was a vessel -area landing. for which a relative ratio i ndex, R;j was
calculated for each species:

N
Ri j = Ci j /   Cijs
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Figure I. Areas for rockfish assemblage analysis  I-UII! and major
statistical areas off Srftfsh Columbia  e.g. 3C!.

where C is catch and the species and landing indices are i and j,
respectively. We used a  I-mode  entity ! agglomerati ve cluster
analysis, which groups elements according to the similarity of their
species ratio  rather than R-mode  attribute! clustering which
groups elements accordi ng to individual species similarity! for our
preliminary examinations. This analysis produces a hierarchical
classification of data in the form of a dendrogram, with one axis as
a group classfficatfon and the other as an index of sfmflarity
bet~can groups. A group-average fusion strategy was employed to
link groups with a Canberra-metric similarity index. The latter was
chosen to minimize the bias i nduced by differences in the gross
level of catch among groups with similar proportions.

As a supplement to the cluster analysis we also calculated a
relative catch index, Lfg. to identify those clusters representing
the majority of the rockfish catch.
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K
Lig = Cig / $ Cigg=I

where C;9 is the catch of species i in cluster g. The denominator
is the total rockfish catch of species i in all k clusters in the
study area.

8 C t h t 1 i . In addition to the cluster analysis
P P ndex to determine the proportions of

rockfish species that were landed together.

12 K
Pig = Cig t~ [ Citg

where Cig is the catch of species i in combination g. The
denOminatOr iS the tOtal catch of SpecieS i in all COmbinatiOnS
within the area for a year. The proportions were calculated for all
possible combinations of coxvnercial species within the study area.
We also examined each species' catch by month relative to its annual
catch for each area, to distinguish those species consistently
caught together from those caught together only occasionally.

C Co ariation in s ' s 1 din s. Adherence to our criterion
P ge nest co-vary in abundance, was

examined with a Wilcoxon paired-sample test of percentage change in
landings, by month, by species pair.

D. A li cation to mana ement. Subsequent to these examinations, we
analyzed a longer time-series of catch data �977-1982! for monthly
and annual patterns of R;j and Pig Some of the assemblages
identified by these analyses were presented as options to fishery
managers and implemented during the 1983-1985 rockfish fisheries
off British Columbia. The results of this implementation were
evaluated in terms of the achievement of individual species quotas
within an assemblage management fishery, and the persistence of the
assemblage composition during this experimental management peri od.

Results

A. Cluster anal sis. The results of the cluster analysis of the Rij
values are presented in tabular format  Table 4! for all seven areas
but we present only two of the accompanying dendrograms,
representing the best and worst cases  Figs. 2 and 3!. It is
obvious that the species composition of rockfish landings is highly
variable when viewed at the level of individual landings. From an
assemblage management perspective the worst-case scenario  Fig. 2!
occurs when the arms of the dendrogram are all narrow and linked at
a low level of similarity  <0.4!. This implies that landings among
vessels are extremely dissimilar throughout the year and the
potential for assemblage management is low. Only Area VI  northwest
Vancouver Island, May-December! displays these traits to any marked
degree, and it is based almost entirely on major landings of single
species, rather than completely different proportions of the same
species mix. In the more typical dendrogram  Fig. 3!, the group
bases are linked at a high level of similarity  >0.8!, either as a
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broad cluster of single species catches or multiple groups with
extreme1y similar ratios,

It is clear that management opportunity afforded at the level of
individual landings is limited by the variation in Rij. However,
major clusters based on temporal patterns were identified  Table 4!,
implying much greater stability in Rlj when landings are grouped
over longer periods.

Examination of the L;g index for the broader temporal clusters
 Table 4! showed that these clusters also accounted for the majority
of annual landings, hence would be useful in management . The
exception to this general case concerned S. flavidus and S.
~nrf . Fo the feasor sp ci s th* 1 te a alysis tndlc t*d
that in the major areas of capture  IV and Y! over 65% of the S.
flavidus was caught by itself or in an assemblage where its Ri3 >
0.75. At the same time we learned through a tagging study that S.
flavidus was capable of extremely wide movements  Leaman, unpubl.
~data d should be m ag*d eparately na a coast ide bas s. Fo
S. ~rorf r. bile it as seldom caught 1 . its il;l ~ ag d
only 0.17 in those clusters accounting for the majority of
its annual landings. Another result of the cluster analysis
therefore, was the suggested elimination of S. flavidus and
s. ~ro 1 er f em consia tio for assemblage anat~ t.

ExaminatiOn Of the Rij indiceS fOr the remaining Shelf and Slepe
forms, by month and management area indicated a relatively high
degree of variation throughout the year for most areas  Table 4!.
We then turned to the p;g index to determine if the majority of the
variation occurred during the majority of the landings.

B Cat anal sis. The general pattern of the monthly
p p a ong temporal segregation of index maxima
between species, within the same management area. For example, the
peak in Pig for S. alutus in Area 5E du ring 1977-1982 was in April
while the peak for S. reedi was in October  Fig. 4!. Similarly, S.

ni er as domina t d ing May in Area BB. Mhfle the S.
~brans s na mu acc d 1 A g st, ln no a * a there stra g
coincidence in the monthly proportions.

Taken by themselves, these results would suggest little opportunity
for optimization within an assemblage management framework.
However, when vi ewed in conjuncti on wi th the Rij and Lig results it
is clear that achievement of speci es-specific management goals is
possible, due to the temporal patterns of availability for
individual species within the assemblages.

Co a i ati i landi n s . While the absolute magnitudes of
gs y spec es ow differences, the patterns of change by

month  'I increase or decrease! exhibit some consistency  Fig. 5!.
For the examples in Table 5 only the 1977 S. brevis inis-
S. inni er Area 5A/B comparison showed a probab sty ess than 0.5
TO. > O5�!, 7 > 0.2! in accepting the hypothesis of equivalent
percent change in monthly landings of the two species,
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Table 4. Relative catch indices and sean catch ratios for groups in
cluster analysis, by study area.

Relative catrh
index  fig!

Study
area

Mean
catch ratio

Group
speci esa Month

A'
8'
C'
ps
E s

.51/.05/.43

.08/.06/.85

.23/.25/.48

.04/.50/a40

.97/, D1/.01

.48/.19/.33

.23/.07/.70

.96/.03/.04

.79/.20

.90/.09

.89/.01/.09

.02/.78/.19

.02/.93/.05

.19/.79/.02

.04/.ZO/.75

A1'
A '
8
A'
BI'
82
C'

Al'
AZ'
A3'
A4s

PI

Cl

pf
E I

IV

05/. 11/. 60/. 23
.01/.71/.27
.25/.27/.47
.51/.37/.08
.95/.02/.02
.57/.40

Al'
AZ'
A!'
8 C'
D'

.23/.76

.07/.65/.27

.01/.97/.01

.71/.22/.06

.32/.04/.62

.06/.01/.89

.74/.25

.02/.04/.93

.13/.84/.02

A'
8'
C'

VI

PI AI '
A '
8
CI'
CZ'

VII .16/.13/.46/.15
.17/.82
.50/.50
.16/.83
,31/.DB/.46

aal: S. Aluaus BR: S. ~usu is lais
PR: Y. ~rori r EM: S. entoil as
RE: Y. reedi FI: Y. flavidus
PI: Y. p~pnn ar
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Al/PR/RE
Al/PR/RE
Al/PR/RE
Al/PR/RE
A'I/PR/RE

Al/PR/RE
Al/PR/RE
Al/FR/RE

Al/RE
Al/RE
Al
Al /PR/RE

BR/Fl/PI
BR/Fl/PI
BR/Fl/PI
BR/EN/Fl
BR/EN/Fl/
BR/Fl/PI
BR/Fl/PI
BR/Fl/PI
BR/Fl/PI
EN/Fl
PI

BR/F I
BR/Fl/PI
BR/F 1/PI
BR/Fl/PI
BR/Fl/PI
BR/EN/Fl

BR/PI
BR/Fl/PI
BR/Fl/PI

BR/EN/Fl/
EN/Fl
EN/Fl
Fl /P I
BR/Fl/PI

Jun-Nov
May-Nov
Jul-Pec
May@et
Jan<un

Jul Oec
Jul 4ec
Jan-Jul

Julpec
Jul-Dec
JanJun
Jul-Nov

May <ul
May<un
Aught
Septet
Aug<et
May Aul
May-Jun
Aug-Sep
Aug-Sep
Aug-Sep
May-Jun

Jul-Oct
May Nun
May-Sep
Aug%et
May-Nov
May <ui

Aug-Sep
Apr-Sep
May-Aug

Aug-Sep
May<ul

Aug-Oct
Au9 Sep

.17/.02/.12

.23/.43/.4I6

.17/.28/.16

.01/.24/.09

.42/.03/.17

.3D/.41/.25

.23/.12/.62

.47/.47/.12

.46/.70
,33/.19

.07
. 14/1.0/.11

.01/.11/.15

. 08/. 15/.12

.14/.26/.04

.07/.32/.11

.09/,09/.04/.08

.01/.04/.15

.01/.02/.19

.40/.12/.20

.19/.04/.04

.59/.10

.03

.13/.34

. 01/.01/.08

.01/.38/.05

.83/.14/.71

.01/.01/.17
,01/1.0/.12

.82/.07

.13/.38/.92

.05/.62/.01

.03/.01/.01/.01

.72/.86

.26/.07

.05/.75
,96/.01/.24



D. A lication to mana ement. In addition to recormrrended
spec es-speci c quotas, managers were presented with quotas for
shelf and slope assemblages by management area during 1983-1985.
Assemblage quotas for Areas 3D and 5A/B relied on the temporal
changes in RiJ and pig to achieve the appropriate mixture of
individual species quotas while the Area 5E quota was divided inta
January-June and July-December allotments, to account far the
seasonal bias in species avaf labi li ty  Fig. 4! .

In general, the managerrmnt precision of the assemblage quotas has
been poor and quota overruns the rule, rather than the exception.
The reasons for this are manifold and include a voluntary catch
reporting system in British Columbia, rapid concentration of ffshing
effort, and either slow or no management action when quota fimits
were exceeded. Evaluation of assemblage nmnagement thus became
somewhat confounded by in@recision in management of the
assemblages . In Table 6 we have attempted to estfmate what species
and assemblage catches would have resulted from prorrpt management
restrictions. Those figures in parentheses are the catches we would
have achieved had we acted in such fashion, assuming that detection
and response would normally operate in a monthly interval.

In the case of slope rockfish in Area 5E, assemblage nmnagement has
acted to dampen major fluctuations in species carrposition of the
total catch and prompt nmnagement action would have decreased
overruns on the S. alutus yields  ffg. 6!. However, it would also
have reduced the cattc t of S. reedi. Achievement of the assemblage
quota has thus been at the expense of the S. alutus stock, Since
the seasonal patterns of Rfj for S. reedi and S. a utus have
maintained themselves during assemblage management, it appears that
improved distribution of species catches within the total assemblage
can still be achieved through additional reduction of the sprfng
fishery, with its hfgher landings of S. alutus, but maintaining the
grouped-species quotas.

In some contrast with the above, assemblage managersent of shelf
rockfish in Area 3D appears to have been less successful. Mhile
seasonal patterr.s of Rfj and monthly proportions have maintained
themselves  Fig. 4! and quota overruns mfght have been decreased by
more rapid management action  Fig. 7C!, a component of the
percentage overrun arase because management enacted fishing quotas
33'L greater than allowable catches recarrmmnded by assessment
biologists. However, even fn consideration of this assemblage
management has not introduced the stability noted for Area 5E.

It is passible to improve the performance of assemblage management
in Area 3D through temporal segregation of the grouped quota, to
take advantage of the higher proportion of S, innf er in landings
during the fall. Such segregatfon cambined wit prompt monitoring
and management response would achieve more equitable ba'lance than
shown in Fig. 7B .

Discussion

Management of multiple species or stocks explaited by the same
fishery is a problem that has p'lagued fishery bia'Iogists for some
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Figure 4. Isonthly proportions and eean catch ratios of shelf
rockfishes in Area 30  left! and slope rockfishes in Area 5E
 right!, 1977-1982 and 1983-1985.



Table 5. %nthly landings  t! of rockfish speciesa in Areas BE and
30, 1977-1978, and tests of covariation. Ho: % change in ncbnthly
'landings equal. H1: 5 change in landings not equal.

RK BR P11977 AL

6.0129,15

0.32

44.04

25.67

14.81

15,36

3.79

5.51

5.62

0. 61

Accept Ho..p>0.2

1978

1 265.50 85,36

2 36.20 0,16

3

Accept Ho.p>0.5

ass c as: RL-s. ~ lwus Rs-s, ~brevis i is
RE-S. reedi PI-S, p~inni r
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1 115.97 54.49

2 99.31 0.03

3

4 347.47 16. BB

5 155.76 151.36

6 315.97 133.18

7 182.23 295.51

8 18.69 107.71

9 18,96 85,45

10 93.80 189.29

11 53.51 184.64

12 149.12 38.19

Accept Ho:p>0.5

4 141. 96 31. 62

5 105.26 182.02

6 146.43 51.81

7 320.21 115.27

8 358.45 183.71

9 63.80 6.09

10 650.43 221.21

11 222.94 52.71

12 115.75 43.40

Accept Ho.p>0.5

5.17

10.49

24. 47

14.09

35,75

41.34

17. 93

18. 67

15.15

3.32

1.04

25.71

37a11

32.14

337.01

126.87

69,00

76.19

0.09

4. 67

2. 41

0.62

61.53

9.93

57.85

98.32

8.99

11.24

5,08

1.96
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Figure 5. k onthly landings of slope rockfish in Area 5E, 1977-1978.

Table 6. performance of assemblage rockfish managenmnt 1983-1985;
values in tonnes, See text for explanation of values within vertical
bars

Year
1983 1984

Ouota/catch i!uota/catch
1985

Ouota/catchArea/speci es

600/1279

5A/8
s. ~ee is ious 6002524
S. ~io I ~ r 500/347

Grouped quota 1100/871

600/835 703 600/815 693
600/588 555 600/439 296
250/ 75 74 250/ 99 99

600/827
600/477
250/158

691
304
149

Grouped quota  spring00/998 832 500/816 550
 fall! 900/500 500 900/537 537
 total	400/1921 1332 1400/1353 1087

500/995
900/467

1400/14I62

676
467
1143
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30
S. brevis inis
'S. ~oer
Y. flavsdus

0 oup~eota south!
 north !
Total

5K 5. alutus
Y. aleutianus

200/564
350/712
150/36
600/836

- 443

253
309

14
576

250/462
450/883
100/19
SDO/801
500/549

1000/1350

600/962
500/507

1100/1469

195
874

19
799
549
1348

350/813
50D/727
100/288
500/1170
500/370

1000/1540

750/997
500/391

1100/1388

507
286
222
631
385
1016
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Figure 6, A. Indiv1dual �979-19B2! and assemblage �983-1985!
quota performance in Area SE. B. Actual  ACT! and  ACH!
ach1evable assemblage quOta perforamnce by species. C. Actual
 ACT! and achfevable  ACH! assemblage quota performance by
opening.

time  Guiland 1983! and approaches have been of two general types,
One method is to collect extremely detailed information on the
bfo'fogy and fnteraCtfORS Of the SpeCieS COmpOSing an aSSemblage, and
build an analytic model which attempts to predict the effects of
f1shery and environmentally induced changes on these constituent
parts  e.g. Andersen and Ursin 1977; Lett and Kohler 1976!. Such a
systems approach fs fnherently appealing to biologists because it
offers the potential to actually understand the behav1our of a
complex system. However, it is expensfve in time and resources and
extremely difficult to adequately model, at least with precision
suff1cient for quantitative prediction.

Our program has also atteapted to extend the noraml esqf rical
approach through a more conprehensfve exam1natfon of assemblage
composftion as perceived through this major control variable. The
advantages to using fishery based data are that assemblages can be
examined over a longer time period than for research surveys and
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We make no pretense to such endeavour, rather have taken the second
general approach, that of a more empi rical nature wherei n we attempt
to deal only with the fishery induced changes and not with a
detailed analysis of the internal dynamics of the assemblage. While
such an approach wi 11 nOt substitute for that detailed
understanding, 1t offers the potential to avo1d catastrophic
declines in one or more constituents while that knowledge is gained,
by controlling a major external factor in these dynam1cs, i.e. the
fishery.
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and achievable  ACH! assemblage quota performance by sub-area.

For the shelf and slope rockfishes off 8ritish Columbia, our
analysis and management program has shown that:

� predictable assemblages of shelf and slope forms can be
i dent i f i ed through f i shery data;

- ratios of species in the assemblages are stable under
experimental management and account for the majority of species'
catches;
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that the data pertain directly to the management process. The
disadvantages are that targetting and switching behaviour by
fishermen may be imbedded in the data and be highly responsive to
subsequent managenmnt actions, and that little understanding of
internal assemblage dynamics is gained. This potential can be
increased if assemblage managersent is undertaken on an experimental
basis  Hobson and Lenarz 1977!.



- separate species management goals are achievable with assemblage
management, through rsanfpulation of openings and quotas to take
advantage of this seasonal and annual stability; and

- assemblage management based on such detafled examination can
avofd the sacrifice of minor species for the sake of managing only
the dominant species fn an assemblage.

while we are enCOuraged by the mOdiCurs Of SuCceSS eXperienCed wfth
this approach we stress that it is only an interim measure and
precursor to development of an understanding of the biologfcal
meChaniCS Of theSe aSSemblageS.

Ne are grateful for thoughtful criticisms on a draft of thfs paper
from R. D. Stanley and A. V. Tyler.
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Restricted year-class structure and
recruitment lag within a discrete

school of yellawtail rackfish

H. Richard Carlson
NMFS, Northwest and Alaska Fisheries Center
AUke Bay, Alaska

46stssct. � 0 tocrvsito os of s school of adult ydlowuu I
rockfiih Sefiaoes j!cstdut aver sn I I-yssr pcnod in
soothcssmn Alaska revealed nefibfiiblc rccrnitmcni as
iheschoot dwind!ed innsmbcrsandremaining mdivid-
usl 6sh grew in size.

Methods
Age-size composition and abundance were de-

termined for a discrete school of yellowtail rock-
fish over 11 years by direcr sampling and diver
obnvr ations. This school occupied thc rock of

' Reference io trade osmss docs not imply endorse
incn'i Isy th Xtnt o nt Mann Fi na~ Socvicv.
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Little is known about the pauerns of recruitmem
of thc yellowtail rockfish Sebostes f!cvtdtzs along
the Paeific coast of North Arnerica, where it ranges
from San Diego, California, to Kodiak, Alaska.
The recruitmcnt observations described here are
of a discrete school of ye!lowtail rockfish that oc-
cupied s sunken passenger liner at Point Lena,
Lynn Canal. in southeastern Alaska. This school
was also observed during a homing study by Gari-
son and Height �972!. who showed that the species
possessed the abihly and inchnalion to rcturii to
a homesite when displaced as far as 22.5 km, dis-
placed into other schools of yellowssil rockfish, or
held for months in captivuy. Return from certain
sitm involved changing thrections several times or
traversing deep straits or both. The ditficulty of
some returns and a lasting memory for the home-
site indicate the fish possessed a strong association
with it aud are evidence for litic natural emigra-
rion. !n this paper. I describe what appears to bc
a !ong-term, pulse-like pattern of recruitment, and
ofier a hypothesis concerning initial estab!ishmcnt
of adult schools.

a sunken passenger liner, 6,000 tonnes snd nearly
100 m long, ai 12 � 28 m depths at Point Lena,
Lynn Canal, in southeastern Alaska. Adult ycllow-
tailrock iish were capt ured by hook and hnc during
1969 � 1979, and the fork length of each fish was
measured. Sccause these fis were also marked for
thc homing study by Carlson and Height �972!,
scales rather than otohths were taken to deterinine
age. Selected scales were pressed on plastic cards
and viewed  83 x magnification! on an Ebrrbach'
proi actor.

Ahhough otobths are more appropriate forsgc-
infi older rockfish  Chdton and Beamtsh 1982!,
most of the sge analyses took place during 1969-
1971, when nearly all of the fish were young, gen-
erally less than ! 0 years o!d  Tab!c 1! Ktmurs et
al. �979! smted that sca!es are reliable for ageing
ycfiowtsi! rockfish through age 9. and scales were
used to estitnste ages of ycllowtaii rockfisb to �
 Phillips 1964! and from ages 8 to 15  Six snd
Hortou 1977!. Furthermore, the mean !engths-st-
age given by Westrhetm and Harling  !975! for
yellowtai! roc kfish ages 7-11 are generally within
3 cm of the values! found  Table 1!. My age read.
ings were consistent between yean in terms ol'year
classes represented and were. 1 believe, s va!id
reficctiOn of the sge structure of the school

Annually, divers observed the school and vi-
sually esumated thc size range of the fish and their
overall abundance on 37 diving days during May-
October between 1969 aud 1979. Diver esumates



Tasic I. � Ages and fork long!ha ol'408 !e!lowisii roek6sb captured by hook snd tne al Point Lens, Lynn Canal,
soathsssicin Alaska, from 1969 lo 1979. i@0 samples werc taken in 1972, 1973, 1975, 1976, snd I 978 Esdmatas
of school size were naade br scuba divers.

Pndomiaani Para Iaar!h Imm!xsa range agar Nnrnhar Of Znimand nninhar
 yaaya! b ! aanga !dean hah as inc!ad is school

Sampling
7 as i

7,6
6,9
9, �
13, 14
16
Ig

273-323
305-414
33S427
410-125
340-44 3

442

341
354
373
417
aog
442

7-10
7 � 16
9-11
�-14
�-!g
lg

1969
1970
1971
1974
1977
1979

55
235
53
2
I

1,500 � 2,500
1,000 � 2,000
100-2IN
50 � I IN

of the size range of fish in the scbool were subjec-
tive, but consistently showed a narrow size com-
position, and sizes were corroboratod by actual
capiure and measurement of 408 fisb  Table I!.
Divers used the equivalent of tmnscds  e.g.. out
each mast and from bow to stacks! over consis-
tently used paths of known dimensions lo count
the numbers of rockfish m clusters and expanded
these to estimate the total. Although the earliest
diver observations recorded school size as "rough
estimates," they verified the presence oF a large
sc:hool, at least in the Ihousands, certainly several
rimes the 341 yellowtail rockfish from this school
captured during ihc Carlson and Height �977!
hommg study
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Ikcsu!ts indicate that recruitmenl m the school
oocurmd over a short nme span  I-2 years! and
little or no additional recnutment OCCuryed in the
intervening 14 � � years. This school may have
been newly established at the shlpwro:k homesitc
as cariy as 1967, as indicated by the dze and rel-
ative abundance of a large scbool of ycllowtail
rockfish of relatively sinall size  estimated at 25-
30 cm! that was observed by Louis M. Barr  Post
O fice Box 210361, Auke Bsy, Alaska 99821, per-
sonal communication! while diving there in June
1967, There m evidence that yelloaatail rockFish in
Pugel Sound shifi from juvenile to adult ames with
the onset of malurily around age 7  Mathews and
Barker 1983!. In this study, the age structure of
the rockfish in !969 was dominated by the i961
and 1962 year classes as 8- and 7-year43!d fish. In
1970 and ! 971, these year classes atpun predom-
inated as 9- and 8-ycar-olds and 10- and 9-year-
okh, respectively. Iy!o fish sampled were younger
than age 7, and fcw fish older than agc 11 were
present  Table I !.

The 1960-1 962 year dasses were strong for oth-
er spaies of I%orth Pacific maline fishes as wetL
For example, oif Omgon-War,hington, the 1961
year Chug of Enghsh sole Pnrophr!yr urfrdur waa
abnormally suong, as were the 1960, 1961, and
1962 year dasaes of Do~er sole M!eros!dmus pd-
rif!rrfd  Hayman et al. 1980!. The 1961 year Claaa
wai also unusual y strong for Padfic halibut Hfp-

poglosgur glenclepir in the nnrth Pacific Ocean
 Deriso l985!, for Pacifie hate Iferlncciuf pro-
ducfns o f Oregon-Washington  Bailey 1981!, Pa-
dfic ocean perch Se cures ajufffs og' British Co-
lumbia  Leaman and Stanley 1985!, and Pacific
cod Gnffur y!hxrrOCephnfur ofi' Britigh Calumbia
 Westrheun and Foueher 1983!. Thc homing study
by Carlaon and Height �972! showed that yellow-
tail rockfish strongly identified with the site and
returned to it when displaced, indicating little nat-
ural emigration. Yearly monitoring oF the school
by divers from 1969 to 1979 showed that pro-
gressively fewer, but larger, fish comprised the
scbooL Age � sire compOSitiOn Of 10 yellowtail
rockfish taken during 1974-1979 from the small
remaining school indicated that thc 1961 year dass
remained predominant.

Thais aie scvcm! possible explanations. not mu-
tually exdusive. for the protracted lack of recruii-
mem inihis school ofyefiowtail rockfish. Thc ex-
planation I favor is thai the presence of large fish
in established residence at this site prevented re-
cruitment of the much smaller fish, who located
in smtablc areas elsewhere, and thereafier  as thc
dcmonstmt!on of homing incbnation and ability
suggests for yellowlsil rockfish inhabiting the
wreck! idenufied with the other locations and did
riot cmlglztc.

Thie explanat!on is qmte possible, particularly
if the tiros frzine is short � mOntha Or leSS! FOr
shiRing from juvenile  nursery! areas to aduh hab-
itat and if the larger aduhs repycscnt potential
predators or much more adept competitom for
limited space, cover, and highly motile food
sources. These larger fish codd tbux deter smaller
fish from loinmg, 0 school. The situalion might
progress to "a point. of no return." The new re-
cruits may be very sparse during the 2-3 years that
thc established adults grow to a size that excludes
younger, smaller fish, even afier the young fisb
auain maturity. Then, with a long-lived Rsh such
as Se yfisies spp� the established aduh school re-
tnains intact until its members � all older, larger
Rsh � apprOaeh the limits of longevity and are sO
reduced in number that they no longer deter re-
cruitment. At this point, the next successful year
class, upon attaining maturity, could recruit en
masse, and thc stage is set for a repeat performance
of what we are seeing now.



This article was published in Transactions cf the American Piahurias
p. -iii, vs

permsnninn.
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Recent exploitation patterns and future
stock rebuilding strategies far acadian

redfish, Sebastes Fasciatus Storer,
in the Gulf of Maine-

Georges Bank region of the
northwest Atlantic

Ralph K. Mayo
NMFS, Northeast Fisheries Center
Woods Hole, Massachusetts

Abstract

The Gulf of Maine - Georges Bank stock of Acadian redfish,
sehastes iasciat ~ s ster, has I * d sd te te i tensi
~pt ti ~ the late 39th's. During th p i d i i iti 3
expioitati on, annual commerci al landings increased rapidly from less
than 1,000 metri c tons in 1935 to approximately 60,000 tons in
1941. Landings and effort subsequently declined through the 1940's
and remained relatively stable from the mid-1950's through the late
1960's, averaging about 12,800 tons and 3,300 standard days fished,
respectively. Additional effort by distant water fleets increased
total landings to approximately 20,000 tons annually by the early
1970's. Except for a brief period between 1977 and 1979, landings
have steadily declined since 1972, although domestic fishing effort
has remained relatively high.

Estimates of exploitable biomass and relative abundance indices
have consistently declined since the late 1960's. The most recent
estimates suggest that stock abundance is currently lower than at any
previously recorded level in the past 40 years. Age-specific stock
size estimates derived from vi rtual population analyses  VPA! suggest
that, except for a strong 1971 and a moderate 1978 year class,
recruitment has been extremely poor throughout most of the 1970's and
early 1980's. The YPA results also indicate that the instantaneous
rate of fishing morta1ity  F! has exceeded F � in most of the years
si nce 1970 and has generally been between Pwo and three times the
F0 1 level during this period.
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llsing the 1969 age-specific stock size estimates as a starting
point, series of deterministic simulations were performed to evaluate
the response of the stock under alternate levels of fishing mortality
and different partial recruitment vectors. Recruitment effects were
introduced in a form consistent with the pattern observed between
1969 and 1984. Additional sets of stochastic simulations were also
performed using the most recent age-specific stack size estimates as
a starting point to exami ne various stock rebuilding strategies with
respect to fi shi ng mortality and partial recrui tment . A stochasti c
recruitment generator, based on a probability transition matrix
approach, was incorporated to drive the model and to simulate
different sets of recruitment conditions .

Results suggest that fishing morta'lity rates in effect during
1969 through 1984 were excessive given the sporadic nature of
recrui tment . In particular, high fi shi ng mortality rates combined
with an earlier age at full recruitment applied ta the 1971 year
class resulted in a rapid dep I etian of this cohort . Results for the
1978 year class, although incomplete as of 1984, suggest a similar
pattern of exploitation� . Future stock rebuilding strategies, based
on 1985 stock sizes� . are dependent almost entirely on recruitment
success. A probable recruitment frequency of one strong year class
per decade, as suggested by prior observations, combined with fishing
mortality rates equal to Fn 1 �.07! and an instantaneous natural
mortality   M! of 0.05, wi TY' stabilize the stock only at minimal
maintenance levels. Lang-terra increases in stock size may be
achieved by significant alterations of the partial recruitment vector
and/or an increase in recruitment frequency resulting from a positive
stack-recruitment relationship.

Introduction

Three species of the genus Sebastes inhabit the western North
Atla t f om the co st of G edd et G 8 8 h  8 1882.
1984!. Off the New England coast. the Acadian redfish, Sebastes
fasc at s st ~ re .  Rods s et a . 1886! I o t ~t
aaat eTy deep te s of th G If of hat d th* rth ~ d

southeastern slopes of Gearges Bank to depths of 400 m  Bige'low and
Schraeder 1953!. This species is characterized by a relatively long
life span and extremely low growth and natural mortality rates. Ages
up ta 50 years with corresponding maximum lengths of 45-50 cm have
been noted  Maya 1980!. Sexual maturity is attained by both sexes in
5-9 years at average lengths of 18-Z5 cm. An ovovi vi parous
reproductive cycle has evolved which enhances larval survival at a
cost of greatly reduced individual fecundity. This strategy, in
conjunction with a large number of mature age groups in the spawning
stock, should provide a high degree of stability in reproductive
potential and resilience to environmental or anthropic perturbations
by distributing the reproductive burden over nurserous year classes.
Evidence of severe disruptions to the equilibrium of the stock. such
as recruitment or growth overfi shing, rsay appear only after a
prolonged period of sustained intervention by either of the above
influences.
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Figure l. United States landings of redfish from Gul f of Maine-
Georges Bank  Subarea 5!, Scotian Shelf - Gulf of St. Lawrence
 Subarea 4!, and Grand Banks  Subarea 3!.

Coxvnercial exploitation of redfish within the Gulf of Maine
Georges Bank region has been moderate to intense throughout most of
the past 50 years. Landings from this stock increased rapidly during
the development of the fishery, from less than 1,000 metric tons  t!
in 1934 to over 50 ~ 000 t: per year between 1941 and 1944  Figure 1!.
Landings subsequently declined sharply, despite continued high effort
levels, until the early 1950's when effort was re-directed toward
more distant grounds on the Scotian Shelf, in the Gulf of St.
Lawrence, and on the Grand Banks off Newfoundland  Mayo 1980!, !n
the late 1960's, Gulf of Maine - Georges Bank landings rose again in
response to increased fishing effort from domestic and distant water
fleets. During this cycle, 'landings peaked at approximately 20,000 t
in 1971 and 1972 before declining to the current level of 4,300 t.
Further details regarding the development of the New England redfish
fishery including trends in historical landings may be found in Kelly
et al. �972!, Mayo �980!, and Mayo et al. �983!.

Standardized commercial catch per unit effort  CPUE! has
declined over the past two decades from a maximum of 6.4 t per day
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fished in 1966 to 0.9 t per day fished in 1985. Ouring this same
period estimated fishing effort increased fram less than 2,000 days
fished during the late 1960's to over 6,000 days fished in 1979 and
1980. Since 1981 annual effort has remained between 4,000 and 5,000
days fished despite continued reductions in landings. Precipitous
decl ines in convaerci al catch rates, evident in the ear iy 1970' s,
prompted several studies which were initially aimed at determining
maximum harvest levels based on catch and effort analyses.
Preliminary results  Mayo 1975!, which suggested a maximum yield of
20,000 t from the entire Gulf of Maine - Georges Bank stock under
equilibrium conditions, were later modified ta approximately 14,000 t
 Mayo 1980! when effort standardization techniques were incorporated
in the analyses. In the first analytical assessment of this stock,
isayo et a'i. �983! demonstrated a strong correl ation between stock
biomass and previously noted declines in coavnercial CPUE. This study
further documented the presence of a strong 1971 year cl ass and
provided evidence linking a temporary reversal af the declining CPUE
trend ta recruitment of the 1971 year class to the fishery at ages 5,
6, and 7 between 1976 and 1978. Overall recruitment during the 1969-
1980 period appeared to be extremely poor, causing the fishery to
become increasingly dependent on the dominant 1971 year class.

Recent studies designed ta examine lang-term effects of various
fishing mortality rates an projected stock sizes and resulting yields
of redfish have been limited by the lack of information on the
strength of incoming year classes, Recruitment effects had been
incorporated in a deterministic manner by applying an average level
equal to one of several possible outcomes based on prior observations
as described by Mayo et al . �983! . A more appropriate solution to
this problem may be based on theories that recruitment may fluctuate
in response to some functi on of parental stock si ze, or in a cyclical
manner consistent with known density-independent factors.
Traditionally, recruitment variability in fisheries has been
evaluated by fitting a family of curves whi ch describe the dependence
of recruitment on parent stock to a seri es of historical
observations. Numerous applications of this method to model the
responses of various animal populations have been suaxnarized by
Ricker �954, 1975! and Cashing �971, 1973!.

An alternative techni que to fi tting stock-recruitment cu rves to
such a series of paired observations involves the use of a
probability t ransi t i on mat ri x. This approach provides a means of
utilizing raw stock size and recruitment data directly to calculate
the probability of obtai ning various levels of recruitment,.' given a
range of possible parental stock sizes. Getz and Swartzman   1981!
originally applied this method in a stochastic age-structured madel
to estimate recruitment for several species with up to seven
recrui tment levels and eight parental stack sizes. A modi fi cati on of
the Getz-Swartzman techni que was applied by Swartzman et « I .   1983!
ta the Northeast Pacific whiting fishery More recently Overholtz et
al .   1986! incorporated this farm of recruitment estimation in a
model of the Georges Bank haddock stock. The probability transition
mat ri x consi sts of a series of discrete cells which contain pairs of
observations for given levels of parental stock size and associated
recruicment . The historical record of stock si ze and recruitment is
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used as a basis to compute the probability that a given level of
recruitment will occur within a range of parental stock sizes. The
accuracy of the recruitment probability schedules depends on the
amount of historical information available but, as Getz and Swartzman
�981! note. the transition matrix approach provides a more natural
utilization of the raw stock and recruitment data than a weakly
correlated fit to a predetermined stock-recruitment curve. For long-
lived species, the response time to any perturbation of the stock is
greatly increased and the need for extensive historical data is even
more critical.

In the present study, a limited series of parental stock and
recruitment observations are i ncorporated in a stochastic simulation
of the Gulf of 'Maine redfi sh stock. A probability transiti on matrix
approach is employed to determine the probability of obtaining
various levels of recruitment wi thi n specified limits of spawni ng
stock size. Simulations were performed over 16 and 100 year time
horizons to evaluate the effects of various fishing mortality rates
and partial recrui tment patterns on present and future stock sizes
and yields, Sensitivity of the model to changes in the level of
natural mortality is also examined.

Methods

Domestic and international landings data for this study were
obtained from the comaercial fishery data base system maintained at
the Northeast Fisheries Center  NEFC!, Woods Hole, Massachusetts and
from fishery stati sti cs compiled by the International Commission for
the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries   ICMAF! and its successor. the
Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization  NAFO!. Estimates of catch
at age and mean weights at age for the stock were computed from
domestic length frequency samples weighted by area-specific monthly
landings, and age/Length keys based on otoliths collected by NEFC
port samplers from 1969 through 1984. Numbers landed in the domestic
fishery were computed by incorporating seasonal, areal, and sex-
specific length-weight equations in the caiculati ons. The total
catch-at-age, including the internationaL harvest, was estimated by
simple expansion based on the ratio of total 1 andi ngs to domesti c
landings in earh year. In most years the international fishery
accounted for less than 5% of the total landings from this stock .

Estimates of instantaneous fishing mortaLity  F!, stock size and
biomass, and age 1 recruitment for the 1969-1984 period were obtained
by Virtual Population Analysis  VPA ! of the catch at age matrix
employing an instantaneous natural mortality rate  M! of 0.05.
Terminal F in 1984 �.172! was derived from an iterative comparison
of the functional relationship between estimates of fully recruited F
obtained from a series of trial VPA ' s and corresponding annual
fishing effort as described by Mayo et al.   1983!. Partial
recruitment was assumed to follow the pattern exhibited during the
most recent years with full recruitment occurring at age 9. Spawning
stock was computed by applying a matu rity-at-age schedule to age-
specific stock sizes for ages 5 through 9 inclusive. Total and
spawning stock biomass estimates were derived from age-specific stock
sizes by applying commercial mean wei ghts at age.
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To extend the series of stock and recruitment observations prior
to 1969, age 2-5 stock sizes in 1969 were extrapolated back to age 1
for the years 1965 through 1968 assuming an exponentia1 decrease in
cohort size in each year equal to the instantaneous natural mortality
rate. Thi s procedure provided estimates of age 1 recruitment for
red fi sh spawned during 1964 through 1967 to compl ement the
recrui tment estimates obtai ned from the final VPA for the 1968
through 1980 year classes. Spawning stock sizes for the years pri or
to 1969 were derived from a linear regression of 1969-1984 UPA
Spawning stock estimates on a series of correspondi ng stock abundance
indices derived from MEFC autumn bottom trawl surveys for the Gulf of
Maine region. The correlation between the two data sets was
Substantially improved by smoothing the trawl survey indices by the
integrated moving average method as described by Penni ngton   1985! .
The resulting regression was highly significant  r = 0.95, p s 0.01!.

Stock � recrui tment relationships

s pawrsrm Srock Omsrrrw!

Figure 2. Redfish spawning stock
and recruitment  millions of
fish! from the Gulf of Maine
� Georges Bank region.

Figure 3. Probability transition
matrix boundaries and distribu-
tionn of redfi sh spawning stock
arrd recruitment data.
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The model described below is driven primarily by recruitment,
which adds fish to the population at age I, arrd natural and fishing
mortality which account for losses. Age 1 recruitment, as determined
from the YPA results, ranged from 0.4 million fish to 197.2 million
fish with over 75% of the observations in the range of 0.4 to 5,9
million fish  Figure 2 !. Recruitment levels beyond the time peri od
covered by the YPA are speculative in nature, and must be derived
based on some objective criteria. Variability in recruitment may be
related to changes in physical factors such as temperature or
prevailing wind and current patterns, or to density-dependent
rsechanisms such as intraspecific competition during the larval and
juvenile stages or changes in the rate of growth or maturation of the
adults . Irr a density-dependent model, the strength of a recruiting
year class is considered to be a function of some measure of parental
stock size.



Although mating of male and female redfish occurs during the
calendar year prior to the release of larvae by the females, any
relationshi p between spawning stock si ze and subsequent recruitment
at age I must be lagged by one year. A scatterplot of 17 pairs of
recruitment vs. spawning stock, representing the 1964 through 1980
year classes  Figure 3!, illustrates that the recruitment pattern for
Gulf of Maine redfish, based on these limited data, consists of a
rather low base level interrupted by an occasional moderate to large
year class. Further, this base recruitment level appears to be
continuous at all spawning stock sizes, although a higher frequency
of low recruitment occurs at relatively low stock sizes.

Recruitment generator

Since recruitment to the fishable stock is a major driving force
in any fishery simulation, the choice of an appropriate recruitment
generatar iS critiCal tO the final Outcome. The teChnique deSCribed
below was developed by modifying the Getz-Swartzman method to include
a series of stochastic events within the context of the probability
transition matrix to determine the level of recruitment and to select
a single recruitment event from a distribution of possibIe values.

The I7 pairs of Gulf of Raine redfish data were first arrayed in
a 3 X 3 contingency tab 1 e with nine cell s corresponding to low,
moderate, and high spawning stock and recruitment levels,
Transitions between levels were determined by the location of
apparent gaps in the recruitment and spawning stock size continua.
Within each spa~ning stock level, the cumulative probability that one
of three recrui tment levels would be selected was computed in
accordance with the observed historical proportions. Stochastic
variability was introduced by generating a random number between 0
and I; this value determined the trial cell chosen based on which
pair of cumul ati ve probabi 1 i ties bracketed the value. Thus, over a
series of trials, the probability of selerting a particular
recruitment level approximated the observed frequencies, although, on
a single trial, any recruitment level could be selected . Within each
recruitment cell, a distribution of recruitment scaling factors was
constructed such that the highest recruitment frequency would occur
at the midpoint of the interval; This was accomplished by first
generating a series of three random numbers between 0 and l. Over
several trials, the means computed for each series form a uni-modal
frequency distribution with a modal value of approximately 0.5 and a
standard deviation of 0. I66. A recruitment value was then obtained
by multiplying the upper bound of the recrui tment interval by the
computed scaling factor, with an adjustment to the center of the
interval� . In this manner, the expected recruitment probability is
initially determi ned by the level of spawni ng stock and, withi ~ a
gi ven range of spawni ng stock, a single recruitment event is drawn
from up to three distributions in accordance with observed
frequencies. Sample distributions of recruitment frequencies
generated in this manner, based on 10,000 trials for each spawning
stock level, are illustrated in Figure 4. Although the recruitment
frequencies within each cell of the transition matrix are distributed
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Figure 4. Distribution of probable recruitment frequencies in
each cell of the probability transition matrix computed from
10,000 trials.

normally, recruitment over the entire range of observed values
appears to be lognormal,

Stock and catch projections

Once a year class has recruited at age 1, the initial number of
fish in each of 50 age groups present in the stock is discounted on
an annual basis by the combined effects of natural and fishing
mortality as follows:

Mj+1 t+1 = Nj t * exp - Fj t+M!!

where: Mj t = the number of fish in age group j in year t,

Effective frshing mortality iS defined as the prOduCt Of the fu11y
recruited F and an age-specific partial recruitment multiplier. The
number of fish in each age group taken by the fishery in any given
year is computed frors the age-specific stock size estimates using the
Baranov catch equation:
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Spawning stock sizes were determined by applying an overall
vector of maturity-at-age factors to the age-specific stock sizes.
Total and spawning stock sizes were converted to biomass by applying
a vector of average weights at age based on a von Bertalanffy growth
curve taken from Mayo �980!, while catch biomass estimates were
calculated from numbers caught using a mean wei ght at age vector
derived from an average of the 1969-1984 commercial fishery data as
described for the YPA procedure above. Effective fishing mortality
on the incompletely recruited ages was adjusted in accordance with
one of two possible partial recruitment vectors correspondfng to
either the pattern exhibited by the heavily exploited 1971 and 1978
year classes with full recruitment occurring at age 9  Option 1!, or
the pattern observed over the 1969-1980 period with full recruitment
occurring at age 14  Option 2!. Initia'I recruitment to the fishery
occurred at age 5 in each case.

The model was employed to examfne the effects of alternative
harvesting strategies on both yield and stock size over short- and
long-term time horizons by varying the level of fishing mortality and
the partial recruitment pattern. Each simulation consisted of 30
trials over a specified time period of either 16 or 100 years
duration . The 16-year simu I ations were designed to provide a short-
term retrospective examination of recent changes fn the population
using 1969 stock sizes as a starting point. Results from this
initial series were compared wfth those obtained from the YPA. Long-
term simulations of va ri ous fishi ng options were performed using the
relatively low 1985 stock size as a starti ng point to eva'luate
possible stock rebuilding strategies . Fishing mortality rates were
fixed at various levels ranging from 0.01 to 0.17, including the FO
and F levels. The sensitivity of the model to changes in natura!
mortaIIify was also investigated.

Results

Catch-at-age for the years between 1969 and the mid- 1970's was
composed of a broad spectrum of year classes with ages between 10 and
20 years well represented. With the recruitment of the 1971 year
class in 1976, 1977, and 1978, combined with minimal subsequent
recruitment, the catch composition became increasingly dominated by
this single year class through the early 1980's. Between 1978 and
1982, the 1971 year class accounted for over 50% of the total numbers
landed, attaining a maximum representation of 63% in 1980 and 1981.
In 1984, however, the 1978 year class recruited to the fishery in
substantial numbers, accounting for approximately 48% of the total
numbers landed, while the 1971 year class percentage declined to 26%.

YPA results suggest that F declined from approximately 0.20
during 1970-1973 to about 0, 15 between 1974 and 1976, but increased
thereafter to a level between 0.22 and 0.28 during the 1977-1981
period  Table 1!. These recent levels of F are approximately three
ti mes the FO I level �.07! and 70-80% greater than the estimate of
F ax �. 14! reported by Mayo et al.   1983!. Exploitable  age 5+!
stock size declined steadily from 487 million fish in 1969 to 166
million in 1975, increased to 313 million in 1976 when the 197 1 year
class recruited to the fishery, but has since declined sharply to an
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Tobe 1. Estlnotee cf Instantaneous fishing sortollty  F!, ond total stock,
~ splcltoble stock  agee 5+!, and spawning stock obtained fras
virtual population analysis  VPA! of 1989-1984 «ataunt-ago data for
gulf of Maine � Oaorgoe Bank redfieh  Stock sizes In billions of
rich and bicnaes In thOueande Of tOne!.

Instantaneous
Fishing Total Stock Esploltobl ~ Stock Spawning Stock

92'eor Mortality  F! wrecker Broncos Mushor Brcnaee Nusbor Bicreaes

estimated 108 million fish in 1985. Estimates of exploitable stock
biomass are less variable, exhibiting a steady decline frora 136,000 t
in 1969 to 32,DOO t in 1985. Similarly, estiraates of spawning stock
bi omass decl i ned f rom 118,000 t i n 1969 to 25,000 t i n 1985.
Recruitment of the 1978 year class at age 5 in 1983 provided only
marginal increases in exploitable stock size and biomass estimates,
compared to previous increases generated by the 1971 year class
during 1976-1979. Thus, the 1978 year class appears to be
considerably weaker than its relatively strong predecessor.

Biomass and yield simulations

Simulated stock biomass and yield estimates obtained from the
first series of trials, based on 1969 age-specific stack sizes, are
given in Figure 5. During the first 16 years, fishing mortality
rates were fixed at the levels indicated by the VPA results, while
annual recruitment was generated by the model as a function of
spawning stock size. CorrespOnding annua l stock biomass estimates
obtained from the YPA and abserved yield levels are also provided as
a reference to evaluate performance of the model. From yea rs 11
through 100, F was held constant at various levels ranging from 0.0!
to 0.17.

Results from the 16 year retrospective siraulations for the 1969.
1984 period agree closely with I!PA stock size estimates and witl
empirical catch data. Recruitment estimates for the first four year.'
were generated using probabilities associated with the mid-rangl
spawning stock sizes which, in theory, provide optimum conditions fol
obtaining raaximura recruitment levels. After 1972 the spawning stocl
declined below the 220 million level resulting in lower overal
recruitment. 'Nhen averaged over 30 trials, simulated recrui traen
values are considerably less variable than the observed levels. Bean
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annual recruitment levels generated fram the model exhibited a slight
downward bias resulting in 1 ower annual stock size estimates when
compared to actual stock sizes obtained from the VPA, particularly
si nce the mid-1970's . The magnitude of the underest i mate in total
stock biomass ranged fram 10 to 20% during this period, while
spawning stock biomass was underestimated by about 5-10%. This
downward bias in simulated average recruitment may have resulted from
the adjustment af the modal probability within each ce11 of the
transition matrix to the midpoi nt of the recruitment range when, in
some cases, actual values fell closer to the upper limits.

projections beyond 1985 i ndi cate that stock levels will
gradually increase when fi shi ng mortality remains below 0 .07. At the
lowest F applied in these analyses �,01!, total stack biomass
increases ta approximately 95,000 t after approximately 55 years and
remains at that level for the duration of the simulation. Spawning
stock biomass also increases to about 85.000 t during the same time
period. When F is held ar 0.03, total Stock biamaSs increaSeS ta a
maximum level of 55,000 t after about 25 years and continues to rise
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Figure 5. Results of 100-year
stock biomass and yield
s imu1 at i ons   thou sands of
tons! under six F levels
with M = 0.05 and partial
recruitment option 1.

Figure 6. Results af 100-year
stock biomass and yield
simulations  thousands of
tons! under six F levels
with I4 = 0.05 and partia1
recruitment option 2.



thereafter to 60,000 t. Spawning stock biomass exhibits a simi iar
trend, initially increasing to 50,000 t and then to 55,0DO t at the
end of the simulation. When F remains at 0.07 total stock and
spawning stock biomass stabilize slightly above the 1985 reference
levels; the three highest F's result in further declines before
stabilizing at levels below the 1985 reference points. The yields to
the fishery obtained at all fishing mortality rates are considerably
less than the 1985 catch and range from less than 1,000 t at an F of
0.01 to approximately 2,500 t at F's between 0.10 and 0.17 During
each of these simulations, spawning stock size remains well below the
220 million threshold needed to shift the recruitment probabilities
into the next highest range.

The failure of the spawning stock to increase to former levels
suggests that the recruitment simulation requires some refinement, or
that the survival rate of a cohort from the age of recruitment to the
time when the fish enter the spawning stock is insufficient to allow
any significant accumulation. Two aspects of the population dynamics
of this stock were further investigated: partial recruitment to the
fishery, and natural mortality.

Alternate strategies

To decrease effective fi shi ng mortality, the first series of
simulations was repeated wi th a partial recruitment vector which
approximated conditions evident throughout the 1970's in place of the
initial vector which was based on the recrui tment pattern exhibited
by the heavily exploited 1971 year class from 1975 through 1984. The
age of full recruitment was delayed from 9 to 14 years and the
partial F on all ages from 5 through 13 was reduced. Natural
mortality reraai ned at 0 .05. Results from the first 16 years of these
analyses  Figure 6! provide better agreement with observed declines
in stock size through the mid-1980's, although the delay in the age
of full recruitment resulted in a slight overestimate of stock
biomass during this period . Forward projections from 1985 reveal
little improvement over the previous series since only extremely low
fishing mortality rates allow any substantial recovery of the
stock . Although total stock and spawning stock biomass increased by
about 10'1 at the lowest F level, the spawning stock size still
remained below 220 million fish throughout the entire period.
Similar i mprovements are evident at F = 0.03 but little or no
recovery above the 1985 level occurs when F exceeds O.D7. Yields are
similar to those obtained from the previous series since the slightly
higher stock sizes are offset by the lower effective fishing
mortal i ty.

The maturity-at-age schedule employed in the model incorporates
a delay of 6 years between the initial age at recruitment  age 1! and
the age at 50% maturity  age 7!. An instantaneous natural mortality
rate of 0.05 compounded over this 6-year period results in a 26% loss
from each recruiting cohort before they can contribute substantially
to the spawning stock, even if no fishing mortality occurs. Imposing
fi shing mortal i ty rates between 0.10 and D.17 to the parti ally
rec rui ted cohorts causes an addi t f ona i 1 oss ot between 9 and 14%
before the age of 50K maturity. Thus, approximately 35-40% of the
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Figure 7. Results of 100-year
stock biomass and yield
simulations  thousands of
tons! under six F levels
with M = 0.025 and partial
recruitment option 1.

Figure 8. Results of 100-year
stock biomass and yield
simulations  thousands of
tons! under six F !evels
with M = 0.025 and partial
recruitment option Z.

recruitment is discounted before fish are added to che spawning stock
when fishing mortality exceeds 0.10, if M is assumed to equal 0.05.
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in the last two series of trials, each of the above analyses was
repeated with natural mortality set at one-half of the original
level . Simulations were performed using 1985 stock sizes as a
starting point with the original and the modi fi ed partial recruitment
vectors. The most dramatic itsprovement in stock biomass occurs at
the two lowest F levels, although substantial increases are also
evident when F equals 0.07, particularly if full recruitment is
delayed until age 14  Figures 7 and 8!. When M is fixed at 0.025 the
reSponSe of the Stack tO changes in partial recruitrsent is most
sensitive at F's between 0.03 and 0.07, while only marginal
improvetxents in stock size occur at higher fishing mortality rates.
Similar yields to the fishery are obtained from all levels of F
except 0.01; only marginal increases in catch orcur when full
recruitment is delayed.



Stock recovery

Under the fishi ng strategies employed du ring the first two
series of trials with I4 equal to 0.05, stock biomass does not recover
to 1969 levels with either partial recruitment vector  Figures 5 and
6!. Under the best possible conditions, with F equal to 0.01 and
partial recruitment delayed to age 14, total stock and spawni ng stock
biomass increase to approximately 80% of the 1969 levels. With F
equal to 0.03 stock biomass levels increase to only about 5N of the
1969 point. These asymptotic levels are attai ned between 35 and 60
years after initiation of the recovery process in 1985.

Results obtained from the last two series of trials with M equal
to 0.025  Figures 7 and 8! suggest that complete recovery of the
stock to the 1969 level Is achieved at fishing mortality rates
between 0.01 and 0.03 under either partial recruitment option.
Recovery times range from 30-40 years with F at 0.01 to 40-50 years
with F at 0.03. With F equal to 0.07, stock bi omass levels increase
to between 40 and 60% of the 1969 point under the initial and the
delayed recruitment options in about 40-45 years.

Oiscussion

The most signi fi cant outrome of these analyses appears to be the
failure of the stock to return to recent historic levels unless
natural mortality is considerably less than previously believed.
Even when M is equal to 0.025 stock recovery was achieved only when
fishing mortality remained below 0.07 for at least 30 years. As a
consequence of these extreraely low F levels, long-term yields to the
fishery under the roost optimal conditions of M and partial
recruitment seldom exceeded the 1985 catch of 4,600 t. These results
are remarkably similar to those presented by Archiba ld et al.   1983 !
for Pacific ocean perch, Sebastes alutus, in Queen Charlotte Sound.
In practice, it is often extremely difficult to monitor fishing
mortality rates at such low levels. At levels of F below 0.10. YPA
results remain sensitive to the choice of terminal F for a greater
number of years, and forward projections of stock size and yield are
affected to a greater extent by natural mortality .

In any simulation the choice of model parameters and assumptions
will influence results. The transition matrix approach is especially
sensitive to the arbitrary placement of cell boundaries particularly
when few stock and recruitment observations are used to construct the
array. In the present case, boundaries were selected based an
apparent gaps in the data, a lthaugh several alternate schemes cauld
have been chosen. Ihe effects of choos i ng a lternate cell defi~icions
have not been investigated in this study. Within each cell,
recruitment frequencies were generated with a central tendency at the
eel I midpoint i nstead of a uniform di st ri bution . This procedure,
which decreased the probability of obtai ning recruitment values at
the transition points in favor of thase closer to the midpoint, was
i ncor porated in the model primarily to reduce the impact of the
extremely large value associated with the 1971 year class in the
uppermost cell. Also, the upper bound of this cell was located close
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to the actual value under the assumption that a single extreme
observat i on should not be taken to represent average conditions.
These restrictions were imposed to provide a conservative approach to
recruitment estimation given the uncertainty associated with the low
number of observations.

The precipitous decline in stock size observed during the early
1910's suggests that recruitment frequencies generated within the
optimum range of spawning stock were insufficient to offset declines
due to the combi wed effects of natrrral mortality arrd relatively high
fishing mortality rates. Similar declines were also generated during
the course of this study by applying fishing mortal ity rates in
excess of 0.10 to the recovered stock. Alternating 50 year sequences
of low and high F's applied for 35 and 15 years, respectively, over a
300 year time horizon generated a series of stock declines similar to
that observed during the 1969-1984 period. These simulations suggest
that fishing mortality rates between 0.10 and 0.20, as observed
during the 1970's, combined with a natural mortality rate of 0.05,
were extremely high given the low recruitment levels observed during
that period.

Recruitment probabilities iocorporated in the model were based
on a relatively short data series with respect to the longevity of
the species and the overall history of the fishery. Admittedly,
simulation results are affected by the scarcity of observations irr
the middle to high recruitment range, and it is qui te probable that
recruitment of moderate and strong year classes has been considerably
less frequent during the past two decades compared to the 1940's and
1950's . In thei r analysis of recruitment in 18 worldwide stocks,
Hennemuth et al.   1980! concluded that all but one of the data sets
could be described by a lognormal distribution, based on the results
of a series of Kolmogorov-Smi rnov  K-S! one-saraple goodness-of-fit
tests . When applied to the 1964-1980 Gulf of Maine redfi sh
recrui tment data, this procedure provided suffi ci ent cause to accept
the null hypothesis  p > 0.05! that the log-transformed recruitment
values represent a sample drawn from a normally distributed
population,

An examination of the age-specific stock size estimates obtained
from the VPA for 1969 reveals a more even distribution of middle aged
fish between 9 and 22 years compared to the most recent years . Stock
sizes for comparable age groups were approximately 2-10 times larger
in 1969 vs. 1980, suggesting that total mortality during the 1950's
and 1960's was considerably lower than recent values, or that the
absolute size of recruiting cohorts was greater in the earlier
years. Such a shift in recruitment distributiorrs could account for
the relatively poor response of the stock at moderate F levels and
the extremely long recovery time required at low fishing mortality
rates . If the recruitment distribution has been altered, and if the
current pattern persists, the possibility of recruitment overfishing
must be considered.

During the l7-year period from 1936 through 1952, landings from
this stock frequently exceeded 30,000 t and, at times, approached
50,000 and 60,000 t annually as the large accumulation of virgin
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stock was harvested. Despite this relatively high initia1
exploitation rate, the fishery continued to provide consistent yields
at an average level of about 15,000 t annually through the ear'ly
1960's. The production of medium to large year classes up to this
time also appears to have continued at a moderate rate as indicated
by the 1969 age-specifir. stock size estimates. For unexplained
reasons, thfs stable recruitment pattern was severely disrupted
during the 1960's and was replaced with the highly variable
distribution evident duri ng the past two decades. The effects of
this alteration in recruitment frequency are clearly fl'lustrated by
trends in mean size of redfish taken in the comaercial fishery since
1942  Figure 9!. The gradual decline in mean lengths between 1942
and 1965 follows the classic pattern exhibited durfng the inftfal
"ffshing up" process when accmaulatf ons of older fish are cropped.
Sharp increases evident between 1966 and 1975, and, more recently
bet~ceo 1979 and 1982, indicate periods of relatively poor
recruitment, while the intervening periods of rapidly declining mean
SiZeS caincide with entry Of the 1971 and 1978 year ClaSSeS tO the
ffshable stock.

lt may be argued that such abrupt changes fn population dynamics
may be 'linked to environmental events rather than densfty-dependent
processes. For example, Koslow �984! has suggeSted that recruitment
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Figure 9. Trends in mean length  cm! of redfish landed in the
Gul f of Heine - Georges Bank fishery from 1942 to 1985.
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trends among several Northwest Atlantic species and stacks, including
Scotian Shelf redfish, were correlated, and that much of the
variability over time could be explained by changes in large-scale
physiral candftions prevalent throughout the regf on. Major
recruitment events, such as strong late 1950's and early 1970's year
classes, have also coincided among several species and stocks of
Sebastes frora the Grand Banks to the Gulf of Maine. However, recent
assessments of Grand Hanks and Gulf of St. Lawrence Sebastes stacks
 Atkinsnn 1983. 1985a. 19858; 8 5 c t a!. 1985! ~and!catnd
relatively good recruitment levels and increasing overall abundance
during the past 5 years, while correspondi ng results for the Gulf of
Maine Stack are cOntradiCtary .

Although environmental factors may have been partially
responsible for the current recruitment pattern in the Gulf of Maine
redfi sh population, the consequences of sustai ned heavy exploitation
during the 1940's and early 1950's cannot be ignored. It is
reasonable to assume that a long-lived species with a large nuraber of'
year classes comprising the spawning stock may be relatively robust
to perturbations far a considerable period of time, and that changes
in the dynamics of the stock may not be readily apparent. Thus, it
is conceivable that the effects of removing between 40 F 000 and 60,000
t Of biOmaSS per year frOm the SpaWning Stock over a SuStained period
may not have became evident unti 1 the early 1960's . Similarly, the
simulation results presented in this paper clearly suggest that
attempts to restore a severely depleted stork to former levels will
require extreme management raeasures over an extended time hori zan of
unprecedented dimensions .

I sincerely thank Dr. William Overholtz for offering much
constructive criticism and advice during the course of this study.
and Dr. Wendy Gabriel for provfding an alternate viewpoint. Susan
Wf gley contributed her superb computer graphics skills, and Gwen
Kelley formatted the manuscript to comply with the symposium
guidelines.
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Abstract

In this paper, I argue that there has never been a successful
management program for a major coenercfal rockfish stock any~here fn
the world. Ifhi le msnagenmnt fnprecfsfon has obvfously played a
role, this failure may have been because those variables normally
monitored are insensitive to changes in reproductive features that
govern the conssercf al and evolutionary stayi ng power of such stocks .

Multiple spawning species have evolved distinctive life histories
which are presumably adaptfve to uncertain reproductive success, and
the rockfishes  genus Sebastes! contai n some of the most extreme in
th! s group. Pacific ocean perch  S. el utus ! off British Columbia
mature between T-g y and consnonly haveeeO subsequent spawnfngs in
the absence of exploftatfon. Throughout much of this period  ages >
25 y!, there fs minimal or no indfvfdual grevth and the bfomass of a
cohort is continually decreasing; reproduction is therefore the
major expenditure for such non-growing fish.

The concept of reproductive value  RY!, introduced by R. A. Fisher
in 1930, affords a general structure for explicit consideration of
such a life history. I examine the response of several RV measures
 total RV, eventual RV, modfffed RU, and age/time-specific RY! to
fishing pressure. On a cohort level, most RV measures exhibited
greater sensitivity to exploftation than parameters normally
measured  size, number, fishing mortality or fecundity at age!. For
example, introduction of fishing mortality of only 5 percent per
year resulted in decreases of 15-30 percent fn maximum cohort
fecundfty but 59-64 percent in RV at the age of maximum cohort
fecundity. Even more dramatir. were the coincident decrements  96-99
percent! in RY at the age of maximum individual fecundity. In the
last portion of the paper, I suggest how reproductive value might be
incorporated into the management process.
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Introduction

Trawl ffsherfes for demersal fish have been a component of world
fisheries for over 100 y but trawl catches of Sebastes spp. are 8
relatfvely recent phenomenon. Most major fisheries for these
species in the northern hemi sphere have had thef r genesis wfthin the
past 30 y, some only within the last decade. Mhfle these fisheries
have been based on several different Sebastes spp., their histori es
have been remarkably sfmilar.

In every instance of a major trawl fishery for rock fi sheS, the
progress of the unrestrained fishery has been several years of
relatively high catches preceding a rapid decline and subsequent
years of very 1|xv catches  Figs. 1 and 2!. Some fami liar examples
in the northeast Pacffic are the fisheries for Pacific ocean perch
 S. alutus! in the Gulf of Alaska, off the coast of Canada, and the
Mashi ngton-Oregon region. In the Gulf of Alaska  Fig. I!, the catch
peaked at over 348,000 t in 1965. subsequently underwent a
precipitous decline to only 45,000 t by 1970 and is now less than V
 approx. 5000 t! of the peak level  Balsi ger et al. 1985!. Sfmf lar
declines were recorded for stocks off British Columbia and
Washington� -Oregon  Fig, 2!; in all instances present catches are
less than IO'L of maximum levels. Even the recent fishery for widow
rockfish  S. entomelas ! off the Mashf ngton-California coasts has
experienced simflar, though less extreme, changes  Fig. 1!.

200

0 0 100 0 1990 1990 1975 1980 889
YEAR

Fig. 1. Catch histories of Several Pacific and Atlantic rockfish
fisherfes.
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The progress of rockfish fisheries in the northwest Atlantic  Fig.
1! has produced catch histories of the same type observed in the
northeast Pacific. Both the Gulf of St. Lawrence and Scotian shelf
redfish  Sebastes spp.! fisheries have suffered declines of over 70%
from historical catch maxima. awhile catches in the Gulf of St.
Lawrence fishery have increased recently, the fishery has notreached the quota established by managers. OUND

LLY
24

20

0 O 0 16

Z V c[ 12
O IT

LOT TE SND.
ISLAND

0 1964 1968 1972 1976 1980 1984
YEAR

Fig. 2. Catch histories of Pacific ocean perch stocks off British
Columbi a,
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The unquestioned cause of all of these declines was fish1nq
mortality  F! far in excess of levels which might have provided
sustainable fisheries. On the Pac1fic coast, these high F levels
were generated by large dfstant~ater fleets from Japan and the
Soviet Union during the mid-196Os, prior to any effective regulatory
environment fn  forth America. Although both Canada and the U.S.
declared 200-mi fishery management zones fn 1977 and were able to
reduce F levels experienced by these S. alutus stocks, that actfon
was clearly too little and far too late. During this initial stage
of the ocean perch fisheries then, the problem was not errors in
management but an absence of management. S1nce 1977, none of the
stocks of Pacific ocean perch has shown any evidence of
rehabilitation.

Do we have any instances where a rockfish stock that has been the
object of a major ffshery has been successfully managed for
sustained yield? I submit that, the absence of management aside, we
have no examples of successful management of a major rockfish stock,
and. i n particular, no examples of successful recovery from
overexploitation. Where we see some evidence of increased catches
after major declines  e.g. Gulf of St. Lawrence redffsh, Fig. I!,
it is not the result of a directed management action so much as the
appearance of the progeny of cohorts whfch were present in the
population prior to the management action. In most instances these
cohorts »ere largely eliminated by the fishery.

The tenet that we have never successfully managed a major rockfish
stock might seem extreme but the lack of strong evidence to the
contrary argues effectively that we have much to fmprove. I believe
a large measure of our apparent inability to successfully manage
rockfishes can be accounted for by three factors: first, recent
results changing our perceptfon of the biology of rockfishes
 Archibald et al. 1981: Beamish 1979!; second, the difficulty in
adequately fncorporat1ng that knowledge into our population modelS;
and, third, that the 1nd1ces of stock status we use are insensitive
to those population features governing evolutionary and commercial
persistence. In the following sections I review these three points
and suggest some alternative indices that can, after some initial
effort, be routinely incorporated into stock assessments, I also
examine the potential of incorporating some of these fndfces 1nto
the management of rockfishes, and the1r implications.

An altered ers ecti ve on rockfi sh bi olo

Our concepts of rockfish life history began to undergo dramatic
changes beginning in 1979 when rockfish otoliths were examined in a
different way. Otoliths had traditionally been aged by surface
readi ng but the application of break and burn  Chi lton and Beami sh
1982! and thin sectioning techniques  Beamish 1979! led to new vi ews
of Pacific orean perch lifespan. Archi bald et al.   1981! applied
these techniques to 10 Sebastes spp. and provi ded estimates of their
growth and mortality rates in Br1tish Columb1a waters. These ageing
methods have yet to be validated for almost all the Sebastes spp.

aened, ith the accepts of oaytetracycii e aft~dot o of a at
and burn ageing for S. flavidus  Leaman and Nagtegaal, fn press!,

ii their res its shoafddw t sated ufth ppropriat caution.
However, sorrm indirect support for thefr validity does come from
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Age range
Estimated M break/burn

mortality
Break/burn ageing Surface ageing estimateSpecies

18-680.04Rougheye rockfish
 S, aieutfanus!

Pacific ocean perch
 S. alutus!

15-770.05 0.15

Si 1 vergray rockfi sh
/S. ~ae s»s!

0.04-0.05 17-71

11-48Da rkb'iotched rockfish
 S. crameri !

0.07

Midow rockfish
 S. entomelas!

23-590.05 0.25

17-530.07Yellowtail rockfish
 S. flavidus!

0.25

0.03-0.04 15-76Canary rockfish
/S. ~11 r]

0.20

11-32Redstripe rockfish 0.10

18-52Yellowmouth rockfish
 S. reedi!

0.08 0.20

Sharpchi n rockfish
 S. zacentrus!

15-460.07 ~
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Table 1. Estimates of instantaneous natural mortality  M - minimum
2 fram unexploited stocks! for seam Sebastes spp. from British
Col ebl « t s, e assent d f o breag/b rn ageing of otollths. Also
included are the best previous estimates of M obtained from surface
ageing of otoliths. where available.



ana'fytic models of rockfish populations  Archibald et al. 1983;
KiImIra, perS. COnmI.!.

The major results of Archibald et al. �981! were a hal ving of
estinmted rates of mortality and a doubling of estimated life spans
for these 10 Sebastes spp.  Table 1!. Another result was that the
«haege I age nng ter iniq p ndac d imnat chang I the
estfmated parameters of growth  L,k!. The latter occurred
because the change in ageing technique affected primarily those
individuals who had reached a large proportion of L, even by
surface age estimation. They considered this finding an almost
minor result, yet fn some ways it is equally as dramatic as the
mortality rate changes, for it implies that several of the species
do not grow over almost half of their life span or more  Fig. 3!.
Hore importantly, because the fish reproduce throughout their lives,
it changes the dominance of the life cycle from somatic to gonadal
production. This change should therefore require a change fn our
analytical approach to rockfish population dynamics to mirror this
i ncreased i mport a nce of r ep roduct i on.

50

40

E

30
I-
ED

LIJ 40

70 8030 40 50 6020I0

AGE

Fig. 3. Hean length at age  with 95% c.i,! for  a! a lightly
exploited, and  b! a heavily exploited stock of pacific ocean perch
off Sritish Columbfa.
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Incor oratin re roduct1ve b1olo into o ulation models

The general and perhaps sole approach to 1ncorporating reproduction
1nto population models has been to formulate some relationship
between adult spawners and reproduction. This may happen either
directly, where adult spawners are linked to reproductive output, or
indirectly, where spawners  biomass or numbers! are linked to
recru1ts. The attraction of such stock-recruit relationships  SRR!
is of course that they allow prediction of future values of
recruitment, a deceptively attract1ve proposition. While there are
a number of technical problems with SRRs  density effects,
measurement precision, determining the true shape of the
relationsh1p with limited data! they can general'iy be overcome
 Cushing 1977; Bulland 1983!, What cannot be overcome or ignored is
that the conceptual bas1s for the SRR is neither more nor less than
a correlation analysis of, certainly in the case of rockfishes. two
highly variable quantities. Its val1dlty rests on the contrast and
robustness of the observations from which it is constructed. In
almost every instance, these observations for rockfish stocks are
from an extremely rapid, one-way trend in the stock size of spawning
adults, where we have few if any replicate observations, except at
low stock abundance.

Predi Cti On made with such SRRS becoraes a praceSS much mOre induCti ve
than deductive. Ronetheless the temptation to produce multiple
scenarios of future stock behaviour is one few of us can resist
 Fig. 4!. Unfortunately, such scenar1os, though attractive to
fishery managers, have yet to be proven and remain in the realm of
inforsmd speculation.
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H I .0
0
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0
OI 5 lp l5 20 2S 30

YEARS INTO THE FUTURE   YEAR 0.19TT!

Fig. 4. Predicted Stock rehabilitation trajectories for a heavily
exploited stock' of Pacific ocean perch off British Columbia  from
Archibald et al. 1983!.
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Incorporating reproductive considerations into models af semelparous
 single spawning! species has been relatively easy and led to the
concept of 'replacement stock ' for salmonfds  e.g. Ricker I975!.
This concept 1mplies a management policy of ensuring sufficient
spawn1ng biomass or numbers far the cohort to reproduce itself in
the next generation. For iteroparous  repeat spawn1ng! species
there is no such analogue within any given year. Instead, these
species have evolved to take advantage of repeated spawnings to
achieve the same abjectfve of replacing the cohort. One camponent
of their 'replacement stock' is therefore their total lifetime
reproductive output . The other cormronent is the fact that multiple
cohorts spawn together, so that the total reproductive output in any
year is the sum of variable reproductive effort from animals of
different ages  hence sfzes! and reproductive capacity . Clearly,
both 1 ndfvi dual and demographic characteristics contribute to this
replacement concept for fteroparous species.

It appears that the difficulty in fncorporati ng repraducti ve biology
into rackfish papulatfon models lies primarily with the constructfon
of algorithms which reflect the underlying biology of how recruiting
cohorts and the varfations therein are generated. For rockfishes,
we need ta incorporate 1ndi ces of population status or condit 1 on
that are sensitive to changes in both stack biomass and its
demography.

Re roductive indices

Ideally, we would like to employ an 1ndex that reflects a
combination of age-specific reproductive effort and its contribution
to overall stock reproduction, i.e. 1ts reproductive value  RV!.
The concept af RV was introduced by Sir R. A. Ffsher �930! as the
average number of young that a female of arbitrary age in a stable
age distribution could expect to produce at that age and over the
remainder of her life, relat1ve to a female at birth.  Fisher's
farmulation of RY was actua'Ily more involved because he was
assessing the genetic contribution to future generations!. The
1mportance of thfs concept was twofold, 1n that 1t incorporated the
idea af fitness among different individuals  or more specifical'Iy,
genotypes! and the varfabie distribution of reproductive effort wfth
age. The latter presaged «hat would become a domi nant area of
research in population biology, life history theory.

The concept of reproductive value has enjoyed an active corrmrentary
in the literature  Charlesworth 1980! and several variants of
Fisher's or1g1nal index have been proposed. Three of these,
eventual reproductive value  ERV!  Goodraan 1967 !, ageit 1 me specific
RY  Vandermeer 1968!, and modified RV  Schaffer 1974! are af
interest. Goodman 's ERV f s appropriate to populations of mi xed-age
reprodurers because it is normalized by the reciprocal of the
generatio~ time. The latter quantity is taken to be the mean age of
the parents  female! of a cohort at birth. Age/time specific RY is
the total number of births by aninmls aged i and older per
animal aged i. The major difference between this index and Fisher's
RY is that it fluctuates with age distribution whereas Fisher's is
stable. Modified RV was an attempt to deal with potential
repraductfve cost in that schedules of 1 ncrementa I fecundity were
established wherein the increments were explicitly independent of
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previous reproductive effort. Most studies either ignore
reproduct:ive cost or implicitly assume it is zero. For iteroparous
spec1es th1s assumption is often a pragmatic necessity if
reproduct1ve effort for fndividuals cannot be assessed at each
reprOduCtive epiSOde. FeCundity SCheduleS CalCulated frOm
simultaneous samples of different age groups will reflect prior
reproductive expenditures, whose influences  if any! will be
unknown. The indices I examined  Table 2! fmplfcitly incorporate
Schaffer's concept, i.e. reproductive cost fs not ignored. it is
simply unknown.

Log E - a + b, Log L + bzlog N + bq Log AFecundity:

Egg production: Pi ~ E E .Nf .J fJ

sp. c
1Ri+6 = a Pie eRecrui tment:

Mortality:

Catch:
C

ij

N..F.
1 J 1 j

-Z..
�-e J! LF;J = F,- PV !j

Zij

where i,j are year and age fndices

R - recruitment
C * catch
Z = total mortality
F = f1shing mortality
PVj = partial vulnerability at age j

E = fecundity
L = length
N ~eight
A = age
N = number

80
RV>z = z P

1 ~12

ERViz = RV!z/K

IRVgz RVzz/Nf .sz

IERVzz= ERViz/Nf,iz
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Table 2. Basic relationsh1ps used in the population sfnmlatfons and
the reproductive value  RV! fndfces examined.



Re roductive value far ex loited Pacific ocean erch stocks

The estimation and ut11ity of reproductive value 1n Pacific ocean
perch was examined with a single cohort and a stochastic, mIltfple
cohort sfImIlatfon model. The baaic relationships of the model
 Table 2! included: age-specific fecundity estimat1on based on
IIs11tivarfate regressions of length, wefght and age; population
dynamics dr1ven by a stochastic SRR with log-narmal variation in
recruitment and a lag of six years; cohort mortality through
age-independent natural mortality; and fishing mortality app11ed
through the nornml catch equation. The latter incorporates partial
recruitment factors by age. Exploitation effects were examined
in 30 replicates of 200 y duration for each level of instantaneous
fiShing mOrtality  F!. Stochastic standard deviation fn the SRR was
0.55. 411 parameter values were obtained from a lightly exploited
stock of S, alutus in Brftfsh Co'lumbia waters  Learsan et al. 1985;
Learssn unpub~data! .

Results and Oiscussion

The cohart RY at each age for an arbftrary cohort is a continuously
der reasing functi on wi th age  Fig. 5!, regardless of fishf ng
mortality. Naxfmum cohort fecundity occurs at approximately age 16
w1th no fishing 11mrtality but decreases 26' and occurs four years
earlier w1th 1ntroductfon of F 0.05. Reproductive value at the
age af maximum cohort fecundity decreases by 68%. Cohort weight
maximizes at age 14 with F ~ 0.0 and age 10 with F 0.05. The
reductians in cohort wei ght and reproducti ve value at the age of
maximum cohort we1ght with F 0.05 are 19% and 68%, respectively.

S ek'Ivs LANGARA

20

Q 92c 16

12

IJJ 6 IQ 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
AGE

Fig. 5. Cohort fecundity and reproductive values at age for twa
levels of fishing mortality, in a Pacific ocean perch stock from
northern British Columbia waters.
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The RV index presented in Figure 5 is not the traditional RV index,
~hich is discounted by the probability of survival to each age.
That index performs in similar fashion, but due to the low natural
mortality rate is a slfghtly convex function, with a maxfasas at age
34 for F=O.O. The value for this discounted index at the age of
full recruitment �2 y! is 83'L of the maximum. Nfth F=O.OS the
maximum of the discounted index occurs at age 30 and is reduced by
6� from the unexploited maximum, thus mirroring the magnftude of
the changes in Figure 5.

For the multiple cohort model I examined reproductive value at age
12 for the cohort  RUIZ! and by individual  IRV12!, as well as
eventual reproductive value at age 12 for the cohort  ERVI2! and the
indi vfdual  IERV12!, in addftion to biomass and yield for F values
between 0-0.12  Table 3!.

Table 3. Reproductive value indices, biomass, yield and neon age  X! changes
with fishing mortality  F!, over 200 yr sfamlations,

f mfmss i el d
F  t!  t! X RV12 ERV12 IRV12 IERV12

O.OO 95520 0 24.01 1.40620 58.5713 .24495.8815

0.02 74110 750 19.63 0.97715 49.7763 3.8914 ,1982

0.03 62600 1010 18.54 0,79714 42.9876 .22014.0823

0,04 58250 1290 17.23 0.70960 44.1939 3.1665 .1837

0.05 47600 1260 16.22 0.54336 33.5050 .17012.7606

.20100.06 41580 1330 15.49 0.46437 29.9870 3.1147

.15650.07 35760 1300 14.73 0.37836 ZS.6826 2. 3062

0.08 29020 1150 14.17 0.29137 20.5625 2.3654 .1669

0.10 20420 930 13.16 0.18699 14.2106 1.9453 1478

0.12 13510 680 12.56 0.11679 9.3001 2.0825 .1658

Maximum equilibrium yield occurred at F = 0.06 and bfomass was
approximately 44% of that when F ~ 0.0. fsean age of the stock
decreased from a long-term average of 24 y at F I 0.0 to 15.5 y at
F 0.06. Changes in the RV f ndfces in response to F  Fig. 6! vary
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considerably in their magnitude and consistency. Cohort RV12
response to F mirrors that of biomass but is considerably greater

 !  = + 10.1 t, S. E. = 0.59! at each level of F. The buffering
effect of cohort variation is clearly evident when comparing
response of RV12 to F for a single cohort vs. multiple cohorts. For
the former, introduction of F = 0.05 reduces RV12 by 72% from the
unexploited value, while for the latter the average decline is only
61'% for the same F. The nmgnitude of the difference varies with the
growth characteristics of individual stocks and ranges from 10-15%
for stocks off British Columbia.

Examination of sizes at age for Pacific ocean perch stocks from
1963-1982  Leaman unpubl. data! suggests sonm compensatory growth
response to exploitation. Size at age 16 has increased 1.5-2.0 cm
in heavily exploited stocks, however the modest increase in
resultant fecundity at age  +10'L! cannot compensate for the massive
reductions  -80%! in RY for the same age,

Eventual RV12 also declines with exploitation although the total
decline is lesS at F 0.12 than for RV12  -84% vs. -92%!, as well
as leSS with each F increment  Fig. 6!. The relationships of the
individual reproductive value indices  IRV and IERV! while showing
more rontrast between each other than the cohort indices, are less
responsive to changes induced by fishing mortality. The erratic
behaviour of some of these indices reflects the stochastic variation
in recruitment. If values are averaged over several years the
responses to F are more consistent.

l4
4I

W I-
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XI4IOZ

0040 0.02 0 06 0 08 0.10 0 IZ
FISHING l40RTALITV

Fig. 6. Response of several reproductive value indices  at age 12!
to fishing Im3rtality, for a coIIVIosite stock of Pacific ocean perch.
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These reproductive value indices provide much more sens1tive
measures of stock status than those generated by simple
biamass-based monitoring  e.g. CPUE or biomass!. The highly
determinant growth farm of rockfiShes noted earlier implies that
these RV-based indices will more accurately reflect the demographic
structure of stock biomass. Wh11e fnit1ally expensive to construct.
due to the tfme and cost of fecundity estimation, they will be as
robust as the fecundity-body relat1onsh1ps and should change in a
uniform way with fnterannual fecundity variation. The routine
mon1taring of RV-based indices will require only a modest fncrease
aver the effort normally expended in catch sampling for age
structure.

Our present management techniques for rockfish stack s rely on
relatively fnsensitive feedback controls, that have yet to
demonstrate significant successes. Clearly, the increased
information content and sensitivity of RV-based indices affords us
the opportunity to control fishing mortality effects which would not
otherwise be evident. Reproductive value indices reflect the
demographic structure of rockfish populations, that has evolved to
xmet the challenge of uncerta1n and infrequent reproduct1ve
surcess. That the unexploited maximum of discounted RV occurs at 34
y indicates the magnitude of this challenge. If the challenges
which the life history of rockfishes have evolved to arnot are still
operative  and there 1s no reason to believe otherwise!, then the
conservation of reproductive value should be a primary management
goal, However, it is less c'lear exactly how this shauld be achieved
or to what extent . Our present perception of optimal policies is
based on tenuous SRRs which may have limited app'l1cabflity to stocks
at low levels of biomass.

The 1ncorporation of reproductive value into management w111 have to
be an aCtive and eXperimental proceSS of long durat1On. A firSt
step will be ta reconstruct stock histories and examine the
recruitment proress in relation to reproductive value, followed by
some analytic/sfxmlatian studf es to exami ne the resilience of
stocks, as has been done for biomass-based indices. While this will
obviously take some time, ft should dfrect our management models
more toward biological principles and away from a simple faith that
past recruitment patterns w111 repeat themselves, in spite of major
fishery effects an stock composition.
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Introduction

The U.S. West Coast groundfish trawl fishery exploits a diverse mixture
of species, among which rockfish are an impartant component of the
commercial catch. The fishery off California, Washingtan and Oregon is
managed by the Pacific Fishery Management Council  PFMC! according to
the Groundfish Management Plan  PFMC 1982! and its amendments. In
recent years regulations have been in force which limit the amount each
vessel can land of particular species and/or species groups annually and
per fishing trip or other specified time period. Trip limit
restrictions have sometimes been accompanied by limits on the frequency
with which such trips can be conducted. The intent of these regulations
is primarily to prevent overharvest and to attempt to maintain a year-
raund fishery. However, retention and landing of some species has been
prohibited during portions of sorse years because annual landing limits
were reached prior to the end of the year.

Because of the mixed-species nature of the fishery, it is possible that
species groups managed by trip limits and/or annual quotas will continue
to be caught incidentally after the trip or annual limits have been
reached Under current regulations the excess catch must be discarded
and it is likely that few, if any, of these trawl-caught fish survive
 Saila 1983!. It is important to determine the extent of such
regulation-induced discard in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the
current management regime in limiting mortality of managed species
graups, and to assess its biological and economic impacts.

In l985 a study of the Oregon groundfish trawl fishery was initiated in
which at-sea observations of the catch and its utilization are being
recorded . In this paper I present preliminary results on the extent of
regulation-induced discard, particularly of rockfish, observed during
the first year of the study.
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Methods

The data presented herein were collected aboard Oregon commercial
groundfi sh trawl vessels operating out of the ports of Newport, Astori a
and Coos Bay during the course of normal fishing operations.
Participation in this study by skippers and/or owners of the vessels was
voluntary. For each tow observed, the total weight was generally
estimated visually by the skipper and/or a trained observer . After the
contents of the net were released, a randora sample of the catch was
obtained, or in those instances in which the total tow weight was small,
the entire catch constituted the sample. The sample was then sorted by
species, and each species subsample was further sorted into utilized
and discarded portions. The crew members also provided the observer
with information on the reasons for discarding various portions of the
catch. Reasons for discard include: market factors  a species may be
unmarketable, or may have a limited market!, fish size  only fish
gr'eater than a certain size may be marketable, or sraall fish may bring a
lower price than large fish!, and regulations  catch amount exceeds
allowable trip limit or fish size 1 ess than minimum size limit! .
Discarded and utilized portions of each species subsample were then
weighed and enuraerated. Estimates of total numbers and weight utilized
and discarded for a given species and tow were obtained by multiplying
the number or weight, respectively, of that species in the sample by the
ratio of estimated total tow weight to total   all species! sample
weight.

Fishing strategies

There is much heterogeneity within the groundfish fishery in terms of
the type of gear used, the locations fished, and the species composition
sought. To examine differences in the impacts of regulations on the
various fishing methods that are employed, each tow conducted was
designated as belonging co one of the following four fishing strategies:

1! Bottom rockfish trawling  BRF!: tows generally conducted
using roller gear on the ocean bottom, with the primary
target of the tows being one or more species of rockfish.

2! Midwater trawling  M D!: tows conducted using midwater trawl
gear above bottom; primary target species are widow rockfish
 Sebostes entome os! end Pan f1  sah  M 1 1 * d d t !.

3! Deepwater Dover sole trawling  DWD!: tows conducted on-
bottom in areas generally exceeding 100 fathoms depth,
using mud-gear, roller gear or mud-roller combination gear.
An important target species of this fishing strategy is the
paver sa1 ~  M1c t ff  s!, b t s blef'sh  ~ao 1o orna
fimbria! and thornyhead Sebastolobus sp.! are also
important components of the catch.

4! Nearshore mixed-species trawling  NSM!: taws conducted using
mud gear on-bottom in areas generally less then 100 fathoms
depth; primary tar get species are a mixture of flatfish .

A second trawl fishery for shrimp  strategy five! also catches
signficant quantities of groundfish incidentally. Although some shrimp.
trips have been observed during the course of the study, this paper is
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Table 1. Trip limit restrictions pertaining to west coast groundfish
between July 21, 1985 and June 30, 1986.

Re ulationEffective Date5 ecies Grou

7/21/85 - 12/31/85Pacific Ocean Perch 5,000 lbs. or 20% of the
catch/trip whichever is
less.

1/1/86 � 6/30/86 10,000 lbs.or 20% of the
catch/trip whichever is
less.

7/21/85 � 9/30/85Sebastes Complex

10/1/85 - 12/31/85

1/1/86 - 6/30/86

3,000 Ibs,/1/2 week
or 5,000 lbs./week
or 10,000 lbs./2 weeks,

5,000 lbs./1/2 week
or 10,000 lbs./week

20,000 lbs./2 weeks.

1/1/86 - 6/30/86

3,000 lbs./trip
30,000 lbs./week

7/21/85 - 12/31/85
1/1/86 - 6/30/86

7/21/85 � 12/31/85

Widow Rockfish

22" size limit with an
incidental a11owance of
5,000 lbs. of fish under
22" length.

Sablefish

11/25/85 - 12/5/85
12/6/85 - 12/31/85
1/1/86 � 6/30/86

13% of catch.
Prohibited,
22" size limit with an
incidental allowance of
5,000 lbs. of fish under
22" length.

limited to discussion of resu'Its of groundfish-directed trawling
observations.

An attempt was made to obtain equa1 coverage of the four primary fishing
strategies throughout the year. However, the voluntary nature of the
observer program, and the fact that some fishing strategies are uncormnon
during some portions of the year, led to somewhat uneven sampling
coverage.
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Yell owtai 1 Rockfish 7/21/85 - 12/31/85

7,500
or 15,000
or 30,000

10,000
or 20,000
or 40,000

12,500
or 25,000
or 50,000

lbs./1/2 week
lbs/week
lbs,/2 weeks.
lbs./1/2 week
lbs./week
lbs./2 weeks.
1bs./1/2 week
lbs./week
lbs./2 weeks.



Regulated species groups

Because the regulations pertaining to each of these species groups
varied during the course of the study, the data were further divided
into three time periods:

A: July 21, 1985 through September 30, 1985;

8: October 1, 1985 through December 31, 1985;

and C: January 1, 1986 th~ough June 30, 1986.

These time periods were chosen berause they correspond roughly to
periods during which the regulations for most species remained constant.
A detailed description of the regulations in effect for each species
and/or species group from July 21, 1985 through June 30, 1986 is
provided in Table 1. Data were analysed by fishing strategy, time
period, and species group.

Results

Between July 21, 1985 and June 30, 1986, a total of 483 groundfish-
directed trawl tows were sampled. Table 2 provides a breakdown of tows
sampled by fishing strategy and time period. Greater sample sizes were
obtained for the DRD and BRF fishing strategies than for the HSM and MID
strategies.

Table 2. Tows sampled by fishing strategy  BRF = bottom rockfish
trawling; MID = midwater trawling; DitD = deepwater Dover sole
trawling; NSM = near-shore mixed species trawling! and time
period  A = 7/21/85 � 9/30/85; B = l0/l/85 � 12/31/85;
C = 1/1/86 � 6/30/86! between July 21, 1985 and June 30, 1986.

Time Period
Fishing
'Strategy Total

A-C

BRF
MID
DID
NSM

46
0

57
28

35
0

67
3

195
24

226
38

114
24

102
7

Total 131 483105 247
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During 1985-86 landings of five species and/or species groups were
subject to trip limit restricti ons . These were; Pacific ocean perch
 Sebastes alutus!, yellowtail rockfish  Sebastes flavidus!, widow
ockflsh ltebastes emtomelas], sableft k~a~1 fl b 'af ~ C the

Sebastes complex. The Sebastes coraplex includes all rockfish except for
widow rockfish, Pacific ocean perch, Sebastolobus sp. and shortbelly
rockfish  Sebastes jordani!. Thus, landings of yellowtail rockfish
count towards allowable landings of Sebastes complex, as well as towards
its own trip limit,



The prevalence in the catch of species regulated by trip limits
 regulated species groups! varied greatly among fishing strategies
 Table 3!. Regulated species groups comprised 85.3% of the BRF catch,
61.9% of the MID catch, 3B.4% of the DWD catch and only 5.6% of the NSM
catch. Species composition of the regulated-species component of the
catch also varied by fishing strategy. Widow rockfi sh comprised 60, 1%
of the MID catch and 21.8% of the BRF catch, but did not contribute
signficantly to the catches of either the DWD or NSM strategies.
Yellowtail rockfish and other Sebastes complex species were most
prevalent in the BRF catch, of somewhat lesser importance to the DWD
catch, and of minimal importance to the MID and NSM strategies. The
only strategy for which sablefish comprised a significant fraction of
the catch was the OWD strategy, Pacific ocean perch comprised 4.6% and
4.2%, respectively of the BRF and DWD strategies, and less than O. 1% of
the catches of the MIO and NSM strategies.

Hypotheses concerning strategy-specific discard rates

Given the observed differences araong fishing strategies in terms of the
relative amount and species composition of the regulated component of
their catches, it was expected that the frequency of occurrence,
magnitude, and species composition of regulation-induced discard would
also vary among the strategies. For exaraple, because sablefish are only
caught in large quantities during OWO fishing, regulation-induced
discard of sablefish should occur most frequently for that strategy, and
may not occur for the other strategies, In general it would be
expected that those strategies which catch the greatest quantities of
regulated species groups and whose catches are raost varied in species
composition should experience the greatest impacts of the current
management regime in terms of regulation-induced waste. Thus, the BRF
strategy, for which a mixture of regulated species groups comprise the
majority of the catch, should be most affected by trip limit
restrictions. The DWD strategy should rank second in terms of
regulation-induced discard. The MID strategy catches significant
quantities of only one regulated species  widow rockfish!, and fishermen
employing this strategy can target on, or avoid, this species with a
high level of accuracy Thus it would be expected that the amount of
regulation-induced discard occurring for the MID strategy should be less
then that which occurs for either the BRF or DWD strategies. Because
regulated species groups comprise only a minor portion of the NSM catch,
regulation-induced discard should be low or non-existent for this
strategy.

Further, there are two distinct ways in which trip limits can evoke
waste. First, a regulated species may be the target of a given tow, and
in an attempt to obtain the maximum allowable catch of that species, a
fisherman may inadvertently catch an excess amount which must be
discarded. This type of scenario would apply priraarily to the MID
strategy while in pursuit of widow rockfish. Alternatively, a non-
regulated species or species group may be the objective of a given tow,
but one or more regulated species may be caught incidentally in
quantities in excess of allowable landings limits. This latter scenario
would apply primarily to the BRF and DWO strategies. Undoubtedly, both
of these scenarios  i.e. directed and non-directed effort for a
regulated species! occur on some fishing trips.

Finally, the quantity of regulation-induced discard will vary over time
as changes in regulations occur. Obviously, one would expect to see
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Table 3. Catch in pounds and percent of catch of various species groups
obtained by each fishing strategy  BRF = bottom rockfish
trawling, DMD = deepwater Dover sole trawling, MID = midwater
trawling, NSM = nearshore mixed species trawling!. Data are
from at-sea observations aboard Oregon commercial groundfish
trawlers from July 21, 1985 - June 30, 1986.

Catch by Fishing Strategy
Species
Group OWD

lbs.  %!
BRF

lbs.  %!
MI D

lbs,  %!
HSM

lbs. %!

Hi dow
Rockfish 129140   21.8! 624   0,1! 182879   60.1! 53   0.1!

0   0.0! 3   <0,1!

Yellowtail
Rockfish ll4959   19,4! 658   0.1! 5267   1.7! 402   0.9!

Other Fish 81069   13.7! 318089   51.0! 115792   38.1! 37119   85.1!

32   �.1! 3597   8.2!

Total 592378 �00.0! 623585 �00.0! 304085 �00. D! 43604 �00.0!

higher discard rates of sablefish during the time that landings of that
species were prohibited, compared with other time periods when only
landings of small fish  under 22"! were restricted. In general, the
lower the trip limit in effect, the greater the likelihood that
incidental catches will exceed allowable landings limits, and thus, the
greater the probability that regulation-induced discard will occur.

quantity of regulation-induced discard observed

Tables 4 a-d provide a breakdown of total catch weights sampled, average
catch/tow, marketable catch, and amount of the marketable catch
discarded due to regulations; by fishing strategy, species group and
time period, Estimates of marketable catrh were obtained by subtracting
amounts discarded due to market factors or fish size from total catch
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Pacific
Ocean Perch 26980   4.6! 26135   4.2!

Other
Sebastes
Complex 226071   38.2! 77986   12.5!

Sablefish 8394   1,4! 134035   21.5!

All regulat-
ed species: 505544   85,3! 239438   38.4!

Other
Rockfish 5329   0.9! 52062   8.3!

Invertebrates 435   �.1! 13995   2,2!

115   �.1! 938   2.2!

0   0.0! 1031   2.4!

188261   61.9! 2428   5,6!

0   0,0! 461   1.1!



weight. This procedure may underestimate marketable catch because some
of the fish for which discard was attributed to fish size may be
marketable, but would yield a lower price than other fish on board,
Under the present management regime there is an incentive for fishermen
to discard smaller, lower valued fish in order to obtain maximurs
revenues within the allowable landed weight limit. Methods to detect
and document such "higrading" of the catch are currently being explored.
However, for most regulated species groups and fishing strategies the
estimated marketable catch was very similar in magnitude to the total
catch. A major exception occurred for the BRF strategy with respect to
the Sebastes Complex catch during time period A. In that instance, less
than half of the Sebastes complex catch was estimated to be marketable
 Table 4a!.

For all regulated species groups over all time periods and fishing
strategies, a total of 74,039 lbs. of fish were discarded due to
regulations out of a total raarketable catch of 833,787 lbs. Thus,
regulation-induced discard represented approximately 8.9% of the total
marketable catch sampled. However, regulation-induced discard of
individual species groups varied from 0% up to 100% of the marketable
catch among fishing strategies and time periods. As expected, discard
rates were generally highest for the BRF and DWD strategies, which
caught significant quantities of several regulated species groups.
Discard rates ranged from approximately 1 to 25% of the regulated
species catch of these strategies  Tables 4a a b!. For the MID
strategy, regulation-induced discard was estimated at 10,8% of the
marketable regulated species catch during time period C  the only period
during which observations of this fishing strategy were made!. The vast
majority of the regulation-induced discard seen for this strategy was
due to inadvertently large catches of widow rockfish  Table 4c!. No
regulation-induced discard was observed for the NSM strategy  Table 4d!
which was not surprising given the low catch-rates of regulated species
obtained by this strategy.

Some of the variation in discard rates could be explained by changes in
regulations over time. For example, discard of sablefish was highest
during time period 8, when trip 1imit restrictions for that species were
most severe. Interestingly, catch per tow of sablefish for the DWD
strategy was also highest during time period 8, perhaps indicating that
a closer association between sablefish and Dover sole occurs during that
time of year. Discard of yellowtail rockflsh for the BRF strategy,
which caught the greatest quantity of this species, was highest during
time period B  Table 4a!. During this time period the trip lirait for
yellowtail rockfish was lowest, both in absolute terms and as a fraction
of allowable landings of Sebastes complex  Table 1!. Average catch/tow
of this species was also highest during tirse period B. For the BRF
strategy, discard of widow rockfish was much higher under the 3,000 lb.
per/week trip limit �4. 1% of the marketable catch during tirae periods A
and B combined! than under the 30,000 lb,/week limit �.5% of the catch
during time period C!. However, whereas the trip limit for widow
rockfish remained at 3,000 lbs./trip during both time periods A and 8,
both catch per tow and discard rates were much higher during the former
time period. While it would be expected that given a fixed trip limit,
discard rate would increase as catch rates increase, it is unclear why
the catch rates differed between time periods.

Discard rates of Pacific ocean perch; and Sebastes complex did not
alWayS Vary in aCCOrdanCe With Chengee in regulations. SpeoifiCSlly,
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Table 4a. Catch and regulation-induced discard of species and species/
groups regulated by trip limits for the bottom rockflsh
fishing strategy by time period  A = July 21, 1985�
September 30, 1985; B = October 1, 1985 - December 31, 1985;
C = January 1,1986 - June 30, 1986!. Data are based an at-sea
observations made aboard a sample of Oregon commercial
groundfish trawl vessels.

Ra ulati on- Induced Discard

Marketable Amaunt
Catch Discarded
 lbs!  lbs!

Widow Rockfish
A 22,447 488
8 5,703 163
C 100,990 886

22,282 17,945 80.5
5,703 0 0,0

100,948 2,552 2.5

Yellowtail
Rockfish

A 11,156 243 11,156 0 0,0
8 47',513 1358 47',512 6,302
C 56,291 494 56,291 40 0.1

Sebaste~
Complex

2,200
2,593
1,308

0.0
8.0
0,6

101,175
90,749

149,107

49>262
79 ' 942

129,660

0
6,390

817

8,890
19

18,070

2,194
0
0

193
1

158

8,837
19

17,765

24.8
0.0
0.0

1,422 31
130 4

6,842 60

1,419
33

5,738

0 0.0
33 100.0
0 0.0

All Regulated
Species
Groups

A 133,934 2,912 81,800 20,139 24.6
8 96,601 2,761 85,697 6,423 7,5
C 275,009 2,412 254,111 3,409 1.3

1Sebastes Complex includes yellowtail rockflsh.
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Total
Catch

Species Time Sampled
Group Period  lbs!

Pacific Ocean
Perch

A
8
C

Sablefish

A 8 C

Average
Catch

Per Tow
 lbs!

Percent of
Marketable

Catch
Discarded



Table 4b. Catch and regulation-induced discard of species and species/
groups regulated by trip limits for the deep water Dover sole
fishing strategy by time period  A = July 21, 1985-
September 30, 1985; 8 = October 1, 1985 - December 31, 1985;
C = January 1,1986 - June 30, 1986!, Data are based on at-
sea observations made aboard a sample of Oregon commercial
groundfish trawl vessels.

Re ulation-Induced Discard

Midow
Rockfish

0 0
0.0
0.0

574 10
18 <1
32 <1

574
18
32

0.0
0.0

54. 6

0
0

658

0
0

658

0
0

359

Sebastes
Complex1

0.0
0.0

13. 5

20,599
8,989

49,056

361 19,444 0
134 8,702 0
481 44,623 6,026

0.0
0.0
0.0

1,673
3,586

20,877

29 1,652
53 3,582

205 20,828

375 17,538 426
911 57,969 17,296
506 46,668 0

2.4
29,8
0.0

21, 346
61,046
51,643

775 39,208 426
1,099 70,271 17,296
1,193 112,151 6>026

1.1
24.6
5.4

44, 192
73,639

122>266

Sebastes Complex includes yellowtail rockfish.
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Total
Catch

Species Time Sampled
Group Period  lbs!

Yellowtail
Rockfish

A
8
C

Pacific Ocean
Perch

A
8
C

Sablefish

A 8 C
All Regulated
Species
Groups

A
8
C

Average
Catch Marketable Amount

Per Tow Catch Discarded
 lbs!  lbs!  lbs!

Percent of
Marketable

Catch
Discarded



Tab1e 4c. Catch and regulation-induced discard of species and species/
groups regulated by trip limits for the midwater trawl fishing
strategy during time period C  January 1, 1986 � June 30,
1986!. Data are based on at-sea observations made aboard a
sample of Oregon commercial groundfi sh trawl vessels .

Re ulation-Induced Discard
Total Average
Catch Catch Marketable Amount

Species Time Sampled Per Tow Catch Discarded
Group Period  lbs!  lbs!  lbs!  lbs!

Percent of
Marketable

Catch
Discarded

Widow
Rockfish

C 182,879 7,620 182,879 20,000 10.9

Yellowtail
Rockfish

C 320 6,15,267 219 5>267

Sebastes
Compl exl

C 5,382 224 5,375 320 5,9

Pacific Ocean
Perch

C 0 0 0 0.0

Sablefish
C 0 0.00 0

All Regulated
Species
Groups

C 188,261 7,844 188,254 20,320 10.8

lSebastes Complex includes yellowtail rockfish.
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regulations regarding Pacific ocean perch changed only slightly during
the year of the study, yet significant discard was on'ly observed during
one time period during which catch/tow was high  Time period A, BRF
strategy, Table 4a!. Discard of Sebastes complex was primarily due to
discard of yel lowtai 1 rockfi sh for the BRF strategy, but yel lowtai 1
rorkfish did not compri se a large fracti on of the Sebastes complex catch
for the DWD strategy  Tables 4a and b!. For the latter strategy,
discard of Sebastes complex was highest during time period C, during
which the highest trip limits for this species group were in effect, and
catch rates were also highest in comparison with time periods A and 6.



Total Average
Catch Catch Marketable Amount Marketable

Time Sampled Per Tow Catch Discarded Catch
Period  lbs!  lbs!  lbs!  lbs! Discarded

Species
Group

Wi dow
Rockfish

53
0
0

53
0
0

Yellowtail
and Rockfish

A
8
C

236 8
0 0

166 24

236
0

166

Sebastes
Complex1

726
84

338

762 27
126 42
453 65

Pacific Ocean
Perch

A
8
C

�
0
0

Sabl ef i sh
958 34 779

73 24 42
0 0 0

All Regulated
Species
Graups

A 1776 63 1561
8 199 66 126
C 453 65 338

15ebastes Complex includes yellowtail rockfish.
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Table 4d. Catch and regulation-induced discard of species and species/
groups regulated by trip limits for the nearshore mixed
species fishing strategy by time period  A = July 21,
1985 - September 30, 1985; 8 = October 1, 1985-
December 31, 1985; C = January 1,1986 - June 30, 1986!.
Data are based an at-sea observations made aboard a sample
of Oregon comeercial groundfish trawl vessels.



Discusslan and Conc'luslans

It is clear that trip limits applied to individual species in a mixed
species fishery lead to discard of soime marketable fish. At least some
discard of eacih of the regulated species groups was observed during the
course of this study. Overall, regulation-induced discard accaunted for
8.9L of the marketable catch of regulated species groups sampled.
However, significant variation in discard rates was observed among
species groups, fisihing strategies, and tiime periods. On some occasions
regulation-induced discard was extremely high, both as a percentage of
the marketable catch and in absolute terms, whereas in other instances,
no regulation-induced discard was observed.

Some of the variatlan ln regulation-induced discard could be explained
by differences in catch compositian among fishing strategies, variations
in trip limit regulations, and differences in regulated species catch
rates among time periods, In general, it was found that highest discard
rates tended to occur for those fishing strategies that caught mixed-
species aggregations of fish with a large percentage of the catch
consisting of species groups subject to trip limit restrictions.
Greater discard rates also tended ta be promoted by high catch rates and
low trip limits for regulated species groups.

However, significant variation in catch and discard rates occurred which
were not associated with changes in regulations or differences in
fishing strategies. Other factors not considered in this paper
undoubtedly play a major role in influencing the magnitude and variation
in regulation-induced discard. Possible contributing factors include
seasonal changes in species distributions and associations, individual
differences in attitude and fishing strategy aimong fishermen, and trip
length  ie. high catch rates per tow would be mare likely to induce
discard on long, relative to short, trips!.

Further work is needed before the observations made in this study can be
extrapolated to estimate the level of regulation-induced discard that
occurred in the entire fishery during 1985-1986, Analyses af the levels
of fishing activity employed in the fishery at-large by tirse period and
fishing strategy are being conducted using logbook data, to permit such
extrapolations to be made. However, given the variability in discard
rates observed, such extrapolations will be rather approximate.
Sampling rates are expected to be somewhat higher in future phases of
this study than those reported here for the 1985-86 period, which should
improve the precision of later estimates.

A question that inevitably arises but that is difficult to address is
whether fishermen behave in a similar manner when an observer is aboard
compared to other fishing trips. Factors that imay tend to minimize
changes in behavior due to the presence af an observer include:

1! There are no legal penalties associated with discard of
fish-at-sea;

2! confidentiality of individual vessel catch uti!ization and
discard practices is an important component of our agreement
with the participants;

3! since economic compensation of skipper and crew is generally
based on a percentage of prafits  as opposed to time related
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compensation! ~ it is ln the economic interests of the skippers
to employ those strategies that are likely to yield the
greatest profits; presumably such strategies are those that
are used on a regular basis and;

4! participants appear to be sincerely interested in aiding
efforts to document and evaluate effects of the current
management regime.

Any deviations from normal fishing patterns that may have occurred wou1d
likely result in less, rather than more, discard then usual. Thus
levels af regulation-induced discard observed ln this study rsay
underestimate overall discard rates.

Future consequences and evaluation of present management policies

Under current management policy, trip limits for regulated species can
vary greatly both within and between years . This variation is due to
changes in allowable annual catch levels, as well as variatlon in the
number af vessels participating in the fishery. At present, fleet size
is not regulated and varies in part due to changes in accessibility and
profitability of alternative fishing apportunities  eg. shr imping,  oint
venture fishing!. For a fixed level of annual allowable catch, an
increase in the number of participants will likely lead to lower trip
limits, and vice versa. Future changes in the number of species or
species groups regulated by trip limits will alsa influence overall
discard rates,

It is difficult to predict how allowable catch levels, fleet size, and
regulations will change in the future, but it is clear that such changes
will influence the extent of regulation-induced discard that will occur
from year ta year. Thus, the level of regulation-induced waste observed
in this study may be greater or less than that which will occur in the
future.

The waste of marketable fish due to regulations reduces the immediate
value of the catch to individual vessels during trips where it occurs,
and may also diminish future opportunities to catch and market fish for
the fishery at large, and hence, the availability of fish to consumers.
It also reduces the reliability of landings data as indicaiars of total
fishery-induced removals. While it would certainly be desireable to
prevent waste from occurring, the "costs" of the current management
regime in terms of regul ation-induced waste must be weighed against its
benefits and should also be compared with the pros and cons of
alternative management systems.

The West Coast groundfish trawl fishery is complex in terrss of the
number of species exploited, variation in the condition of individual
stocks within the fishery, the variety of fishinq strategies employed by
the fishing fleet, and the multitude of management objectives sought to
be achi eved Alternative management regimes which may be more effective
at minimizing waste, may have other less desireable consequences. A
fuller evaluation of the current management regime, as well as an
evaluation of potential alternatives is now in progress.
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~Sutnaar

Observations conducted aboard commercial fishing vessels during 1985 and
1986 indicate that the current Nest Coast groundfish management policy
results in some discard of marketable fish. Regulation-induced discard
averaged 8.9% of the marketable catch of regulated species groups
sampled, but significant variation in discard rates was observed among
species groups, fishing strategies and time periods. Higher discard
rates tended to be promoted by low trip limits, high catch rates, and
fishing strategies which caught a mixture of fish that included a large
percentage of regulated species groups. Further work is in progress to
more fully evaluate the current management regime in light of
alternative management tools.
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rockfish research needs



Proc. int Rock/ish Symp.
Oat. 1966, Anchorage, Alaska

Workshop Summary
Robert C. Clasby
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Juneau, Alaska

The workshop on future research needs was conducted using
the panel discussiOn EOrmat. The Chaire Of the individual
symposium sessions, Grace Klein-Macphee, H. Richard Garison,
Lewis Haldorson, Daniel H. Ito, and Steven K. Davis made up
the workshop panel. Each gave a summary of the status of
knowledge of rockfish, as reflected in the papers presented
during his or her session; provided thoughts on what
direction future research should take, and led the
discussion of that particular panel subject. The following
is a brief summary of the workshop discussions.

Rockfish fisheries conducted on the eastern and western
costs of North America have a long history, although
significant effort levels and high catches did not occur
until about the l940s. As a whole, the fisheries are
experiencing declining catches and standing stocks. This
has been due primarily to increasing effort and consumer
demand for various rockfish. Researchers and managers must
deal with a number of problem areas if they are to provide a
fishery that is economically valuable in the long-term.
These problem areas include:

A lack of knowledge of the life histories of many
rockfish species.

The inability tO measure a forecast recruitment.

Unknown accuracies and precisions in biomass
assessments.

Management of multi-species fisheries.
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By-catches of birds, marine mammals, and prohibited or
fully utilized fish species.

Conflicts between various user groups.

Overlapping regulatory jurisdictions.

Perhaps the most important obstacle to overcome in providing
effective management of the rockfish resources is that of
declining budgets.

Knowledge of the early life histories of most of the
commercially important rockfish species is severely lacking.
If we are to begin to understand the dynamics of this
resource, it is imperative that progress be made in areas
such as species identification of early life stages,
distribution and movement of larval and juvenile stages, and
the factors affecting rates of mortality of these young
fish.

The new aging techniques seem to have been accepted by most
of those working in the field, but there is * need to insure
continued validation of those techniques. The break and
burn method is laborious and expensive, therefore, there is
a need to investigate more efficient methods of estimating
the age of rockfish. Areas that show some promise are the
use of length frequency distributions, otolith morphometry,
and regression techniques.

The species being investigated should be ranked in order of
importance, and the validity of applying data available for
similar species to those being studied determined.

There is a desire by the industry and managers to rebuild
depleted rockfish stocks. Some measures have been taken to
accomplish that objective, but accurate measurements of
recruitment are needed to assess the success of those
rebuilding programs. In addition to understanding the basic
biology of the species involved and the development of good
Stock assesSment teChniqueS, the natural external factors
affecting survival must also be understood to evaluate
whether the management technique, natural factors, or a
combination of both has caused the measured level of
recruitment to the fishery. Since there are many natural
factors, both biological and physical, affecting birth and
survival, it may not be possible to accurately predict
reCruitment success, but it ia impOrtant that the prOblem be
investigated. Topics such as environmental affects of
fecundity, larval survival windows, and the spatiality of
recruitment are of particular importance.

Reviews of recent stock assessments show that many rockfish
populations are much less productive than initially thought.
A full review of assessment techniques is warranted to
evaluate the need to increase their accuracy and precision.
Critical questions that need to be answered are:
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What is the degree of intra- and intersite variability
of assessments?

Will there be problems with estimating the numbers of
fish at age when the populations are low?

How accurate are current stock assessment models and
trawl surveys at low stock or effort levels?

How to standardize data obtained using differing
assessment techniques?

In addition to answering the above questions, there is a
need to:

Incorporate new biological and physical data into
assessment models when possible.

Examine robustness of existing models.

Modify existing assessment techniques, or develop new
ones to deal with variability problems.

Investigate climatic affects on stock status.

Although there may be a need to slow down rockfiah research
as funding declines, there is also a need to get ahead of
the boom-bust phenomenon that has been plaguing the rockfish
fisheries. There are a number of things that can be done to
either reduce the cost of research, or increase what can be
done with existing funds.

Data sharing can be increased.

Managers and researchers need to interact more than
they do nOw to increase the level of feedback.

Experimental fisheries should be used to test
hypotheses.

There is a need to involve all users of the resource to
a higher degree, so that they will assist in promoting
programs to those that hold the purse strings.

The costs and benefits of rebuilding need to be
assessed.
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